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US 2012/0173979 A1 (LEE, K.) 05 July 2012; the entire document.

US 2011/0131506 A1 (CALISSENDORFF,E.) 02 June 2011; the entire document.

     
C

* Special categories ofcited documents: “T tater documentpublishedafter the internationalfiling date or priority
“A” documentdefining the general state of the art which is not considered date and notin conflict with the application butcited to understand

to be ofparticular relevance the principle or theory underlying the invention
“B” earlier application or patentbut published on orafterthe international “xX” documentofparticular relevance, the claimed invention cannot be

 1 Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C.

  
  
   

 

filing date considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive
*L” document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s)or whichis step when the documentis taken alone

citedto establish thebnbiivation date of another citation or other “y” document ofparticular relevance; the claimed invention cannot beSpeciat re as specie . . considered to involve an inventive step when the documentis
“Q” documentreferring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other combined with one or more other such documents, such combination

means being obvious to a person skilled in the art
“p documentpublishedprior to the international filing date butlater than

the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion of the international search

«z” document memberof the same patent family
 
 

  

 
 

 
Date ofmailing of the international search report

1 6APR 2014
Authorized officer:
 
 

24 March 2014 (24.03.2014)

 
  

 
 

Name and mailing address of the ISA/US
Mail Stop PCT,Attn: ISA/US, Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
Facsimile No. 571-273-3201

Form PCT/ISA/210 (second sheet) (July 2009)

Shane Thomas  
 
 

 
 
 

PCT Helpdesk: 571-272-4300
PCT OSP: 671-272-7774
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT Taternational application No.
PCT/US13/55494

-***_Continued from Box No.lil - Observations where unity of invention is lacking-***-

This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not solinked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1. in orderforall inventionsto be examined, the appropriate additional examination fee must be paid.

GroupI: Claims 1-2 are directed toward a method for providing a user interface in an intelligent television.
GroupII: Claims 3-4 are directed toward a methodfor providing a user interface in an intelligent television.
GroupIll: Claims 5-6 are directed toward a method for providing a userInterface in an intelligent television.
GroupIV: Claims 7-8 are directed toward a method for providing a userInterface in an intelligent television.
Group V: Claims 9-10 are directed toward a method for providing a user interface in an intelligenttelevision.
Group VI: Claims 11-12 are directed toward a method for providing one of two typesof userinterfaces in an intelligent television.
Group VII: Claims 13-14 are directed toward a methadfor providing a userinterface in an intelligent television.

The inventionslisted as GroupsI-VII do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical featuresfor the following reasons:

The special technical features of Group| includeafirst series of user interfaces; receiving a back selection to reverse a navigation,
which are not presentin GroupsI!-VII.

The special technical features of GroupIl includeafirst navigation bar; a second navigation bar; rendering a horizontal navigation bar;
and rendering a different user interface for the second navigation bar, which are not present in Groups [ andIII-VII.

The special technical features of Groupil! include a notification for a user; dismissing the notification; and providing a missing notification
icon in the userinterface, which are not present in GroupsI-ll and 1V-Vil.

The special technical features of Group [V include the user interface including at least two regions; and providing an action based ona
location within one ofthe least two regions, which are not present in GroupsI-I!] and V-VIl.

The special technical features of Group V include determining a selection characteristic: determining a content characteristic; and based
on the selection characteristic and the content characteristic, affecting changein the userinterface, which are not presentin GroupsI-IV
and VI-VII. :

The special technicalfeatures of Group VIinclude determining a type of user interface selection;a first type of selection; and a second
type of selection, whichare not present in Groups I-V and VII.

The special technical features of Group VII include receiving a selection for an unrelated search that does not apply to the first content;
and providing a search panel abovea portion of the content to search for a second content, which are not present in GroupsI-VI.

The commontechnical feature shared by Groups I-VIl is a method and system for providing a user interfacein anintelligent television,
the method and system comprising: receiving, by a processoroftheintelligent television, a selection associated with contentIn the
intelligent television; presenting a seconduserinterface different thanafirst user interface. However, this commonfeature is previously
disclosed by US 2012/0210239 A1 (Kim). Kim discloses a method and system for providing a userInterface in an intelligent television (a
first GU! (user interface) displayed on a screen of a Smart TV; paragraphs [0121] and [0247}), the method and system comprising:
receiving, by a processor (paragraph [0177})of the intelligenttelevision, a selection associated with content in the intelligenttelevision
(first user action (selection); paragraph [0249}); presenting a seconduserinterface different than a first user interface (second GUI;
paragraph [0249)).

Since the commontechnical feature is previously disclosed by the Kim reference, this commonfeature Is not special and so Groups I-VIE
lack unity. 

Form PCT/ISA/210 (extra sheet) (July 2009)
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PCT

WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

To: Tadd F. Wilson
Sheridan Ross P.C.

1560 Broadway
Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202
United States of Ameri

ed states oF America (PCT Rule 43bis.1)

  
 

 
 
 
 

Vismoiiey | OAPR 2014
FOR FURTHER ACTION

See paragraph 2 below
 
 

Applicant’s or agent’s file reference
6583-426-PCT

International application No. International filing date (day/month/year)
PCT/US13/55494 18 August 2013 (18.08.2013)

International Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and IPC
IPC(8) - GO6F 3/0482 (2014.01)
USPG-_ 715/854

Applicant Flextronics AP, LLC

  
 

  
  

Priority date (day/month/year)

17 August 2012 (17.08.2012)

  
  

  
1. This opinion containsindications relating to the following items:

x] Box No,I Basis of the opinion

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Box No. II Priority

Box No. I! Non-establishmentofopinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Box No. IV Lackofunity of invention

Box No. V__ Reasonedstatement under Rule 4%is.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability,
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. VI Certain documents cited

Box No. VIL Certain defects in the international application

Box No, VIII Certain observations on the international application

DUOXO
 
 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 

2. FURTHER ACTION

Ifa demandfor international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion ofthe
International Preliminary Examining Authority (“IPEA”) exceptthat this does not apply where the applicant chooses an Authority
other than this one to be the IPEA andthe chosen IPEA hasnotified the International Bureau under Rule 66.1 bis(b) that written
opinions ofthis International Searching Authority will not be so considered.
Ifthis opinion is, as provided above, consideredto be a written opinion ofthe IPRA, the applicantis invited to submit to tk IPEA
a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of 3 months from the date ofmailing ofFom
PCT/ISA/220or before the expiration of22 months from thepriority date, whichever cxpireslater.
For further options, see Form PCT/ISA/220.

 
 
 

 
  

Nameand mailing address of the ISA/US|Date of completion ofthis opinion Authorized officer:
Mail Stop PCT,Attn: ISA/USCommissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandrla, Virginia 22313-1450
Facsimile No. 571-273-3201

Form PCT/ISA/237 (cover sheet) (July 2011)

 

 
Shane Thomas

  24 March 2014 (24.03.2014)
  

PCT Helpdesk: 571-272-4300
PCT OSP: 571-272-7774
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US13/55494

Box No. I Basis of this opinion 

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

x] the international application inthe language in whichit was filed.
L] a translation of the international application into whichis the language ofa

translation furnished for the purposesof international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)). ~ .

2. | This opinion has been established taking into accounttherectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43 bis. i(a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has been
established on the basis of a sequence listing filed or furnished:

a. (means)

on paper

in electronic form

in the international application as filed

together with the international application in electronic form

subsequently to this Authority for the purposes ofsearch

4, ] In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequencelisting has beenfiled or furnished, the required
statementsthat the information in the subsequentor additional copies is identical to that in the application as filed or
does not go beyondthe application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional comments: 
Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No.I) (uly 2011)
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International application No.

 
WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US13/55494

Box No. IV  Lackofunity of invention 

1. In response to the invitation (Form PCT/ISA/206)to pay additional fees the applicant has, within the appicable time limit:

paid additional fees

paid additional fees under protest and, where applicable, the protest fee

paid additional fees under protest but the applicable protest fee was not paid

not paid additional fees .
2, [] This Authority foundthat the requirementofunity of invention is not complied with and chose notto invite the applicant to

pay additional fees. .

3. This Authority considers that the requirement ofunity of invention in accordance with Rule 13.1, 13.2 and 13.3 is

[] complied with
not complied with for the following reasons:

GroupI: Claims 1-2; Group H: Claims 3-4; GroupIl: Claims 5-6; Group IV: Claims 7-8; Group V: Clalms 9-10; Group VI: Claims 11-12;
GroupVII: Claims 13-14

This application contains the following Inventions or groups of inventions whichare notso linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In orderforall inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fee must be paid.

Group I: Claims 1-2 are directed toward a method for providing a userInterfacein anintelligent television.
Group II: Claims 3-4 are directed toward a method for providing a user interface In an intelligent television.
GroupIll: Claims 5-6 are directed toward a method forproviding a user interface in an Intelligenttelevision.
GroupIV: Claims 7-8 are directed toward a method for providing a user interface in an intelligent television.
Group V: Claims 9-10 are directed toward a methodfor providing a userinterface in an intelligent television.
Group VE Claims 11-12 are directed toward a methodfor providing one of two typesofuserinterfacesin anintelligent television.
Group Vil: Claims 13-14 are directed toward a method for providing a userinterface in anintelligent television.

The inventionslisted as Groups [-VII do notrelate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding speclal technical features for the following reasons: The special technical features of Group|
includea first series of user interfaces; receiving a back selection to reverse a navigation, which are not presentin GroupsII-VIl. The
special technical features of GroupII includea first navigation bar; a second navigation bar; rendering a horizontal navigation bar; and
rendering a different user interface for the’second navigation bar, which are not present In Groups| andIlI-Vil. The special technical
features of GroupIII inciude a notification for a user; dismissing the notification; and providing a missing notification icon in the user
intérface, which are not presentin Groups [-lIl and [V-VII. The special technical features of GroupIV include the userinterface including at
least two regions; and providing anaction based on a location within one ofthe least two regions, which are not present in GroupsI-lll
and V-VII. The special technical features of Group V include determining a selection characteristic; determining a content characteristic;
and based onthe selection characteristic and the content characteristic, affecting changein the userinterface, which are notpresentin
GroupsI-IV and VI-VIl. The special technical features of Group VI include determining a type of user interface selection; a first type of
selection; and a secondtype of selection, which are not presentin Groups !-V and Vil. The special technical features of Group VII include
receiving a selection for an unrelated searchthat does not apply to the first content; and providing a search panel above a portion of the
content to search for a second content, which are not present in GroupsI-VI.

The commontechnical feature shared by Groups [-VI! is a method and system forproviding a user interface in anintelligenttelevision,
the method and system comprising: recaiving, by a processoroftheintelligent television, a selection associated with content in the
intelligent television; presenting a second userinterface different than a first user interface, However, this common feature is previously
disclosed by US 2012/0210239 A1 (Kim). Kim discloses a method and systemfor providing a user interface in an Intelligent television (a
first GUI (userinterface) displayed on a screen of a Smart TV,paragraphs [0121] and [0247}), the method and system comprising:
receiving, by a processor (paragraph [0177])ofthe Intelligent television, a selection associated with content in the intelligent television
(first user action (selection); paragraph [0249]); presenting a second userinterface different thanafirst user interface (second GUI;
paragraph [0249}).

Since the commontechnical feature is previously disclosed by the Kim reference, this common feature is not special and so Groups I-Vit
lack unity.

4. Consequently, this opinion has been established in respect of the following parts of the international application:

C] all parts

the parts relating to claims Nos. (and 2
 

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. IV) Guly 2011)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US13/55494

 Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43is.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Statement

Novelty (N)  

Inventive step (1S)

Industrial applicability (IA)
 
  

2, Citations and explanations:

Claims 1-2 lack novelty under PCTArticle 33(2) as being anticipated by US 2012/0174039 A1 to Rhoadsetal. (hereinafter “Rhoads”).

Asto claim 1, Rhoadsdiscloses a methodfor providing a userinterface in an intelligent television, the method comprising: receiving, by a
processoroftheintelligent television, a selection associated with contentin theintelligent television (receiving by the control circuitry of a
smart TV comprising a microprocessor(receiving, by a processoroftheintelligent television) a user selection of a media identifier from
multiple media identifiers by the smart TV (a selection associated with contentin the intelligent television), paragraphs [0006], [0026],
[0049]); in response to the selection, presenting the userinterface associated with the content, wherein the user interface is associated
withafirst serles of userinterfaces(In responseto the user's indication (in response to the selection), the media guidance application may
providea display screen with media guidance data (presenting the user interface associated with the content); an options region may
allow the userto accessdifferent types of content, media guidance application displays, and/or media guidance application features
(whereinthe userinterface is associatedwitha first series of userinterfaces), paragraph [0028}); receiving a back selection to reverse a
navigation through thefirst series of user interfaces (the navigation indicator may allow a user to navigate back (receiving a back selection
to reverse a navigation) through a hierarchical structure of media identifiers to the location of the media asset(through the first series of
user interfaces), paragraph [0023]); and presenting a second userinterface, wherein the second userinterface is in a secondseries of
userinterfaces (a second navigation Indicatoris displayed (and presenting a seconduserInterface) that represents a path navigating
through the hierarchy of the interactive media guidance application to the second mediaasset (wherein the second user interface is ina
second series of user interfaces), claims 5, 6), and wherein thefirst series of user Interfacesis different fram the second series of user
interfaces (wherein thefirst navigation indicator comprisesafirst navigation cue thatidentifies which media identifier to select fromafirst
portion of the plurality of media identifiers (wherein thefirst series of user interfaces) second navigation cue that identifies which media
identifier to select from a second portion ofthe plurality of media identifier(is different from a secondseries ofuserinterfaces), claim 22).

Asto claim 2, Rhoads discloses anintelligent television system comprising: a memory operableto store social media data (memory
storage may be used to store various types of content including social media content (a memory operableto store social media data),
paragraphs [0025], [0051]); a processor in communication with the memory (a processor with an application stored in memory (a
processor in communication with the memory), paragraph [0049}), the processor operableto: execute a user interface application (the
processor executesinstruction for the media guidance application (executes a user interface application), paragraph [0049)), the user
interface application operable receive, by a processorofthe intelligent television, a selection associated with contentin the intelligent
television (the media guidance application (the user interface application) receives by the contro! circultry of a smart TV comprising a
microprocessor(operable to receive, by a processorofthe intelligent television) a user selection of a mediaidentifier from multiple media
identifiers by the smart TV (a selection associated with contentin the intelligent television), paragraphs [0006], [0026], (0049)); in response
to the selection, presentthe userinterface associated with the content, wherein the user interface is associated with a first series of user
interfaces (In responseto the user's indication (in responseto the selection), the media guidance application may provide a display screen
with media guidance data (present the user interface associatedwith the content); an options region may allow the userto accessdifferent
types of content, media guidance application displays, and/or media guidance application features (wherein the userinterface is
associatedwithafirst series of user interfaces), paragraph [0028]); receive a back selection to reverse a navigation through thefirst series
of userinterfaces (the navigation indicator mayallow a userto navigate back (receive a back selection to reverse a navigation) through a
hierarchical structure of media identifiers to the location of the media asset (throughthefirst series of user interfaces), paragraph [0023});
and present a seconduserInterfaca, wherein the second userinterface is in a secondseries of user interfaces {a second navigation
indicatoris displayed (and present a second user interface) that represents a path navigating through the hierarchyof the interactive
media guidance application to the second media asset (wherein the second userinterface Is In a second series of user interfaces), claims
5, 6), and wherein thefirst series of userInterfacesis different from the secondseries of user interfaces (wherein thefirst navigation
indicator comprisesa first navigation cue that identifies which media identifier to select fromafirst portion of the plurality of media
identifiers (wherein thefirst series of user interfaces) second navigation cuethat identifies which media identifier to select from a second
portion of the plurality of media identifier (is different from a secondseries of user interfaces), claim 22).

Claims 1-2 have industrial applicability as defined by PCT Article 33(4) because the subject matter can be made or usedin industry.

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. V) (July 2011)
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To PCT
NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND
THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
SEARCHING AUTHORITY, OR THE DECLARATION

(PCT Rule 44.1)

17 APR 2014

FOR FURTHER ACTION—See paragraphs 1 and 4 below

 

 Date of mailing
(day/month/year) 
 

 

  

Applicant’s or agent’s file reference
6583-434-PCT

International application No. International filing date

PCT/US2013/055342 (daylmonth/year) 16 August 2013

 
  
 

 
  

Applicant FLEXTRONICS AP, LLC

  

1, The applicant is hereby notified that the international search report and the written opinion of the International Searching
Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith.
Filing of amendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled, if he so wishes, to amendthe claimsofthe international application (see Rule 46):

When? The time limit for filing such amendments is normally two months from the date of transmittal of the
international search report.

Where? Directly to the International Bureau of WIPO, 34 chemin des Colombettes
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Facsimile No.: +41 22 338 82 70

¥or moredetailed instructions, see PCTApplicant’s Guide, International Phase, paragraphs 9.004 — 9.011.

2. ry The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established and that the declaration under
Article 17(2)(a) to that cffect and the written opinion of the International Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

3. L] With regardto any protest against paymentof(an) additional fee(s) under Ruic 40.2, the applicant is notified that:
the protest together with the decision thereon has been transmitted to the International Bureau together with any
request to forwardthe texts of both the protest and the decision thereon to the designated Offices.

[| na decision has been madeyeton the protest; the applicant will be notified as soon as a decision is made. 
 4. Reminders

The applicant may submit comments on an informalbasis on the written apinion of the International Searching Authority to the
International Bureau. The International Bureau will send a copy of such comments to all designated Offices unless an
international preliminary examination report has beenor is to be established. Following the expiration of 30 months from the
priority date, these comments will also be made available to the public.
Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date, the international application will be published by the
International Bureau. If the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication, a notice of withdrawal of the international
application, or of the priority claim, must reach the International Bureau before the complction of the technical preparations for
international publication (Rules 90bis.1 and 9Obis.3).
Within L9 months from the priority date, but only in respect of some designated Offices, a demandfor international preliminary
examination mustbefiled if the applicant wishes to postpone the entry into the national phase until 30 monthsfrom the priority
date (in some Offices evenlater); otherwise,the applicant must, within 20 monthsfrom the priority date, perform the prescribed
acts for entry into the national phase before those designated Offices.
In respect of other designated Offices, the time limit of 30 months(or later) will apply even if no demand is filed within 19months.

For details about the applicable time limits, Office by Office, see www.wipo.int/pct/en/texts/time_limits.ntml and the
PCTApplicant's Guide, National Chapters.

Nameand mailing address ofthe ISA/ Authorized officer
Mail Stop PCT,Attn: ISA/US. Blaine R. CopenheaverCommissionerfor Patents .
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450 . PCT Helpdesk: 571-272-4300

Facsimile No. 671-273-3204 Telephone No, PCT OSP: 871-272-7774
 
Form PCTASA/220 (July 2010)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

Applicant’s or agent’s file reference FOR FURTHER see Form PCT/ISA/220
6583-434-PCT ACTION as well as, where applicable, item 5 below. 

International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year)
PCT/US2013/055342 16 August 2013 47 August 2012 
Applicant
FLEXTRONICS AP, LLC 
  
  
 

  
    
  
  
  
 
 
  

 
 
  
  
 

   
  
  
  

This international search report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This international search report consists of a total of 5 sheets.
E| It is also accompaniedby a copy of eachprior art document cited in this report. 

1. Basis of the report

a, With regard to the language, the international search was carricd out on thebasis of.

cx! the international application in the language in which it was filed.
[| a translation of the international application into _. which is the language of

a translation furnished for the purposes ofinternational search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)).

b. L] This international search report has been established taking into accountthe rectification of un obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43.65is(a)). ‘

©. ] With regard to any nucleotide and/or aminoacid sequence disclosedin the international application, see Box No. IL.

2. | Certain claims were found unsearchable (see Box No. ID.

Unity of invention is lacking (see Box No. III).

 
 4. With regard to the title,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

L_] the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

 
 5. With regard to the abstract,

x] the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.
L] the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2, by this Authority as it appears in Box No. TV. Theapplicant

may, within one month from thedate ofmailingofthis international search report, submit commentsto this Authority.

  6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. 14
as suggested by the applicant.

LC] as selected by this Authority, because the applicantfailed to suggest a figure.
LC] as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.

ob. LJ noneofthe figuresis to be published with the abstract.
Korm PCT/ISA/2 10 (first sheet) (July 2009)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT International application No.
PCT/US2013/055342

  Box No. I Observations wherecertain claims were found unscarchable (Continuationofitem 2 offirst sheet)

 
 

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims underArticle 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

 
 

Claims Nos.:

because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

  
 
 

 
  
  
  
 
 

Claims Nos.:

because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

 
 3. [| Claims Nos.:

because they are dependent claims andare not drafted in accordance with the second andthird sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. II Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuationofitem3offirst sheet) 

This International Scarching Authority found multiple inventions inthis international application, as follows:See Extra Sheet.

. [| Asall required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

2. CJ Asall searchable claims could be searchedwithout effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fecs. :

3. [| Asonly someofthe required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

 

 
  
  

  
  

x] No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report isrestricted to the invention first mentionedin the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:
1-2

Remarkon Protest The additional search fees were accompaniedby the applicant’s protest and, where applicable, the
paymentof a protest fee. .

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant’s protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.OOU
Noprotest accompanied the paymentofadditional search fees.

Form PC'I/ISA/210 (continuation offirst sheet (2)) (July 2009)
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 A,

IPC(8) - HO4N 5/445 (2014.01)
USPC - 725/56

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both nationalclassification and IPC
B.

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

FIELDS SEARCHED 

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
IPC(8) - GO6F 3/033; HO4N 5/445; 21/262; HO4H 6/32 (2014.01)
USPC -345/156, 682; 725/56

  
 

International application No.
PCT/US2013/055342

 
  
 

    
Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documentsare includedin the ficlds searched
CPC - GO6F 3/033; HO4N 5/445; 21/262; HO4H 6/32 (2014.01)
  

 
Google, Orbit, Google Patents

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT
: - mational application No.Information on patent family members International applicationPCT/US2013/055342

This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In orderforall inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Group|, claims 1-2, drawn to a methodfor providing an indication ofa linkageto a poster of social média,an intelligent television,
comprising: providingafirst visual indicia fora first posting and a secondvisualindicia for a second posting wherein thefirst and second
visual indicia are different and Indicate the linkage betweena first posterofthe first posting or a secondposterof the secondposting.
GroupI, claims 3-4, drawn to a method for providing a rooting section for an intelligent television, comprising: based on a received
selection of sporting content, providingafirst visual representation of one or more of the social media postings associated witha first
team affiliation and providing a second visual representation of one or more of the social media postings associated with a second teamaffiliation.

Group III, claims 5-6, drawn to a method for providing social media on anintelligent television, comprising: identifying a user of the
intelligent television and registering the user with one or more social media sites, and providing social media posting associated with the
user on an userinterface of theintelligent television.
GroupIV, claims 7-8, drawn to a methodfor providing social media information on an intelligent television, comprising: determining the
availability of social media for the selected programming and providing a visual representation of one or more of the social media
postings associated with selected programming.
GroupV,claims 9-10, drawn to a methodfor providing social media information on an intelligent television, comprising: receiving a
second selection to change a volumeof soclal media, and changing an amountof social media presentedin response to the secondselection.

GroupVI, claims 11-12, drawn to a method for providing social media information on an intelligent television, the comprising: the
intelligent television discovering a device also connected to the network, connecting the device to the intelligent television, a user
pushesa social media message from the device, and displaying the social media message on theintelligent television.
GroupVII, claims 13-14, drawn to a methodfor providing media onanintelligent television, comprising: retrieving available media from
one or more social media sources and from one or morelocal sources and presenting together media from both one or more social
media sources and one or morelocal sources.
Group VIil, claims 15-16, drawn to a methodfor providing social media on an intelligent television, comprising: receiving a programming
changeinput and providing determining the type of programming changing input one of two or more user interfaces that include a
presentation of social media information.
GroupIX, claims 17-18, drawn to a method for providing social media on an intelligent television, comprising: pausing the media
playback on theintelligent television while the media continues to be presented in real-time and during the pause, receiving one or more
social media postings associated with the media, and storing the one or more social media postings in a time sequence correlated to the
media presentation.
GroupX,claims 19-20, drawn to a methed for providing social media onanintelligent television, comprising: receiving a selection of a
contro! device on a remote control associated with an intelligent television and determining whether the selectionis a first type or a
second type, and providing a first user interface at the bottom ofa display ofthe intelligent television wherein thefirst user interface
provides at least one social media postingif the selection is a first type, and providing a seconduserinterface at the top of the display of
theintelligent television, wherein the second userinterface provides information associated with content being presentedin the displayif
the selection is a second type.
GroupXI, claims 21-22, drawn to a method for publishing social media by an intelligent television, the comprising: receiving a selection

of a control device associated with the intelligent television and automatically publishing information about the content to a social mediasite based on the selection. :
GroupXIl, claim 23-24, drawn to a method for providing sociai media onanintelligent television, comprising: determining a state
associated with a social media posting and providing a user interface for the social media application, having the social media posting
displayed based onthestate.

The inventionslisted as Groups I-XII do notrelate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
43.2, they lack the sameor corresponding special technical features for the following reasons: the special technical feature of the Group
l invention: providingafirst visualindicia fora first posting and a second visual indicia for a second posting wherein the first and second
visual indicia are different and indicate the linkage betweena first posterofthefirst posting or a second posterof the second posting as
claimed therein is not presentin the invention of Groups It-X!l. The special technical feature of the GroupII invention: based ona
received selection of sporting content, providing a first visual representation of one or more of the social media postings associated with
a first team affiliation and providing a second visual representation of one or more of the social media postings associated with a second
team affiliation as claimed therein is not presentin the invention of Groups|, Ill-XIl. The special technical feature of the Group Hi
invention: identifying a userofthe intelligent television and registering the user with one or more social media sites, and providing social
media posting associated with the user on an userinterface of the intelligent television as claimed therein is not presentin the invention
of Groups|, ll, IV-Xil. The special technical feature of the Group IV invention: determining the availability of social media for the selected
programming andproviding a visual representation of one or moreof the social media postings associated with selected programming
as Claimed therein is not presentin the invention of Groups|, IJ, Ill or V-XIL_ The special technical feature of the Group V invention:
receiving a second selection to change a volumeof social media, and changing an amountof social media presented in response to the
second selection as claimed therein is not presentin the invention of GroupsI-IV, VI-XIl. The special technical feature of the Group VI
invention: the intelligent television discovering a device also connected to the network, connecting the device to the intelligent
television, a user pushes a social media messagefrom the device, and displaying the social media message on the intelligent television
as claimedtherein is not presentin the invention of Groups I-V, VII-XIl._ The special technical feature of the Group VII invention:
retrieving available media from one or more social media sources and from one or more local sources and presenting together media
from both one or more social media sources and one or more local sources as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups
EVor VIII-Xil. The special technical feature of the Group VIII invention: receiving a programming changeinput and providing
determiningthe type of programming changing input oneof two or more userinterfaces that include a presentation of social media
information as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-VI! or IX-XII.

[See Continuation on Next Extra Sheet]
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The special technical feature of the Group |X invention: pausing the media playback ontheintelligent television while the media
continuesto be presented in real-time and during the pause, receiving one or more social media postings associated with the media,
andstoring the one or more social media postings in a time sequencecorrelated to the media presentation as claimed thereinis not
presentin the invention of Groups I-VIII or X-XIl._ The special technical feature of the Group X invention: receiving a selection of a
contral device on a remote control associated with an intelligent television and determining whether the selectionis a first type or a
second type, and providinga first user interface at the bottorn of a displayoftheintelligent television wherein the first user interface
provides at least one social media posting if the selection is a first type, and providing a second userinterface at the topof the display of
the intelligent television, wherein the second userinterface providesinformation associated with content being presentedin the display if
the selection is a secondtypeas claimed therein is not presentin the invention of Groups 1-IX or XI-XII. The special technicalfeature of
the Group XIinvention: receiving a selection of a control device associated with theintelligent television and autornatically publishing
information aboutthe contentto a social media site based on the selection as claimed therein is not presentin the invention of Groups
|-X or XIl. The special technical feature of the Group Xil invention: determining a state associated with a social media posting and
providing a user interface for the social media application, having the social media posting displayed based onthe state as claimed
therein is not presentin the invention of GroupsI-XI.

GroupsI- XII lack unity of invention because even though the inventions of these groups require the technicalfeature ofvisual
representation of social media posting on an intelligent TV,this technical feature is not a special technical feature as it does not make a
contribution overthe prior art in view of US 2012/0154449 At (RAMAGEMetal) 21 June 2012 (21.06.2012).

US 2012/0154449 A1 to RAMAGEMetal discloses a visual whiteboard as an application or component for operation on a smart TV
(para. 0007) and social networking techniques, devices, systems and software which can be used in conjunction with social networks
associated with a television (para 0002) and teaches visual representation of social media posting on an intelligent TV (content
identifiers or other groupinformation can be posted to the visual whiteboard by the authorized users for subsequentdisplay on the
corresponding smart [intelligent] TV, para 0007; receiving media items from various media sources and service providers, para 0021,
mechanism fordirect sharing of information via the social graph...finding a funny cat video posted on a largesite like Digg, para 0038;
that a content identifier (hyperlink to a video), and various notes postedto the visual whiteboard by authorized group members, para
0055; see also para 0030, 0031 for using the visual whiteboard operating on anintelligent TV and enabling an active user engagingin
various aspects of social networking on theintelligent TV, including searching for updates from social networks[ihat implies receiving
and visual representation of social postings onthe intelligent TV).

Since noneof the special technical features of the Group !-XIl inventions are found in more than one of the inventions, unity of invention
is Jacking.
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1. This opinion contains indications relating to the following itcms:

Box No.I Basis ofthe opinion

Box No. Priority

Box No. Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Box No. ; Lack ofunity of invention
Box No. Reasonedstatement underRule 43bis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;

citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. VI Certain documents cited

Box No. VII_ Certain defects in the international applicationOOOWKO
Box No. VITT Certain observations on the international application

FURTHER ACTION

If a demand for international preliminary examination is made, this opinion will be considered -to be a written opinion ofthe
International Preliminary Examining Authority (“IPEA”) except that this does nol apply wherethe applicant chooses an Authority
other than this one to be the IPEA and the choscn IPEAhas notified the International Bureau under Rule 66. 1bis(b) that written
opinionsofthis International Searching Authority will not be so considered.

If this opinionis, as provided above, consideredto be a written opinion ofthe IPEA,the applicant is invited to submit to the IPEA
a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of 3 monthsfrom the date of mailing ofForm
PCT/ISA/220 or before the expiration of22 months from the priority date, whichever expires later. :
For further options, see Form PCT/ISA/220.

Nameand mailing address of the ISA/US| Date of completion of this opinion Authorized officer:
Mail Stop PCT,Attn: ISA/US Blaine R. CopenheaverCommissioner for Patents ‘
P.O.Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 09 April 2014
Facsimile No. 571-273-3201 PGT OSP: 571-272-7774

PCTHelpdesk: 571-272-4300
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/US2013/055342

Box No. I Basis of this opinion 

With regardto the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

the international application in the language in which it wasfiled.

| a translation of the international application into which is the language of a
translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23. L(b)).

L] This opinion has been established taking into accountthe rectification of an obvious mistake authorizedbyor notified
to this Authority under Rufe 91 (Rule 43bis. L(a))

With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has been
established on the basis of a sequencelisting filed or furnished:

a. (means)

in electronic form
CL on paper
L]

in the international application as filed

together with the international! application in electronic form

subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search

[] Tn addition,in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing has beenfiled or furnished, the required
statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the application as filed or
does not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

Additional comments: 
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International application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/U$2013/055342 
Box No. IV Lackofunity of invention 

1. In responseto the invitation (Form PCT/ISA/206)to pay additional fees the applicant has, within the appicable timelimit:

[| paid additional fees

[] paid additional fees under protest and, where applicable, the protest fee

[| paid additional fees under protest but the applicable protest fee was not paid
not paid additional fees

2, [| This Authority found that the requirementofunity of invention is not complied with and chose not to invite the applicantto
pay additional fees. :

3. This Authority considers that the requirement of unity of invention in accordance with Rule 13.1, 13.2 and 13.3 is

[} complied with
not complied with for the following reasons:

See Supplemental Box

4. Consequently, this opinion has been establishedin respect of the following parts of the international application:

[| all parts

Xx] the parts relating to claims Nos. 1-2
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Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43dis.1(a) (i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement   

1, Statement

 
 

 

 

 

Novelty (N) Claims None _ YES
Claims 1,2 NO

Inventive step (IS) Claims None _ YES
Claims 1,2 NO

Industrial applicability (TA) Claims 1,2 YES
Claims None NO 

 

2. Citations and explan ations:
Claims 1-2 lack novelty under PCT Article 33(2) as being anticipated by Wetzeret al., hereinafter referred to as Wetzer.

Regarding ciaims 1, 2, Wetzer discloses a method for providing an indication ofa linkage to a poster of social media [claim 1] (further
fig.29 F shows a gettogether session interface wherein participants who acceptthe invitation join a session, that allows participants to chat
with each other throughthe text chatinterface, further the interface shows messages 2927 betweenusers, wherein a message fromafirst
useris displayed with the nameofthat user i.e. “Jennifer Coulter’[first visual indicia indicate the linkage betweena first posterofthefirst
posting] and a message from a second useris displayed with the nameof that user i.e. “Mark Daniels”, para 0209, 0210), the method
comprising, and an intelligent television (user device 118 (e.g., an intelligent TV) is a user platform operated by a userto facilitate display
of and interaction with secure user-centric information, Fig 1, para 0050, 0059) system {claim 2] comprising: a memory operable to store
social media data; a processor in communication with the memory, the processor operableto (user devices 118 serve as a platform
operated by a user 116 to facilitate display and interaction, the user devices 118 of user 116 includes a portable device/tablet and an
intelligent television, mobile device, para 0059; fig.22 shows analert notification appears in the display of the tablet device 1310, indicating
that a friend is also watching Fringe [an intelligent television used to view social media notificationsis interpreted as stores social media
data with a processorin communication to a memory], para 0074, 0195): recelving, by a processorofanintelligent television (user device
418 (e.g., an intelligent TV) is a user platform operated byausertofacilitate display of and interaction with secure user-centric :
information, Fig 1, para 0050, 0059), two or more social media postings (user devices 118 serve as a platform operated by a user 116 to
facilitate display andinteraction, the user devices 118 of user 116 includes a portable device/tablet and an intelligent television, mobile
device, para 0059; fig.29A shows a user 116 watching a show on TV 1340using a tablet device 1310, further fig.29C showsaninterface
wherea userinvites other users/participants who are contacts of the user 116, para 0202, 0203; further fig.29 F shows a gettogether
sessioninterface wherein participants who acceptthe invitation join a session, that allows participants to chat with each otherthrough the
text chatinterface, further the interface shows messages 2927 between users “Jennifer Coulter’ and “Mark Daniels” [two or more social
media postings] , para 0209, 0210); execute a user interface application in communication with the social media application, the user
interface application operableto [claim 2] (further fig.29 F shows a gettogether session interface wherein participants who accept the
invitation Join a session, that allows participants to chat with each other through the text chat interface, further the interface shows
messages 2927 between users “Jennifer Coulter’ and “Mark Daniels”[two or more social media postings] , para 0209, 0210): providing a -
visual representation of the social media postings(further fig.29 F shows a gettogether session interface wherein participants who accept
the invitation join a session,that allows participants to chat with each other through the text chat interface, further the interface shows
messages 2927 between users “Jennifer Coulter’ and “Mark Daniels”[providing a visual representation of two or more social media
postings] , para 0209, 0210); in the visual representation,providingafirst visualindicia for a first posting and a secondvisualindicia for a
second posting (furtherfig.29 F shows a gettogether session interface wherein participants who accepttheinvitation join a session, that
allows participants to chat with each other through the text chat interface, further the interface shows messages 2927 between users,
wherein a messagefromafirst useris displayed with the nameof that useri.e. “Jennifer Coulter”[first visual indicia for a first posting] and
a message from a second useris dispfayed with the nameof that useri.e. “Mark Daniels” [second visual indicia for a second posting], para
0209, 0210); and wherein the first and second visualindicia are different and indicate the linkage betweenafirst posterof the first posting
or a secondposterof the second posting (furtherfig.29 F shows a gettogether session interface wherein participants who acceptthe
invitation join a session,that allowsparticipants to chat with each other through the text chat interface, further the interface shows
messages 2927 between users, wherein a messagefromafirst user is displayed with the nameof thatuseri.e. “Jennifer Coulter” [first
visual indicia indicate the linkage betweena first posterof the first posting] and.a message from a second useris displayed with the name
of that useri.e. “Mark Daniels” [second visual indicta different from first visual indicia], the chat session messages between the users
provides the users to communicate with each other by sending texts, pictures and videos, para 0209, 0210).

Claims 1-2 meetthe criteria set out in PCT Article 33(4)}, and thus have industrial applicability because the subject matter claimed can be
made or usedin industry.
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Supplemental Box   

 
 
 

In case the spacein any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of:

This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are notso linked asto form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In orderforall inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees mustbe paid.

Group|, claims 1-2, drawn to a methodfor providing anindication ofa linkage to a posterof social media, an intelligent television
comprising: providinga first visualindicia for a first posting and a second visual indicia for a secand posting wherein thefirst and second
visual indicia are different and indicate the linkage betweena first posterofthe first posting or a secondposterof the second posting.
Groupil, claims 3-4, drawn to a methodfor providing a rooting section for an intelligent television, comprising: based on a received
selection of sporting content, providing a first visual representation of one or more ofthe social media postings associated withafirst team
affiliation and providing a second visual representation of one or moreof the social media postings associated with a second teamaffiliation.
GroupIII, claims 5-6, drawn to a methodfor providing social media onanintelligent television, comprising: identifying a user of the
intelligent television and registering the user with one or more social mediasites, and providing social media posting associated with the
user on an userinterface ofthe intelligent television.
Group IV, claims 7-8, drawn to a methodfor providing social media information on an intelligent television, comprising: determining the
availability of social media for the selected programming and providing a visual representation of one or more of the social media postings
associated with selected programming.
GroupV,claims 9-10, drawn to a method for providing social media information on an intelligent television, comprising: receiving a second
selection to change a volume ofsocial media, and changing an amountof social media presented in response to the secondselection.
GroupVI, claims 11-12, drawn to a method for providing social media information on an intelligenttelevision, the comprising: the intelligent
television discovering a device also connected to the network, connecting the device to theintelligent television, a user pushes a social
media message from the device, and displaying the social media message ontheintelligent television.
GroupVII, claims 13-14, drawn to a method for providing media on anintelligent television, comprising: retrieving available media from one
or more social media sources and from one or more local sources and presenting together media from both one or more social media
sources and one or morelocal sources.
Group VIII, claims 15-16, drawn to a methodfor providing social media on anintelligent television, comprising: receiving a programming
change input and providing determining the type of programming changing input one of two or more user interfaces that include a
presentation of social media information.
GroupIX, claims 17-18, drawn to a method for providing social media onanintelligenttelevision, comprising: pausing the media playback
on the intelligent television while the media continues to be presentedin real-time and during the pause, receiving one or more social
media postings associated with the media, and storing the one or more social media postings in a time sequencecorrelatedto the media
presentation.
Group X,claims 19-20, drawn to a methodfor providing social media onanintelligent television, comprising: receiving a selection of a
contro! device on a remote control associatedwith an intelligent television and determining whetherthe selection is a first type or a second
type, and providingafirst userinterface at the bottom of a display ofthe intelligent television wherein the first user interface provides at
least one social media posting if the selectionis a first type, and providing a second user interface at the top of the display ofthe intelligent
television, wherein the second userinterface provides information associated with content being presented in the displayif the selection is
a secondtype.
Group XI, claims 21-22, drawn to a methodfor publishing social media byan intelligent television, the comprising:receiving a selection of

a control device associated with the intelligent television and automatically publishing information about the contentto a social media site
based onthe selection.
Group Xil, claim 23-24, drawn to a methodfor providing sociai media on an intelligent television, comprising: determining a state
associated with a social media posting and providing a userinterface for the social media application, having the social media posting
displayed based on the state. :

The inventionslisted as Groups I-XI! do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons: the special technical feature of the Group |
invention: providingafirst visual indicia for a first posting and a second visual indicia for a second posting whereinthe first and second
visual indicia are different and indicate the linkage betweena first posterofthefirst posting or a second posterof the secondposting as
claimedtherein is not presentin the invention of GroupsII-XIl. The special technicalfeature of the Group Hl invention: based on a
received selection of sporting content, providing a first visual representation of one or more of the social media postings associated with a
first team affiliation and providing a second visual representation of one or more ofthe social media postings associated with a second
team affiliation as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups|, II-Xll. The special technical feature of the Grouplil invention:
identifying a userof the Intelligent television and registering the user with one or more social media sites, and providing social media
posting associated with the user on an user interface ofthe intelligent television as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups
|, fl, IV-XII. The special technical feature of the GroupIV invention: determining the availability of social media for the selected
programming and providing a visual representation of one or more of the social media postings associated with selected programming as
claimedtherein is not presentin the invention of GroupsI, Il, Ill or V-XIf. The special technical feature of the Group V invention: receiving
a second selection to change a volume of social media, and changing an amountof social media presented in response to the second
selection as claimed therein is not presentin the invention of Groupsi-IV, Vi-X!I. The special technical feature of the Group VI invention:
the intelligent television discovering a device also connected to the network, connecting the deviceto the intelligent television, a user
pushes a social media message from the device, and displaying the social media messageontheintelligent television as claimed therein
is not presentin the invention of Groups LV,VII-Xil. The special technical feature of the Group VII invention: retrieving available media
from one or more social media sources and from one or more local sources and presenting together media from both one or more social
media sources and one or morelocal sources as claimed therein is not presentin the invention of Groups |-VI or Vill-XIl._ The special
technical feature of the Group Vill invention: receiving a programming changeinput and providing determining the type of programming
changing input one oftwo or more user interfaces thatinclude a presentation of social media information as claimed therein is not present
in the invention of GroupsI-VII or X-XIl.

[See Continuation on Next Extra Sheet}
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Continuation of

The special technical feature of the Group IX invention: pausing the media playbackon the intelligent television while the media continues
to be presented in real-time and during the pause, receiving one or more social media postings associated with the media, andstoring the
one or more social media postings in a time sequence correlated to the media presentation as claimed therein is not present in the
invention of Groups |-VIil or X-XIl. The special technical feature of the Group X invention: receiving a selection of a control device on a
remote control associated with an intelligent television and determining whetherthe selection is a first type or a second type, and providing
a first user interface at the bottom ofa displayoftheintelligent television wherein thefirst user interface provides at least one social media
postingif the selection is a first type, and providing a second userinterface at the top of the displayofthe intelligent television, wherein the
seconduser interface provides information associated with content being presented in the displayif the selection is a second type as
claimed therein is not presentin the invention of GroupsI-IX or XI-XIl. The special technical feature of the Group X! invention: receiving a
selection of a control device associated with the intelligent television and automatically publishing information about the content to a social
media site based on the selection as claimed therein is not presentIn the Invention of GroupsI-X or Xi]. The special technical feature of
the Group XII invention: determining a state associated with a social media posting and providing a user interface for the social media
application, having the social media posting displayed based onthe state as claimedtherein is not presentin the invention of GroupsI-XI.

 
GroupsI- XII lack unity of invention because even though the inventions of these groups require the technical feature of visual
representation of social media posting on an intelligent TV, this technical feature is not a special technical feature as it does not make a
contribution over the prior art in view of US 2012/0154449 A1 (RAMAGEMetal) 21 June 2012 (21.06.2012).

US 2012/0154449 A1 to RAMAGEMetaldiscloses a visual whiteboard as an application or component for operation on a smart TV (para.
0007) and social networking techniques, devices, systems and software which can be used in conjunction with social networks associated
with a television (para 0002) and teaches visual representation of social media posting on an intelligent TV (content identifiers or other
groupinformation can be posted to the visual whiteboard by the authorized users for subsequentdisplay on the corresponding smart
[intelligent] TV, para 0007; receiving media items from various media sources andservice providers, para 0021; mechanism fordirect
sharing of information via the social graph...finding a funny cat video posted on a largesite like Digg, para 0038; that a content identifier
(hyperlink to a video), and various notes posted to the visual whiteboard by authorized group members, para 0055; see also para 0030,
0031 for using the visual whiteboard operating onanintelligent TV and enabling an active user engaging in various aspectsof social
networking on the intelligent TV, including searching for updates from social networks [that implies receiving and visual representation of
social postings on the intelligent TV).

Since noneof the special technical features of the Group I-XIl inventions are found in morethan one of the inventions, unity of invention is
lacking. ,
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This international search report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
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 This international search report consists of a total of 2 __ sheets.  
 C] It is also accompanied by a copy ofcach prior art documentcited in this report.  
 
 

 1. Basis of the report

   a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

  X] the international application in the language in which it wasfiled.  
 [| a translation of the international application into : which is the language of

a translation furnished for the purposesof international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)).
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authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43.6bis(a)).   c. L] With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, see Box No. 1. 
 
 

Certain claims were found unsearchable (see Box No. II).

Unity of invention is lacking (see Box No.III). 
 
 

 
 4. With regard to thetitle,

CJ the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.  
 [Xx] the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows: 
 
  

 
 
 

USER INTERFACE FOR AN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION

 
 5. With regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.  
 LJ the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2, by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant

may, within one month from the date ofmailing ofthis international search report, submit commentsto this Authority.  
  6. With regard to the drawings,

  a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. 14

  ‘ L] as suggested by the applicant.  
 as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.  
 LX as selected by this Authority, becausethis figure better characterizes the invention.  
 b,L] none ofthe figures is to be published with the abstract. 
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Box No. II Priority
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 WRITTEN OPINION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

International application No.. 
 
 

 
  PCT/US13/55592 

Box No. I Basis ofthis opinion

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:  x] ' the international application in the language in which it wasfiled.
  [| a translation of the international application into oe . which is the language of a

translation furnished for the purposesofinternational search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)).    2. [| This opinion has been established taking into accounttherectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43 bis. 1 (a))
  
  3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has been

established on the basis of a sequence listing filed or furnished:  

   a. (means)

[J on paper
Ct] in electronic form  
 

  b. (time)

 
 

[] in the international application as filed
 

 
[J together with the international application in electronic form

subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of scarch

  4. Cc] In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing has beenfiled or furnished, the required
: statementsthat the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the application asfiled or

does not go beyondthe applicationasfiled, as appropriate, were furnished. 
 5. Additional comments:
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Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43dis.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement  

  

 

 

 

 

i. Statement

Novelty (N) Claims 2-20 , ; YES
: Claims 1 NO

Inventive step (IS) Claims None _ “YES
Claims 1-20 ee NO

Industrial applicability (IA) Claims 1-200 YES
Claims None ‘ No
 

 

2. Citations and explanations:

Claims 1 lacksnovelty under PCT Article 33(2) as being anticipated by US 2011/0131506 A1 (Calissendorff).

Asto claim1, Calissendorff discloses a method for providing multiple types of user interfaces in an intelligent television (a method to
dynamically adapt a user interface to the available context ina smart TV (methodfor providing multiple types of user interfaces in an
intelligenttelevision), paragraph [0025], [0120], the method comprising: receiving a selection for the userinterface (the presentation
modellocates the commandassociated with the action (receiving a selection for the user interface), paragraph [0077]), wherein the user
interface provides content (the presentation mode! uses the available content to generate the interface for the user (wherein the user
interface provides content), paragraph [0091]); determining a type of content to provide (content is determined by which available items
fulfill the criteria of a presentation group (determining a type of content to provide), paragraph [0047]); determininga type ofuserinterface
based on the type of contentto provide, wherein a first.type of content correspondsto a first user interface (available contentwith the
known context is used to generate the userinterface (determining a type of user interface based onthe type of content to provide, wherein
thefirst type of content correspondsto a first user interface), paragraph [0072]), a second type of content correspondsto a second user
interface (when a changein context is detected, the available content is used to generate a new userinterface (a secondtype of content
correspondsto a seconduserinterface), paragraphs [0110], [0112]), and a third type of content corresponds toa third user interface
(whenthe user movesinto a different context B or C, the interface will update to the new context (andathird type of content corresponds
to a third userinterface), figures 5a-5d, paragraph [0058]); providing the first user interface for the first type of content (presenting the user
interface of content (providingthe first user interface for the first type of content), paragraph [0073]); providing the second userinterface
for the second type of content (presenting the user interface of the new content (providing the second userinterface for the second type of
content), paragraph[0113]); and providing the third user interfacefar the third type of content (the presentation model ensures that each
item is presented (providing the third user interface for the third type of content), paragraph [0032]).

Claims 2, 17 and 20 tack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Calissendorff in view of US 2011/0252466 A1 to
Jeong et al. (hereinafter “Jeong’”). :

Asto claim 2, Calissendorff discloses the method as defined in claim 1. However, Calissendorff fails to disclose a method wherein the first
type of content is for a selection main screen with a limited amount of content. Jeong discloses a method wherein the first type of content
is for a selection main screen with a limited amount of content (the home screen (selection main screen) may further include an application
menuwith at least one application that can be executed (wherein the first type of contentis for a selection main screen with a limited
amountof content), paragraph [0145]). Itwould have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to
modify the method of Calissendorff to include wherein thefirst type of contentis for a selection main screen with a limited amount of
content, as taught by Jeong,for the benefit of presenting a main screen that is simple to navigate.

-***.Continued Within the Next Supplemental Box-***-
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As to claim 17, Calissendorff discloses a method comprising: receive a selection for the user interface (the presentation modellocates the
commandassociated with the action (receive a selection for the user interface), paragraph [0077]}, wherein the user interface provides
content(the presentation modeluses the available content to generate the interface for the user (wherein the userinterface provides
content), paragraph [0091]); determine a type of contentto provide (content is determined by which available itemsfulfill the criteria of a
presentation group (determine a type of content to provide), paragraph [0047)}; determine a type of user interface based onthe type of
content to provide, wherein a first type of content correspondstoafirst user interface (available content with the known context is used to
generate the userinterface (determine a type of userinterface based on the type of content to provide, wherein the first type of content
correspondstoafirst user interface), paragraph [0072]), a second type of content corresponds to a second user interface (when a change
in context Is detected, the available contentis used to generate a new userinterface (a secondtype of content corresponds to a secand
userinterface), paragraphs [0110], [(0112]), and a third type of content carrespondsto a third user interface (when the user movesinto a
different context B orC,the interface will updateto the new context (and a third type of content corresponds toa third user interface),
figures 5a-5d, paragraph [0058)]); providethe first user interface for the first type of content (presenting the user interface of content
(provide the first user interface forthe first type of content), paragraph [0073}); provide the second userinterface for the second type of
content(presenting the user interface of the new content (provide the second userinterface for the second type of content), paragraph
[0113]); provide the third userinterface for the third type of content (the presentation mode! ensures that eachitem is presented (provide
the third user interface for the third type of content), paragraph [0032]). However, Calissendorff fails to disclose a method comprising:
computer readable medium having stored thereon processor executableinstructions that cause a computing system to execute a method,
the instructions comprising: instructions to. Jeorig discloses a method comprising: computer readable medium having stored thereon
processor executable instructions that cause a computing system to execute a method, the instructions comprising: instructions to (a
non-transitory computer readable medium including instructions configured to perform the display method (computer readable medium
having stored thereon processor executable instructions that cause a computing system to execute a method, the instructions comprising:
instructions to), claim 20). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the
method of Calissendorff to include computer readable medium having stored thereon processor executable instructions that cause a
computing system fo execute a method, the instructions comprising: instructions to, as taught by Jeong, for the benefit of executing
instructions to perform the method.

Asto claim 20, Calissendorff and Jeong disclose the computer readable medium as definedin claim 17. Calissendorff further discloses the
computer readable medium wherein the third type of content is for a collection of content, and wherein the third userinterfaceIs for a linear
view (the presentation group (wherein the third type of contentis for a collection of content) is in a linéar view (wherein the third user
interfaceIs for a linear view), figure 3d). :

Claims 12 and 16 lack an inventive step under PCTArticle 33(3) as being obvious over Calissendorffin view of US2010/0241962 A1 to
Petersonet al. (hereinafter “Peterson’).

Asto claim 12, Calissendorff discloses arintelligent television system comprising (smart TV controller(intelligent television system),
paragraph (0114]): execute a statistics subservice (the presentation model includes services to present content to users based on user
preferences (execute a statistics subservice), paragraph [0033]); execute an user interface application (dynamically adapt a user interface
to the available context (execute an user interface application), paragraph [0120]): receive a selection for the user interface (the
presentation modellocates the commandassociated with the action (receive a selection for the userinterface), paragraph [0077]), wherein
the userinterface provides content (the presentation model uses the available content to generate the interface for the user (wherein the
userinterface provides content), paragraph [0091]); determine a type of content to provide (content is determined by which available items
fulfill the criteria of a presentation group (determine a type of content to provide), paragraph [0047]); determine a type of userinterface
based on the type of content to provide, wherein a first type of content correspondstoafirst user interface (available content with the
knowncontext is used to generate the user interface (determine a typeof user interface based on the type of content to provide, wherein
the first type of content correspondsto a first user interface), paragraph [0072]), a second type of content correspondsto a second user
interface (when a changein context is detected, the available content is used to generate a new userinterface (a second type of content
correspondsto a seconduserinterface), paragraphs [0110], [0112]), and a third type of content correspondsto a third user interface (when
the user movesinto a different context B or C, the interface will update to the new context (andathird type of content correspondsto a
third userinterface), figures 5a-5d, paragraph [0058]); provide thefirst user interface for the first type of content (presenting the user
interface of content (provide the first user interface for the first type of content), paragraph [0073}); provide the second userinterface forthe
second type of content (presenting the user interface of the new content (provide the second userinterface for the second type of content),
paragraph [0113]); and provide the third userinterface for the third type of content (the presentation model ensures that each item is
presented (provide the third user interface for the third type of content), paragraph [0032]). However, Calissendorff fails to disclose a
system comprising: a memory operable to store social media data; a processor in communication with the memory, the processor operable
to execute a statistics subservice operable to: execute an user interface application operable to. Peterson discloses a system comprising:
a memory operable to store social media data (memory can store supplemental content such as social network data (a memory operable
to store social media data), paragraphs [0037], [0039]); a processor in communication with the memory, the processor operable to:
execute an userinterface application operable to (one or more processors with a memory element (a processor in communication with the
memory), the processor executes the media delivery system (execute an userinterface application operableto), figure 7, paragraph
[0060)). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the system of
Calissendorff to include a memory operable to store social media data; a processor in communication with the memory, the processor
operable to execute a statistics subservice operable to: execute an userinterface application operable to, as taught by Peterson, for the
benefit of using stored social media data to perform metrics for organizing contentdisplay.

-**-Continued Within the Next Supplemental Box-***-
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Asto claim 16, Calissendorff and Petersondisclose the intelligent television system as defined in claim 12. Calissendorff further discloses
a system wherein the third type of content is for a collection of content, and wherein the third user interface is for a linear view (the
presentation group (wherein the third type of contentis for a collection of content) is in a linear view (wherein the third userinterface is for a
linear view), figure 3d).

Claims 3-5 and 18 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Calissendorff in view of Jeong, and further in view
of US 2040/0241962 A1 to Petersonet al. (hereinafter “Peterson’).

As to claim 3, Calissendorff and Jeong disclose the method as defined in claim 2. However, Calissendorff fails to disclose a method
whereinthe first user interface is for at least one of a grid view, a Fibonacci view, and a cluster view. Peterson discloses a method wherein
the first user interface is for at least one of a grid view, a Fibonacci view, and a cluster view (the meansof displaying can be presented as
a Fibonaccispiral (wherein thefirst userinterface is a Fibonacci view), paragraph [0043)). It would have been obvious to one ofordinary
skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the method of Calissendorff to include wherein the first user interfaceis for at
least one of a grid view, a Fibonacci view, and a cluster view, as taught by Peterson, for the benefit of presenting a Fibonacci view givingthe user more selectable options.

As to claim 4, the combination of Calissendorff, Jeong, and Peterson disclose the method as defined in claim 3. However, Calissendorff
fails to disclose a method wherein the Fibonacci view provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in a Fibonacci spiral. Peterson
discloses a method wherein the Fibonacci view provides selectable content thumbnails arrangedin a Fibonacci spiral (content thumbnails
can be presented in a Fibonacci spiral (the Fibonacci view provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in a Fibonaccispiral),
paragraph [0011]). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to madify the method
of Calissendorff to include wherein the Fibonacci view provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in a Fibonaccispiral, as taught by
Peterson, for the benefit of presenting a Fibonacci view giving the user more selectable options. :

Asto claim 5, the combination of Calissendarff, Jeong, and Peterson disclose the method as defined in claim 4. However, Calissendortf
fails to disclose a method wherein the thumbnails are arranged in the Fibonacci spiral based on a characteristic of the content associated
with the thumbnail, and wherein the characteristic is one or more of an amountof content, a most viewed statistic, a neweststatistic, or a
mostfavorite statistic. Peterson discloses a method wherein the thumbnails are arranged in a Fibonaccispiral (thumbnails can be
presented in a Fibonacci spiral (wherein thumbnails are arranged in a Fibonacci spiral), paragraph [0011]). Further, Jeong discloses a
method wherein the arrangementis based on a.characteristic of the content associated with the thumbnail (the application menu of
thumbnails may be arranged based on characteristics (wherein the arrangementis based on a characteristic of the content associated with
the thumbnail), paragraphs [0163], [0444]), and wherein the characteristic is a most favorite statistic (thumbnails may be arranged by
applications mostfrequently used by the user (wherein the characteristic is a most favorite statistic), paragraph [0444]). It would have been
obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the method of Calissendorff to include wherein the
thumbnails are arrangedin a Fibonaccispiral, as taught by Peterson, for the benefit of giving the user more selectable options. Further,it
would have been obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the method of Calissendorff to
include wherein the characteristic is a most favorite statistic, as taught by Jeong,for the benefit of presenting thumbnails in a preferredorder.

As to claim 18, Calissendorff and Jeong disclose the computer readable medium asdefined in claim 17. However, Calissendorff fails to
disclose a computer readable medium wherein first type of contentis for a selection main screen with a limited amountof content, and
wherein the first user interfaceis for at least one of a grid view, a Fibonacci view, and a cluster view. Jeong discloses a computer readable
medium wherein first type df contentis for a selection main screen with a limited amount of content (the home screen (selection main
screen) mayfurther include an application menu with at least one application that can be executed (wherein the first type of contentis for a
selection main screen with a limited amountof content), paragraph [0145]). Further, Peterson discloses a computer readable medium
wherein thefirst userinterface fs for at least one of a grid view, a Fibonacci view, and a cluster view (the meansofdisplaying can be
presented as a Fibonaccispiral (wherein the first user interface is a Fibonacci view), paragraph [0043}). It would have been obvious to one
of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the system of Calissendorff to include wherein first type of content
is for a selection main screen with a limited amount of content, as taught by Jeong, for the benefit of presenting a main screenthatis
simple for the user to navigate. Further, It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to
modify the system of Calissendorff to include whereinthefirst user interface is for at least one of a grid view, a Fibonacci view, and a
cluster view, as taught by Peterson, for the benefit of using a Fibonacci view to present more selectable options to the user.

Claims 6-11 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Galissendorff in view of US 2005/0091596 A1 to Anthony
et al. (hereinafter “Anthony’).

Asto claim 6, Calissendorff discloses the method as defined in claim 1. However, Calissendorff fails to disclose a methad wherein the
second type of content is for content associated with time. Anthony discloses a method wherein the second type of content is for content
associated with time (the area displayed to the user is enoughin detail for the user to discern the timeline content (wherein the second
type of contentis for content associated with time), paragraph [0063]). It would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in the art, at the
time the invention was made,to modify the method of Calissendorff to include wherein the second type of content is for content associated
with time, as taught by Anthony,for the benefit of using a time parameter for organizing content. . :
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As to claim 7, Calissendorff and Anthony disclose the method as defined in claim 6. However, Calissendorff fails to disclose a method
wherein the second userinterface is a timeline view. Anthony discloses a method wherein the second userinterface is a timeline view (a
dynamictimeline view allows a userto view a set of items arranged chronologically (is a timeline view) and presented in a GUI
environment (wherein the second user interface), paragraph [0043]). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the
time the invention was made, to modify thé method of Calissendorff to include wherein the second user interfaceis a timeline view, as
taught by Anthony,for the benefit of presenting the content in a timeline view to a user.

As to claim 8, Calissendorff and Anthony disclose the method as defined in claim 7, However, Calissendorff fails ta disclose a method
wherein the timeline view provides selectable content thumbnails arrangedin timeline from oldest content at a first side of the timeline view
to newest content at a second side of the timeline view. Anthonydiscloses a method wherein the timeline view provides selectable content
thumbnails arranged in timeline from oldest contentata first side of the timetine view to newest content at a secondside ofthe timeline
view (the timeline view provides thumbnail icons that will open when the user double clicks (wherein the timeline view provides selectable
content thumbnails) arranged in a chronological manner (arrangedin timeline from oldest contentata first side of the timeline view to
newestcontent at a second sideofthe timeline view), paragraphs [0044], [0046], [0047)). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary
skill in the. art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the method of Calissendorff to include wherein the timeline view provides
selectable content thumbnails arranged In timeline from oldest contentata first side of the timeline view to newest content at a secondside
of the timeline view, as taught by Anthony, for the benefit of presenting a chronological view of content to a user.

As to claim 9, Calissendorff and Anthony disclose the method as definedin claim 8. However, Calissendorff fails to disclose a method
wherein the timeline view includes a demarcationto indicate a changein date to which the content is associated. Anthony discloses a
method whereinthe timeline view includes a demarcation to indicate a changein date to which the content is associated (items may be
grouped in chronological order (the timeline view includes a demarcation) in a logical timeline that may include various time intervals (to
indicated a changein date to which the contentis associated), paragraph [0042]). It would have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the
art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the method of Calissendorff to include wherein the timeline view includes a demarcation
to indicate a changein date to which the content is associated, as taught by Anthony, for the benefit of showing a userinterface that clearly
indicates a date changeof a timeline view.

As to claim 10, Calissendorff discloses the methodas defined in claim 1. However, Calissendorff fails to disclose a method wherein the
third type of contentis for a collection of content. Anthony discloses a method wherein the third type of contentis for a collection of content
(items maybestored in logical groupings suchasvirtual folders or stacks (wherein the third type of content is for a collection of content),
paragraph [0047]). It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the method
of Calissendorff to include whereinthe third type of contentis for a collection of content, as taught by Anthony,for the benefit of grouping
contentfor easier viewing for the user.

As to claim 11, Calissendorff and Anthony disclose the.method as defined in claim 10. Calisendorff further discloses a method wherein the
third user interfaceis for a linear view (the presentation groupis in a linear view (wherein the third userinterfaceis for a linear view), figure
3d). It would have been obvious to oneofordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the method of Calissendorff
to include wherein the third user interface is for a linear view, as taught by Anthony,for the benefit of presenting a linear view in a userinterface.

Claims 13-14 lack an inventive step under PCTArticle 33(3) as being obvious over Calissendorff in view of Peterson, and further in view of
Jeong.

Asto claim 13, Calissendorff and Peterson disclose the intelligent television system as defined in claim 12. However, Calissendorff fails to
disclose a system whereinfirst type of content is for a selection main screen with a limited amount of content, and wherein the first user
interface is for at least one of a grid ‘view, a Fibonacci view, and a cluster view. Jeong discloses a system wherein first type of content is for
a selection main screen with a limited amountof content (the home screen (selection main screen) mayfurther include an application
menu with at least one application that can be executed (wherein thefirst type of content is for a selection main screen with a limited |
amountof content), paragraph [0145]). Further, Peterson discloses a system wherein the first user interface is for at least one of a grid
view, a Fibonacci view, and a cluster view (the meansof displaying can be presented as a Fibonacci spiral (whereinthe first user interface
is a Fibonacci view), paragraph [0043)}). It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made,
to modify the system of Calissendorff to include whereinfirst type of content is for a selection main screen with a limited amountof content,
as taught by Jeong, for the benefit of presenting a main screen that is simple for the user to navigate. Further, It would have been obvious
to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the system of Calissendorff to include wherein the first user
interface is for at least one of a grid view, a Fibonacci view, and a cluster view, as taught by Peterson, for the benefit of using a Fibonacci
view to present more selectable options to the user.
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viewedstatistic, a newest statistic, or a most favorite st

view (content can be presentedin a Fibonacci spiral (wherein the first user interface is a Fibonacci view), paragraph [0011]), wherein the
Fibonacci view provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in a Fibonacci spiral (content (thumbnails can be presented in a Fibonacci
spiral (the Fibonacci view provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in a Fibonacci spiral), paragraph [0011]), wherein the
thumbnaits are arrangedin the Fibonaccispiral (thumbnails can be presentedin a Fibonacci spiral (wherein the thumbnails are arranged in
a Fibonaccispiral), paragraph [001 1}). Further, Jeong discloses a system wherein the arrangement is based on a characteristic of the
content associated with the thumbnail (the application menu of thumbnails may be arranged based on characteristics (wherein the
arrangementis based on a characteristic of the content associated with the thumbnail (paragraphs [0163], [0444]), and wherein the
characteristic is a mostfavorite statistic (thumbnails may be arranged by applications most frequently used by the user (wherein the
characteristic is a mostfavorite statistic), paragraph [0444]). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, at the time the
invention was made, to modify the system of Calissendorff to include wherein the first user interface is a Fibonacci view, wherein the
Fibonacci view provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in a Fibonacci spiral, wherein the thumbnails are arrangedin the
Fibonacci spiral, as taught by Peterson, for the benefit of presenting thumbnails using a Fibonaccispiral to the user. Further, it would have
been obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the system of Calissendorff to include system
wherein the arrangementis based on a characteristic of the content associated with the thumbnail, and wherein the characteristic is a most
favorite statistic as taught by Jeong, for the benefit of presenting thumbnails to a user based on favorites.

Ciaim 15 lacks an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Calissendorff in view of Peterson, andfurther in view ofAnthony. :

Asto claim 15, Calissendorff and Peterson disclose the intelligent television system as defined in claim 12. However, Galissendorff fails to
disclose a system wherein the second type of contentis for content associated with time, wherein the second userinterfaceis a timeline
view, wherein the timeline view provides selectable content thumbnails arrangedin timeline from oldest contentat a first side of the
timeline view to newest content at a second sideofthe timeline view, and wherein the timeline view includes a demarcationto indicate a
changein date to whichthe content is associated. Anthony discloses a system wherein the second type of contentis for content
associated with time (the area displayed to the user is enoughin detail for the user to discern the timeline content (wherein the second
type of content is for content associated with time), paragraph [0063]), wherein the second userinterface is a timeline view (a dynamic
timeline view allows a userto view a setof items arranged chronologically (is a timeline view) and presented in a GUI environment
(wherein the seconduserinterface), paragraph [0043]), wherein the timeline view provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in
timeline from oldest content at a first side of the timeline view to newest content at a Secondside of the timeline view (the timeline view
provides thumbnail icons that will open when the user double clicks (wherein the timeline view provides selectable content thumbnails)
arranged in a chronological manner (arranged in timeline from oldest content ata first side of the timeline view to newest content at a
secondsideof the timeline view), paragraphs [0044], [0046], [0047]), and wherein thetimeline view includes a demarcationto indicate a
changein date to whichthe content is associated (items may be grouped in chronological order(the timeline view includes a demarcation)
in a logical timeline that may include various time intervals (to indicated a changein date to which the content is associated), paragraph
[0042]). It would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention was made, to modify the system of
Calisssendorff to include wherein the second type of content is for content associated with time, wherein the second userinterface is a
timeline view, wherein the timeline view provides selectable content thumbnails arrangedin timeline from oldest contentatafirst side of
the timeline view to newest content at a secondsideof the timeline view, and wherein the timeline view includes a demarcation to indicate
a changein date to whichthe contentis associated, as taught by Anthony, for the benefit of organizing the display of content in a timelineview.
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Claim19 lacks an inventive step under PCTArticle 33(3) as being obvious over Calissendorff in view of Jeong, and furtherin view ofAnthony.

As to claim 19, Calissendorff and Jeong disclose the computer readable medium as defined in claim 17. However, Calissendorff fails to
disclose the computer readable medium wherein the second type of content is for content associated with time,-wherein the second user
interface is a timeline view, wherein the timeline view provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in timeline from oldest content at a
first side of the timeline view to newest content at a second side ofthe timeline view, and wherein the timeline view includes a demarcation
to indicate a changein date to which the contentis associated. Anthony discloses a computer readable medium (computer readable
medium, claim 21) wherein the secondtype of contentis for content associated with time (the area displayed to the user is enoughin detail
for the user to discern the timeline content (wherein the second type of contentis for content associated with time), paragraph [0063)]),
wherein the second userinterface is a timeline view (a dynamic timeline view allows a userto view a set of items arranged chronologically
(is a timeline view) and presented in a GUI environment (wherein the second userinterface), paragraph [0043]), wherein the timeline view
provides selectable content thumbnails arranged in timeline from oldest content at a first side of the timeline view to newest content ata
second side ofthe timeline view thetimeline view provides thumbnail icons thatwill open whenthe user double clicks (wherein the timeline
view provides selectable content thumbnails) arranged in a chronological manner(arrangedin timeline from oldest contentata first side of
the timeline view to newest content at a second sideof the timeline view), paragraphs [0044], [0046], [0047]), and wherein the timeline
view includes a demarcation to indicate a changein date to which the content is associated (items may be grouped in chronological order
(the timeline view includes a demarcation) in a logical timeline that mayinclude various time intervals (to indicated a changein date to
which the content is associated), paragraph [0042)). It would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in the art, at the time the invention
was made, to modify the computer readable medium of Calissendorff to include wherein the second type of contentis for content
associated with time, wherein the second userinterface is a timeline view, wherein the timeline view provides selectable content
thumbnails arrangedin timeline from oldest contentat a first side of the timeline view to newest content at a second side of the timeline
view, and wherein the timeline view includes a demarcation to indicate a changein date to which the content is associated, as taught by
Anthony,for the benefit of performingthe timeline view operations using computer readable medium.

Claims 1-20 have industrial-applicability as defined by PCTArticle 33(4) because the subject matter can be madeor used in industry.
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Entitled: “Panel User Interface for an Intelligent

Television Electronically Submitted

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

The references cited on attached Form PTO/SBO8are being called to the attention of the

Examiner.

x] Copies of the cited non-patent and/or foreign references are enclosed herewith.

L] Copies of the cited U.S. patents and/or patent applications are enclosed herewith.

Xx Copies of the cited U.S. patents/patent application publications are not enclosed in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a).

L] Copies of the cited references are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(d),

because the references were cited by or submitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in

prior application Serial No. filed , which is relied upon for an

earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

L] To the best of applicants’ belief, the pertinence of the foreign-language references is

 

believed to be summarized in the attached English abstracts and/or in the figures, although

applicants do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy ofthe translation.

L] Examiner’s attention is drawn to the following related applications:
 

 
Serial No. filed (Attorney Ref. No. )

Serial No. filed (Attorney Ref. No. )

[|] Other:
 

Submission of the above information is not intended as an admission that any item is

citable under the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed represents

analogousart, or that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the pertinence of any

reference without the benefit of hindsight, nor should an inference be drawn asto the pertinence
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of the references based on the order in which they are presented. Submission of this statement

should not be taken as an indication that a search has been conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered during the

prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

i] 37 CFR 1.97(b): No fee is bolicved duc in connection with this submission, because the information disclosure statementsubmitted herewith is satisfied by one of the following conditions (“X”indicates satisfaction):

 

[] Within three months ofthe filing date of a national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CIR 1.53(d), or

| Within three months ofthe date of entry ofthe national stage as set forth in § 1.491 in an international
application, or

x] Before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits, or

[] Before the mailing of a first Office action after the filing of a request for continued examination under
37 CFR 1.114.

Althoughnofee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(c): The information disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being filed after all the above conditions (37
CFR 1.97(b)), but before the mailing date of any one ofthe following conditions:

(1) a final aclion under 37 C.F.R. 1.113, or
(2) a notice of allowance under 37 C.F.R. 1.311, or
(3) an action that otherwise closes prosecution in the application.

This Information Disclosure Statement is accompaniedby:

[| A Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e). Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed
due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to Deposit Account 19-1970.

OR

[| Please charge Deposit Account 19-1970 in the amount of $180.00 for the fee set forth in 37 C.F.R. 1.17(p) for
submission of an information disclosure statement. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to Deposit
Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97(d): This Information Disclosure Statement is being submitted afler the period specified in 37 CFR 1.97(c).

This information Disclosure Statement includes a Certification (below) as specified by 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e)
AND

[] Applicants hereby requests consideration of the referenco(s) disclosed herein. Please charge Deposit Account 19-
1970 in the amount of $180.00 under 37 C.F.R. 1.17(p). Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to
Deposit Account 19-1970. Election to pay the fee should not be taken as anindication that applicant(s) cannot execute a
certification.
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Certification (37 C.F.R. 1.97(e))
(Applicable onlyif checked)

L] The undersignedcertifies that:
Each item of information contained in the Information Disclosure Statement

submitted herewith wasfirst cited in any communication from a foreign patent office
in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of
this statement. 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e)(1).

L_] A copy of the communication from the foreign patentoffice is enclosed.

OR

[_] Noitem ofinformation contained in the Information Disclosure Statement
submitted herewith was cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in a
counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledgeofthe undersigned after
making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the Information
Disclosure Statement was knownto any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. 1.56(c)
more than three monthspriorto the filing of this statement. 37 C.F.R. 1.97(e)(2).

 
 

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

By:_/Douglas W. Swartz/
Douglas W. Swartz
Registration No. 37,739
1560 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

Date:__July 29, 2014 (303) 863-9700
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UNITED StaTreS PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and ‘Trademark Office
Address: COMMTSSIONER, FOR PATENTSPC. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virgnia 22313-1450Wwww.uspto.gov
APPLICATION FILINGor GRP AR’

NUMBER 371 (¢) DATE UNI FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO [TOT CLAIMS§IND CLAIMS

 
 

13/968,665 08/16/2013 2421 1740 6583-488 CONFIRMATION NO.7370
111285 CORRECTEDFILING RECEIPT
Sheridan RossP.C.

1560 Broadway IAEA
Suite 1200 0000! 585797

Denver, CO 80202

Date Mailed: 07/16/2014

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Pleaseverify the accuracy of the data presented onthis receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy ofthis Filing Receipt with the
changesnotedthereon.If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Sanjiv Sirpal, Oakville, CANADA;
MohammedSelim, Oakville, CANADA;
Saulo Correia Dourado, Oakville, CANADA;

Alexander de Paz, Burlington, CANADA;
Applicant(s)

Flextronics AP, LLC, San Jose, CA

AssignmentFor Published Patent Application
Flextronics AP, LLC, San Jose, CA

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 111285

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This applin claims benefit of 61/684,672 08/17/2012
and claims benefit of 61/702,650 09/18/2012
and claims benefit of 61/697,710 09/06/2012

and claims benefit of 61/700, 182 09/12/2012
and claims benefit of 61/736,692 12/13/2012
and claims benefit of 61/798,821 03/15/2013
and claims benefit of 61/804,942 03/25/2013
and claims benefit of 61/804,998 03/25/2013
and claims benefit of 61/804,971 03/25/2013
and claims benefit of 61/804,990 03/25/2013

and claims benefit of 61/805,003 03/25/2013
and claims benefit of 61/805,053 03/25/2013

and claims benefit of 61/805,030 03/25/2013
and claims benefit of 61/805,027 03/25/2013
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and claims benefit of 61/805,042 03/25/2013

and claims benefit of 61/805,038 03/25/2013

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 09/04/2013

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedforfiling abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 13/968,665
Projected Publication Date: Not Applicable

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
Title

PANEL USER INTERFACE FOR ANINTELLIGENT TELEVISION

Preliminary Class

725

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventorto File) Transition Applications: Yes

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughouttheterritory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies thefiling
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidanceasto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents” (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199,orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.
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For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on howto protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and may be usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
itis revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s)filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license does not in any waylessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Departmentof
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted atthis time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplacein the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promoteandfacilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistanceto the international investor
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community; serves as an ombudsmanforexisting and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products,deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Applicationof: Group Art Unit: 2421

SIRPALet al. Confirmation No.: 7370

Serial No.: 13/968,665 Examiner: MARANDI, James R.

Filed: August 16, 2013

Atty. File No.: 6583-488

Entitled: “PANEL USER INTERFACE FOR AN|Submitted Via EFS-Web

INTELLIGENT TELEVISION”

 
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

STATEMENT FOR TRANSITIONAL APPLICATION AND SUBMISSION OF

REPLACEMENT APPLICATION DATA SHEET

Dear Sir/Madam:

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. 1.55 or 1.78, applicant states that this application claimspriority to

or the benefit of an application filed prior to March 16, 2013, but may contain, or may have

contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective filing date on or after

March 16, 2013. Thus, submitted herewith is a replacement Application Data Sheetthat includes

a modified Statement under 37 C.F.R. 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition

Applications.

Although Applicant believes that no fees are due in connection with this filing, please

charge any fees deemed necessary to Deposit Account No. 19-1970.

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSSP.C.

By: __/Tadd F. Wilson/
Tadd F. Wilson

Registration No. 54544
1560 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, Colorado 80202-5141

Date: July 11, 2014 (303) 863-9700
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.
 

Attorney Docket Number|6583-488

Application Number 13/968,665
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

  Title of Invention PANEL USER INTERFACEFOR AN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION

The application data sheetis part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for whichit is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arrangedin a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be campleted electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document maybe printed and includedin a paper filed application. 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2 
Portionsorall of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to

L] 37CFR5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may notbefiled electronically.) 

Inventor Information: 

Inventor 1

Legal Name

a
Residence Information (Select One) () US Residency @) NonUSResidency () Active US Military Service

City|Oakville Country of Residence ' CA
 

 

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Address1 3264 Stocksbridge Avenue

City Oakville State/Province ON

Postal Code L6M 0E3 Country i CA

 

Inventor 2

Legal Name

Mohammed Selim
 

Residence Information (Select One) (© US Residency @) NonUSResidency () Active US Military Service

City|Oakville Country of Residence i

 

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Address1 2488 OakhavenDrive

Address 2

City Oakville State/Province

Postal Code L6M 4B9 Country i CA

 

Inventor 3

Legal Name

 
 

EFS Web 2.2.6
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|6583-488
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 
 

Title of Invention|PANEL USER INTERFACE FORAN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION 
 

Prefix! Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix Saulo Correia Dourado

Residence Information (Select One) © US Residency @) NonUSResidency (©) Active US Military Service

City|Oakville Country of Residence

 

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Address1 2420 Ravinebrook Crescent

Address 2

City Oakville State/Province ON

Postal Code L6H 6Y2 Country i CA
 

Inventor 4 Zn =

Legal Name

Alexander de Paz

Residence Information (Select One) © US Residency @) NonUSResidency (©) Active US Military Service
 

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Address 1 5444 Valleyhigh Drive

Address 2

City Burlington State/Province

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be
generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

 

 
CorrespondenceInformation:

Enter either Customer Numberor complete the Correspondence Information section below.
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

 

[-] An Addressis being provided for the correspondenceInformation of this application.

Customer Number 111285

Email Address flexpatents@sheridanross.com EF
 

EFS Web 2.2.6
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|6583-488
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number  
Title of Invention|PANEL USER INTERFACE FORAN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION 
Application Information: 
Title of the Invention PANEL USER INTERFACE FORAN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION

Attorney Docket Number]6583-488=Small Entity Status Claimed [_]
Application Type Nonprovisional

Subject Matter Utility

Total Numberof Drawing Sheets(if any) Suggested Figure for Publication (if any)

Publication Information:

[_] Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

 
 

Request Not to Publish.| hereby requestthat the attached application not be published under
CO 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the

subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires
publication at eighteen monthsafterfiling. 

Representative Information: 

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a powerof attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer
Numberwill be used for the Representative Information during processing.

Please Select One: @,Customer Number ©) US Patent Practitioner|©) Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)

Customer Number 111285  
Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:

This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) or indicate
National Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the
specific reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.

Prior Application Status|Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

non provisional of 61/684672 2012-08-17 

Prior Application Status|Pending 

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Prior Application Status|Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

non provisional of 61/697710 2012-09-06

  
 

EFS Web 2.2.6
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Attorney Docket Number|6583-488 

Application Number  
Title of Invention PANEL USER INTERFACEFORAN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION 

Prior Application Status

  Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Pending

Prior Application Status

Application Number

Pending

Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

non provisional of 61/736692 2012-12-13 

Prior Application Status Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Prior Application Status

Application Number

Pending

Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

non provisional of 61/804942 2013-03-25 

Prior Application Status Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Prior Application Status

Application Number

Pending

Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

non provisional of 61/804971 2013-03-25 

Prior Application Status Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Prior Application Status

Application Number

Pending

Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

non provisional of 61/805003 2013-03-25 

Prior Application Status Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Prior Application Status

Application Number

Pending

Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

non provisional of 61/805030 2013-03-25 

Prior Application Status Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Prior Application Status

Application Number

 
Pending

Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

 
non provisional of 61/805042 2013-03-25 
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|6583-488
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 
Title of Invention|PANEL USER INTERFACE FORAN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION 

Prior Application Status|Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form
by selecting the Add button.

 

 
Foreign Priority Information:

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55(d). Whenpriority is claimed to a foreign application
thatis eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX)! the information will be used by the Office to
automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(h)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority application is filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g)(1).

Application Number Country’ Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Access Code(if applicable)

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Addbutton.

 
Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition
Applications
 

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also

Xx] contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effectivefiling date on or after March
16, 2013. 

 

Authorization to Permit Access:

[_] Authorization to Permit Access to the Instant Application by the Participating Offices
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|6583-488
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number  
Title of Invention|PANEL USER INTERFACE FORAN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION 
 
If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO),
the Japan Patent Office (JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
and any other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application
is filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checkedif the applicant
does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO,orother intellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority
to the instant patent applicationis filed to have access to the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect
to: 1) the instant patent application-as-filed; 2) any foreign application to which the instant patent application
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of
37 CFR 1.55 has beenfiled in the instant patent application; and 3) any U.S. application-as-filed from which benefit is
soughtin the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c), access may be provided to information concerning the dateof filing this Authorization.

 

Applicant Information:
 

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Applicant 1

If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
The information to be provided in this section is the name and addressof the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and address of the assignee, person to whom the inventoris under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
whootherwise showssufficient proprietary interest in the matter whois the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46.If the applicant is an
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

© Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 ©_Joint Inventor
 

QO Person to whom the inventoris obligated to assign. O Person who showssufficient proprietary interest

If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventoris:

Nameof the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor:

If the Applicant is an Organization check here. xX

Organization Name|Flextronics AP, LLC

Mailing Address Information For Applicant:

  

 
Address 1 6201 America Center Drive

EFS Web 2.2.6
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|6583-488
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number  
Title of Invention|PANEL USER INTERFACE FORAN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION 
 

Email Address 
Additional Applicant Data may be generatedwithin this form by selecting the Add button.

Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not subsitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to
have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Complete this section only if non-applicant assignee information is desired to be included on the patent application publication in
accordance with 37 CFR 1.215(b). Do not include in this section an applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the
inventor is obligated to assign, or person whootherwise showssufficient proprietary interest), as the patent application publication will
include the name of the applicant(s).

If the Assignee is an Organization check here. [|

Prefix Middle Name Family Name 

Mailing Address Information For Non-Applicant Assignee:

Address1

Address 2 

Email Address

Additional Assignee Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

 
Signature:

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and
certifications.

|Signature [Tadd F. Wilson/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)| 2014-07-11

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|6583-488
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number  
Title of Invention|PANEL USER INTERFACE FORAN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b}(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Departmentof Justice to determine
whether the Freedom ofInformation Act requires disclosure of these records.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of
the record.

4, A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Co o p eration Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c}).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSAregulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any otherrelevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the
USPTO becomesawareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

19562680

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: PANEL USER INTERFACE FOR AN INTELLIGENT TELEVISION

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Sanjiv Sirpal

Customer Number: 111285

re‘see Fielp WisorvAmy warts
Filer Authorized By: Tadd Fjelp Wilson 

Attorney Docket Number: 6583-488

Filing Date: 16-AUG-2013

Time Stamp: 19:31:00

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Paymentinformation:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

Make/Rescind AIA (First Inventor to File)| Statement_for_Transitional_Ap
1.55/1.78 Stmnt plication.pdf 53¢220ee51f152d0029cb02bb 103 10b87<d|

36b7b

«
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1484553

Application Data Sheet Replacement_ADS.pdf JcaéAbbb 1d 17ce66e33907? edb? 335746:
d4eab

This is not an USPTO supplied ADSfillable form

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfor a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
nationalstage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Substitute for form 1449/PTO Complete if Known
Application Number 1 3/968,665

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Date August 16, 2013
STATEMENTBY APPLICANT First Named Inventor jiv Si

(Use as many sheets as necessary) Art Unit

 

 

Examiner Name James R Marandi 
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number Publication Date Nameof Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where

CT
||2[55304797/23/1996|Bertram|
||3|sgeae39|10/12/1909[Johnsonetal.|
||4fei77e3109/23/2001|AlexanderetalSs|]
||5[edozoza_|12/10/2002_|Singhetal|
||6[eezgo77_CdS09/30/2003_|ArlingetalS|
||7jecci4es12/09/2003[altenetal|
||8[evo4sce2CdCC309/2004[Aida|
|to[riz4izg02/06/2007_|McElhattenetal.|
|ft|7233316|/t9/2007_[Smithetal|
|11[736350104/22/2008|Goldthwaiteetal|
||12[74s7s29_|S02/03/2009[Orlick|
|13|74936412/17/2009|Klostermanetal.|
|14[75779238/1/2009_[Beametal|
|5[768552003/23/2010[Rashkovskiyetal.[|
|ie[vezz7ieCd10/26/2010_|Leectal|Cd
|ftv|7asoor7_02/01/2011[Pauwsetal.|
|df8|790022803/00/2011|Starketal.|
|dfi9[7904924|3/08/2011_[DeHeeretal|
||20[7oosess03/15/2011|Bartonetal|
||24[800620108/23/2011[Bhattacharya|
||22|ei2732902/28/2012|Kunkeletal.|
|23[eisizis|04/03/2012|Baurmannetal.|
||24[eiesst1Cd4/24/2012_[Griggs|
||25|ezoi10408/12/2012|Yamamotoetal.|
||26[8220021|07/10/2012_|LooketalS|
||27[20010010007|oraei2001_|lee|
||28|2001/0056577_|12/27/2001_|Gordonetal.S|
||29|2002/0056008_|svom/2002_[white
||30|2002/0067376_|06/06/2002|Martinetal.Ss|
||31[20020152267|t0/t7/2002_[Lennon|
|32|2003/0084449|05/01/2003[Chaneetal.|

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if,not in conformance and not
considered. Include copyof this form with next communication to applicant. “Applicant’s unique citation designation number(optional). “See Kinds Codes of USPTO
Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. Enter Office that issued the document,by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). For Japanese patent
documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the. serial numberof the patent document. Kind of document by the appropriate
symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is
attached.
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(Use as many sheets as necessary) Art Unit

 

 

Examiner Name James R Marandi

||33|2003/0110234|06/12/2003|Egietal.S|
||34|2003/0151621|08/14/2003|McEvilyetal|
||35[20030177408|/tg/2003_|Ellisetal|
||36|2003/0182659|09/25/2003_|EllisetalS|
||37|2003/0225777_|12/04/2003[Marsh
||38|2003/0226146|12/04/2003|ThurstonetalSs|}
|{|39|2004/0103120|08/27/2004|Fickleetal.|
||40|2004/0117831|06/17/2004|EllisetalS|
||41|20040119815|8/24/2004[Soloff_|
||42|2004/0211282_|10/28/2004[Kim|
||43|2004/0216156_|10/28/2004|Wagner|
||44|2004/0237108|11/25/2004[Drazinetal|
||45|20050188318|08/25/2005[Tamiretal.|
||46|2005/0232210_|10/20/2005_|KaraoguzetalS|
||47|2006/0031875|ogvz006_“Yu
||48|2006/00684716_|03/23/2006[Sulletal|
||49|2006/0101504_|05/11/2006[Aravamudanetal.[|
||50|2006/0117337_—|(06/01/2006_|ShivajiRaoetal.|
||54|20060158838|07/20/2006_|Kinoshitaetal.|
||52|20060262116|11/23/2006[Moshirietal|
||53|2006/0280449|12/14/2006[Ogawaetal.|
||54|2007/0028282_|02/01/2007__|Kooijmansetal.S|
||55|2007/0050733|03/01/2007|Leeetal|
||56|2007/0061724|03/15/2007_|Slothouberetal.|
|ss57|2007/0096939|05/03/2007_|Walrath|
||58|2007/0143809|08/21/2007_|ChenetalS|
||59|2007/0261090_|11/08/2007|Milleretal|
||60|2008/0022309|01/24/2008_|Begejactal.sss|
||61|2008/0086745|04/10/2008|Knudsonetal.|
||62|2008/0098433_|04/24/2008_|Hardackeretal.S|
||63|2008/0141307_|08/12/2008[Whitehead|
||64|2008/0177828|07/24/2008_|Accarieetal.S|
||65|200e/0160764|08/20/2008|Myllymaki|
||66|2008/0244637_|10/02/2008[Candelore|
|si67|20080288461|11/20/2008_[Glennonetal.|
|68|2008/0307457_|12/17/2008fYangetal

sfSignature Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if,not in conformance and not
considered. Include copyof this form with next communication to applicant. Applicant's unique citation designation number(optional). See Kinds Codes of USPTO
Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. Enter Office that issued the document,by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). For Japanese patent
documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the. serial numberof the patent document. Kind of document by the appropriate
symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is
attached.
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Substitute for form 1449/PTO Complete if Known
Application Number 1 3/968,665

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Date August 16, 2013
STATEMENTBY APPLICANT First Named Inventor jiv Si

(Use as many sheets as necessary) Art Unit

 

 

Examiner Name James R Marandi

||69[20090019485|01/15/2009|Ellisetal|
||70|2009/0064222|03/05/2009_[Dawsonetal.|
|71|200e/0129340|sv2t/2009_|Handa|
||72|2009/0199237_|08/06/2009_|WhiteetalSs|
||73|2000/0204929|08/13/2009[Baurmannetal|
||74[20090210910|08/20/2009_|Smithetal.S|]
|75|20000235311|9/17/2009_|Micheletal.S|
|si76|2009/0249394|10/01/2009_|Schwesingeretal|
||77|20090203078|11/26/2009_[Piranietal|
||78|2010/0013997_|01/21/2010_|Whang|
|79|2o1o/0031193|2/04/2010|Starketal|
||80|2010/0050219|02/25/2010Angioliloetal.|
||81|2010/0086277_|4/08/2010[Craner
||82|2010/0161506_|08/24/2010_|Bosenicketal.Ss|
||83|2010/0172407_|07/08/2010[Ramaswamy|
||84|2010/0180292_|07/15/2010_[epsteinetal.|
||85|20100201890|08/12/2010_[Degondeetal.|
||86|2010/0225830_|09/09/2010_|BlanchardetalSs|
||87|2010/0203407_|11/18/2010[Peterson|
||88|2010/0306402_|12/02/2010_[Russelletal.|
||89|2011/oo1e492_|00/20/2011[Morita
||90|2011/0035774|2/10/2011_|Parker|
|f94[20110041150|/t7/2011_[Scheinetal|
||92|2011/0047572_|2/24/2011Hilletal.|
||93|2011/0060861|3/10/2011|Chaietal.|
||94[20110072480|03/24/2011[Stone|
||95|20110074501|03/31/2011Aningetal|
||96|2014/0078745|03/31/2011_|Macraeetal.|
|97[2011/ooo3ass_|04/21/2011|Arakietal.|
||98|2011/0126251|05/26/2011_|LaFreniereetal.|
|f99|20110125755|05/26/2011[Kailaetal.|
||400|2011/0119626_|06/15/2011_|FaengeretalSs|}
|[tot|2oitor4saco_|avte2zo11_[Wei|
|[102|20110154198|08/23/2011[Bachmanetal|
|[103|20110173657|07/14/2011[Thomasetal|
|104|2011/0187929|08/04/2011Suzukietal|

feSignature Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if,not in conformance and not
considered. Include copyof this form with next communication to applicant. Applicant's unique citation designation number(optional). See Kinds Codes of USPTO
Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. Enter Office that issued the document,by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). For Japanese patent
documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the. serial numberof the patent document. Kind of document by the appropriate
symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is
attached.
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Examiner Name James R Marandi

||105|2011/0213700|09/01/2011_|SantAnseimo|
|[106|2011/0219305|09/08/2011|Moshirietal|
|407|201170252446|10/13/2011_|Jeongetal.|
||408|2011/0273552_|11/10/2011|Wangetal|
|[109|20110276095|11/10/2011altenetal.|
|410|2014/0280087_|11/24/2011_|Jordanetal.S|
|att[2oisozae4i9=|tt2aiz0t1_|Yueta.|
|112[20110280452|11/24/2011_|Jordanetal.|
|[113|20110321008|12/29/2011|Bangaloreetal.|
|114|2012/0002051|01/05/2012[Reisman|
|415|2012/0011545|1/12/2012|Doetsetal.|
|[116|2012/0060131|03/22/2012[Abelow|
|[117|2012007900603/29/2012[Cowanetal|
|118|2012/0086857_|04/12/2012|Kimetal|
|[119|2012/0006264|04/19/2012[Traversatetal|
|120]2012/0110623|05/03/2012[Hilletal|
|121|2oizoiz03i6_|svtzzo12_[lee
||122|2012/0144422|00/06/2012_|HanetalS|
|123|2012/0144423|08/07/2012,[Kimetal|
|124|2012/0151006_|08/14/2012[Mcinemeyetal.|
|125|2012/0147270_|0/14/2012,[Kimetal|
|126|2012/0174030|07/05/2012_|RhoadsetalSs|
|127|20120176546|7/12/2012,[Yoon
|128|2012/0200574_|08/09/2012Hilletal.|
|129|20120206652,|oavte2oi2_fyi|
|130|2012/0210370_|08/16/2012_|Kimetal|
|131|2012/0210275|8/16/2012[Parketal.|
||132|2012/0210355|08/16/2012|Kimetal.|
|133|2012/0221972_|08/30/2012|Dougalletal.|
||134|2012/0257108|10/11/2012|Friedlanderetal.|
|(135|2012/0260284_|10/11/2012|Friedlanderetal.|
|136|2014/0049651|02/20/2014|voth|
|437|2014/0049601|02/20/2014|Burdzinskietal.|
|[138|2014/0040692_|02/20/2014|Sirpaletal.|
|[139|2014/0049603_|02/20/2014[Selimetal|
|140|20140052785|02/20/2014|Sirpal

eeeSignature Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if,not in conformance and not
considered. Include copyof this form with next communication to applicant. Applicant's unique citation designation number(optional). See Kinds Codes of USPTO
Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. Enter Office that issued the document,by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). For Japanese patent
documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the. serial numberof the patent document. Kind of document by the appropriate
symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is
attached.
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(Use as many sheets as necessary) Art Unit

 

 

Examiner Name James R Marandi

|141[2014005278602/20/2014|dePaz|
|[142|20140053176|02/20/2014|Milancetal.|
|443|2014/0053177_|o2/2o/2014_|voth|
|i144|2014/0053178_|02/20/2014_|Vothetal|
|[145|20140053179|02/20/2014[voth
|146[2014/0053180_|02/20/2014|Shoykher|
|447[20140053190|2/20/2014|Sipal|
|148[20140053191|02/20/2014[Selim|
|[149|20140053192|02/20/2014|Simpal
||150[2014/0053193|02/20/2014_|SelimetalS|
|151[20140053104|02/20/2014|Shoykheretal|
|[152]2014/0053195_|02/20/2014|Sirpaletal.|
|[153|20140053196|02/20/2014[Selim
|154|2014/0053197__—|02/20/2014|Shoykheretal.S|
|[155]2014/0053198_|02/20/2014|Sipaletal|
|156|2014/0053200|02/20/2014|dePazetal|
|157|2014/0053202_|2/20/2014[Selim
|i158|2014/0053203|02/20/2014|Csiki_|
|159]2014/0053204_|02/20/2014[Milano|
|sf160|2014/0053205_|02/20/2014_|Sipaletal|
|i161|2014/0053206_|02/20/2014[Shoykheretal|
||162|2014/0053207_|02/20/2014|Shoykheretal.S|
|sf163|2014/0053208|02/20/2014|Sirpaletal|
|164|2014/0053211|02/20/2014[Milano|
|465|2014/0053212,|02/20/2014|Shoykheretal|
||166|2014/0053221_|02/20/2014|SimpaletalS|
||167|2014/0053222|02/20/2014[Shoykheretal.|
||468|2014/0053225|02/20/2014|Shoykheretal.Ss|
|[469|20140055673|02/27/2014|Sipaletal.|
||170|2014/0050578_|02/27/2014|VothetalS|
|[171|2014/o0se480_|02/27/2014|dePazetal|
|172|2014/o0sess9|02/27/2014|Simpal|
|173|2oiaooseses|2/27/2014|Douradco|
|174|20140050598|02/27/2014[Milano|
|[175|201a/o0seso9_|02/27/2014|Sirpaletal|
|176|2014/005e600_|02/27/2014|Duarado

efSignature Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if,not in conformance and not
considered. Include copyof this form with next communication to applicant. Applicant's unique citation designation number(optional). See Kinds Codes of USPTO
Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. Enter Office that issued the document,by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). For Japanese patent
documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the. serial numberof the patent document. Kind of document by the appropriate
symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is
attached.
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|177{20140059601|02/27/2014_|Sipal|
|178|2014/0059602|2/27/2014|Sipal|
||179|2014/o0se803|2/27/2014|leeetal|
|180|20i4osesos|02/27/2014_|SelimetalS|
|181|201aooses09|02/27/2014|Duarado|
||182|2014/0059610|02/27/2014|SirpaletalS|
||183|201a/oosee12_|2/27/2014[Selim|
||184|2014/0050613_|02/27/2014|Burdzinskietal.S|
|185|20140050614|02/27/2014|ShoykheretalSs|
||186|2014/0059615|02/27/2014|Sirpaletal|
|«|187|2014/0059625|02/27/2014_|Douradoetal.S|
|188|20140050626|2/27/2014[Selim|
|sfiso|201aoosee3s|02/27/2014|SipaletalS|
|190|2014/0059637_|02/27/2014|ChenetalS|
|194|2014/0067954_|03/06/2014|Sipal|
|192|2014/0068673_|03/06/2014|SipaletalS|
|sf193|2014/0068674_|03/06/2014|SipaletalS|
|194|2014/0068682_|03/06/2014|SelimetalS|
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International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/36844, mailed Jun. 28, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-424-PCT) 8 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
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International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/36826, mailed Jun. 17, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-430-PCT) 8 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
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International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
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International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
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International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
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International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55285, mailed Dec. 11, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-447-PCT) 8 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055284, mailed Jan. 14, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-448-PCT) 12 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055293, mailed Dec. 02, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-449-PCT) 12 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055294, mailed Dec. 02, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-450-PCT) 10 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055296, mailed Nov. 29, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-451-PCT) 9 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55493, mailed Nov. 07, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-452-PCT) 9 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/036828, mailed Jun. 28, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-453-PCT) 12 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055340, mailed Feb. 10, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-454-PCT) 10 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55551, mailed Dec. 06, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-463-PCT) 7 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/036819, mailed Jun. 17, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-469-PCT) 9 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/036782, mailed Jun. 28, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-470-PCT) 9 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/36678, mailed Aug. 30, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 8583-471-PCT) 9 pages
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International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/036804, mailed Jul. 01, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-472-PCT) 13 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55405, mailed Jan. 17, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-478-PCT) 8 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055278, mailed Mar. 11, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-479) 9 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55509, mailed nov. 08, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-481-PCT) 9 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for Intenational (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/CN2013/081639, mailed Nov. 28, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-487-PCT) 10 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055303, mailed Dec. 05, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-488-PCT) 8 pages

 

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055280, mailed Jan. 10, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-489-PCT) 10 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55383, mailed Nov. 13, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-490-PCT) 9 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055344, mailed Mar. 11, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-491-PCT) 8 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055345, mailed Dec. 06, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-492-PCT) 7 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55371, mailed No. 08, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-493-PCT) 7 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55389, mailed Mar. 10, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-494-PCT) 10 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055283, mailed Mar. 04, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-495-PCT) 7 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55564, mailed Nov. 22, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-496-PCT) 7 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55379, mailed Dec. 06, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-497-PCT) 8 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055349, mailed Nov. 29, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-498-PCT) 7 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055312, mailed Dec. 05, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-499-PCT) 8 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55374, mailed Nov. 12, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-500-PCT) 8 pages

International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55542, mailed Mar. 10, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-501-PCT) 9 pages
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279 |International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55315, mailed Jan. 24, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-502-PCT) 9 pages

280 {International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055317, mailed Dec. 02, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-503-PCT) 9 pages

281 {International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055318, mailed Jan. 09, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-504-PCT) 10 pages

282 {International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055319, mailed Mar. 11, 2014 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-505-PCT) 7 pages

283 {International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055321, mailed Dec. 06, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-506-PCT) 9 pages

284=|International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/CN2013/081630, mailed Nov. 21, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-507-PCT) 11 pages

285 {International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US2013/055298, mailed Nov. 29, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-509-PCT) 8 pages

286 International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55567, mailed Dec. 20, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-519-PCT) 10 pages

287=|International Search Report and Written Opinion for International (PCT) Patent Application No.
PCT/US13/55570, mailed Nov. 22, 2013 (Attorney's Ref. No. 6583-520-PCT) 8 pages

288 {Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 13/864,206, mailed Nov. 27, 2013 (Attorney's Ref.
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289 [Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 13/864,214, mailed Mar. 12, 2014 (Attorney's Ref.
No. 6583-469) 12 pages
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| Espacenet

Bibliographic data: CN1832534 (A) — 2006-09-13

Set-top box with scene mode and its control method

No docurnents available for this priority number.

Inventor(s): FU DALI [CN] + (DALI FU, ; FU DALI)

Applicant(s): SHENZHEN DIWEITE DIGITAL VIDEO [CN] + (SHENZHEN
DIWEITE DIGITAL VIDEO TECHNOLOGYCO., LTD)

Classification: - international: H04N5/00; HO4N7/173
- cooperative:

Application CN2005133554 20050309
number:

Priority number =©N2005133554 20050309
(s):

Also published=CN100527781 (C)
as:

Abstract of CN1892534 (A}

This invention discloses 4 sei-tog box wilh a situational mode and its cantral methodinclu diting: a receving unit capable of receiving Ifrometon of channels-the EPGsignals,a storing unit storing srluational mode informaie 1 sel by 4 user and channel orograminformation, an input receiving urvo recelyng tuser operation orders and a contr
for controlling the TV to olay the situational mode, in which, the set-top box enters intoae personal situational mode slatelected by the userafterinitial operation, this time,
all operations are against ihe person situation mode, the|user can add and delete itschannél list liked and the set-top box enters | nto the personal situation mode play state,
the oan channels are all ones the userlikes so the user can watch the programsconveniently

     

Lastupdated: (1722013 Workiwide Database 58.15.10; gap

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?DB=EPODOC&I=0&ND=3&ad... 3/7/2014
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set
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Abstract of CNTO1472102 (A)

The invention relates fo a television program broadcasting automatic reminder method,The met10d ¢comprises the following steps: A, ihe user coded information of a current
user iS acquired, the corresponding watcning record of the current user stored in the
television is found according to the coded information, and the information of the favorite

programs of the user|» gener é according to the watching record: B, the programinformation in the televis n program guidebookis analyzed according to the relevant
information of the favortoprograms of the user, and the programsthat ue useris
possib ly interested in are found ous C, the programs that the useris possibly interestedin aresencena program broadcasting remincerlist and D, the television» program
promoting| ion is outpuul within a time before the programs according to theareni broadcastiring reminderlist. By implementing the invention, the television can
automatically remind ihe user to watch the favorite proorams _and the tedious program
broadcasting reminderis5 hot required to be manually set by the user, therefore, the use
is simpler and more convenient.
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HMAK A RRRAIEAR (TCSSS), HEMELI, FP

TSARARHBEAK, HOD, PRTRE- AR

SURE, rlARSESARAAB,

AMEZMR YE,AMIDRR. RORARTSENBES

ALPRARERES AYBABARA, WTAFieeSTIR

Ke. EBAMM “AR” BSTBOMHREAN BARB
BAR, HIAKAAMRERMAAP, HRARTHERAYRERA

ALMR “HR” BSA, Mass S 112 (Plw-KkBS) HAEDE

EAR BP Ba) WAAL ARRAN BARA. BRAUN A

—KAA, PRIS 112 LRARAREBPE “SAR” HE

ao.
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oHRARE). HRA 2, AHRLES 110MKRK 2000 TEA, PA

AR 200 16-2BBWS 202, MARS 202 CHOPS HME

Hw. GPR EMAY (LETFHROCMARBLZLYU+BY) AMEN,

MLE RUA, blieR 2 RRS 202 B1-F—-EY 204, PIRF

HE 204 RHSEHRARA BAT ATA. PRR 202 RPMSHA

HI-RESRAAB BAG BB AHH 206, HEHRAMA MR

=HEH 208 VAR—BOERARAOF AEH 210. to 2 PPR, PEAR

Mie BUKRDARBIR, REA TREN RME..

PPAR A RRREARNABUSEAMY BRE, RBCS

EPREN, ZAPURHARAAAMTR, HwkA 2+, MP

HAE PRRASHHOFER SE (ldoPpiRFE HB 112 PRTAA BE) FPTe

—4g4+dRitPTRALTE 206. 208 210 HARA, MATRA AL204 FALE

HERE. AKRAM MEERBFAP, APTALMATAR-BH 204

BERA-AERAMERBA206, AIR, HBA206

eeAPAIRAK 300 PKB17 206 2TA,BARRTH. WI, MAD eBDAH AARRAEMRARE HH ARHie MAED vctuprnweeAMeABEIEE,
PARREAASARARRRBOE, AP TABOREHS)

Bubsril WEESODA. HAAR YOREREAAP, APT

BitkKR-LBARTRRSECRMEY PH-BABHAPME, THR

RAR RATEaR, QAeeeBAH BeyAt

RE, sesh, HUTA, ARISE PRAYA

MERBALR, RERULAMARTRAAB, Hl4o—AARR

TURK 10 PARAMAR 100 VA RMB.
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RA 304 WE302 MEP ARATE, HoHH MTT, FAVA A A
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AGAMA,

HAE 4, MRARR AM SRMGAAERHSAH 208 LTBIERA
VATUE, CLISWT EE AV 402 (AA BALA EB A/V eo

BA). BRA404 (5 WaLPUdEETEASERAARR). VCR406 (AB
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4 PERBSAA ). HDMI 410 KA BAUS RAE WTA VARSVGA

412 (RAHA). do 4 ae, PARA DVDR L, MRE

£414 BEAK DVD408 HES.

ARIE 5S, RARER A RAREABEY 210 RTBUERS

HERARAP TAME, HABORY 210 THA PAR, AURA
LATERRBS, IEPADRESPRTAEMAERA

ARR BRMBZM ATMA.

KEBRREAADH LIESAAHAMPEREY, HANA O£
RRA H-LMAAP, PRIRAREAW BARAKLI-RF 602
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BEG, FREREAZ 604 THAN, MULHTKRAAA 604 TRA ALA

BieHS, SteRA. MIR. SMURHRMAL MT PMA HHH

EAR, HTAFAMEMTED, Hae EFAKAMA SE606. REF

BARRERA 608 ABA EFARABA 610.

RAAT, HRABRERBFAMAAABA, BHKEBPUS

700 46%, APRA 700 BEM PRREATHVRARA MOREE, &

RA Ay RHA AHAB04 etReEATAS oORM

PRA Ie 700 CAMMP—-ARAB/MARARER102, ZPREBM

PLE RIILAL PAT, PdeWAARARIS, DALAL KAAPP AAT

PRRUE 702, HUGEKaeAES PELATADR 102, PEDR 702

aseB. APB. ARB. FRBMALSAR HYPR,

FateAR AIRAARIR (Ho DVD& VCR) HR.

Jo 7 Ae, BPR 704 ph, —LTH SFOARARMTL HME 702
IRA, HAMASLEHARRRREATASP, REBTEANS

KRGREARVEITYH ARE, RAMBO AGAG RAMS. BPR

706 °F , AriRihWARIARAE MLAADSMESREED (HAAS

A. AARRAWAR). HEAR RRAAM BALET A attee
FoREME, RLMBAPE. FAL FAMERRECAAMATEA, UR

FAP IRA.

HR708, AUSaRAAVILAsoRB IALAY 210 PRIMA. &

ay BGSTUGS RAPKATA, PdiPRRREM

(oARBARECREA), RA ARIPRP REGRS

mt, ARAM PMSA LAAAAMRAMER, PREKHRES

oak3sZOEREMAR, CNRHBAYMEBURTOA. KH

RAP ORBLE BRMPETROL, OleaRD
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AU BA(BH 204) $+, BBMAROAFALRT. RSV

AMARA, EtesZeEmMaknmerARE.

WERRARAR AE RAGA mC, HUA, FLAK
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FRAAR IR,

AR LARPRAR RMSE), AARFRR PloFRM) LBA

ERASE AE,
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MARRIED, RYRKPORBARR BILEELMeARAS

Be, FAR FAG HRA NTSC (National Television Standard Committee) A&

4) FEA wh, HL 4% (Analog Television Broadcasting) A#&, FRM IGA

HAG LIRIAS HR UME” AER “RPE” CAMILA, MAS A

4&2(Digital Television Broadcasting) E#ROHEARRRARE,

814 £9 ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee), ABRHL DVB-T

(Digital Video Broadcasting-Terresirial)., H A ISDB-T(Terrestrial
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Zo, AAR TE, HAFSRECM APA, ARB, PHAR

fo SQ ATOR IT TAS AMALIC. REM MARS BAALIL, 195 BR

HF BIMOLE AAA ERP OAS BME P) REISDI,

Ain, UMENA AMERS RMMERA/RACRER PREM,
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(54) Use of erasable non-volatile memory for storage of changing information

(57) Non-volatile write-once memory (106, 108,
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embodiment, segmented flash memory is used, in which
individual segments can be erased. At least two seg-
ments are used. When a segmentis nearly full (222), or
when the segmentis corrupted (224), the latest values
are written to a new segment(226). Duringinitialization,
ail variablesofinterest are written into RAM with default
values (204). The flash segment being usedis read se-
quentially from oldest entry to newestentry, and values

 
  

  
  

PROCESSOR

from flash memory are used to overwrite values (or
pointers to values) in RAM (216). RAM then contains (or
points to) the most recent value for every variable. When
a new segmentis written, the new segmentis written
using the values from RAM (236). The methodprovides
for identification of the latest (current) value for each
stored item of information, provides for adding new
types of data and deleting old types of data, providesfor
action when a memory segmentis full, and provides for
recovery from power-failure.
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Description

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates generally to computer processor based systems, and more specifically to non-volatile
storage of changing information.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

[0002] Computer systems commonly store data in random access memory (RAM). Memory locations in RAM can -
be rapidly overwritten. RAMis typically volatile, meaning thatall information is lost when power is removed. Historically,
non-changing software(called firmware) for computer processor based systems wasoften stored in non-volatile, non-
erasable, read-only memory (ROM).If the software needed to be changed, ROMswerereplaced. More recently, various,
programmable or erasable non-volatile memory technologies have been developed. Typically, erasable non-volatile
memory devices do not have to be removedfor firmware updates. Examplesinclude programmable read only memory
(PROM), and electrically erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM),also called flash memory. Flash mem-
ory chips maybe electronically erased, and each erased memory location can be written once. To change the contents
of a memory location, the entire chip (or in some versions, a large segmentor block of the chip) must be erased, and
the contents mustthen be rewritten.

[0003} Some information changes over time and needs to be saved in non-volatile memory. For example, an elec-
tromechanical computer peripheral system may needto track the numberof hours the unit has been powered on, for
preventive maintenance. A common approachis to update the power-on data every hour. The power-on information
must be saved in non-volatile memory. One common approachis to save such data in low powerstatic RAM, with a
battery to retain powerto the static RAM when system poweris off. This approachis relatively expensive, and reliability
dependsontheintegrity of the battery charge and the powerswitch overcircuitry.
{0004] There is an ongoing needfor ncn-volatile storage of changing data.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

[0005] Non-volatile, write-once memory is used for storage of variable data. in an example embodiment, segmented
flash memary is used, in which individual segments can be erased.At least two segmentsare used. When a segment
is nearly full, or when the segmentis corrupted, the jatest values are written to a new segment. Duringinitialization,
all variables of interest are written into RAM with default values. The flash segment being used is read sequentially
from oldest entry to newest entry, and values from flash memory are used to overwrite values (or pointers to values)
in RAM. RAM then contains (or points to) the most recent value for every variable. When a new segmentis written,
the new segmentis written using the values from RAM. The method provides for identification of the latest (current)
value for each stored item of information, provides for adding new typesof data and deleting old types of data, provides
for action when a memory segmentis full, and provides for recovery from power-failure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] Figure 1 is a block diagram of a processor based system in accordance with the invention.
[0007] Figure 2Ais a first part of a flow chart of a method in accordancewith the invention, illustrating setting initial
conditions.

[0008] . Figure 2B is a secondpart offlow chart of a method in accordancewith the invention, illustrating copying of
data from non-volatile memory to RAM. .
[0009] Figure 2C is a flow chart continuation of figure 2B,illustrating switching segments.
[0010] Figure 2Dis flow chart providing additional detail for block 226 offigure 2C.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTOF THE INVENTION

[0011] Figure 1 is a block diagram of a processor based system in accordancewith the invention. A processor 100
is controlled by firmware 102, which may be in ROM. The system also usesvolatile RAM 104. In addition, the system
uses non-volatile memory (106, 108, and 110). In a specific example embediment of the invention, segmented (or
blocked) flash memory is used, in which each location can be written only once, but an entire segment or block can
be erased. Thatis, the smallest portion that can be erased is segment 106, or segment 108, or segment 110. Other
typesof erasable, non-volatile, write-once memory maybe equally suitable. In the following discussion, the expression
"the erased value" means whatevervalueis stored.in a memory location in a non-volatile segment after erasure. Ina
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specific example embodiment, when non-volatile segments are erased, each memory location is set to FFFF hex.
(0012] Use of erasable, write-once, segmented memory for storage of changing parameters requires a solution to
the following problems:

Identification of the latest (current) value for each stored item of information;
Provision for adding new types of data, and deleting old types of data;
Provision for action when a memory segmentisfull;
Provision for power-failure, to ensure that no datais lost if poweris iost during transfer of data from one memory
segmentto another or during writing of data.

The invention solves each of the above problems and provides additional features as discussed below.
[0013] Inthe example embodiment, for convenience of memory management, each item of information to be stored
is packagedin a data structure called a parameter, where a parameter comprisesidentification of the data, length of
the data, and the actual data. In the example embodiment, each parameter includes a parameter !D. The parameter
ID identifies the item of information, and specifies the length of the item of information. The identified data immediately
follows the parameter ID in memory. In the specific example embodiment, the parameter ID is one 16-bit word, and
the two mostsignificant bits of the parameter ID specify one of three ID classes as follows:

00 16-bit data field:
01 32-bit data field;
10 Variable length data field (next word specifies length).

(0014] In a specific example application of the invention, the invention is used in a mass-memory drive mechanism
having a removable storage medium. Examples of data of interest for storing in non-volatile memory include drive
serial number (determined at manufacturing time), date of manufacture, the numberof hours the drive has been pow-
ered-on, the numberof times a medium has been loadedinto the drive (load count), and the amountof data read or
written over the life of the drive (read counter). These types of data are useful for maintenance and for preventive
maintenance. After the drive has been used for a while, the segment of non-volatile memory being used to store the
relevant parameters may appearasin the following example:
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Parameter ID for power-on hours, 16-bit data field

  
   
  
  

  
  
  
  
   

  
   

[0015] In the above example, the load-count and read-count parameters have been updated with newerinformation
since they werefirst written to the non-volatile memory segment. In the example embodiment, the parameters to be
stored are codedinto the firmware. Duringinitialization, the firmware creates an entry in volatile RAM for every param-
eter of interest and assigns a default value to each parameter. The firmware then reads the non-volatile memory seg-
ment from the beginning, reading the value for each parameter and overwriting the value in RAM. If a subsequent
value of any parameteris found, the previous value in RAMis replaced. By performing this progressive walk through
the non-volatile memory segment, the final resulting information in RAM is the most recent value for every parameter.
In the specific example embodiment, the erased value of FFFF hex is not valid for a parameter ID, so that when the
initialization firmware encounters a value of FFFF where a parameter ID is expected, the firmware knows that it has
reachedthe endof the recordedinformation.

[0016] Preferably, the firmware reserves knownlocations in RAM for each parameter. The firmware then can refer-
encea fixed known location for each data item, as would normaily be doneby a variable reference incompiled code.
In addition, this provides quick read access to a parameter because there is no need for a reference look-up to find ‘
the current location of each parameter. However, if saving space in RAMis preferable, a pointer to the most recent
location in non-volatile memory maybe stored in RAM. Accessis then slower, but this may be acceptablefor infrequently
changing parameters or parameters that have a large length that would consumesignificant amounts of RAM. The
data structure in volatile RAM maybe identicalto the data structure in non-volatile memory, or the data structure in
RAM maybedifferent. The only requirementis that the firmware must know the RAM location for every parameter of
interest. This could be done by direct compiled reference, or an embodimentof a lookup/nashtable.
[0017] As updated parameter values are appendedin the non-volatile memory segment, the segmentwill eventually
fill. In the example embodiment of the invention, when one segmentis full (or when a predetermined threshold is
reached, or when a segment becomescorrupted due to powerfailure during a parameter update operation), the most
recent values for the parameters, as stored in RAM, are copied to an unused non-volatile memory segment. The
previously used segment maythen be erased. The system mayreserve two segments for changing parameters, and
alternate betweenthe two segments.Alternatively, the system may use other segment selection algorithms, the only
requirementbeing that one unused segment must be available to copy into from volatile RAM.
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[0018] After walking consecutively through the non-volatile memory segment, each parameter in volatile RAM has
its latest value (either the default value orits latest value from the non-volatile memory). Each time a parameteris
updated, or each time a new segmentis written, the parameter withits latest value is written into non-volatile memory.
Similarly, if a parameteris deleted in a new version of the firmware, the firmware does not assign a RAMlocation for
the deleted parameter, and the parameteris not copied from non-volatile memory to volatile RAM. When a new non-
volatile segmentis written, the deleted parameteris not written to the new non-volatile segment. As a result, if the
firmware is updated, and new parameters are added or deleted, they are automatically added to the parameters or
deleted from the parametersin non-volatile memory.
[0019] Theoriginal segmentis not erased until a new segment is written. If poweris lost during writing of a new
segment, the new segment may be left in a corrupt state. Accordingly,if two segments contain parameter data during
initialization, the system must have a method for determining which of two segmentsis valid and current. Likewise, if
poweris lost while a value is being written into non-volatile memory, the segment maybe left in a corrupt state. A
methodin accordance with the invention provides for recovery from powerloss during writing of a parameter into non-
volatile memory, and provides for recovery from powerloss during writing of a new segment, as illustrated in figures
2A-2D.

[0020] Figures 2A - 2Dare flow charts of a method ofusing erasable non-volatile memory to store changing datain
accordancewith the invention. Figure 2A illustrates setupofinitial conditions, which may occur during manufacturing
or may occurthefirst time the system is started. At step 200, two segments are designated for use in non-volatile
storage of changing data. A first segmentwill be used until filled, and then the second segmentwill be used. Two
segments maybe dedicated to non-volatile storage of changing data (with the system switching back and forth between
the two), or other algorithms may be usedto identify at least two segments that may be used. Both segments should
beinitially erased. At step 202, a sequence numberis written into the first word of the first segment to be used. As will
be discussed further below, each time a new segment is used, the sequence numberis incremented and written as
the first word of the new segment.
[0021] Figure 28illustrates part of an initialization process for the processor, which is executed when system power
is applied, or after a hard reset. At step 204, the firmware designates RAMlocations for every parameter of interest,
and writes a default value in RAM for each parameter having a value in RAM (for some variable length parameters,
RAM maycontain a pointerto a location in non-volatile memory). At step 206, the first word of each of the designated
segmentsis read, and test 208 determines whether exactly one segment contains a sequence number(whether only

- one segment has a valuein the first word that is not equal to the erased value). !f the first word of both segmentsis
the erased value (test 210), then an error condition has occurred (step 212). If both segments contain a sequence
number(thefirst word of each segmentis not the erased value), then power may have beenlost during writing of one
of the segments. At step 214, the segment with the lowest sequence numberis selected, which assumes that the
segment having the lowest sequence numberstill has valid data, and assumesthat the other segmentis corrupted.
At step 216, parameters are sequentially read from the segment currently being used, and values in RAM are over-
written.

[0022] In figure 2C,at decision 218,if the segmentthat is not being used is not erased (the first word is. not the
erased value), thenit is assumed that the segment was being written earlier, and power waslost during writing. Ac-
cordingly, the segment is erased (step 220), and the process of switching segments is started again (step 226). At
decision 222,if a segmentis almostfull, then the process of switching segments is started (step 226). Thetest at
decision 222 may be a predetermined threshold, such as a percentageof the segment has beenused,orit may simply
be determined that there is no room to store another parameter.
[0023] When parameters are stored in non-volatile memory, the value is stored first, and then the parameterID is
stored. As a result, if power is lost while a parameter is being stored, then the location for the parameterID will have

. the erased value, and there will be data other than the erased value stored beyondthe location of the parameter ID.
At test 224, locations beyondthefirst erased value are checked to seeif they are also equalto the erased value.If
not, power may have beenlost during writing of the last parameter. If here are locations beyondthefirst erased value
that are not equal to the erased value, then the segmentis corrupted. That is, without a segmentID, there is no way
to determine the expectedlength orvalidity of the data. Therefore, a new segmentis written (step 226), with last known
valuesfor all parameters.
[0024] Figure 2D is an expansionofstep 226(figure 2C), in which segments are switched. At step 228, the sequence
numberis incremented. At step 230, the new sequence numberis written into the first word of the new segment. At
step 232, a write pointer is set to point to the second word of the segment. In the specific example embodiment, the
erasable non-volatile memory being used can beplacedinto either a read mode, or a write mode,but not bothat the
sametime. If variable length parameters are not copied into RAM, reading variable length data from nen-volatite mem-
ory and then writing variable length data back into a new segment would require switching the memory back and forth
between a read mode and a write mode. Accordingly, at step 234, all parameters that are not normally copied in RAM
are then copied to RAM. At step 236,all parameters in RAM are copied into the new segment. At step 238, the write
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pointeris positioned to write a new parameter value. After step 238,it is safe to erase the old segment, andthis is
doneat step 240.
[0025] It is possible that sequence numbers may wrap from FFFF hex to 0000 hex. FFFFis an invalid sequence
numbersinceit is the erased value. Therefore, FFFF and 0000 are special cases that must be checked when incre-

menting and writing the sequence number(figure 2D, steps 228 and 230) and whenselecting the oldest of two segments
(figure 2B, step 214).
[0026] Still another consideration is whetherail of a segmentis useabie. During manufacturing test, it may be de-
termined that one or more memory locations in non-volatile memory are defective. Alternatively, during the lifetime of
the product, one or more memory locations within a segment mayfail. A partially working segment may still be useable.
One can simply write until a defective location is reached, or one can start writing beyond the last defective location,
or one can maparoundthe defective location(s). One parameter that is stored in non-volatile memory may be a map
of known defective locations for specific segments. Writing to a segment, reading from a segment, and the decision

as to when to switch segments, mustail then take into account the parameterthat identifies defective locations. For
an example of defect handling for flash memory, see U.S. Patent Number 5,200,959.
[0027] The foregoing description of the present invention has been presented for purposesofillustration and de-
scription. Itis not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed, and other modifications
and variations may be possible in light of the above teachings. The embodiment was chosen and described in order
to best explain the principles of the invention andits practical application to thereby enable others skilled in the art to
bestutilize the invention in various embodiments and various modifications as are suited to the particular use contem-

plated.It is intended that the appendedclaims be construedto include otheralternative embodiments of the invention
exceptinsofar as limited by the priorart.

Claims

1. Amethodfor saving data in a non-volatile memory (106, 108, 110) that is erasable but not over-writable, the method
comprising the following steps:

(a) defining (204) a location in volatile memory for the data;
(b) when the data changes, overwriting the data in the volatile memory and writing a new versionof the data
in a first erasable portion of the non-volatile memory;
(c) determining (222) whetherthefirst portion of the non-volatile memory is almostfull; and
(d) when it is determined thatthefirst portion of the non-volatile memory is almostfull, copying (234) the data
from the volatile memory to a second erasable portion of the non-volatile memory.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the following steps after step (a):

(a1) assigning (204) a default value to the data in volatile memory;
(a2) reading (216) the data from the non-volatile memary; and
(a3) overwriting (216) the value in volatite memory with the value read from non-volatile memory.

3. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising the following steps after step (a):

(a1) determining (210) that two erasable portions of the non-volatile memory mayboth contain the data; and
(a2) determining (214) that one of the two erasable portions identified in step (a1) was written to first, and
designating that portion asafirst erasable portion for usé in step (b).

4. The method of claim 1, step (b) further comprising the following steps:

(b1) designating a memory locationin the first erasable portion of the non-volatile memory as an identification
location;

(b2) writing the data to the first erasable portion of the non-volatile memory,after the identification location; and
'(b3) writing an identification, corresponding to the data, in the identification location.
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Description

[0001] Theinvention relates to a receiver/decoder (for example, for an analogue or a digital television system), a
workstation and an authoring tool, and to a methodoftransferring an application to a receiver/decoder and to methods
of running an application on a receiver/decoder.
[0002] The invention has particular application in the context of developing, testing and debugging applications for
receiver/decoders, although it may also be used, for example, for demonstrating such applications.
[0003] In the caseofdigital television systems, these transmit television channels to the viewerin digital, rather than
analogue,form. The digital channels are encodedinto a digital data stream at the transmitter end, and are decodedat
the receiver end using a digital decoder, which maybeeitherin a digital set-top box (DSTB)orin an integrateddigital
television. To allow interactivity, an uplink may be provided, either via the same medium that delivers the television
channels, or else via a different medium such as a telephonelink. As used herein, the term "digital television system"
includes for example anysatellite, terrestrial, cable and other system.
[0004] Digital decoders typically contain a processor on which programs knownasapplications may be run. Exam-
ples of such applications include program guides, tele-shopping, quizzes, home-banking and tele-voting. Such applica-
tions typically display a menuon the television screen from which the user may select a particular option. The data used
in the application may be transmitted to the decoder in the same data stream asthe television channels. The result of
the selection canbedirectly interpreted by the application running on the decoderorit can be transmitted via the uplink
to allow the appropriate action to be taken.
[0005] Applications may be permanently resident in the DSTBorintegrated digital television, or they may be down-

‘loaded via the digital medium as and whenrequired. To run applications, the decoder has a run time environment such
as a virtual machine (VM)to run, for example, Java applications.
[0006] With the rapidly increasing numberof services that are being provided to the user, there is a demand for
application developmenttools, which can allow applications to be designed, created, debugged and tested. An example
of such an application tool is MediahighwayApplication Workshop, supplied by CANAL+.
[0007] Knownapplication developmenttools typically allow applications to be developed on a workstation, such as
a PC or UNIX workstation. When the application is ready for testing, it is downloaded to a digital decoder such as a
DSTB. .

[0008] Asdisclosedin International Patent Application Number WO 98/43165in the name of the present applicant,
the subject matter of which is incorporated herein by reference, a workstation coupled to a receiver/decodertype unit
may be provided for debugging applications. In order to debug the application, it is downloadedin its entirety to the
receiver/decoderusing a link. A debugger on the workstation is then used to monitor and/or to control operation of the
application, using two furtherlinks for passing control signals to and from the receiver/decoder.
fooa9] According to one aspect of the present invention there is provided a receiver/decoder operable in a debug-
ging mode for debugging an application, comprising means for communicating a debugging message over a network.
[0010] Hitherto, such an arrangementhad not been considered,principally due to the extra complexity involved in
providing the receiver/decoder with networking capabilities, in comparison to a simple one-to-one link. However, it has
now been appreciated pursuant to the present invention that, in the context of testing and/or debugging applications,
various advantages may result from providing a receiver/decoder with network capabilities. ,
[0011] Byproviding the receiver/decoder with means for communication debugging messagesover a network, the
receiver/decoder can.becomepart of an application developer's environment, so that, for example,files, control signals
or information signals can be exchanged betweenthe receiver/decoder and a workstation while testing an application.
This can aliow moreflexibility in the testing of applications than was previously the case.
[0012] Furthermore, resources may be shared between the receiver/decoder, the workstation, and other devices
connected to the network. For example, the receiver/decoder may have direct accessto an external storage device,
such as a harddisk in the workstation, via the network.

[0013] Due to the provision of networking capabilities, the receiver/decoder may be physically remote from the
workstation while the application is being debugged. The network mayprovide for amplification of signals, so that the
receiver/decodermay be separated by greaterdistances than would otherwise be possible.
[0014] The term "debugging" as used herein preferably implies that the application is controlled and/or monitored
to enable errors, or “bugs”, in the application to be identified. Debugging messagespreferably include control and/or
monitoring messages for debugging the application, which messages may be received or transmitted by the
receiver/decoder. For example, the receiver/decoder may receive a commandinstructing it to send certain information
about the status of the application or the receiver/decoder, and both the command and the information are termed
debugging messages.In this way, debugging functions such as monitoring variables, starting and stopping execution,
trace function, monitoring status of the receiver/decoder, and other debugging functions may be implemented.
[ao1 5] The term “network” preferably implies that devices are assigned address. This preferably providesthe ability
to have more than two devicesin a logical network, the devices being distinguished by meansof addresses.Thisis dis-
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tinct from, for example, a simple serial link between two devices. Preferably the network has a protocol which enables
the receiver/decoder to accessfiles on a remote storage device, such as the hard disk of a workstation. Preferably the
network transmits signals in the form of packets of data having a destination address. Preferably, the receiver/decoder
includes meansfor storing the address(oridentifier) of the receiver/decoder.

[0016] Where the application comprises a plurality of files, the receiver/decoder may comprise meansfor selec-
tively reading at least oneofthe files from an external storage means, although a receiver/decoder without such means
mayalso be provided.
[0017] The meansfor communicating a debugging message may be adapted to receive the debugging message
from the network, preferably to contro! the execution of the application in dependence on the message. An operatorat
a remote location (such as a workstation) can thereby control execution of the application.
[0018] Preferably, the debugging: modeis invoked by the debugging message, which message includes an identifier
of a remote host, and the means for communicating a debugging message is adapted to communicate a further debug-
ging message with the remote hostidentified in the message.
[0019] The means for communicating the debugging message may also or alternatively be adapted to transmit a
debugging messageto the network, the messagepreferably containing information concerning execution of the appli-
cation. An operator at a remote location can thereby monitor execution of the application.
[0020] The receiver/decoder preferably includes means for running the application, which means may be runtime
means suchas a processor, a virtual machine, a runtime engine, or another suitable runtime meansor environment.
[0021] In another aspect of the invention there is provided a receiver/decoder comprising a processor programed
to operate in a debugging mode for debugging an application, and an interface (such as an input/output port) for com-
municating a debugging message over a network.It will be appreciated that the receiver/decoder mayinclude interme-
diate means, such as a virtual machine, between the processor and theapplication. oo
[0022] In another aspect of the invention there is provided a workstation adapted to debug an application running
on a receiver/decoder, comprising means for communicating a debugging message with the receiver/decoderover a
network, preferably to control and/or to monitor execution of the application on the receiver/decoder.
[0023] The invention also provides an application development tool comprising a receiver/decoder in any ofthe:
forms described above and a workstation in any of the forms described above. The application development toot may
include a net proxy operative to implement communication between the receiver/decoder and the workstation.
[0024] The invention also provides an application development environment comprising an application develop-
menttool as described above and a network over which the workstation and the receiver/decoder exchange messages.

, [0025] In a method aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of debugging an application ona
receiver/decoder comprising operating the receiver/decoder in a debugging mode and communicating a debugging
message overa network. /
[0026] The receiver/decoder may receive a debugging message from the network, preferably to control the execu-
tion of the application in dependence on the message. The method mayfurther comprise invoking the debugging mode
by the debugging message, which messageincludes an. identifier of a remote host, and communicating a further
debugging message with the remote hostidentified in the message. :

© [0027] The method may also or alternatively comprising transmitting a debugging message to the network, the
message preferably containing information concerning execution of the application.
[0028] Aproblem in the prior art which has been identified pursuant to the presentinvention, is that, if any changes
are required to be madeto the application as a result of testing on the receiver/decoder, the appropriate changes must
be madein the application developmenttool, the application re-compiled as resident, and then the entire resident appli-
cation. and the virtual machine downloaded to the decoder, which process may be time consuming and cumbersome.
[0029] ‘According to another aspect of the present invention, which may be provided either independentlyorin
dependenceon the receiver/decoderin any of the forms described above,there is provided a receiver/decoder com-
prising meansfor running an application, the application comprising a plurality of files, and meansfor selectively read-
ing at least one ofthe files from the network.
{0030] Theinvention also provides a receiver/decoder comprising meansfor running an application, the application
comprising a plurality of files, and meansfor selectively reading at least one ofthe files from an external storage means.

Preferably the external storage means is connected to the network and the receiver/decoder comprises means for
selectively reading the at least oneofthefiles from the network.
[0031] By providing a receiver/decoder which can selectively read a file from the network, parts of the application
may be read by the receiver/decoder, for example following a modification of someofthe parts.
(0032) In any aspect, the means for running an application may be runtime means such as a processor, a virtual
machine, a runtime engine, or another suitable runtime means or environment, and the meansfor reading at least one

of thefiles from the network or external storage means maybe an input/output port and associated drivers. The external
storage means may bethe hard disk of a computer or a networkfile store, or any other storage medium.
[0033] The term "receiver/decoder" used herein may connote a receiver for receiving either encoded or non-
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encoded signals, for example, television and/or radio signals, which may be broadcast or transmitted by some other
means. The term may also connote a decoder for decoding received signals. Embodiments of such receiver/decaders
may include a decoderintegral with the receiver for decoding the received signals, for example,in a "set-top box", such
a decoderfunctioning in combination with a physically separate receiver, or such a decoderincluding additional func-
tions, such as a web browser, a video recorder, or a television. As used herein, the term “receiver/decoder" also
includes a receiver/decoder-type unit which may be used for testing and/or debugging applications.

[0034] Preferably the receiver/decoderis adaptedto receiver a message whichincludesanidentifier of the location
wherethefiles are stored. Preferably the receiver/decoderis adapted to read an individual file from the network .orexter-
nal storage means, so that no more data than necessaryis transferred. .
[0035] The application may contain somefiles which are not always required to run the application, and thus rather
than downloading the whole of the application at one time, the receiver/decoderis preferably adapted to read said at
least onefile as it is required to run the application. ;
[0036] .The receiver/decoder may be adapted to read updated files, so that if files are modified, the
receiver/decoderwill be updated with the modifiedfiles.
[0037] The external storage means may bepart of a workstation, for example, a workstation which is used to edit
applications. The external storage means may alsa be a file store mounted on a network. In order to compensate for
the fact that the receiver/decoder may not have a network stack, the receiver/decoder may be adapted to use asits net-
work stack a simulated network stack on the workstation. Alternatively, the receiver/decoder may be provided with a
network stack. ‘

[0033] In order to initiate the application, the receiver/decoder is preferably adapted to load a bootfile from the
external storage means. .
[0039] According to another aspect of the present invention, which may be provided either independently or in
dependenceonthe workstation ih any of the forms described above, there is provided a workstation comprising storage
means (suchas a hard disk or‘other storage medium) storing an application to be run on a receiver/decoder, the appli-
cation comprising a plurality of files, and means (such as an input/output port and associated drivers) for allowing
accessto at least one of the files by a receiver/decoder connected to the workstation by a network.
[0040] According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a workstation comprising storage
means(such as a hard disk or other storage medium)for storing an application, the application comprising a plurality
of files, and means (such as an input/output port and associated drivers) for allowing accessto at least oneofthe files
by a receiver/decoder. .

. (0041) The meansfor allowing access to said at least onefile may be adapted to allow an individualfile to be read.
The workstation may further comprise meansfor editing the application.
[0042] According to another aspect of the invention, which maybe provided either independently or in dependence
on the application developmenttool in any of the forms described above, there is provided an application development
tool comprising a workstation for editing an application and a receiver/decoderfor running the application, wherein the
receiver/decoder has meansfor selectively reading at least a part of the application from a networkfile store and the
workstation has meansforinitiating communication of the or each part to the receiver/decoder.
[0043] According to another aspectof the present invention there is provided an application development tool com-
prising a workstation for editing an application and a receiver/decoder for running the application, wherein the
receiver/decoder has meansfor selectively reading at least a part of the application from the workstation and the work-
station has means for communicating the or each part to the receiver/decoder. The workstation may further comprise
storage-means, such as a hard disk or other storage medium, for storing the application.
[0044] In the above aspects, the application may comprise a plurality of files. The receiver/decoder may be adapted
to read an individual file from the storage means. The receiver/decoder may be adapted to readafile asit is required
to run the application. The editing tool may be adapted to updatea file and the receiver/decoder may be adaptedto read
said file once updated. : .
[0045] In order to ensure that updated files are used by the receiver/decoder, the receiver/decoder may be adapted
to read the mostrecentversion of a file. Additionally or alternatively, the workstation may be adapted to instruct the
receiver/decoder to discard a file, for example an old version of a file that has been updated, so that when the
receiver/decoder next needsthatfile, the updatedfile will be read from the workstation.
[0046] The application development tool may further include a net proxy. operative to implement communication
betweenthe receiver/decoder and a network. Moreover, the workstationis typically also connected to the network.
[0047] in preferred embodiments of an application developmenttool, the workstation further comprises a debugger
oOperabie to control and/or monitor execution of the application on the receiver/decoder. The debugger and the applica-
tion may exchangecontrol signals over a network. In particular, the files and the control signals may be carried on the
same network. .

[0048] According to a method aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of transferring an applica-
tion from a workstation to a receiver/decoder, the application comprising a plurality offiles, comprising transferring (typ-
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ically over a network) an individual file from the workstation to the receiver/decoder. The file may be transferred only
whenit is required to run the application. The method mayfurther comprise updating a file and transferring the updated
file to the receiver/decoder.

[0049] According to another method aspect there is provided a method of running an application on a
receiver/decoder, the application comprising a plurality of files, comprising transferringfiles to the receiver/decoder as
they are required to run the application.
[0050] According to another method aspect there is provided a method of running an application on a
receiver/decoder, the application comprising a bootfile, comprising:

transferring (optionally over a network) a bootfile to the receiver/decoder; and
executing the bootfile in the receiver/decoder.

[0051] In somecircumstancesthe boot file may contain the whole application, and thus only the bootfile need be
transferred. However, the application may contain the bootfile and at least one furtherfile. Thus, according to a further
method aspect there is provided a method of running an application on a receiver/decoder, the application comprising
a bootfile and at least one further file, comprising:

transferring (optionally over a network) a bootfile to the receiver/decoder;
executing the bootfile in the receiver/decoder; and

transferring (optionally overa network) the at least one furtherfile whenit is required.

[0052] tn either of the last two aspects of the invention, at least one of the bootfile and the at least one otherfile
may be transferred from a networkfile store.
[0053] From a further aspect, the invention provides a receiver/decoder comprising runtime means (e.g. a runtime
environment, a processor, or a virtual machine, amongstother possibilities) in which the runtime meansis operative to
receive signals from a remote workstation over a network, which signals control execution of an application by the
receiver/decoder.

[0054] Moreover, the invention further provides a receiver/decoder,optionally according to the last-preceding par-
agraph, comprising runtime means(e.g. a runtime environment, a processor, or a virtual machine, amongst other pos-
sibilities) in which the runtime meansis operative to send signals to a remote workstation over a network, which signals
contain information retating to execution of an application by the receiver/decoder.
[0055] A receiver/decoder accordingto either of the two last-preceding paragraphs may be operable in a debugging
mode, in which signals sent to and/or received from a remote workstation control and/or monitor execution of an appli-
cation by the runtime means.
[0056] Another aspect of the invention provides a method of operating a receiver/decoderin which a control signals
for controlling and/or monitoring operation of the receiver/decoder are sent between the receiver/decoder and a remote
workstation over a network. .
[0057] The invention also provides a computer readable medium having stored thereon a program for carrying out

any of the methods described above, and a computer program product comprising a program for carrying out any of themethods described above.

[0058] The invention also provides apparatus substantially as described with reference to and asillustrated in the
accompanying drawings, and a method substantially as described with reference to Figure 7 of the accompanying
drawings.
[0059] Features of one aspect may be applied to other aspects; apparatus features may be applied to the method
aspects and vice versa.
[0060) Preferred features of the present invention will now be described, purely by way of example, with reference
to the accompanying drawings,in which:-

Figure 1 showsthe architecture of a typical digital television system;
Figure 2 showsthe architecture of an interactive system of the digital television system of Figure 1;
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the structure of a receiver/decoderof the system of Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a functional block diagram of the layered architecture of the receiver/decoder;
Figure 5 shows an overview of an authoring tool;
Figure 6 shows the main components of the authoring tool of Figure 5;
Figure 7 shows the operation of the authoring tool of Figure 5; and
Figure 8 showsthe architecture of input/output layers of the authoring toolof Figure 5;
Figure 9 is a diagram illustrating a network data frame; and
Figure 10 is a functional diagram of another embodiment ofthe invention.
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Overview ofa digital television system

[0061] An overview ofa digital television system 1 is shownin Figure 1. The invention includes a mostly conven-
tional digital television system 2 that uses the known MPEG-2 compression system to transmit compresseddigitalsig-
nals. In more detail, MPEG-2 compressor3 in a broadcast centre receives a digital signal stream (typically a stream of
video signals). The compressor3 is connected to a multiplexer and scrambler4 bylinkage 5.
[0062] The multiplexer 4 receives a plurality of further input signals, assembles the transport stream and transmits
compresseddigital signals to a transmitter 6 of the broadcast centre via linkage 7, which can of course take a widevari-
ety of forms including telecommunications links. The transmitter 6 transmits electromagnetic signals via uplink 8
towards a satellite transponder 9, where they are electronically processed and broadcastvia notional downlink 10 to
earth receiver 12, conventionally in the form of a dish owned or rented by the end user. Other transport channels for
transmission of the data are of course possible, such as terrestrial broadcast, cable transmission, combined ‘satel-
lite/cable links, telephone networksetc. ,
(0063) Thesignals received by receiver 12 are transmitted to an integrated receiver/decoder 13 owned or rented by
the end user and connected to the end user's television set 14. The receiver/decoder 13 decodes the compressed
MPEG-2 signal into a television signal for the television set 14. Although a separate receiver/decoderis shownin Figure
1, the receiver/decoder mayalso be part of an integrated digital television. As used herein, the term "receiver/decoder"
includes a separate receiver/decoder, such as a set-top box, anda television having a receiver/decoder integrated
therewith. .

[0064] In a multichannel system, the multiplexer 4 handles audio and video information received from a numberof
parallel sources and interacts with the transmitter 6 to broadcast the information along a corresponding numberof
channels.In addition to audiovisual information, messagesor applications or any other sort of digital data maybeintro-
duced in someorall of these channels interlaced with the transmitted digital audio and video information.
[0065] A conditional access system 15 is connected to the multiplexer 4 and the receiver/decoder 13, and is located
partly in the broadcast centre and partly in the decoder. It enables the end user to accessdigital television broadcasts
from one or more broadcast suppliers. A smartcard, capable of deciphering messages relating to commercia! offers
(that is, one or severaltelevision programmessold by the broadcast supplier), can be inserted into the receiver/decoder
13. Using the decoder 13 and smartcard, the end user may purchase commercialoffers in either a subscription mode
or a pay-per-view mode. As used herein, the term “smartcard” includes, but not exclusively so, any chip-based card
device; or object of similar function and performance, possessing, for example, microprocessor and/or memorystorage.
Included in this term are devices having alternative physical forms to a card, for example key-shaped devices such as
are often used in TV decoder systems.

[GO66) As mentioned above, programmes transmitted by the system are scrambled at the multiplexer 4, the condi-
tions and encryption keys applied to a given transmission being determined by the access control system 15. Transmis-
sion of scrambled datain this way is well knownin the field of pay TV systems. Typically, scrambled data is transmitted
together with a control word for descrambling of the data, the contro! word itself being encrypted by a so-called exploi-
tation key and transmitted in encrypted form.
[0067] The scrambled data and encrypted control word are then received by the decoder 13 having access to an
equivalentto the exploitation key stored on a smart card inserted in the decoderto decrypt the encrypted control word
and thereafter descramble the transmitted data. A paid-up subscriberwill receive, for example, in a broadcast monthly
ECM(Entitlement Control Message) the exploitation key necessary to decrypt the encrypted control word so as to per-
mit viewing of the transmission. .
[0068] Aninteractive system 16, also connected to the multiplexer 4 and the receiver/decoder 13 and again located
partly in the broadcast centre-andpartly in the decoder, enables the end userto interact with various applications via a
modemmedback channel 17. The modemmed back channel may also be used for communications used in the condi- °
tional access system 15. An interactive system may be used, for example, to enable the viewer to communicate imme-
diately with the transmission centre to demand authorisation to watch a particular event, to download an applicationetc.
[0069] Figure 2 showsthe general architecture ofthe interactive television system 16 of the digital television system
1 of the presentinvention.
{0070] For example, the interacting system 16 allows an end userto buy items from on-screen catalogues, Consult
local news and weather maps on demand and play gamesthrough. their television set.
[0071] The interactive system 4000 comprises in overview four main elements:-

* an authoring tool 4004 at the broadcast centre or elsewhere for enabling a broadcast supplier to create, develop,
debug andtestapplications; oo

* an application and data server 4006, at the broadcast centre, connected to the authoring tool 4004 for enabling a
broadcast supplier to prepare, authenticate and format applications and data for delivery to the multiplexer and
scrambler 4 for insertion into the MPEG-2 transport stream (typically the private section thereof) to be broadcastto
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the end user; /
+ a virtual machine including a run time engine (RTE) 4008, which is an executable code installed in the

‘ receiver/decoder 13 owned or rented by the end user for enabling an end userto receive, authenticate, decom-
press, and load applicationsinte the working memory of the decoder 13 for execution. The engine 4008 also runs
resident, general-purpose applications. The engine 4008 is independent of the hardware and operating system;
and

* —amodemmed back channel 17 between the receiver/decoder 13 and the application and data server 4006 to ena-
ble signals instructing the server 4006 to insert data and applications into the MPEG-2 transport stream at the
requestof the end user.

[0072] The interactive television system operates using "applications" which control the functions of the
receiver/decoder and various devices contained therein. Applications are represented in the engine 4008 as "resource
files". A "module" is a set of resource files and data. A "memory volume" of the receiver/decoderis a storage space for
modules. Modules may be downloadedinto the receiver/decoder 13 from the MPEG-2 transport stream.

Receiver/decoder

[0073] Referring to Figure 3, the elementsof the receiver/decoder 13 or set-top box will now be described. The ele-
ments shownin this figure will be described in terms of functional blocks.
[0074] The receiver/decoder 13 comprises a central processor 20 including associated memory elements and
adapted to receive input data from a serial interface 21, a parallel interface 22, a modem 23 (connected to the modem
‘back channel 17 ofFig. 1), and switch contacts 24 on the front panel of the decoder.
[0075] The receiver/decoderis additionally adapted to receive inputs from aninfra-red remote control 25 via a con-
trol unit 26 and also possesses two smartcard readers 27, 28 adapted to read bank or subscription smartcards 29, 30
respectively. The subscription smartcard reader 28 engages with an inserted subscription card 30 and with a condi-
tional access unit 29 to-supply the necessary control word to a demultiplexer/descrambler 30 to enable the encrypted
broadcastsignal to be descrambled. The decoderalso includes a conventional tuner 31 and demodulator 32 to receive
and demodulate the satellite transmission before beingfiltered and demultiplexed by the unit 30.
[0076] Processing of data within the receiver/decoder is generally handled by the central processor 20. Figure 4
illustrates the software architecture ofthe central.processor 20 of the receiver/decoder. With reference to Figure 4, the
software architecture comprises a Run-Time-Engine 4008, a Device Manager4068 anda plurality of Devices 4062 and
Device Drivers 4066 for running one or more applications 4056.
[0077] As usedin this description, an application is preferably a piece of computer codefor controlling high level
functions of preferably thereceiver/decoder 13. For example, when the end userpositions the focus of remote control
25 on a button object seen on the screenofthe television set 14 and pressesa validation key, the instruction sequence
associated with the button is run.

[0078] Aninteractive application proposes menus and executes commandsat the request of the end user‘and pro-
vides data related to the purposeof the application. Applications may be either resident applications,thatis, stored in
the ROM (or FLASHorother non-volatile memory) of the receiver/decoder 13, or broadcast and downloaded into the
RAM or FLASH memoryof the receiver/decoder 13. ,
[0079] Applications are stored in memorylocations in the receiver/decoder 13 and represented as resourcefiles.
The resource files may for example comprise graphic object description unit files, variables block unit files, instruction
sequencefiles, application files and datafiles, as described in more detail in the above-mentioned patent specifications.

‘ [0080] | The receiver/decoder contains memory divided into a RAM volume, a FLASH volume and a ROM volume,
but this physical organizationis distinct from the logical organization. The memory mayfurther be divided into memory
volumes associated with the various interfaces. From one point of view, the memory can be regarded as part of the
hardware; from anotherpoint of view, the memory can be regarded as supporting or containing the whole of the system
shown apart from the hardware.
[0081] The central processor 20 can be regarded as centred on a run time engine 4008 forming part of a virtual
machine 4007.This is coupled to applications on one side (the “high level" side), and, on the otherside (the “low level”
side), via various intermediate logical units discussed below, to the receiver/decoder hardware 4061, comprising the
various ports as discussed above(thatis, for example, the serial interface 21, the parallel interface 22, modem 23, and
control unit 26).
[0082] With specific reference to Figure 4, various applications 4057 are coupledto the virtual machine 4007; some
of the more commonlyused applications may be more or less permanently residentin.the system, asindicated at 4057,
while others will be downloadedinto the system, eg from the MPEGdata stream orfrom other ports as required.
[0083] Thevirtual machine 4007 includes, in addition to the run timeengine 4008, someresidentlibrary functions
4006 which include a toolbox 4058. Thelibrary contains miscellaneous functions in C language used by the enginec
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4008. Theseinclude data manipulation such as compression, expansion or comparison of data structures, line drawing,
etc. The library 4006 also includes information about firmware in the receiver/decoder 13, such as hardware andsoft-
ware version numbers and available RAM space, and a function used when downloading a new device 4062. Functions
can be downloadedinto the library, being stored in FLASH orRAM memory.

[0084] The run time engine 4008 is coupled to a device manager 4068 whichis coupled to a set of devices 4062
which are coupled to device drivers 4060 which are in turn coupled to the ports or interfaces. In broad terms, a device
driver can be regarded as defining a logical interface, so that two different device drivers may be coupled to a common
physical port. A device will normally be coupled to more than one device driver; if a device is coupled to a single device
driver, the device will normally be designed to incorporate the full functionality required for communication, so that the
need for a separate device driver is obviated. Certain devices may communicate among themselves.
[0085] Eachfunction of the receiver/decoder 13 is represented as a device 4062 in the software architecture of the
receiver/decoder 13. Devices can beeither local or remote. Local devices 4064 include smaricards, SCART connector
signals, modems,serial and parallel interfaces, a MPEG video and audio player and an MPEGsection and table extrac-
tor. Remote devices 4066, executed in a remotelocation, differ from local devices in that a port and procedure must be

defined by the system authority or designer, rather than by a device and device driver provided and designed by thereceiver/decoder manufacturer.

[0086] The run.time engine 4008 runs under the control of a microprocessor and a commonapplication program-
ming interface. They are installed in every receiver/decoder 13 so thatall receiver/decoders 13 are identical from the
application point of view.
[0087] The engine 4008 runs applications 4056 on the receiver/decoder 13.It executes interactive applications
4056 and receives events from outside the receiver/decoder 13, displays graphics and text, calls devices for services
and uses functions of the library 4006 connected to the engine 4008for specific computation.
[0088] The run time engine 4008 is an executable cadeinstalled in each receiver/decoder 13, and includesan inter-
preterfor interpreting and running applications. The engine 4008is adaptable to any operating system, including a sin-
gle task operating system (such as MS-DOS). The engine 4008 is based on process sequencer units (which take _

’ various events such as a key press, to carry out various actions), and contains its own scheduler to manage event
queuesfrom thedifferent hardwareinterfaces.It also handlesthe display of graphics and text. A process sequencerunit
comprisesa set of action-groups. Each event causes the process sequencerunit to move from its current action-group
to another action-group in dependence on the character of the event, and to execute the actions of the new action-
group. , .

[0089] The engine 4008 comprises a code loaderto load and download applications 4056into the receiver/decoder
memory. Only the necessary codeis loaded into the RAM or FLASH memory,in order to ensure optimal use. The down-
loaded datais verified by an authentication mechanism to prevent any modification of an application 4056or the exe-
cution of any unauthorized application. The engine 4008 further comprises a decompressor. As the application code (a
form of intermediate code) is compressed for space saving and fast downloading from the MPEGstream orvia abuilt- ,
in receiver/decoder mode, the code must be decompressed before loadingit into the RAM. The engine 4008 also com-
prises an interpreter to interpret the application code to update various variable values and determine status changes,
and an error checker. , : :

Authoring too!

[0090] As mentioned above, authoring tool 4004 is provided to enable applications to be designed,created, tested
_ and debugged. The authoringtool is run on a workstation (WS), such as a persona! computer (PC) running Windows

NT, Windows 95 or Windows 98, or a UNIX machine, or a workstation running any other operating system. The author-
ing tool allows an applicatian developer to design and create applications by editing them on the workstation screen.
[6091] According to a preferred embodiment, in orderto test and debug applications, a receiver/decaderis provided
whichis linked to the workstation. The receiver/decoderis linked to the workstation in such a waythat the variousfiles
which make up an application can be downloadedto the receiver/decoder as and whenthey are needed.”
[0092] Referring to Figure 5, in overview the authoring tool comprises workstation 200 which is linked to
receiver/decoder 226 bylink 228. The workstation 200 comprises screen 210, computer 212, keyboard 214 and mouse
216. Computer 212 comprises a processor 218, memory 220, hard disk 222, input/output (I/O) ports 224, as well as

other pieces of hardware and software that are conventional in such computers. Receiver/decoder 226 is connected to
television 230, or other display.
[0093] The various componentsof the authoring tool 4004 are shown in more detail in Figure 6. The authoring tool
comprises an editor 410 for creating and editing the variousfiles that make up an application, library 412 which stores
existing files for use by the editor 410, and compiler 414 for compiling files which have been produced by editor 410 into
the intermediate language which can be understood bya virtual machine, such as virtual machine 4007in Figure 4.
The compiled files, which are called “classfiles” are saved in directory 416, which is a directory on the hard disk 222 of
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the workstation 200 or in another volume on a network to which the workstation is connected. Receiver/decoder 226
comprises CPU 424 and associated memory, input/output (V/O) port 422, as well as other components foundin conven-
tional receiver/decoders, such as those shownin Figure 3. Net proxy 418 (as describedlater) is provided in the work-
station to allow the receiver/decoder 226 to accessclassfiles stored in directory 416 via receiver/decoder I/O port 422,
serial link 228, and workstation /O port 420. Also provided is debugger 430 (as describedlater) for debugging applica-
tions running on receiver/decoder 226.

[0094] An application developer creates newfiles, and/or makes useofexisting files which are storedin thelibrary
412, to produce files for his application using the editor 410. An application comprises sourcefiles, which contain
instructions written in comprehensive language, such as Java, designedfora virtual machine, and, optionally, datafiles,
which contain data which is to be used by the application. Files which are being edited are displayed on the workstation
screen 210 and changesare entered using keyboard 214 and mouse 216. Thefiles may be displayed in various ways;
for example graphic files may be displayed as graphics on the screen, whereasfor resourcefiles, the codeinthefiles
maybedisplayed, or a representation of the overall structure or architecture of the code may be displayed.
[0095] In a specific implementation, which uses a programming language knownas Pantalk, an application may
comprise one of more ofthe following types of resourcefiles: :

» sourcefiles - to define the entry points of the application
e panelfiles - to define the screens (these are graphical source files)
. ° classfiles - to define the data structures used by the application

« optionally, scriptfiles - to define the behaviourof the application

[0096] Examplesof data files are as follows:

-_icon library files - these contain a collection of, for example, 4 bits per pixel bitmaps. These icons can be used by
the panels as buttons or as decoration.

. images-thesefiles contain a single bitmap of any size with four bits per pixel, giving 256 colours. This type of
imageis typically used as a backgroundto a panel.

» colour tables - these are used to define the colours which a module can display on the screen.
. user data files - these files are defined by the userfor use by the application. They are ASCII textfiles or binary data

files..

[0097] In alternative implementations other programming languages, such as Java, are used. Aswill be apparent
to the skilled person, different ianguages mayresult in different application structures, appropriate to that language.

Testing applications

[0098] Once.an application has been created, it is converted into the intermediate language which can be under-
stood by a virtual machine by compiler 414, and stored asclassfiles in directory 416. The application may then be
tested by running it on the processor 424 of receiver/decoder 226. {n order to test an application, the workstation 200
sends a requestto the receiver/decoder 226in the form of a message containing the name of the serverwhichis to be
used for communication and the nameof the directory in which the classfiles are stored.
[0099] In contrast to a conventional receiver/decoder, the receiver/decoder 226 of the present embodimentis pro-
grammedsuchthat, whenit is first turned on, it runs a resident program called networkfile system (NFS)loader. This
program waits for a request to be received from the workstation 200, When the program receives a request, it accesses
the directory specified in the request, using the specified port. The directory 416 containsa file called startup.ixt which
contains the nameof the bootfile, that is, the file which initiates the application. The NFS loader reads the.nameof the
bootfile and then downloadsthat file from the workstation directory and stores it in memory in the receiver/decoder.
The bootfile is then run by the processor 424 in the receiver/decoder.
[0100] The bootfile may contain calls to routines which are. contained in otherfiles, in which case the requiredfile
needs to be loadedinto the processor. In this case, the processorfirst looks in the receiver/decoder memory to seeif
the file that it needs is stored locally, for example, becauseit has already been used.If the file is not stored locally, then
the processor looks in the workstation directory, specified in the request from the workstation, to find the file. Thefile is
then downloaded and stored in the receiver/decoder memory (for example RAM or FLASH memory) for use by the
‘receiver/decoder.In this way. applications which have been created by the editor 410 and stored in directory 416, are

“run on the receiver/decoder 226. The output from receiver/decoder 226 is displayed ontelevision set 230. This allows
the application developer to see how the application looks when run on a receiver/decoder andtelevision.
[0101] Referring to Figure 7, the various steps in creating and testing an application will be described.In step 450
an application is created using the editor 410. In step 452 the application is compiled, and in step 454 the compiled
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application is saved in directory 416 as class files. In step 456 a request is sent from the workstation to the
receiver/decoder, specifying the nameof the directory and the port to be used for communication. In step 458 the boot
file is loaded from the directory into the receiver/decoder and in step 460 the bootfile is run on the processorof the
receiver/decoder. In step 462,it is decided by the processor whetheror not a new class file is required. If a new class
file is required, then in step 464 that new classfile is loaded into the receiver/decoder and in step 466 thenew classfile
is run. Further classfiles are loaded into the receiver/decoder and run by the processor as required.

[0102] The editor 410 may be used to make changesto the application, for example as a result of the testing. As a
result of such changes, someorall of the files stored in the directory 416 may be updated. The updatedfiles may then
be transferred to the receiver/deccder 226 in one of several ways, as-will now be described.
[0103] | In one embodiment, no special provision is made for updating files in the receiver/decoder 226. When the
receiver/decoder is turned on, it simply downloadsthefiles that it requires from the directory 416. In this case,if
changes have been made to files that have already been downloaded into the receiver/decoder, then the
receiver/decoder must be:restarted, so that the updated files will be downloaded. This may be done,for example, by
switching the receiver/decoderoff and then on again. The receiver/decoder then downloadsall files, including any mod-
ified files, that are neededto run the application.
[0104] . In another embodiment,files in the receiver/decoder are updated by sending an “unload file” command from
the workstation to the receiver/decoder. When the receiver/decoder receives this command, it deletes the specified
files.. The next time that thefile is required,it will not be present locally in the receiver/decader, and.so the updated ver-
sion of the fite will be dawnloaded fram the directory 416.

[0105] In a further embodiment, the receiver/decoder checks the time and date of last modification ofall files that
are available to it both locally and in the workstation, and uses the latest version ofall files. In this way, modified files
are transferred automatically to the receiver/decoder.

Authoring tool network

[0106] Figure 8 illustrates the architecture of the various layers that are used to give the receiver/decoder 226
accessto the workstation's hard disk, or the network volume, as the case may be, containing the directory 416. The
receiver/decoderis provided with a client network file system (NFS) which permits the receiver/decoder to use the
workstation's hard disk or a directory on a network volumeasif it were a local storage device. In the present example,
the receiver/decoder does not have a network stack, and so a proxy stack ("NetProxy") 418 is provided on the worksta-
tion for use by the receiver/decoder. This proxy establishes a link between the workstation's network stack and the
physical port which is connected to the receiver/decoder.
[0107] Referring to Figure 8, the receiver/decoder 226 includes a physical layer 250, a datalink layer 252, a net
proxy layer 254, a NFS/RPClayer 256 anda file system layer 258.
[0108] The physical layer 250 provides the physical port between the receiver/decoder 226 and the workstation
200. As such, it may include (amongst other possibilities) any or all of a serial port, a parallel port or a modem.
[0109] The purposeofthe data link layer 252 is to handle exchange of frames of data betweenthe physical layer
250 andthe net proxylayer 254. It serves to ensure the integrity of the frames which are exchanged, and to demultiplex
framesarriving from different destinations.
[0110] The data link layer 252 may use a protocol identified as SLPD. SLPD protocol handles data in frames which
includefive fields, represented diagrammatically in Figure 9. The fields contained within this frame as follows:

* SYNC_WORD(500): a fixed 16-bit value that identifies the start of a SLPD frame.
* LENGTH (502): a 16-bit value being the count of bytes to follow in the SLPD frame.
* PROTOCOL_|ID(504): a 16-bit value that identifies the protocol of the data contained within the SLPD frame. This

field is used in multiplexing of data. .
+ DATA (506): A variable-length field containing LENGTH- 4 bytes of data transported by the SLPD frame.
* CRC 16 (508): A 16-bit field containing data to verify the integrity‘of the SLPD frame. The field contains a 16-bit

cyclic redundancy checking value calculated on the fields PROTOCOL_ID and DATA.

[0111] The functionality of the data link layer 252 includes provision of the following public methods:
[0112] MhwNFSRpcComRegisterProtocol: This function registers callback functions associated with a protocol.
Two callback functions, aSendCallback and aRevCallback, are associated with each protocol, and are respectively,
called to indicate completionof the transmission of a frame of data and the otherto indicate reception of a frameofdata.
[0113] MhwNFSRpcComUnregisterProtocol: This function is used to delete callback functions associated with a
protocol.
[0114] MhwNFSRpcComPortinit, MhwNFSRpcComPortClose: Used, respectively, to initialise and to close a com-
munication port (such asaserial port, a parallel port, or a modem device) and to obtain a context addressof the port.~ y
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In a preferred embodiment, it is permitted to call this function several times for the same device.Initialisation of the
device is not effected other than on thefirst call. The data link layer 252 stores in a counter the numberof calls made
to MawNFSRpcComPortinit for each device. Each time a subsequentcall is made to MawNFSRpcComPortClosefor a
device, the counter for that device is decremented. The portis not actually closed until its counter reaches zero.

(0115) MhwNFSRpcCominit, MawNFSRpcComClose: These functions are called, respectively, to initialise and to
correctly close downthe datalink layer 252. .
[0116] MhwNFSRpcComDatagramSend:This function transmits a SLPD frame via a communication port. On
completion of transmission, the callback function aSendCaliback for the protocol identified in the SLPD frameis called
to indicate to the client that the frame has been sent.

[0117] The net proxy layer 254 is a software layer which compensates for the absence of a network stack in the
decoder. The net proxy 254 layer communicates with a net proxy layer 264 in the workstation 200 through intermediate
data link layers 252,262 and physical layers 250,260 in the receiver/decoder 226 and the workstation 200. Within the
workstation 200, all messages received by the net proxy layer 264 are passed to a network stack 266 for onward trans-
mission to a remote host via a UDP socket 268; similarly all messages received by the UDP socket 268 are transferred
to receiver/decoder 226. NFS/RPClayer 256in the receiver/decoderprovides the interface betweenthefile system 258
of the receiver/decoder and the NetProxy layer, while NFS/RPC layer 270 in the workstation provides the interface
between the workstation's file system and the network stack.
[0118] The net proxy layer (whetherin the receiver/decoder 226 or in the workstation 200) handles data packets
which contain a host nameand a data packetofarbitrary length. The net proxy layer provides the following public meth-
ods: . :

[0119] NFSRpeProxyinit, NFSRpcProxyClose: These functions respectively initialise and close down the net proxy
layer.
[0120] NFSRpeProxyBindHostName, NFSRpcProxyUnbindHostName: Thefirst of these functions associates a
host namewith a physica! interface. The latter deletes a previously-registered host name from the list of hosts main-
tained by the net proxy.
[0121] NFSRpcProxyBindResolveName:This function obtains the addressof a host identified by name.
[0122] NFSRpcProxyRpcSend:This function is used to make an RPCcall ona remote host.
[0123] The NFS/RPC layer implements the functionality necessary to invoke RPC commandsin conformity with
RFC1057, RFC1094 and relevant ISO standards.
(0124] A modified embodimentis shown in Figure 10. in this embodiment, the directory 416 is stored in network
volume on an NFSserver 600 remote from the workstation 200. A developer working on a developmentworkstation 620
can gain accesstothefiles in the directory 416 via a network 612 connection to the server 600. A net proxy 610 sepa-
rate from the developer's workstation 620 is providedin orderthat the receiver/decoder 226 can gain accessto the net-
work. :

[0125] In the arrangementof Figure 10, the receiver/decoderis configured as described abovewith referenceto the
preceding figures. The net proxy 610 can conveniently be implemented as software executing on hardware such as a
PC workstation. Typically, the development workstation is a more powerful development machine, such as a Unix work-
station.It will be understood that the execution environmentof the receiver/decoder 226 can, through the net proxy 610,
accessfiles on a numberof directories in various volumes connected to the network 612, including the developer's
workstation 620, a commonfile server 600, and otherlocal or remote developer's workstations (not shown).

Debugger

[0126] Referring again to Figure 6, the workstation 200 includes a debugging tool 430 in the form of software which
monitors and controls execution of code in the runtime execution environmentof the receiver/decoder 226. As wasdis-

closed in International Patent Application number WO 98/43165 cited above, a debugger running on a development
workstation can exchange contro! messages with an execution environment of a receiver/decoder 226 to control and/or
to monitor execution of a program executing in the execution environment. /
[0127] In the present embodiment, in order that the debugger can control operation of an application running on
receiver/decoder 226, control messages are carried between the network and the receiver/decoder 226.by wayof net
proxy 418 or 610. On initiation of a remote debugging session, the debugger 430is invoked with the hast name ofthe
remote host as an invocation parameter. This causes a data packet to be sentto the specified remote host, and thence
via the net proxy 418 or 610 to the receiver/decoder 226. The data packet contains a commandsignalfor the execution
environment which instructs it to enter debugging mode, and further contains the name of a host to and from which
debugging control signals are to be sent (normally, the host name of the developer's workstation). During debugging
operation, the execution environment will then send and receive control signals through the net proxy of the
receiver/decoderand through a local communication port.
[0128] During debugging operation, an application running on the receiver/decoder is monitored and controlled in
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accordance with commands sent to the debugger. Class files forming the application are downloaded to the
receiver/decoder as they are needed,in the same way as described abovein relation to testing operations. Updated
files may also be transferred to the receiver/decoderin any of the ways describedin relation to testing operations.
[0129] Various debugging operations may be carried out by debugger 430. For example, the debugger 430 can
monitor variables in the- application, a list of variables to be monitored being defined for this purpose. The values of the
defined variables can be displayed at defined points in the execution of the application, and/or the values of variables
can be displayed (along with the variable names) on any change of value. Further, the debugger 430 can be used to
.modify variable values in the receiver/decoder; this gives the operator the ability to see almost immediately what the
effect of setting variables to different values will have. These variable control functions can, of course, also be cleared
by the debugger(as all debuggerfunctions can be cleared).
[0130] Similarly, the debugger 430 can set the receiver/decoderto signa! when othertypesofentity, such as mod-
ules, variables block unit files, and objects, are encountered during the running of the application.
[0131] The debugger 430 can also contro! the execution of the application, by inserting break-points (and deleting
them). More specifically, execution may be allowed to run without interruption, to run to a break-point and stop, to run
to a break-point and step on (restart) when desired, to run to a subroutine call or return from a subroutine, or to proceed.
step by step (ie stepping on from each statementonly in responseto the operator), either between defined points and/or
defined sub-routines or for the full application. (A sub-routine may be an instruction sequence, which is a sequence of
statements which can becalled or executed by the application.)
[0132] The debugger430 can operate a trace function, which detects and signals one or moreof a variety of oper-
ations such as continuing, loading, returning or jumping to, starting or ending the execution of, or interrupting one or
more specified routines or types thereof.
[0133] The debugger 430 can also monitor and report the status of the receiver/decoder and the application at
desired points in the execution of the application. Among the elements whose status can be so monitored and reported
are the following: memorysize, free memory, buffer poo! characteristics, system version number, and sa on; the mem-
ory contents (memory dump) of the whole memory or specified parts thereof (eg RAM, Flash, and ROM); volumes

“ mounted, modules loaded (and current module), and variables biock unit files (number, memory used, list of variables
block unit files); instruction sequence status (number, number running and/or interrupted, memory used, etc); and
return stack contents(ie a list of subroutines to be returnedto). .
[0134] Examples of debugger functions which are available in a preferred embodiment are shownin the following
table.

  
  

  

  
  
  

  

  
  
  

  

cot

until {ine number) : continue execution until the specified line number .

break point has been passed a specified numberof times)

breakcount fumber) 6tring dif Condition >

unwatchexception Watchexeception number)  
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(continued)
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print @xpression) print the value of an expression

 
 

 
 

methods expression) display list of methods of an expression

dump format) &ddress }éount) display the contents of a section of memory

where display the stack.of current thread

up select the frame calling the current frame

sowsisaettncatedirame

display a detailedlist of the attributes of a thread :

 

  
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 fs action ]Jparameters| used to obtain information from the file system   

[0135] In some circumstances, it may be desirable for more than one host to be in communication with the
receiver/decoder 226. For example, the execution environment may be configured to send debugging informationin real
time to a network printer.
(0136) In an alternative embodiment, the receiver/decoder 226 is provided with a networkstack, and the NetProxy
layers described above are dispensedwith. .
[0137] Aworkstation and receiver/decoder have been described above with reference to an authoring tool; however
the receiver/decoder and workstation may also be used for other purposes, such as for demonstrating applications.
[0138] | The device simulator described in co-pending European Patent Application Number 99401744.0 in the
nameof the present applicant may be used in conjunction with the present invention. The subject matter of that patent
application is incorporated herein by reference. .
{0139] It will be understood that the present invention has been described above purely by way of example, and
modifications of detail can be made within the scope of the invention.
[0140] Eachfeature disclosedin the description, and (where appropriate) the claims and drawings maybe provided
independently or in any appropriate combination.- , . :
[0144] Reference numerals appearing in the claims are by wayofillustration only and shall have nolimiting effect
on the scope of the claims. ,

Claims

1. A -receiver/decoder operable in a debugging mode for debugging an application, comprising means for communi-
cating a debugging message over a network.

2. Areceiver/decoder according to claim 1 wherein the means for communicating a debugging message is adapted
to receive the debugging message from the network, preferably to control the execution of the application in
dependence on the message.

3. Areceiver/decoder according to claim 2 wherein the debugging modeis invoked by the debugging message, which
message includes an identifier of a remote host, and the means for communicating a debugging messageis

13
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14,
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adapted to communicate a further debugging message with the remote hostidentified in the message.

A receiver/decoder according to claim 1, 2 or 3 wherein the means for cammunicating the debugging messageis
adaptedto transmit a debugging messageto the network, the messagepreferably containing information concern-
ing executian of the application.

A workstation adapted to debug an application running on a receiver/decoder, comprising means for communicat-
ing a debugging messagewith the receiver/decoder over a network.

An application developmenttool comprising a receiver/decoder according to any of claims 1 to 4 and a workstation
according to claim 5.

An application developmenttool according to claim 6 including a net proxy operative to implement communication
between the receiver/decoder the workstation.

An application development environment comprising an application developmenttool according to claim 6 or 7 and
a network over which the workstation and the receiver/decoder communicate.

Amethod of debugging an application on a receiver/decoder comprising operating the receiver/decoderin a debug-
ging mode and communicating a debugging message over a network.

A receiver/decoder preferably according to any of claims 1 to 4 comprising meansfor running an application, the
application comprising a plurality of files, and meansfor selectively reading at least one of thefiles from the net-
work.

A workstation preferably according to claim 5 comprising storage means storing an application to be run on a

receiver/decoder, the application comprising a plurality offiles, and meansfor allowing accessto at least one of the
files by a receiver/decoder connected to the workstation by a network.
An application developmenttool preferably according to claim 6 or 7 comprising a workstation for editing an appli-
cation and a receiver/decoderfor running the application, wherein the receiver/decoder has meansfor selectively
reading a part of the application from a network file store and the workstation has meansforinitiating communica-
tion of the part to the receiver/decoder.

A method of running an application on a receiver/decoder, the application comprising a bootfile and at least one
furtherfile, comprising:

transferring a bootfile to the receiver/decoder;
executing the bootfile in the receiver/decoder; and
transferring the at least one furtherfile whenit is required,
at least oneof the bootfile or the at least one further file being transferred over a network.

A method according to claim 13 in which at least one of the boot file and the at least one otherfile is transferred
from a networkfile store.

14
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(57) The presentinvention relates to context or loca- prises determining the virtual location (410); automati-
tion aware computing, and in particular though not ex-
clusively to providing an activity based view of a location.
The invention provides a method for providing activity
based information for a virtual location (100), and com-
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to context or lo-
cation aware computing, andin particular though not ex-
clusively to providing an activity based view of a location.

Background of the Invention

[0002] The Internet and World Wide Web (The Web)
have been successful in providing users with the ability
to access information and computing or information tech-
nology (IT) services from virtually any location. This has
been further enhanced by the development of wireless
access technologies which in addition to enhancing the
connectivity coverage, additionally provides the userwith
mobility. On the other hand, there has also been a grow-
ing demandfor context aware provision of connectivity
and IT services. Such services include the provision of
local information such as nearby restaurants and the au-
tomatic connectionto differenttypes of networks depend-
ing on location, for example home or work. Numerous
other examples of context aware services are increas-
ingly available.
[0003] "Future of Location Based Experiences"by Ste-
ve Benford University of Nottingham, TSW0501, JISC
Technology and Standards Watch, January 2005, de-
scribes various examples of context aware computing,
including the ability of tourists to upload comments about
a tourist attraction for later download by other tourists,
and the ability to adjust the virtual location of a computer
gamedepending on the actual physical location of the
player.
[0004] The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) Media Lab Reality Mining Project at http://reali-
ty.media.mit.edu/ describes monitoring user activities of
time and place using wireless identifiers such as
Bluetooth ™ fixed equipment (eg printer) as locators. This
information is used to model humaninteractions.

[0005] US2005/0020307 discloses configuring com-
puting or electronic devices depending on the user's cur-
rent context whichin turn is related to their current loca-

tion. For example a so configured device may only show
secure work-related wireless connections when the user

is at work, but any wireless connections when the user
is elsewhere, for example at home.
[0006] US2004/0203851 discloses monitoring of ac-
tivities the user engagesin at a location for uploading to
service providers serving that location; in order that they
may better configure their services at that location based
on useractivity.
[0007] JP9053957 (English Abstract) discloses moni-
toring of activities over location and time on a device,for
use in re-configuring the device to better service the us-
er’s habits.
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Summary of the Invention

[0008] Ingeneral terms the present invention provides
a method and system for providing activity based infor-
mation for a virtual location. The virtual location may be
defined according to an actual physical or geographical
location, orit may be defined solely according to the serv-
ices provided there, for example a virtual location may
be defined by a WiFi identifier which could changeits
physical location. The virtual location is also associated
with the current and/or pastactivities performed there,
for example by a high percentage of user media stream-
ing in that virtual location. This information can be used
by new devices entering the virtual location, or devices
already in the virtual location, to reconfigure themselves,
dependent on the activities of other devicesin the virtual
location. For example if the virtual location is associated
with a library, this may result in a lot of wireless connec-
tions being established to download the library’s infor-
mation index, and this activity based information could
be used to automatically present the user of a device
entering the virtual location with an option to do the same
activity. In another example, as more and more devices
within a virtual location associated with a theatre start

turning their device ringers off prior to the performance,
this might prornpt other user’s who havenot yet done this
with the option to switch off their device ringers.
[0009] Such an arrangement eases operation of user
interfaces on devices by automatically providing likely
options for a user. Also the provision of an activity based
view of a location allows a user to manually re-configure
their device according to user preferences and expecta-
tions, for example the activities the user believes they
are most likely to engage in. Users may settheir device
to automatically action (rather than manually action) local
dynamic group activity such as the theatre example out-
lined above.

[0010] Theactivity information gathered about a virtual
location may also be used byservice providers support-
ing the virtual location, for example to rationalize their
information delivery processes. This could include the
caching of ‘popular information on a local server thatis
mostlikely to be requested by others in that location.
Alternatively, likely information could be temporarily
cached on the users device in anticipation of it being re-
quested.
[0011] In one aspectthe presentinvention provides a
method of providing activity based information associat-
ed with a virtual location. The method comprises auto-
matically determining data about a process on a device
within the virtual location, the process associated with an
activity; and receiving at another device activity based
information which is dependenton the determined proc-
ess data.

[0012] Anembodimentprovidesaview of most popular
information requested at this location, for example the
top 10 WebPages viewed atthis virtual location, or the
most popular games.Alternatively or additionally the user
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device may be configured such that a user looking for
places and times where people gather to play mobile a
specific Bluetooth gamesisalerted by their mobile device
that the virtual location they have just encountered is a
*gaming hotspor’.
[0013] The virtual location is defined by reference to
services provided within a space or area, for example a
WLANhaving a specific WiFi BSSID and/or encryption
key. Thus any device which is able to receive the corre-
sponding WLANbeaconis said to be within the virtual
location. The beaconprovidesa virtual location clue, and
can be used by the deviceto identify that it has entered
a predefinedvirtual location. The predefinedvirtual loca-
tion may be stored on the device’s memory, such that
when it detects the corresponding signature or clue, it
assumesit has entered the virtual location. Alternatively,
the WLAN access point may transmit an identifier ac-
cording to a predetermined protocol which the device is
able to recognise. In anotheralternative, the device may
send arequestto acentral server together with the virtual
location clue or clues it has detected. In another alterna-

tive, a service provider such as a Wi-Fi accesspoint as-
sociated with defining a virtual location may recognise
devices that enter its network coverage area. This infor-
mation can then be used by the serverto forward a virtual
location identifier and/or virtual location dependent ac-
tivity based information. The virtual location clueswill typ-
ically correspond to one or more wireless technologies,
for example a WiFi and a Bluetooth beacon carrying a
respective identifier which can be used together with the
technology type (eg IEEE802.11g and BT v2).
[0014] The virtual location may or may not correspond
with a geographical location, for example the definition
of the virtual location may also include a range of GPS
coordinates. On the other hand, wherethe virtual location
is definedby reference to a WLAN, the WLAN could move
geographical location but the virtual location defined by
it would be the same. In an embodiment, the virtual lo-
cations are defined by reference to one or more wireless
technologies, for example a WiFi identifier and/or GPS
provided coordinates.Virtual locations could also be de-
fined using GPS or even WLANsignal strength to sub-
divide a large wireless network thereby creating a cluster
of individual Virtual Locations.

[0015] Alternatively the virtual location may be defined
by the devices that form it, for example whenever three
predetermined devicesare within a certain range of each
other, they are said to be in a virtual location and carry
out the above defined method. The range maybethat
sufficient for them to communicate with each other using
a nominated wireless technology for example Bluetooth.
Arecord of activities performedatthis virtual location can
be recorded (on the devices rather than on a server) for
future reference. Rather than the system beingreliant on
a serverin this example a smaller system could run on
each host device.

[0016] More generally a virtual location is an area de-
fined by available wireless network technologies (server-
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client or peer-to-peer) for the purposeof situation or ac-
tivity profiling. Situation profiling combines the users ac-
tivities (applications, services, contentutilised be users),
activity chronology, and useror device profiling to provide
enhancedapplication, service or content customisation.
[0017] The process data may be determined by each
device within the virtual location uploading its respective
data to a central server. Alternatively, each device may
use peer-to-peer connections with other devices within
the virtual location in order to determine the processdata.
Theprocess data correspondsto an application executed
ora function carried out on the device. Examplesinclude
an email client, a web browser, or switching the devices
backlight or ringer off. The processesare associated with
an activity such as sending and receiving email, surfing
the internet, or putting the device in a "sleep" mode. The
activities are typically user initiated in the sense that a
user of the device activates or instructs the device to

carry out the function or application associated with the
process. This can include an automatic procedure that a
user has previously set-up. For example when entering
a virtual location (toilet,library, managersoffice, custom-
er reception area) divert all incoming calls to my answer
phoneor turn my ringeroff.
[0018] The relationship betweenthe process data and
the activity based information could be one-to-one, or
typically the process data is processed for example by
deriving statistics relating to the process data from a
numberof devices within the location. For example the
most popular activity in a virtual location as determined
from the process data from all the devicesin the virtual
location can be provided to a requesting device.
[0019] Either a client-server or a peer-to-peer archi-
tecture can be usedfor implementing the automatic gath-
ering and provision of activity based information to the
deviceswithin the virtual location. Virtual location defini-

tion in a peer-to-peer architecture may use a predeter-
mined virtual location clue such as a WLAN beacon,or
alternatively devices within a space or area may form a
virtual location according to a predetermined protocol,
for example using an ad hoc WLANin which each device
is with rangeof every other device within the WLAN. Thus
the virtual location definition or clue can be the identifier

or BSSID and the corresponding beacon.
[0020] The virtual location can be defined using mullti-
ple wireless technologies, for example WiFi; Bluetooth;
UMTS; and/or GPS.In an embodimenta virtual location
is defined using a numberof clues which combine the
wireless technology and a corresponding identifier such
as a WiFi BSSID.

[0021] Examplesof user initiated activities include: es-
tablishing an Internet connection; establishing an email
connection; establishing a streaming media connection;
changing the user interface of the device, for example
switching on the backlight or executing a process such
as agame. Some ofthis information may be more specific
such as the web-site visited or the game played - though
this type of information would typically not be linked to a
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particular userfor privacy reasons, but used only to pro-
vide an indication of the most popular web-site or game
currently in the virtual location for example.
[0022] Atime dimension may also be added to the ac-
tivity based information, which may change depending
on the time of day. For example users in a coffee shop
at lunchtime may receive different activity based infor-
mation than users in the same coffee shop after work.
[0023] A user profile dimension can also be added to
the activity based information, for example the activity
based information downloaded to a teenage user of a
virtual location may be different to that downloaded fora
middle-aged salesman. For example the teenager may
be moreinterested in gaming levels or popularity for the
virtual location whereas the salesman may be morein-
terested in the most popular websitesvisited in the same
virtual location. Similarly, mobile police officers may be
interested in information related to the activities of previ-
ous police officers, such as relevant and/or recentinci-
dents at the samevirtual location.

[0024] Thus the activity based information download-
ed to a device may be provided in the form of a virtual
location profile (VLP) whose content may vary depending
on the time of day and/or a user profile for the download-
ing device. The VLP mayinclude for example the most
popular websites visited at that virtual location, the most
popular games played, the most popular media
streamed, andthe most commondevice control resetting
such as ringer volume reduction in an eBook zone.
[0025] The activity based information provided about
a virtual location may be used to infer additional informa-
tion or contextlikelihood’s, for example a high number
of gaming activities might designate a virtual location as
a gaming hot-spot. In another example, high eBookap-
plication usage may indicate that the virtual location is
likely to offer seating and food facilities.
[0026] The activity based information associated with
a virtual location can also be used by other devices or
users not within the virtual location, for example a home
personal computer (PC). Where the virtual location can
be associated with a geographical location, the activity
based information can be mapped for use by others in
identifying locations corresponding to certain activity pro-
files. For example a teenager may use a map based ap-
plication or search engine on their home PCto find local
gaming hotspots, such as places where people in the
past (or possibly currently) have played a particular peer-
to-peer game. Similarly, a local area suitable for reading
an eBookcould beidentified based on the activities (ie
reading eBooks) of others.
[0027] In another aspect the presenting invention pro-
vides a method of providing activity based information
associated with a location. The method comprises auto-
matically determining data about a process on a number
of devices within the location, the process associated
with an activity; and receiving at anotherdevice activity
based information which is dependenton the determined
process data. The activities are notlimited to interactions
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with a single wireless service provider, and includeall of
a numberof predeterminedactivities on the devices with-
in the location.

[0028] The location may beavirtuallocation, or it may
be a physical location.
[0029] The determined process data can be associat-
ed with a geographical identifier corresponding ofthe lo-
cation, for example GPS co-ordinates or a post code.
This data or information can then be used with mapping
applications, for example to identify physical locations
having a high incidence of a particular activity, such as
gaming or a particular P2P game.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0030] Embodiments will now be described with refer-
enceto the following drawings, by way of example only
and without intending to be limiting, in which:

Figure 1 illustrates a numberof virtual locations ac-
cording to an embodiment;

Figure 2 illustrates aclient-server architecture for au-
tomatically gathering activity based data from devic-
es within a virtual location according to an embodi-
ment;

Figure 3 illustrates the provision of activity based in-
formation to a device entering a virtual location ac-
cording to an embodiment;

Figure 4 is a flow chart illustrating a method of op-
erating a device according to an embodiment;

Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating a method of op-
erating a server according to an embodiment;

Figure6illustrates a numberof virtual locations ac-
cording to another embodiment;

Figure 7 illustrates the gathering of activity based
information using a peer-to-peer architecture ac-
cording to another embodiment; and

Figure 8 is a flow chart illustrating a method of op-
erating a device in the peer-to-peer architecture of
figure 7.

Detailed Description

[0031] Referring to figure 1, a number ofvirtual loca-
tions 100 (A-D)areillustrated. These virtual locations are
defined by reference to a number ofvirtual location clues,
in this case provided by a numberof wireless technology
providers 102. These wireless service providers 102 in-
clude a global positioning system satellite (GPS), WLAN
access points WiFi(a), WiFi(b), and WiFi(c), static Blue-
tooth devices such asprinters or PC’s BT, andacellular
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radio network base station GSM. The clues are provided
by an identifier associated with each wireless service pro-
vider 102 relied upon to define the virtual location 100.
Forexample thevirtual location clue provided by the GPS
satellite are coordinates, the clue provided by the WLAN
access points WiF(a)-(c) are their respective BSSID’s,
the virtual location clue provided by the static Bluetooth
device is its Bluetooth MAC address, and the clue pro-
vided by the cellular base station is the cellular ID. The
clues may also comprise anidentifier for each respective
wireless technology, for example for virtual location C,
the clue maybe -"IEEE802. 1 1b +BSSID=BT00223029",
and may also comprise an encryption key.
[0032] Thefirst virtual location 100A is defined accord-
ingto predetermined GPS coordinates, a WLANidentifier
WiFi(a), and a Bluetooth device MAC address BT. Thus
to be in virtual location A, the GPS coordinates of a can-

didate device must be within a predetermined range- of
longitude, latitude, and altitude. The candidate device
must also be able to receive the beacon from the WLAN

accesspoint (102WiFi(a)), andthe beacon from the static
Bluetooth device (102BT), Thus eachof the identifiers or
clues received matches those required for defining the
virtual location A.If one of thesevirtual location identifiers

or "clues"if not detected by the candidate device, then
it is not within the virtual location A - it may perhaps be
in anothervirtual location. Indeedit is possible that one
virtual location may be within a larger virtual location, for
example when seeing only the GPS coordinates and the
WIiFi(a) clues, the candidate device may be within a larger
virtual location A’ (not shown).
[0033] The secondvirtual locationBis identified or de-
fined by referenceto identifiers for two wireless service
providers 102, and is detected or confirmed when a can-
didate device (not shown) can detect both the beacon
from another WLAN (102WiFi(b)) and the beacon from
the cellular base station (GSM). This may or may not
overlapthefirst virtual location A.
[0034] The third virtual location C is defined solely by
reference to a third WLAN beacon- 102 WiFi(c) - provid-
ed by the corresponding wireless service provideror ac-
cess point 102. If a device can detect this WLAN (WiFi
(c)), thenit is said to be in the virtual location C. Note that
this virtual location C is net associated with a permanent
physical location, as the WiFi(c)access point 102 for the
WLANcould be moved to another geographicallocation.
This compares with the first virtual location A, which is
defined by reference to GPS coordinates and sois as-
sociated with a permanent physicallocation - unlessit is
later defined by different location clues.
[0035] The fourth virtual location D is defined solely be
reference to geographical coordinates provided by the
GPSwireless service provider 102. The "clue"in this case
is simply geographical coordinates within a predeter-
mined range.
[0036] The virtual locations A-D are all defined by wire-
less technologies - GPS (global positioning system),
WLANfor example WiFi, cellular wireless such a GSM,
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CDMA2000, UMTS,and piconets such a Bluetooth. Oth-
er typesof wireless technologies could also be used, and
the virtual locations 100 may be defined by reference to
two or more wireless technologies for greater certainty
and accuracy. In some cases redundancy may also be
an issue, in which caseif for example the WLAN access
point 102 (WiFi(a)) of virtual location A was disabled, the
virtual location A might be temporarily redefined accord-
ingta the remaining two wireless technologies - GPS and
BT.

[0037] Figure 2 illustrates a number of devices 201
within a virtual location 200 and communicating with a
numberof wireless access points or gateways 202, using
wirelesslinks 203. The communication between the de-

vices and the wireless service providers 202 allow the
devices to carry out various activities or processes. Ex-
amples of activities include surfing the Internet, sending
and/or receiving email, and streaming media. The activ-
ities carried out need not involve the wireless communi-

cationslinks 203, for example playing agame ona device
201, or switching on the backlight. The activities may be
user initiated such as surfing the Internet, or may be au-
tomatic such as adjusting the device’s sound output ac-
cording to ambient sound levels. Various processes are
carried out on the device in order to support the user
activities, for example to support a user surfing the Inter-
net a wireless application must establish and maintain a
connection with one of the wireless service providers
202, and an Internet browsing application must be exe-
cuted. Data aboutthe types of processescarried out on
each device 201 are monitored and uploaded to acentral
server 204, via a suitable upload channel 205. The up-
loading 205 of the processesoractivity based data may
be carried out using the wireless links 203 or some other
manner. For example some devices may have a wired
as well as a wireless capability, in which case the up-
loaded or determined process data may be uploaded us-
ing the wired link.
[0038] As discussedwith respectto figure 1, the virtual
location 200 each of the devices 201 is operating within
can be defined by reference to the various wireless serv-
ice providers 202 shown.
[0039] The activity data uploaded may simply bea vir-
tual location identifier (eg A from figure 1) together with
a predetermined activity type such as playing a game,
sending email and so on. In this way the user's identity
is not associated with the activity, and merely the num-
bers or typesofdifferent activities being engagein within
the virtual location is made available to the server 204.

Devices using the system may be configured te send the
processesoractivity data periodically, for example once
every minute. More specific information may be gath-
ered, for example actual URL’svisited during web brows-
ing activities, or songs downloadedor Internet radio sta-
tions "tuned" to during streaming activities. In this way,
the most requested songin the virtual location may be
made available to other user's in the location. Similarly
at a concert, where an unknown band has taken the
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stage, the mast popularactivity may bevisiting the band’s
web-site, and this may then be provided to users of the
system, for example so that they can go straight to the
web-site as well. Thus the activity based information pro-
vided to a userin a virtual location may simply be the
mostpopularactivities within a numberof categories.
[0040] Typically the data about processesactivated or
running on a device described aboveis related to user
initiated activity in which the useris required to actuate
a user interface button for example, and that is context
or location dependent, such as an eBook or Gaming ap-
plication. However in some configurations it may be ex-
tendedto location independentactivities such as receiv-
ing information, for example emails.
[0041] Figure 3illustrates determining process data on
a first device 301a and receiving activity based informa-
tion at another device 301b within the same virtual loca-

tion 300. Inthe example the first device 301 ais interacting
with a WLANaccesspoint WiFi(c) 302 to surf the Internet,
and hasjust downloaded a website 305. Additional func-
tionality 309a within the device 301 a monitors the proc-
esses carried out on the device to support these user
activities, and sendsthis processdata or data dependent
on it to a central server 304. The data 306 uploaded to
the server 304 may be a periodic packetwith the virtual
location’s identifier C together with the URLof the web-
site visited, or simply acode correspondingto the generic
activity of web-browsingorinternet surfing; and depend-
ing on configuration of the system the connection (eg to
WiFi(c)) supporting this. The central server 304 may
processthis data from a numberof similar devices 301
within the samevirtual location C, for example by deter-
mining the mostvisited web-sites within the last ten min-
utes within the virtual location, or simply that the most
popularcurrentactivity within the virtual location C is web-
browsing.
[0042] When asecond device 301b enters the virtual
location C, additional functionality 309b within it deter-
minesthe virtual location C and requests 307 from the
system the corresponding activity based information. De-
termining the virtual location may involve noting the var-
ious wireless service 302 available to the new device

301b, and sending this information with the request 307
to the server 304 which returns a corresponding virtual
location identifier C. The server 304 forwards the proc-
essed information 308 (andif appropriate the virtual lo-
cation identifier C) to the second device 301b, which may
simply display this for the user, or may use this informa-
tion to reconfigure the deviceforusein the virtual location
C. Thus a user of the new device 301b may be able to
determine that a particular url or web-site is currently very
popularwithin the virtual location, and may be prompted
to visit this. Alternatively at a lower level of information
granularity, the user of the device may be informedthat
the most popularactivity within the virtual location is me-
dia streaming, and the device's start top-level menu may
be adjusted to show this activity at the top of the list. Each
of the devices 301 within the virtual location C may be
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configured to periodically request 307 activity based in-
formation from the server 304, or this might be provided
automatically to each device "registered” in the virtual
location C.

[0043] The embodiment might be alternatively config-
ured such that each device 301 monitoring its own proc-
esses sendsan "activity rankinglist" to the central server
304, rather than each processat a time.
[0044] Alternatively or additionally, each device 301
maybe further configured to notify the server 304ofits
type, for example laptop or mobile phone.In this way,
the process data provided by each device 301 may be
categorised suchthat devices only receive activity based
information for their own device type within the virtual
location. Thus what occurs on a laptop may havelittle
effect on whatinformationis provided to a mobile device
which has substantially less processing power andlikely
less bandwidth over wireless communications links. Al-

ternatively the sameactivity based information may be
downloaded to each device 301, but the deviceitself may
be configured to handle it differently depending onits
device type.
[0045] Each device may also or alternatively be cate-
gorised by a user typeorprofile. Examples include teen-
ager interested in gaming; middle aged executive; elderly
retired; male/female. The user profile may be extended
to membership of special interest groups such as the
police; specific employer or company; fan club; and so
on. This may be indicated to the server using a prede-
termined tag on capable devices for uploading gathered
process data 306, and requesting virtual location profile
(VLP) data or activity based information in a request 307.
The server 304 can then send VPL orinformation 308

according to the device’s associated userprofile.
[0046] The server 304 mayalso be configured to vary
the downloaded activity based information according to
the time of day. Thusthe activity based view of acafé/bar
at lunchtime may differ significantly from the activity
based view of the same virtual location in the evening.
Similarly the activity based characterisation of the virtual
location may be different at weekends compared with
week days; or there may even be seasonal or annual
variations.

[0047] Figure4illustrates a method of operating a de-
vice according to an embodiment. Referring also to figure
3, when a device 301b is operating according to the meth-
od (400), itlooks for wireless systemsor service providers
302 that can offer clues asto its virtual whereabouts or

location. These can include GPS, Bluetooth, GPRS, and
WLANsignatures or beacons. The device 301b monitors
for predeterminedvirtual location clues (410), such as
identifiers associated withthe identified wireless systems
302, for example GPS coordinates, WLAN BSSID, and
GPRScell ID. The device may be configured to period-
ically send these clues (415) to the system server 304,
oritmay have variousvirtual locations pre-identified with-
in its memory and then simply match the detected clues
with those stored in order to determine thatit has entered
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the virtual location. As a further alternative it may only
requesta virtual location identity when a new clue and/or
wireless service provider 302is identified.
[0048] The device then receivesthe virtual location in-
formation (420), and if required a virtual location identifier
C. The device may not require the virtual location iden-
tifier at all, and may simply receive the activity based
location information. The device may be configured sim-
ply to display or store this information, or it may be con-
figured to adjust an operating or user interface parameter
dependent on the received activity based information
(425). For example the user interface start menu may be
rearranged to put the most popularactivities currently or
historically engagedin by others in the virtual location
towards the top of the menu. As mentioned above, the
other users on which the downloadedactivity basedin-
formation is dependent mayberestricted to suers having
the sameprofile - for example middle aged executive
compared with teenage gamer.In an alternative arrange-
ment, the user may be directly prompted as to whether
they wish to start the most popularactivity. If the virtual
location corresponds to a darkened room for example,
other users may have switchedtheir backlights on, and
the device of the user newly entering the virtual location
may be configured to automatically switch its backlight
on.

[0049] Another example of device adjustmentor auto-
matic re-configuration when receiving the activities
based information, the device may determine that it is
unlikely to carry out certain activities such as playing
games, and may therefore shut down its 3D graphics
capability in order to reduce power consumption. The
device mayalso be configured to provide a quick-link list
of things to doin the new virtual location. Other examples
include changing on-line presence from "Available" to
"Do not disturb" in a chat application for example, auto-
matically downloading someservice or content, and vi-
brate on ringeroff.
[0050] The activity based information (or VLP) provid-
ed to a user device by the system or server is system
configurable. For examplethe information may simply be
a list of the most popularactivities within certain prede-
fined activity categories such as web browsing, media
streaming, gaming, and device re-configuring. Respec-
tive activity examples include most popularweb-sitesvis-
ited within the virtual location, most popular songsorvid-
eos streamed, most popular peer-to-peer gamesplayed,
andthe mostcommondevice adjustments such as ringer
off and/or backlight on. Theselists of activities in each
activity category may be further categorised for example
according to user profile and/or time.
[0051] Theprovided activity based information mayal-
ternatively relate to changes or anomaliesin activity pat-
terns. For example some groups (eg Police) may be in-
terested in building a view of the least popularactivities
or significant changesin type of content consumed at a
location.

[0052] The device 301 is also likely to be configured
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to automatically monitor its own useractivities (430), for
example by simply noting a code for each of a number
of predetermined processes - web-browser application,
email client, media streaming client, game playing appli-
cation, e-book reading application, and so on. This infor-
mation may be accumulated locally over a period, and
then sent to the central server (435). This may even ex-
tend to the device 301 storing activity related data fora
numberof different virtual locations and then uploading
the data to the central server 304 say at the end of the
day, when itis synchronised with a wired PC for example.
Alternatively each new process activated on the device
maytriggerit to report this to the server 304. As a further
alternative, the device 301 may have a standard template
whichis updated periodically and forwarded to the server
after a period. The recorded processes can betime-
stampedin orderto aid processing by the central server,
and the data sent may also include the length of time
over which a process wasactive. The method (400) then
returns to the receiving activity based information step
(420) to refresh this information. In this way, users of
devicesin a virtual location may affect each other over
time, for example an event may cause a numberof users
to access a particular web-site, which in turn may prompt
other usersin the virtual location to do the same.

[0053] The system may be configured to bias towards
current or recent user activity information, or it may be
morehistorically based, using data about the processes
run on many devices over a considerable period of time.
[0054] Figure 5 shows a methodfor the central server
304 which receives device process data from a number
of devices 301 in a numberofvirtual locations 300. The

method (500) comprises two branches, in the first the
server processes requestsfor identifiers for virtual loca-
tions, and receives clues from devices (505) such as the
various wireless services providersit is able to currently
access and/or their identifiers. The server determines

from these clues a corresponding virtual location (515).
This may be achieved simply by attempting to match the
received clues with clues corresponding to a numberof
predeterminedvirtual locations. The server 304 then re-
trieves and sendsthevirtual location identifier to the re-

questing device (520). The method (500) then moves on
to sending activity based information for that virtual loca-
tion to the requesting device (535).
[0055] The second branchof the method (500) relates
to monitoring and sending activity based information to
devices within a virtual location. The server 304 receives

data about processes on each device within a virtual lo-
cation (625), and updates the activity based information
it holds for thatvirtual location (630). This may comprise
re-processing all the stored activity based information,
for example the new process data maybe used to adjust
a "top activities" list within the activity based information.
The updated information is then sentto the devices within
the corresponding virtual location (635), and the method
returns to receive further data about processes on the
devices (625).
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[0056] Figure 6 illustrates another embadiment in
which virtual locations can include non-wireless devices.
The virtual locations 600 include wireless devices 601

which determine whether they are within a virtual location
600 by reference to wireless clues associated with a
numberof wireless service providers 602. For example
in the caseofthe first virtual location A, the wireless clues
602 are a coordinates range provided by the GPS sys-
tem, a WLANaccesspointidentifier WiFi(a), and a Blue-
tooth MAC address BT.If the device 601 detectsall three

clues 602, then itcan assumeitis within virtual location A.

[0057] However a fixed or wired device 603a can also
be determined to be within the virtual location A without

reference to the wireless clues 602. In this example, a
personal computer PC is connected for example by Eth-
ernet to the WLAN access point WiFi(a), and by virtue of
the type of wired connection (Ethernetis typically used
only locally) is determinedto be within the virtual location.
For example the system could automatically link wired
devices together by fact that they are all connected into
a switch and usespecific IP addresses within a certain
range. The wireless accesspoint that provides the wire-
less network would also be connected on to the same

LAN and switch and have a specific IP addresseswithin
the samerange. Also the LAN switch and WLAN access
point may be connectedto the Internet via a specific rout-
er or gateway. An external service could therefore as-
sume that any information requestvia this router or gate-
way waswithin the samevirtual location. Alternatively a
static PC could simply be assignedto a virtual location.
In this way the systemstill records user initiated activities
(time, device and user specific) at specified locations and
provides that information back to any device, service, or
application within that virtual location that could benefit.
[0058] For example, inalibrary setting corresponding
to a virtual location, all the wired computers provided to
users of the library may be determined to be within the
library virtual location. The wired device 603a mayin fact
not be within the physical range of the various wireless
service providers 602 providingthe virtual location clues,
however is consider logically to be within the virtual lo-
cation.

[0059] In the example of virtual location B, there is no
Ethernet or other (relatively) short distance wired con-
nection between the wired device 603b and a wireless

service provider 602 associatedwith thatvirtual location.
In this case, a personal computer PC or other device is
not at all associated by physical location with other de-
vices within the virtual location, butis logically associated
by being assigned as being part of the virtual location B.
The remote device 603b may be connectedto the server
via the internet for example. For example, a pub regular
maybe in another country on business but may wantto
virtually interactwith his friends in their usual orlocal pub,
and may do so according to this embodimentby assign-
ing the PC thevirtual location identifier B of the virtual
location B, in order to receive the activities based infor-
mation corresponding to the virtual location B from the
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server. The assigned PC 6035 may or may not upload
data about its own activities or processesto the central
server. In this way, the remote PC 603b may also be
influenced by what other devices are doing within the
virtual location B. This might be extended for example to
supporters of a football team, some of whom may not be
in a particular location to watch a match, but wantto par-
ticipate remotely at the location with other members of
the football team supporters club. This concept could
even be used as a wayto build and support virtual com-
munities, groups and Special Interest Groups.
[0060] Figure7illustrates another embodiment using
a peer-to-peer architecture to implementthe activities
based view of a virtual location. As with the arrangement
of figure 2, each of the devices 701 is using a numberof
wireless gateways or service providers 702 to perform
various activities such as surfing the Internet. Other ac-
tivities not requiring wireless links 703 may also be car-
ried out on the devices 701. Each device 701 also in-

cludes additional functionality 704 to carry out the mon-
itoring of device based processes within the virtual loca-
tion. Each device polls 705 each other device 701 within
the virtual location 700 about the typesof activities it is
engagingin. Instead of this data being stored in acentral
server, each respective device 701 stores this informa-
tion locally and if so configured, adjusts its user interface
orsomeother operating parameter depending on the ac-
tivities based information received.

[0061] Aprotocolfordetermining and agreeing avirtual
location can be used, for example all devices that recog-
nise the Bluetooth piconet coordinator BT, the WLANac-
cess point WiFi, and the cellular base station CDMA.
[0062] Figure 8 is a flow chart showing operation of a
device using the peer-to-peer architecture of figure 7.
Following initiation (805) of the system or method (800),
the device determines location clues (810) for example
various wireless technology beacons and GPS coordi-
nates. It agrees with other wireless devices within its vi-
cinity thatit is within a particular virtual location, and re-
quests data from other devices using the samevirtual
location identifier about the user processes running on
them (815). Activity based information from the other de-
vices in the samevirtual location is received (820), and
the device updates its own on-board databaseor store
of activity based information within the virtual location
(825). The device may then adjust its user interface or
other operating parameter as described above according
to the activities based information recovered (830). The
method then returnsto the requesting step (815) in order
to refresh the activity based information for the devices
currentvirtual location.

[0063] Although not shown, the deviceis also config-
ured to respond to requests for its own processes data
from other devices within the samevirtual location, for-
warding this data to them.
[0064] Whilst the embodiments have been described
with respectto providing or acting on downloaded activity
based information, this information could also be used
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to infer further information or context about a virtual lo-

cation. For example a high numberor percentage of eB-
ook applications may indicate a library or coffee shop
with a high likelinood of having seating and foodfacilities
for reading eBooks.
[0065] Whilst embodiments have been described with
respect to automatically determining process data relat-
ed to user activities in a virtual location, and providing
this to other users within the virtual location, this gathered
information or process data could additionally or alterna-
tively be provided to others who are not in the virtual
location. For example a user at a home PC maybe re-
viewing the activity based view of a number of nearby
locations, to identify a gaming hotspot. This facility may
also be used by others at significant geographical dis-
tances but who are intendingto visit a city and wantto
view it in an activity based way, for example in order to
plan a nightlife “tourist” itinerary. The gathered process
data in this case may be associated with a geographical
location, which may be provided using a definition of the
virtual location which includes real coordinates such as

provided by GPS.
[0066] This geographically associated activity based
information can then be usedby other users, for example
in mapping and/or search engine type applications. Thus
amap of a city may show gaming hotspots, quiet spaces
for reading eBooks, areas having high numbers of web-
site hits relating to a particular pop-star, or even bars or
cafes where certain userprofiles are prevalent.
[0067] Theskilled personwill recognise thatthe above-
described apparatus and methods may be embodied as
processor control code, for example on a carrier medium
such as a disk, CD- or DVD-ROM,programmed memory
such as read only memory (Firmware), or on a data car-
rier such as an optical or electrical signal carrier. For
many applications embodiments of the invention will be
implemented on a DSP (Digital Signal Processor), ASIC
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit) or FPGA (Field
Programmable Gate Array). Thus the code may comprise
conventional programme codeor microcodeor, for ex-
ample code forsetting up orcontrolling an ASIC or FPGA.
The code may also comprise code for dynamically con-
figuring re-configurable apparatus such as reprogram-
mable logic gate arrays. Similarly the code may comprise
code for a hardware description language such as
Verilog ™ or VHDL (Very high speed integrated circuit
Hardware Description Language). As the skilled person
will appreciate, the code maybedistributed between a
plurality of coupled components in communication with
one another. Where appropriate, the embodiments may
also be implemented using code running onafield-(re)
programmable analogue array or similar device in order
to configure analogue hardware.
[0068] The skilled person will also appreciate that the
various embodiments and specific features described
with respect to them could be freely combined with the
other embodiments or their specifically described fea-
tures in general accordance with the above teaching. The
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skilled person will also recognise that various alterations
and modifications can be madeto specific examples de-
scribed without departing from the scope of the appended
claims.

Claims

1. Amethod for providing activity based information for
a virtual location, the method comprising:

defining a geographical location;
automatically determining data about a process
associated with an activity on a device within the
location;
receiving at another device activity basedinfor-
mation which is dependent on the determined
process data and the geographicallocation.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein the activity
based information comprises a geographicalidenti-
fier.

3. Amethod according to claim 1 or 2 wherein the de-
termined process data comprises a geographical
identifier.

4. Amethod according to claim 2 or 3 wherein the ge-
ographical identifier comprises GPS coordinates
and/or a post code.

5. A method according to any one preceding claim
wherein the determining data aboutactivity associ-
ated processes comprises uploading said data to a
server and wherein the activity based information is
downloaded from the serverto the receiving device.

6. A method according to any one preceding claim
wherein the determining data aboutactivity associ-
ated processes comprises the receiving device re-
questing said data from other devices within the vir-
tual location over peer-to-peer communication links;
and wherein receiving said information comprises
receiving said data over said links.

7. A method according to any one preceding claim
wherein the activity comprises: establishing an In-
ternet connection and/or browsing the Internet; es-
tablishing an email connection; establishing a
streaming media connection; downloadingfiles; up-
loading files; changing the user interface of the re-
spective device; executing an application on the re-
spective device.

8. A method according to any one preceding claim
wherein the received activity based information com-
prises a numberof the most popularactivities in a
numberof activity categories.
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A method according to any one preceding claim
wherein the automatically determined process data
comprises an indication of each of a numberof pre-
determined processesrunning on the device togeth-
er with a virtual location identifier.

A method according to any one preceding claim
wherein the received activity based information is
further dependent on a userprofile associated with
the other device.

A method according to any one preceding claim
wherein the received activity based information is
further dependenton the time at whichit is received.

A method according to any one preceding claim
wherein operational parameters of the receiving de-
vice are adjusted according to the received activity
based information.

A carrier medium carrying processor code which
when implemented on a processor is arranged to
carry out a method according to any one preceding
claim.

Asystem for providing activity based information for
a virtual location, the system comprising:

means for defining a geographical virtual loca-
tion;
meansfor automatically determining data about
a processassociated with an activity on adevice
within the virtual location;

meansfor receiving at another device within the
virtual location activity based information which
is dependent on the determined process data
and the geographical location.

A device comprising:

meansfor identifying a geographical location;
meansfor automatically determining data about
a process on the device associated with an ac-
tivity;
meansfor receiving activity based information
whichis dependent on determined process data
associated with other devices and the geo-
graphical location.

A device according to claim 15 wherein the activity
based information and/or the determined process
data comprises a geographicalidentifier.

A device according to claim 15 or 16 wherein the
meansfor determining data aboutactivity associated
processes comprises meansfor uploading said data
to a server and wherein the meansfor receiving ac-
tivity based information comprises meansfor down-
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loading said information from the server.

A device according to claim 15 or 16 wherein the
determining data about activity associated process-
es comprises meansfor requesting said data from
other deviceswithin the virtual location over peer-to-
peer communication links; and wherein the means
for receiving said information comprises means for
receiving said information over said links from the
other devices.

A device according to any one of claims 15 to 18
wherein the meansfor determining the process data
comprises meansfor sending anindication of each
of a numberof predetermined processes running on
the device togetherwith a virtual location identifier.

A device according to any oneof claims 15 to 19
wherein the received activity based information is
further dependent on a user profile associated with
the device.

A device according to any one claims 15 to 20 and
arranged such that operational parameters of said
device are adjusted according to the received activity
basedinformation.

A serverfor providing activity based information for
a virtual location, the server comprising:

meansfor identifying a geographical location;
meansfor receiving from a device within the lo-
cation automatically determined data about a
process associated with an activity on the de-
vice;
meansfor forwarding to another device within
the virtual location activity based information
which is dependent on the determined process
data and the geographical location.
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Description

[0001] The presentinvention relates to a video-on-de-
mand system and methodsrelating to it.
[0002] Forsometime, there has been a recognition of
the desire to be able to provide to a large numberof
remote users the choice of receiving any of a large
numberof video programmesas and whendesired. With
improvements in compression and increasedavailability
of large-bandwidth communications networks, such sys-
tems have become more practical.
[0003] Near video-on-demand systems have been
available in which each video programmeis repeatedly
broadcast throughout the day at a numberof closely
spaced times, thereby allowing users to watch those pro-
grammesat almostanytime.It is also Known to make
available over the internet video programmesfor stream-
ing or download to personal computers connectedto the
internet. Generally, these systems can be cumbersome
to operate and can havelimited functionality. The steps
required for a user to make a connection or to arrange a
subscription with a service provider may be inconvenient.
[0004]_Itis an object of the present invention to provide
improved features for a video-on-demand system
[0005] Thepresent application also recognisesfor the
first time the possibility and advantages of using a simple
optical disk player as a meansfor accessing a video-on-
demand system without the need of a hard-drive mem-
ory. It also recognisesforthe first time the possibility of
providing personal recommendations of video-on-de-
mandprogrammes based on profiles stored centrally and
remotely from user terminals. Furthermore, it recognises
for the first time the possibility of providing video-on-de-
mand in pages having a layered structure and allowing
functional and advertising overlays to be providedin lay-
ers other than that in which the video streaming occurs.
[0006] According to the presentinvention thereis pro-
vided a method of operating an optical disk player as a
video-on-demand playerwithout the need of a hard-drive
memory, the optical disk player having an optical disk
reader, a processor, a RAM and a port allowing connec-
tion to the internet, the method including:

providing a unique identifier on an optical disk;
providing code components on the optical disk which
can be run directly from the optical disk on only the
processor and RAMofthe optical disk player so as
to cause the optical disk player to send the unique
identifier over the internet to a video streaming serv-
ice, to operate as a web browserfor accessing pages
of the video streaming service over the internet and
to operate as a video decoder for decoding streamed
video data received from pagesof the video stream-
ing service wherein the video streaming service can
monitor use by a user with reference to the unique
identifier.

[0007] According to the presentinvention, thereis also
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provided an aptical disk for operating an opticaldisk play-
er as a video-on-demand player without the need of a
hard-drive memory, the optical disk player having an op-
tical disk reader, a processor, a RAM andaport allowing
connection to the internet, the optical disk having record-
ed thereon:

a unique identifier; and
code components which can berun directly from the
optical disk on only the processor and RAM ofthe
optical disk player so as to cause the optical disk
player to send the uniqueidentifier over the internet
to a video streaming service, to operate as a web
browser for accessing pagesof the video streaming
service over the internet and to operate as a video
decoder for decoding streamed video data received
from pagesof the video streaming service wherein
the unique identifier allows the video streaming serv-
ice to monitor use by a user with reference to the
unique identifier.

[0008] In this way, there may be provided a video-on-
demand system including such an optical disk and also
at least one optical disk player for use in combination
with the optical disk as a video-on-demandplayer, the
optical disk playerincluding an optical disk reader, aproc-
essor, a RAM and a port allowing connection to the in-
ternet; and
a video streaming service remote from the optical disk
player including at least one serverfor providing, as pag-
es available over the internet, streams of video data.

[0009] In this way,it is not necessary for terminal de-
vices to have hard-drive memoriesin order to access the

video-on-demand service. Flexibility is allowed for a user
in choosing which devices are used to connectto a video-
on-demand service. Devices without hard disks can be

produced more cheaply. Also, there is a general reluc-
tance by consumers to have PC-based systems placed
in proximity to large display screensin living rooms due
to the sometimesintrusive sound madebyfansto cool
the circuitry of the PC.
[0010] Optical disks can be sold including the browser
and video decoder required for the terminal, in the form
of an optical disk player, to have accessto the video-on-
demandservice. Furthermore, by providing the unique
identifier, the video streaming service is able to identify
and/or authenticate the disk so as to establish thatit cor-

responds to a genuine user. It is only necessary for a
user to purchase an appropriate disk for that user to be
given easy and immediate accessto the video streaming
service. Furthermore, by way of the unique identifier, the
video streaming service can maintain a profile history
related to that unique identifier and provide personalrec-
ommendationsto a userof that uniqueidentifier. Further-
more, itis possible to maintain anonymity of the user with
regard to the profile history, since it need only be keptin
conjunction with the unique identifier itself.
[0011] Preferably, the video streaming service in-
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cludes a controller responsive to a request fram the op-
tical disk player to provide selective accessto a plurality
of video-on-demand programmesandstream a selected
one of the plurality of video-on-demand programmes
through an internet page.
[0012] Hence, receipt of a streamed video-on-demand
programmesis possible merely using the browser and
video decoderof the disk in the optical disk player.
[0013] Preferably, the controller is arranged to provide
through an internet page a menu of available video-on-
demand programmes.
[0014] Thus, again, a user is able to view and select
from a plurality of video-on-demand programmes by
meansonly of the code components provided on the op-
tical disk and any menu information provided over the
internet.

[0015] Preferably, the video-on-demand system fur-
ther includes a profile memory remote from the optical
disk player in which records of the video-on-demand pro-
grammesselected by the userof the optical disk player
are stored; and
a matcher remote from the optical disk player for com-
paring the contents of video-on-demand programmesre-
cordedin the profile memory with the contents of video-
on-demand programmesavailable for streaming by the
video streaming service and for outputting recommen-
dations of video-on-demand programmes having con-
tents similar to the video-on-demand programmesre-
cordedin the profile memory.
[0016] In this way, profile histories for a plurality of dif-
ferent users having respective unique identifiers can be
stored centrally and remote from the respective optical
disk players. A separate matcher can be provided for
analysing the content of the video-on-demand pro-
grammesnotedin the profile for a particular unique iden-
tifier and for comparing this withthe contents of the video-
on-demand programmesavailable for streaming. By pro-
viding the profile memories remote from the optical disk
players and available to the matcher, the matcher having
access to the video-on-demand programmesavailable
for streaming, detailed and accurate comparison can be
conducted so asto provide good and useful recommen-
dations to the users having respective unique identifiers.
[0017] Preferably, the controller is arranged to display
on said menu details of video-on-demand programmes
recommendedby said recommender.
[0018] In this way, a user can effectively be provided
with an indication of video-on-demand programmesthat
are likely to be of interest to him or her. Since this rec-
ommendation need not be based on any current choice
of video-on-demand programmeand is a personal rec-
ommendation rather than a contextual recommendation,
the recommendation can be displayed even when the
useris only viewing the general menu withthe full choice
of available video-on-demand programmes.
[0019] Preferably, the recordsof the video-on-demand
programmesselected by the user are stored in conjunc-
tion with the unique identifier of the disk used by the user.
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[0020] In this way, as discussed above, individual pro-
file histories can be matched to users by means of the
unique identifiers.
[0021] Preferably, the video-on-demand system fur-
ther includes an account memory remote from the optical
disk player for recording accountinformation in conjunc-
tion with the unique identifier of the disk used by the user.
[0022] This allows the video-on-demand system to
keep a record of the financial relationship with individual
respective users, for instance by meansof notional to-
kens, which can be assigned in varying amounts to the
streaming of various video-on-demand programmes.
[0023] According to the presentinvention, there is also
provided a method of providing a userwith selective ac-
cessto a plurality of video-on-demand programmeshav-
ing respective contents, the methodincluding:

according to selection by the user, streaming one of
the plurality of video-on-demand programmes
through an internet page includingafirst layer and
a second layer;
providing the video-on-demand stream in the first
layer;
providing an overlay image inthe second layer which
can be selectively combined with the video-on-de-
mand of the first layer;
providing a link in association with the overlay image,
selection of the link causing advertising content to
be provided to the user;
monitoring selection by the user with regard to con-
tent of selected video-on-demand programmes;
judging content of video-on-demand programmes
selected by the user; and
choosing one of a plurality of overlay images and
associatedlinks for provision in the secondlayer ac-
cording to the step of judging.

[0024] According to the presentinvention, there is also
provided a video-on-demand system accessible over the
internet, the system including:

a video server storing a plurality of video-on-demand
programmeshaving respective contents;
a controller responsive to a request from a user to
provide selective accessto the plurality of video-on-
demand programmesand to stream a selected one
of the plurality of video-on-demand programmes
through an internet page includingafirst layer and
a second layer wherein the controller is arranged:

to stream the selected video-on-demand pro-
grammesin thefirst layer;
to provide, in the secondlayer, an overlay image
which can be selectively combinedwith the vid-
eo-on-demandofthefirst layer;
to provide a link in association with the overlay
image, selection of the link causing advertising
content to be providedto the user;
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to monitor selection by the user with regard to
content of selected video-on-demand pro-
grammes; and
to judge the content of video-on-demand pro-
grammesselected by the user; wherein
the system further comprises a memory storing
a plurality of overlay images, together with re-
spective links and advertising content; and
the controller is arranged to select one of the
plurality of overlay images and associatedlinks
for provision in the second layer according to
the judgement of the content of video-on-de-
mand programmeselected by the user.

[0025] _Inthis way, advertising content can be provided
to a user in a waythatis tailored to an individual respec-
tive user. According to judgement of the video-on-de-
mand programmes watched by a user, the controller can
judge appropriate advertising content. This can be made
available to the user merely by providing the associated
overlay images and links in the second layer of the page
being accessed by the user. There is no need at the video
server and controller end to adapt the stream of video
data provided in the first layer, since the personalised
advertising content is made accessible to the user by a
second layer, even though thisis within the sare page.
[0026] The controller can be arranged to select said
one of the overlay images for the second layer based at
least partly on the contentof the video-on-demand being
at that time streamedto the first layer.
[0027] Inthis way, advertising content can be chosen
for a user on the basis of a contextual recommendation.

In other words, the system will recommend and provide
advertising content that relates to the video-on-demand
programme being streamed atthe sametime as the over-
lay images forthe advertising content are to be displayed.
[0028] Itis also possible to provide overlay imagesthat
are based on personal recommendation.In this respect,
the video-on-demand system canfurther includea profile
memory in which records of the video-on-demand pro-
grammesselected by the user are stored;
a matcher for comparing the contents of video-on-de-
mand programmesrecorded in the profile memory with
the advertising contents associated with respective over-
lay imagesand outputting a recommendation of an over-
lay image for display;
wherein, the controller is arranged to select said one of
the overlay images for the second layer basedat least
partly on the recommendation from the matcher.
[0029] Thus, irrespective of the video-on-demand pro-
grammebeing watched at the time, the system is able
to choose advertising content thatis likely to be of interest
to the user based on thehistory profile for that user.
[0030] The link provided by the video-on-demandsys-
tem can be the address of a different internet page, the
controller providing the advertising contentin that ciffer-
ent internet page.
[0031] Alternatively, selection of the link can cause the
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controller to provide the advertising contentin the second
layer. In this case, it is possible for the video-on-demand
programmeto be continued to be streamed. Of course,
where the system takes a user to advertising content of
a different internet page, itis also possible for the system
to remember, for instance by meansof a timestamp, the
position to which the user had progressed in the video-
on-demand programmeand,hence, after viewing the ad-
vertising content, return to the video-on-demand pro-
grammeat the right place.
[0032] Preferably, the controller is responsive to se-
lection by the user to cause display of only the first layer
or the first layer in combination with the second layer.
[0033] In this way, the useris able to view a streamed
video-on-demand programme with or withoutthe overlay
images of possible advertising content. In one embodi-
ment, it is possible to provide the userwith the option of
being charged less, for instance in notional tokens, for
watching a video-on-demand programmewith the over-
lay images of the secondlayer on display.
[0034] According to the presentinvention, there is also
provided a methodof transmitting video-on-demand in-
cluding:

streaming, from a server on the internet, video-on-
demand through an internet page includingafirst
layer and a secondlayer;
providing the video-on-demand stream in the first
layer;
providing, in the second layer, for selective combi-
nation with the video-on-demand ofthe first layer, a
plurality of overlay images corresponding to respec-
tive control functions of the video-on-demand

stream;
enabling a user at a remote location on the internet
to select respective overlay images whenthe plural-
ity of overlay images are displayed in combination
with the video-on-demand at the remote location;
and

responding at the serverto selection of an overlay
image at the remote location so as to change the
video-on-demand stream in accordancewith the cor-

responding respective control function.

[0035] According to the presentinvention, there is also
provided a video-on-demand system accessible over the
internet, the system including:

a video server storing video-on-demand content and
for streaming video-on-demand througha first layer
of an internet page havingafirst layer and a second
layer; and
acontroller for causing there to be formedin the sec-
ond layer a plurality of selectable overlay images
suchthat a user at a location on the internet remote

from the video server and the controller can display
streamed video-on-demandofthefirst layer in com-
bination with the overlay images of the second layer
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and can select one of the overlay images; wherein
the overlay images correspond to respective control
functions for the video-on-demand stream; and
the controlleris responsive to selection of an overlay
image to change the video-on-demand stream in ac-
cordance with the corresponding respective control
function.

[0036] This provides an effective way of allowing con-
trol functions forthe video-on-demand stream to be made

available to the user without the user needing a hard-
drive memory or any sophisticated processing. The user
always receives nothing more than appropriately
streamed video data even though the system gives the
appearance and feel that functions are occurring at the
user end. When a particular overlay image and function
is selected at the user end, itis the controller atthe video-

server endthat responds by changingthe streamed video
data accordingly. With the overlay images already
present, but in the second layer of the page, the user
terminal need only switch between displaying and not
displaying the second layer so as to give the user the
feel of enabling or disabling the respective functions. Fur-
thermore, changing the display in this way need not
change how the controller streams the video-on-de-
mand.

[0037] It is possible that the controller is arranged to
provide the overlay imagesin the internet page in a form
for storage by the userin a cache andto control display
of the overlay images in combination with the video-on-
demand stream.

[0038] This allows greater efficiency in use of band-
width.

[0039] Preferably, the controller is arranged to provide
alternative overlay images for storage simultaneously in
the cache with the overlay images such that, when an
overlay image is selected, the controller causes display
of the selected overlay image to be replaced bydisplay
of the corresponding alternative overlay image.
[0040] In this way, the alternative overlay images can
be used as feedbackto the user and to provide highlight-
ing of overlay images to enable the user to understand
which corresponding function is to be selected. With the
overlay images and alternative overlay images being
stored in cache locally at the user end, scrolling through
the various overlay images can be achieved without com-
munication with the controller and with the resulting ben-
efits of avoiding unnecessary use of bandwidth.
[0041] It will be appreciated that a similar arrangement
is possible with the overlay images discussed above for
advertising content.
[0042] Preferably, the controller is responsive to se-
lection by the user to cause display of only the first layer
or the first layer in combination with the second layer.
[0043] Inthis way, a user is able to view only the video-
on-demand programmesby meansof thefirst layer and,
when desired, can cause the second layerto be displayed
in combination with the first layer, thereby allowing ac-
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cessto the various control functions.

[0044] Preferably, the controller is arranged to cause
the plurality of overlay images to be displayed together
as a function bar. The plurality of overlay images can
include one or more respective overlay images corre-
sponding to functions of stopping, playing, pausing, re-
winding and fastforwarding the video-on-demand stream
appearing in the first layer.
[0045] Preferably, the video server storesa plurality of
video-on-demand programmes having respective con-
tents;

the controller is responsive to a request from the user to
provide selective access to the plurality of video-on-de-
mand programmes;
the controller is arranged to judge the content of the vid-
eo-on-demand programmeselected by the user;
for at least one control function, there are a plurality of
different overlay imagesrelating to different types of vid-
eo-on-demand content; and
the controller is arranged to select an appropriate one of
the plurality of different overlay images for provision in
the second layer according to the judgement of the con-
tent of the video-on-demand programmeselected by the
user.

[0046] In this way, it is possible to provide overlay im-
ages that have an appearance relevantto the contentof
the video-on-demand programmebeing streamedin the
first layer.
[0047] The invention will be more clearly understood
from the following description, given by way of example
only, with reference to the accompanying drawingsin
which:

Figure 1 illustrates schematically an overall system
embodying the present invention;

Figure 2 illustrates one of the terminals of Figure 1
embodying the presentinvention;

Figure 3 illustrates schematically a disk for use in
the present invention;

Figure4illustrates schematically a main menu to be
presented to the user in an embodiment of the
present invention;

Figure 5 illustrates a video-on-demand programme
menu for presentation to a user according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;

Figure 6 illustrates schematically a page of video
streaming provided according to the present inven-
tion;

Figure 7 illustrates schematically functional overlay
imagesfor use with the present invention;

Figure 8 illustrates schematically advertising-con-
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tent overlay images for use with the present inven-
tion; and

Figure 9 illustrates schematically a video streaming
server for use with the present invention.

[0048] Thepresent application relates to video stream-
ing over a network suchasis illustrated in Figure 1.
[0049] A video streaming service 2 is configured for
connection to the internet 4. A plurality of users are pro-
vided with respective terminals 6, each of whichis also
configured for connection to the internet 4.It will be ap-
preciated that, while the video streaming service 2 and
terminals 6 are configured for connection to the internet
4, it is also possible for them to be connected to other
networks allowing video data to be streamed from the
video streaming service 2 over the networkto individual
terminals 6.

[0050] According to one important aspect of the
present invention, in order to enable a terminal 6 to be
used as a video-on-demand player, each respective user
is provided with a disk 8 which, when loadedin the ter-
minal 6, allows that terminal to operate as a video-on-
demandplayer. It will be appreciated that the terminals
6 are also provided with display monitors of any form
suitable for displaying received video-on-demand pro-
grammes.

[0051] Figure2illustrates schematically a typical ter-
minal 6 suitable for use in the arrangementof Figure 1.
[0052] An optical disk playeris provided with an optical
disk drive or optical disk receiver 12. The optical disk
player includes a processor14 whichis capable of read-
ing information from the optical disk receiver 12, carrying
out various functions on the basis of data from the optical
disk receiver 12 and displaying any images on a monitor
16. A user interface 18 may be connected to the optical
disk player 10in orderto allow a user to control the optical
disk player 10.
[0053] Asillustrated, the optical disk player 10 may
also be provided with a Random Access Memory (RAM)
20. This is merely for use in a well-known manner for
enabling the processor to conduct any processesas re-
quired for correct functioning of the optical disk player
10. Importantly, in consideration of the present invention,
it is not necessary for the optical disk player 10 to have
any hard-drive memory. An optical disk 30 is inserted
into the optical reader 12 of the optical disk player 10 by
a user and the processor 14 is able to carry out any re-
quired processes, for instance as instructed by the user
interface 18, directly from data recorded on the optical
disk 30 without the need first to transfer large sections
of data or indeed complete executable programs to a
hard-drive memory.
[0054] Atypical optical disk player suited for the func-
tioning of the optical disk player 10 would be a gaming
console, for instance consoles from Sony’s PlayStation
(trade mark) series. Consolesor other devices having in-
built or interconnected hard disk devices or other mass
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storage memory devices (such as semi-conductor mem-
ory) are not precluded from use within the system of the
present invention.
[0055]_Asillustrated, the optical disk player 10 is also
provided with a port 22 allowing connectionto the inter-
net. In some embodiments, the port itself may include
the necessary interfaces for connection directly to a tel-
ecommunicationsline providing internet access. Howev-
er, in the illustrated embodiment, the port 22 connects ta
an internet adaptor 24. The internet adaptor 24 contains
all necessary interfaces and can be connectedtoatel-
ecommunicationsline providing internet connectivity.
[0056] Figure 3 illustrates schematically an optical disk
for use with the optical disk player of Figure 2.
[0057] The optical disk 30 includes,as part ofits struc-
ture, code components constituting a video decoder 32
and also code components constituting a web browser
34. Importantly, both the video decoder and the browser
are executable directly from the disk 30 and,unlike prior-
art disks, do not comewith installation routines for caus-
ing their installation onto the hard-drive memory of the
machine in which they are loaded. The video decoder 32
is of any suitable form for decoding streamed video data
as received from the video streaming service 2. This in-
cludes MPEG2 or MPEG4 decoders or decodersof any
other suitable standard whetherproprietary or not. The
web browser 34 can be a generally conventional web
browser, but is stored in conjunction with the address or
URLof the main portal (like a home page) of the video
streaming service 2. More preferably, the browseris ac-
companiedbyor includes some custom features which,
as will be described below,allow identification and/or au-
thentication of the optical disk 30 andits user.
[0058] Inpractice, a user purchasesan optical disk 30
for use with his or her optical disk player 10. Where the
optical disk player 10 is a gamesconsole, the optical disk
30 can be sold alongsideother optical disks which enable
the optical disk player 10 to function as respective video
games, the games enabling user control from the user
interface 18 and display of images on the monitor 16.
[0059] Leaving aside the authentication steps to be
discussed below, with the optical disk 30 loaded in the
optical reader 12 of the optical disk player 10, the proc-
essor 14 causes the browser 34 of the optical disk 30 to
run and operate. As mentioned above, the optical disk
30 includes the address or URL of the main portal or
homepageon theinternetto the video streaming service
2. Hence, the browser 34 immediately and automatically
causestheoptical disk player 10 to access the main por-
tal of the video streaming service 2. From this point on-
wards, the optical disk player 10 works as an internet
browser, receiving image data from the video streaming
service 2, for instance in the form of HTML pages,with
appropriate selection being madeby the user using the
user interface 18. Selection and interaction with the video

streaming service 2 may take the form of selection of
various regions of a displayed page and, for instance
using HTML, transfer of the browser to a different URL
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on the basis of a link pravided in conjunction with that
region of the image.
[0060] Where the optical disk player 10 takes the form
of a games console, the user interface 18 can be the
associated games handset, possibly of conventional
form In addition to up, down, left, right, enter/OK, func-
tions may be assigned to other keys such as those rep-
resented by "X", "O", triangle or square on a PlayStation
(TM) controller.
[0061] Using the user interface 18 and browser 34, a
user can navigate to a part of the video streaming service
2 that streams a video-on-demandprogramme according
to the choice of that user. The streamed video data will

be received by the optical disk player 10 as part of an
internet page. In a well-known manner, the browser 34
can then make use of the video decoder 32 to decode

that video data stream and provide appropriate video im-
ages for output to the monitor 16. However, unlike prior-
art arrangements, the video decoder32 is executed di-
rectly from the optical disk 30 and not from any hard-disk
memory forming part of the optical disk player 10.
[0062] As mentioned above, the system can include
an identification/authentication process for the optical
disk 30. In its most basic form, this process can merely
identify the optical disk 30 and allow the video streaming
service 2 to keep a record of video-on-demand pro-
grammes accessed by a userwith the use of that partic-
ular optical disk 30. However, in conjunction with that
operation, the video streaming service 2 can actually per-
form someform of checkor authentication to ensure that

the optical disk 30 is a valid optical disk as endorsed by
the video streaming service 2.
[0063] In one embodiment, when the optical disk 30 is
loaded in the optical disk reader 12 of the optical disk
player 10, the browser 34 takes the optical disk player
10 to apage at which the video streaming service 2 sends
the optical disk player 10 data causing the optical disk
player 10 to display on the monitor 16 a requestfor entry
of a unique identifier, for instance of the form of an al-
phanumeric sequence. Perhaps when purchasing the
optical disk 30 or by contacting the video streaming serv-
ice 2, the userof the optical disk 30 has been provided
with the unique identifier. By entering that unique identi-
fier, such thatitis transmitted to the video streaming serv-
ice 2, the video streaming service 2 can recognise the
user and permit the browser34 of the optical disk player
10to accessother pages available from the video stream-
ing service 2.
[0064] In an alternative embodiment, asillustrated
schematically in Figure 3, the unique identifier 36 is pro-
vided as data on the optical disk 30 itself. In this case,
the browser 34includesor is accompanied by some cus-
tom code or routine such that, when it first connects with
the main portal or opening page provided by the video
streaming service 2 and the video streaming service 2
requests notification of the unique identifier, the custom
code or routine automatically retrieves the unique iden-
tifier 36 present on the optical disk 30 and providesthis
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to the video streaming service 2. In this way, no user
intervention is required and loading of the optical disk 30
in the optical disk player 10 is sufficient for the user to
gain accessto the video streaming service 2.
[0065] In some embodiments,different unique identi-
fiers can be associated with different levels of service to

be provided by the video streaming service 2. In other
words,certain unique identifiers will allow accessto pag-
es within the video streaming service 2 which other
unique identifiers will not.
[0066] In some embodiments, the video streaming
service 2 may require the userto be using an authorised
optical disk player 10. In this case,the initial authentica-
tion process may additionally require the video streaming
service 2 to be provided with a unique device identifier
of the optical disk player 10 itself This could be entered
manually by the userusing the user interface 18 or, again,
the browser34 may be accompanied by a special custom
code or routine which causesthat device identifier to be

returned to the video streaming service 2 automatically
upon request.
[0067] At this point, it is worth noting that a similar au-
thentication process could be used even to allow the op-
tical disk 30 and optical disk player 10 to be used with
internet connectivity and before the browser 34 of the
optical disk player 10 even connects with the main portal
of the video streaming service 2.
[0068] Figure 4 illustrates schematically a possible
main menu to be provided by the video streaming service
2 to the optical disk player 10 for display on the monitor
16.

[0069] Onthe right of the page 40, there is displayed
a list of possible options. A user, using the user interface
18, is able to scroll through and select these various op-
tions.

[0070] Asillustrated, there is a linear live TV stream
42 available and also an electronic programmeguide 44.
In this regard,it is considered mostlikely that only a lim-
ited amountoflinear live TV would be available and the

electronic programme guide would merely provide guid-
anceto the useras to whatis available as linear live TV,
for instance using some other TV receiver. However, as
willbe discussed further below, the video streaming serv-
ice 2 is preferably able to analysecontent of programmes.
In this regard, the electronic programme guide 44, if se-
lected, could provide contextual recommendationsto the
user of similar programmes available as video-on-de-
mand programmesor indeed indicate where that same
programmeis already available as a video-on-demand
programme.

[0071] The page 40 also lists a series of categories of
video-on-demand programmes46 to be discussed be-
low.

[0072] By way of example, the page 40illustrates a
selectable option which takesthe user to a section allow-
ing the purchasing of goods, for instance downloadable
gamesin the caseillustrated.
[0073] Finally, the service option 50 may be acustomer
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service page enabling a user to get "Help", find "FAQs",
contact Customer Support or purchase tokens.
[0074] Ontheleft of the displayed page 40, in this pre-
ferred embodiment, personalised recommendations 52
of other video-on-demand programmesare shown. This
will be discussed further below.

[0075] Figure5 illustrates, again schematically and by
way of example, a page where a user has selected a
particular category of video-on-demand46asillustrated
in the display page 40. This display page 60 includes on
the right a list of video-on-demand programmes 62
through which a user mayscroll using the user interface
18. Each item of the list 62 could include a very brief
summary, perhaps only the title, together with a repre-
sentative image. It might also include, as a contextual
recommendation, details or a link to another video-on-
demand programmeof similar or related content.
[0076] Ontheleft of the display page 60, thereis dis-
played a control bar 64, whichis active for the currently
selected video-on-demand programmeofthe list 62. The
control bar 64 includes a plurality of selectable functions
through which the user mayscroll using the userinterface
18. Where there are too manyfunctions to be displayed
conveniently, the page can be arrangedto scroll through
all of the available functions and display only a limited
number at any one time. The video-on-demand pro-
grammeslisted as items of the list 62 can similarly be
scrolled through with only a limited number being dis-
played at any one time.
[0077] Asillustrated, the control bar 64 includes a sym-
bol 66 for play of a selected video-on-demand pro-
gramme and a symbol68 linking the browser34 of the
optical disk player 10 to another page providing additional
information about the selected video-on-demand pro-
gramme. The control bar 64 mayalso include infermation
70 relatingto the costto the user of receiving the currently
highlighted video-on-demand programme. This will be
discussed further below,butasillustrated is represented
as a costin notional tokens.

[0078] A similar display could be used as a page for
providing shopping where the control bar includes a se-
lectable function of purchasing a selected item inalist.
[0079] Moving from the display page 60 of Figure 5, if
auser selects the play function 66 for a video-on-demand
programme,the browser34 of the optical disk player 10
is redirected to a page 80asillustrated schematically in
Figure 6 within which the video data of the selected video-
on-demand programme is streamed. As mentioned
above, the browser34 of the optical disk player 10 makes
use of the decoder 32 and, hence, the requested video-
on-demand programmeis displayed on the monitor 16.
[0080] The internet page 80 may not be provided as
only one layer, but can be provided as two or more layers
whichareall received as part of the page 80 bythe optical
disk player 10, but are displayed selectively according to
a request from the user. For instance, a predetermined
button on the user interface 18 may be pre-assigned to
makethis selection.
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[0081] Figure7 illustrates an example where a second
layer containing a plurality of overlay images 82 arranged
as a function bar 84 are displayed in conjunction with the
first layer carrying the video-on-demand programme.As
illustrated, respective overlay images 82 are provided for
rewind, fast-forward, play, pause and stop functions. Us-
ing the user interface 18, a user mayscroll through the
various overlay images and select one of the images and
its corresponding function. The video streaming service
2 is responsive to this selection in the second layerof
the page 80 to carry out the required function. In other
words,the video data being streamedin the first layer of
the page 80 gives the appearance of the video-on-de-
mand programme being fast rewound, fast-forwarded,
played, paused or stopped. It will be appreciated that,
although the user has the feeling that the functions are
being carried out locally, it is in fact the video streaming
server2 thatis providing a different stream of video data.
[0082] The actual overlay images themselves can be
transferred from the video streaming service 2 for storage
locally in cacheat the optical disk player 10. For instance
the RAM 20 can be used.

[0083] For each function, alternative overlay images
canbe heldincache. In particular, in some embodiments,
each functioncan havean overlay image having anormal
appearance and an overlay image having a highlighted
appearance such that when a userscrolls through the
various overlay images, the position to which the user
has scrolled is indicated by an overlay image having a
highlighted appearance. It is possible also fora third al-
ternative appearance to be stored and then displayed
when a user actually selects the function corresponding
to that image.
[0084] It is also possible for the video streaming serv-
ice 2 to provide a plurality of different versions of overlay
image for each corresponding function. Indeed, a plural-
ity of different sets of overlay images can be providedfor
different versionsof function bar 84. The video streaming
service 2 is then arrangedto providein the second layer
a set of overlay images 82 appropriate to the content of
the video-on-demand programmebeing streamedin the
first layer of that page. Thus, in contrast to the example
illustrated in Figure 7, if the video-on-demand pro-
gramme being streamedin thefirst layer of the page is
a football match, then the overlay images could have a
football theme,for instance a player running forwards to
signify fast forwards and a goalkeepercatching a football
to signify stop. In other words, the appearance of the
overlay images provided in the second layer of a page
are matched contextually to the content of the video
stream in the first layer of that page.
[0085] In one preferred embodiment, asillustrated in
Figure 7, an overlay image 86 may be provided corre-
sponding to a minimising function for reducing the size
of the streamed video-on-demand programme.In partic-
ular, upon selecting the function of this overlay image,
thefirst layercan be replaced bya relatively small window
in which the video-on-demand programmecontinues to
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be streamed, leaving the remainder of the area of the
display to show other information, for instance informa-
tion regarding the video-on-demand programme.
[0086] Asillustrated in Figure8, itis possible to provide
other overlay images 90. These may be provided in the
second layer of the page 80 or, indeed, in other layers
of the page 80. It is proposed that each of these overlay
images90 relates to respective advertising content avail-
able to the user. Using the user interface 18, a user may
select a particular overlay image 90. Each overlay image
90 has associated withit a link to associated advertising
content. For instance, the link could take the form of a
URL address redirecting the browser 34 of the optical
disk player 10 to a different page showing the associated
advertising content. That advertising content could be
text, images or streamed video in the same manner as
discussed above. Advertising content may for example
be related to products or services or other video material
available over the video-on-demand service.Alternative-

ly, the link could changethe contentof a layer of the page
or bring an additional layer into view. In one embodiment,
the video-on-demand programme currently being
streamed could be moved to a small window as described

above with the advertisingcontent being displayedin oth-
er parts of the full display.
[0087] Turning now to Figure 9, there isillustrated a
schematic representation of the video streaming service
2.

[0088] A connection 100 provides connectivity to the
internet and allows terminals 6, including optical disk
players 10, to access the portal and pages of the video
streaming service 2.
[0089] Asillustrated, a controller 102 has access to
and control of a video streamer 104 and a database 106.

By meansof previously stored data and information re-
ceived from external sources, the controller 102 is able
to provide the pagesand layers discussed above.In con-
junction with this, the video streamercan provide streams
of video data corresponding to video-on-demand pro-
grammesselected by users at terminals 6.
[0090] Figure 9 illustrates schematically the fact that
the video streaming service 2 includes an account mem-
ory 110. In particular, it is proposed that each user iden-
tified by the unique identifier 36 discussed aboveis as-
signed an account, whichis debited according to use of
the service. It is proposed that each video-on-demand
programmeis assigned a notionalvalue, for instance re-
corded in notional tokens. Whenevera user requests ac-
cess to avideo-on-demand programme,the correspond-
ing numberof tokens are debited from the account stored
for the corresponding unique identifier in the account
memory 110. In one embodiment, the optical disk 30
boughtoriginally by the user is assigned a particular value
in terms of tokens. When theuserfirst uses the optical
disk 30 and the video streaming service 2 authenticates
the optical disk 30 as discussed above, the useris cred-
ited that amountto the corresponding account memory.
Various systems can be considered for crediting the ac-
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count memory 110 with more tokens,for instance with
credit card transactions over the internet.

[0091] Asillustrated, the video streaming service 2 is
also provided with a recommender112 comprising apro-
file memory 114 and separate matcher 116.
[0092] The profile memory 114 is arranged to store, in
conjunction with the unique identifier, a record of the vid-
e0-on-demand programmesselected by the userof that
unique identifier. In this way, the video streaming service
2 can look at the history cf video-on-demand pro-
grammes accessedby a particular user and recommend
other video-on-demand programmesthat the user might
enjoy. To do this, the recommender 112 includes a
matcher 116, which compares the content of video-on-
demand programmesrecordedin the profile memory 114
for a particular unique identifier with video-on-demand
programmesavailable from the video streamer 104. As
a result of this comparison, the recommender112 is able
to provide the controller 102 with a list of personalised
video-on-demand recommendations. Returning to Fig-
ure 4, these can be provided as recommendations 52 on
page 40. Bystoring profiles in the profile memory 114
remote from the terminals 6,it is possible for the matcher
116 to carry out relatively sophisticated comparison of
the video-on-demand programmespreviously watched
by a user and those available. Hence,relatively accurate
recommendations may be made to a particular user.
Where the recommender 112 is able to provide a very
large number of recommendations, in the preferred em-
bodiment, the controller 102 is arrangedto display only
the most relevant recommendations.

[0093] By making use of the unique identifier,it will be
appreciated that an individual's personalprofile can be
kept anonymous. The system need only relate a profile
to a unique identifier 36 andit is not necessary that that
unique identifier be related to a particular individual.
[0094] Therecommender 112 can also be used in con-
junction with the overlays 90 and advertising content de-
scribed with reference to Figure 8.
[0095] In the same way as discussed above, the
matcher 116 can compare the personalprofile associat-
ed with a particular unique identifier with advertising con-
tent stored either in the database 106 or video streamer

104. As a result, the recommender 112 can recommend
to the controller 102 advertising content appropriate to a
user having a particular unique identifier. On the basis
of this recommendation, the controller 102 can thus
cause to be displayed, in a layer of page 80, overlay
images 90 with links to advertising content of potential
interest to the user. Of course, the controller 102 could
also cause to be displayed overlay images 90 withlinks
to advertising content having contextual relevance to the
particular video-on-demand programme being streamed
at that time. Indeed both the contextual recommendation

and the personal recommendation could be taken into
account when deciding which overlay images 90 and
links to provide in a layer in association with transmission
of a video-on-demand programmeinafirst layer.
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[0096] Considering again the account memory 110, it
is proposed that, in one embodiment, selection by a user
of an overlay 90 and the corresponding link to its adver-
tising content could be arranged to result in a credit of
some tokens to the users account. Alternatively, in a
menu list such asillustrated in Figure 5, a user could be
given the option of receiving a video-on-demand pro-
grammewith or without advertising content. In that case,
the user would be able to obtain the video-on-demand

programmetogether with advertising content at a lower
rate of tokens than without the advertising content.

Claims

1. A video-on-demand system accessible over the in-
ternet, the system including:

a video server(2) storing video-on-demand con-
tent and for streaming video-on-demand
through a first layer of an internet page (80) hav-
ing a first layer and a second layer; and
a controller (102) for causing there to be formed
inthe second layer aplurality of selectable over-
lay images (82) such thata user (10) atalocation
in communication with the internet (4) remote
from the video server (2) and the controller (102)
can display streamed video-on-demandof the
first layer in combination with the overlay images
of the second layer and can select one of the
overlay images; wherein
the overlay images (82) correspond to respec-
tive control functions for the video-on-demand

stream; and

the controller (102) is responsive to selection of
an overlay image (82) to change the video-on-
demand stream in accordance with the corre-

sponding respective control function.

2. A video-on-demand system according to claim 1
wherein the controller is arranged to provide the
overlay images (82) in the internet page (80) ina
form for storage by the user in a cache and to control
display of the overlay images (82) in combination
with the video-on-demandstream.

3. A video-on-demand system according to claim 2
wherein the controller (102) is arranged to provide
alternative overlay images (82) for storage simulta-
neously in the cache with the overlay images (82)
such that, when an overlay image (82) is selected,
the controller (102) causes display of the selected
overlay image (82) to be replaced by display of the
corresponding alternative overlay image.

4. A video-on-demand system according to claim 1, 2
or3 wherein the controller (102) is responsive to se-
lection by the user to cause display of only the first
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10

layer or thefirst layer in combinatian with the second
layer.

5. A video-on-demand system according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein the controller (102) is arranged
to cause the plurality of overlay images (82) to be
displayed together as a function bar (84).

6. A video-on-demand system according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein the plurality of overlay images
(82) include one or more respective overlay images
(82) corresponding to functions of stopping,playing,
pausing, rewinding and fast forwarding the video-on-
demandstream.

7. A video-on-demand system according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein:

the video server (2) stores a plurality of video-
on-demand programmes having respective
contents;
the controller (102) is responsive to a request
from the user (10) to provide selective access
to the plurality of video-on-demand pro-
grammes;

the controller (102) is arranged to judge the con-
tent of the video-on-demand programmeselect-
ed by the user;
for at least one control function, there are a plu-
rality of different overlay images (82) relating to
different types of video-on-demand content; and
the controller (102) is arranged to select an ap-
propriate one of the plurality of different overlay
images (82) for provision in the second layer ac-
cording to the judgement of the content of the
video-on-demand programme selected by the
user (10).

8. A method of transmitting video-on-demand includ-
ing:

streaming, from a server (2) on the internet (4),
video-on-demand through aninternet page (80)
includingafirst layer and a second layer;
providing the video-on-demand stream in the
first layer;
providing, in the second layer, forselective com-
bination with the video-on-demandofthefirst

layer, a plurality of overlay images (82) corre-
sponding to respective control functions of the
video-on-demand stream;
enabling a user (10) ata remote location on the
intemet(4) to select respective overlay images
(82) when the plurality of overlay images (82)
are displayed in combination with the video-on-
demandat the remotelocation; and

responding at the server(2) to selection of an
ovenlay image (82) at the remote location so as
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to change the video-on-demand stream in ac-
cordance with the corresponding respective
control function.
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Description

Background of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to systems and
methods for managing content. More particularly, the
present invention relates to generating interactive con-
tent presented to users based on programming viewed
or played on user equipment devicesthat are networked
together.
[0002] User equipment devices today may have the
ability to, for example, take into account the content that
a user has seen before when presenting interactive in-
formation to the user, or when performing an operation
such as recording television programming at the users
direction. Such user equipmentdevices are aimed at be-
ing customizable to a particular user. However, with the
adventof localized networks of user equipmentdevices,
such as a home networkof interconnected user equip-
ment devices, users have a tendency to view media on
manyif not all of the user equipment devices in a given
network on a regular basis. Beyond that, as user equip-
mentdevices becomeincreasingly prevalent, users have
a greater tendencyto view media on user equipment de-
vices that are outside of a home network, and yetthat
still may be connected to the overarching network to
which user equipmentdevices in the home network are
connected. It would therefore be desirable to provide a
system for allowing network-connected user equipment
devices to be customized to users based on users’ view-

ing histories.
[0003] Furthermore, the ability of known systems to
identify previously viewed content, and then make use
of such information, is limited both in terms of breadth of
functionality with which this information is utilized, and
the depth of information concerning previously viewed
contentthat is generated. For example, currenttelevision
program guides provide features that include, among oth-
ers, "Repeats", "First Run" and "Season Pass". The "Re-
peats” feature identifies a particular program that has
been previously broadcast, regardless of whetheror not
that program has actually been watched by a specific
viewer. The "First Run” feature identifies programming
that is being broadcastor run forthe very first time. The
"Season Pass” feature, meanwhile, allows users to pur-
chase an entire upcoming season of a program. Other
features of such guides include recommendations,
searches, and other interactive displays of content in-
cluding programming, advertisements or other media.All
of these features, however, currently do not enable users
to view in a detailed manner,if at all, the extent to which
the identified programs have been previously viewed.It
would be desirable to provide users with such information
in order to better help users identify the programmingin
which they have the mostinterest. Also, even those pro-
gram guides that are presently capable of identifying pre-
viously viewed contentprovidelittle detail about the view-
ing history of such content, in addition to lacking sophis-
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ticated ways of representing such content. It would be
desirable, therefore, to provide a system that is capable
of providing a greater level of sophistication in connection
with the viewing history and displays of previouslyviewed
content.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] Thepresentinvention addresses the above and
other problems by providing systems and methodsfor
managing the display of interactive content based on a
viewing history for an individual, a device, or a home net-
work. By managing content based on a viewing history
foranindividual, a device, or ahome network, the present
invention may efficiently accommodate the viewing hab-
its of one or more usersinteracting with one or more user
devices that are communicatively coupled to a home net-
work,or are interacting with two or more home networks
that are communicatively coupled to each other.
[0005] The viewing history may include compilation of
content that has been displayed,’viewed, or played on at
least one userdevice that is communicatively coupled to
a home network. In addition, a viewing history may be
created, modified, and updated for a particular user, a
particular user device, or a home network. The viewing
history mayprovide a frameworkor guideline for enabling
an interactive media guidance application to generate
interactive content. Interactive content may be content
that is displayed by a interactive media guidance appli-
cation such as, for example, listings of programming,ad-
vertisements, and information screens.

[0006] An advantage of the present invention is that
the interactive content may be customized based on the
viewing history. For example, the interactive media guid-
ance system maydisplayalist of programming that has
not been viewed according to the viewing history. As an-
other example, the interactive media guidance applica-
tion may display advertisements that have not been
viewed according to the viewing history.
[0007] Content management at an individual level
within a home network may enable a media guidance
application te provide interactive content that is specific
to each user regardless of which user device the user
uses. For example, whenafirst user views a particular
program (e.g., a television show)in the living room, the
viewing history forthefirst user may be updated to reflect
the fact that the first user has viewed that particular pro-
gram. Thereafter, when thefirst user retires to the bed-
room (or any other room having a user device commu-
nicatively coupled to the home network), and decidesto
watch another program, the system may omit the listing
of the particular program that the first user viewed in the
living room fromalisting of programs that may bedis-
played on a userdevice in the bedroom. In contrast, if a
second user accessesthe user devicein either the living
room or the bedroom and has not viewedthe particular
program viewedbythefirst user, the system maydisplay
the particular program inalisting for the second user.
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[0008] Content management at a user device level
within a home network may enable a media guidance
application to provide interactive content that is based
on the content viewed at a selected user device. For ex-

ample, aselected user device may be treated as the mas-
ter and the other user devices maybetreated as slaves.
In a master/slave arrangement, the viewing history may
be created, modified, or updated based on the content
viewed at the master user device. Thus, the interactive
content generated for display on both the master and
slave devices is based on the viewinghistory of the mas-
ter user device.

[0009] Content managementat a home networklevel
may enable a media guidance application to provide in-
teractive content that is based on the content viewed at

any one of several user devices communicatively cou-
pled to a home network.In this arrangement, whenever
an item of programming is viewed on a user device that
is communicatively coupled to the home network, that
program may notbe presentedin alisting of programming
on that particular user device, nor any other user device
that is communicatively coupled to the home network.
For example, assume that a home network is communi-
catively coupled to three different user devices. If "Su-
perman”is viewed on afirst user device, a viewing history
forthe home network may be updatedto reflect this view-
ing event. Thus, none of the user devices may display
"Superman’inalisting of programming.If "Wonderwom-
an"is viewed ona second userdevice, the viewing history
for the home network maybe updatedto reflectthis view-
ing event. Again, none of the user devices maydisplay
"Wonderwoman’ in a listing of programming.
[0010] Managing content across two or more home
networks may enable the media guidance application to
provide interactive content that is based on the content
viewed at a selected home network. For example, a user
may havea first home network(e.g., located at his or her
house) and a second home network(e.g., located at his
or her vacation house). In one embodiment, which as-
sumesthat the first home networkis the selected home

network, any item of programming that is viewed at the
first home network may not be presentedinalisting of
programming at the second network.

Brief Description of the Drawing

[0011] FIG. 1 is a diagram of anillustrative interactive
television system in accordancewith the present inven-
tion.

[0012] FIG. 2isadiagram ofillustrative user television
equipment in accordance with the present invention.
[0013] FIG. 3isa diagram of additionalillustrative user
television equipment in accordance with the presentin-
vention.

[0014] FIG. 4isadiagram ofan illustrative remote con-
trol in accordancewith the present invention.
[0015] FIG. 5isadiagram ofillustrative user computer
equipment in accordance with the present invention.
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[0016] FIG. 6 is a generalized diagram ofillustrative
user equipmentin accordancewith the presentinvention.
[0017] FIG. 7 is a diagram of anillustrative home net-
workin which a plurality of user equipmentis implement-
ed in a star configuration in accordancewith the present
invention.

[0018] FIG. 8ais a diagram ofan illustrative home net-
workin whicha plurality of user equipmentis implement-
ed in atree configuration in accordance with the present
invention.

[0019] FIG. 8bis a diagram ofan illustrative home net-
workin which a plurality of user equipmentis implement-
ed in aring configuration in accordance with the present
invention.

[0020] FIG. 8cis a diagram of anillustrative home net-
workin which a plurality of user equipmentis implement-
ed in a bus configuration in accordancewith the present
invention.

[0021] FIG. 9 is a diagram of anillustrative home net-
workin which a plurality of user equipment and a server
are implementedin a client-server configuration in ac-
cordance with the present invention.
[0022] FIG. 10is a diagram ofan illustrative home net-
workin a client-server configuration and in which the set-
top-box acts as the server in accordance with the present
invention.

[0023] FIG. 11a is a diagram of a plurality of home
networks implemented in an illustrative neighborhood
node configuration in accordancewith the present inven-
tion.

[0024] FIG. 11b is a diagrarn ofan illustrative system
in which servers are located at network nodesin accord-

ancewith the presentinvention.
[0025] FIG. 11c is a diagram of twoillustrative home
networks that have been interconnected in accordance

with the present invention.
[0026] FIG. 11d is a diagram of twoillustrative home
networksthat have been interconnected via a serverin

accordance with the present invention.
[0027] FIG. 12shows severaldifferent types of content
that may be monitored for creating, modifying, or updat-
ing a viewing history in accordance with the presentin-
vention.

[0028] FIG. 13 shows several monitors that may be
used to track various aspects of the viewed or played
content in accordancewith the present invention.
[0029] FIG. 14 showsanillustrative display screen for
allowing a user to manually enter previously viewed con-
tent in accordancewith the present invention.
[0030] FIG. 15 showsanillustrative flow diagram in
connection with allowing a user to manually enter previ-
ously viewed content in accordance with the presentin-
vention.

[0031] FIG. 16is a diagram ofan illustrative home net-
workin which a plurality of user equipment devices are
coupled to a local database server in accordance with
the present invention.
[0032] FIG. 17 shows severaldifferent types of inter-
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active content that may be generated and displayed by
an interactive media guidance application in accordance
with the present invention.
[0033] FIG. 18a showsanillustrative flow diagram for
displaying media content based on the viewing history
of a user in a home network in accordance with the

presentinvention.
[0034] FIG. 18b showsanillustrative flow diagram for
updating a viewing history for several identified users in
accordance with the presentinvention.
[0035] FIG. 18c showsanillustrative flow diagram for
generating interactive contented based on a viewing his-
tory of a selected user devices in accordance with the
presentinvention.
[0036] FIG. 18d showsanillustrative flow diagram for
generating interactive content based on a viewinghistory
of a home networkin accordancewith the present inven-
tion.

[0037] FIG. 18e showsanillustrative flow diagram for
generating interactive content based on a selected one
of at least two home networksin accordance with the

presentinvention.
[0038] FIG. 19 showsanillustrative display screen for
selecting a user profile at a user equipment device ina
home network in accordancewith the presentinvention.
[0039] FIG. 20 showsanillustrative flow diagram for
displaying interactive content or media content based on
a ranking process that is applied to previously viewed
media content in accordancewith the presentinvention.
[0040] FIG. 21a showsanillustrative display screen
for displaying previously viewed content in accordance
with the present invention.
[0041] FIG. 21b shows another illustrative display
screen for displaying previously viewed content in ac-
cordance with the present invention.
[0042] FIG. 21c shows yet anotherillustrative display
screen for displaying previously viewed content in ac-
cordance with the present invention.
[0043] FIG. 21d showsyet another illustrative display
screen for displaying previously viewed contentin ac-
cordance with the present invention.
[0044] FIG. 21e showsyetanother illustrative display
screen for displaying previously viewed content in ac-
cordance with the present invention.
[0045] FIG. 21f shows yet another illustrative display
screen for displaying previously viewed content in ac-
cordance with the present invention.
[0046] FIG. 21g showsyet another illustrative display
screen for displaying previously viewed contentin ac-
cordance with the present invention.
[0047] FIG. 21h showsyetanother illustrative display
screen for displaying previously viewed content in ac-
cordance with the present invention.
[0048] FIG. 22 showsanillustrative display screen for
allowing a user to enable, disable or modify settings re-
lating to the feature of tracking previously viewed content
in accordancewith the present invention.
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Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments
 

[0049] The amount of media available to users in any
given media delivery system can be substantial. Conse-
quently, many users desire a form of media guidance,
an interface that allows usersto efficiently navigate me-
dia selections and easily identify media that they may
desire. An application which provides such guidanceis
referred to herein as an interactive media guidance ap-
plication or, sometimes, a guidanceapplication.
[0050] Interactive media guidance applications may
take various forms depending on the media for which
they provide guidance. One typical type of media guid-
ance application is an interactive television program
guide. Interactive television program guides are well-
known guidance applications that, among other things,
allow users to navigate among and locatetelevision pro-
gramming viewing choices and, in some systems,digital
music choices. The television programming (and music
programming) maybe providedvia traditional broadcast,
cable, satellite, Internet, or any other means. The pro-
gramming may be provided on a subscription basis
(sometimes referred to as premium programming), as
pay-per-view programs, or on-demand suchasin video-
on-demand (VOD) systems.
[0051] With the adventof the Internet, mobile comput-
ing, and high-speed wireless networks, users are able to
access media on personal computers (PCs) and devices
on which theytraditionally could not. Non-television-cen-
tric platforms(i.e., platforms that distribute media with
equipmentnot part of the user's broadcast, cable or sat-
ellite television-delivery network)allow usersto navigate
amongandlocate desirable videoclips, full motion videos
(which mayincludetelevision programs), images, music
files, and other suitable media. Consequently, media
guidanceis also necessary on modern non-television-
centric platiorms. For example, media guidance applica-
tions may be provided as on-line applications(i.e., pro-
vided on a web-site), or as stand-alone applications or
clients on hand-held computers, personaldigital assist-
ants (PDAs) or cellular telephones. In some systems,
users may control equipment remotely via a media guid-
ance application. For example, users may access an on-
line media guide and set recordings or other settings on
their in home equipment. This may be accomplished by
the on-line guide controlling the user’s equipmentdirectly
or via another media guide that runs on the user’s equip-
ment. Remote accessof interactive media guidance ap-
plications is discussed in greater detail in U.S. Patent
Application No. 11/246 392, filed October 7, 2005, which
is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.
[0052] Anillustrative interactive media guidance sys-
tem 100 in accordance with the present invention is
shownin FIG. 1. System 100 is intendedtoillustrate a
numberof approaches by which media of various types,
and guidance for such media, may be provided to (and
accessed by) end-users. The present invention, howev-
er, may be applied in systems employing any one ora
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subset of these approaches, or in systems employing
other approachesfor delivering media and providing me-
dia guidance.
[0053] The first approach represents a typical televi-
sion-centric system in which users may accesstelevision
(and in some systems music) programming. This in-
cludes programming sources 102 and distribution facility
104. Media such as television programming and digital
musicis provided from programming sources102to dis-
tribution facility 104, using communications path 106.
Communications path 106 may bea satellite path,a fiber-
optic path, a cable path, or any other suitable wired or
wireless communications path or combination of such
paths.
[0054] Programming sources 102 may be any suitable
sources of television and music programming, such as
television broadcasters (e.g., NBC, ABC, and HBO) or
other television or music production studios. Program-
ming sources 102 may provide television programming
in a variety of formats in high definition and standard def-
inition, such as, for example, 1080p, 1080i, 720p, 480p,
480i, and any other suitable format.
[0055] Distribution facility 104 may be a cable system
headend,a satellite television distribution facility, a tele-
vision broadcaster, or any other suitable facility for dis-
tributing video media (e.g., television programs, video-
on-demand programs, pay-per-view programs) and au-
dio media (e.g., music programming and musicclips) to
the equipmentof subscribers of the corresponding cable,
satellite, or IPTV system. In some approaches,distribu-
tion facility 104 mayalso distribute other media to users,
such as video and audio clips, web pages, and interactive
applications, that may be offeredto subscribers of a given
cable, satellite, or IPTV system. There are typically nu-
merousdistribution facilities 104 in system 100, but only
one is shown in FIG. 1 to avoid overcomplicating the
drawing.
[0056] Distribution facility 104 may be connected to
various user equipmentdevices 108, 110, and 112. Such
user equipment devices maybe located, for example, in
the homesof users. User equipment devices mayinclude
usertelevision equipment 110, user computer equipment
112, or any other type of user equipment suitable for ac-
cessing media. User equipment 108 maybe any type of
user equipment(e.g., user television equipment, user
computer equipment, cellular phones, handheld video
players, gaming platforms, etc.) and, for simplicity, user
equipment devices may be referred to generally as user
equipment 108.
[0057] User equipment devices 108, 110, and112may
receive media (such as television, music, web pages,
etc.) and other data from distribution facility 104 over
communications paths, such as communications paths
114, 116, and 118, respectively. User equipment devices
108, 110, 112 may also transmit signals to distribution
facility 104 over paths 114, 116, and 118, respectively.
Paths 114, 116, and 118 may be cables or other wired
connections, free-space connections(e.g., for broadcast
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or other wireless signals), satellite links, or any othersuit-
able link or combinationoflinks.

[0058] Asecondapproachillustratedin FIG. 1 by which
media and media guidance are provided to end users is
a non-television-centric approach. In this approach me-
diasuch as video (which mayinclude television program-
ming), audio, images, web pages, or a suitable combi-
nation thereof, are provided to equipment of a plurality
of users(e.g., user equipment108, usertelevision equip-
ment 110, and user computer equipment 112) by server
130 via communications network 126. This approachis
non-television-centric because media (e.g., television
programming)is provided by and delivered at least par-
tially, and sometimes exclusively, via equipment that
have nottraditionally been primarily focused on the tel-
evision viewing experience. Non-television-centric
equipmentis playing a larger role in the television viewing
experience.
[0059] In some embodimentsfor this approach, com-
munications network 126is the Internet. Server 130 may
provide for example, a web site that is accessible to the
user's equipment and provides an on-line guidance ap-
plication for the user. In such approaches, the user’s
equipment may be, for example, a PC or a hand-held
device such as a PDA or web-enabledcellular telephone
that incorporates a web browser. In other embodiments,
server 130 uses the Internet as a transmission medium

but does notuse the Web.In such approaches, the user’s
equipment may run a client application that enables the
user to access media.In still other approaches, commu-
nications network 126 is a private communications net-
work, such as a cellular phone network, that does not
include the Internet.

[0060] In yet other approaches, communications net-
work 126 includes a private communications network and
the Internet. For example, a cellular telephone or other
mobile-device service provider may provide Internet ac-
cessto its subscribers via a private communications net-
work, or may provide media such as videoclips or tele-
vision programsto its subscribers via the Internet and its
own network.

[0061] The aforementioned approachesfor providing
media may, in some embodiments, be combined. For
example, a distribution facility 104 may provideatelevi-
sion-centric media delivery system, while also providing
users’ equipment(e.g., 108, 110 and 112) with access
to other non-television-centric delivery systemsprovided
by server 130. For example, a users equipment may
include a web-enabled set-top box oratelevision enabled
PC.Distribution facility 104 may, in addition to television
and music programming, provide the user with Internet
access wherebythe user may access server130 via com-
munications network 126. Distribution facility 104 may
communicate with communications network 126 over

anysuitable path 134, such as a wired path, acable path,
fiber-optic path, satellite path, or combination of such
paths.
[0062] Media guidance applications may be provided
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using any approach suitable for the type of media and
distribution system for which the applications are used.
Media guidanceapplications may be, for example, stand
alone applications implemented on users’ equipment.In
other embodiments, media guidance applications may
be client-server applications where only the client resides
onthe users’ equipment.In still other embodiments, guid-
ance applications may be provided as websites ac-
cessed by a browser implemented on the users’ equip-
ment. Whatever the chosen implementation, the guid-
ance application will require information about the media
for whichit is providing guidance. For example, titles or
namesof media, brief descriptions, or other information
may be necessaryto allow users to navigate among and
find desired media selections.

[0063] Insometelevision-centric embodiments, for ex-
ample, the guidance application may be a stand-alone
interactive television program guide that receives pro-
gram guide data via a data feed (e.g., a continuous feed,
trickle feed, or data in the vertical blanking interval of a
channel). Data source 120 in system 100 may include a
program listings databasethat is used to provide the user
with television program-related information such as
scheduled broadcasttimes, titles, channels, ratings in-
formation (e.g., parental ratings andcritic’s ratings), de-
tailed title descriptions, genre or category information
(e.g., sports, news, movies, etc.), program format (e.g.,
standard definition, high definition) and information on
actors and actresses. Data source 120 mayalso be used
to provide advertisements (e.g., program guide adver-
tisements and advertisements for other interactive tele-

vision applications), real-time data suchas sports scores,
stock quotes, news data, and weatherdata, application
data for one ormore media guidance applications or other
interactive applications, and any other suitable data for
use by system 100. As another example, data source
120 may provide data indicating the types of information
that may be includedin interactive media guidance over-
lays (e.g., at the request of the user, absent user modi-
fication, etc.).
[0064] Program guide data may be provided to user
equipment, including user equipment located on home
network 113, using any suitable approach. For example,
program schedule data and other data may be provided
to the user equipment on a television channel sideband,
in the vertical blanking interval of a television channel,
using an in-band digital signal, using an out-of-band dig-
ital signal, or by any other suitable data transmission
technique. Program schedule data and other data may
be provided to user equipment on multiple analog or dig-
ital televisionchannels. Program schedule data and other
data may be provided to the user equipment with any
suitable frequency (e.g., continuously,daily, in response
to a request from user equipment, etc.).
[0065]_In some television-centric embodiments, guid-
ance data from data source 120 may be provided to us-
ers’ equipment using a client-server approach. For ex-
ample, a guidance application client residing on the us-
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er’s equipment mayinitiate sessions with server 140 to
obtain guidance data when needed. In some embodi-
ments, the guidance application mayinitiate sessions
with server 140 via a home network server (€.g., a server
located in home network 113 that supports the user
equipment devices located in home network 113).
[0066] There may be multiple data sources (such as
data source 120) in system 100, although only one data
source is shawn in FIG. 1 to avoid overcomplicating the
drawing. For example, a separate data source may be
associated with each of a plurality of television broad-
casters and may provide data that is specific to those
broadcasters (e.g., advertisements for future program-
ming of the broadcasters, logo datafor displaying broad-
casters’ logos in program guide display screens,etc.).
Data source 120 and any other system components of
FIG. 1 may be provided using equipment at one or more
locations. Systems components are drawnas single box-
es in FIG. 1 to avoid overcomplicating the drawings.
[0067] Data source 120 may provide data to distribu-
tion facility 104 over communications path 122 for distri-
bution to the associated user equipment and homenet-
work 113 (discussed below) over paths 114, 116, 118,
and 119 (e.g., when data source 120 is located at a main
facility). Communications path 122 may be anysuitable
communications path such as a satellite communications
path or other wireless path, a fiber-optic or other wired
communications path, a path that supports Internet com-
munications, or other suitable path or combination of
suchpaths.
[0068] In some television-centric and non-television
centric approaches, data source 120 mayprovide guid-
ancedata directly to user equipment 108 over path 124,
communications network 126, and path 128 (e.g., when
data source 120 is located at a facility such as one of
programming sources 102). In some embodiments of the
presentinvention, data source 120 may provide guidance
data directly to user equipmentlocated on home network
113 (discussed below) over path’124, communications
network 126, and path 139 (e.g., when data source 120
is located at a facility such as one of programming sourc-
es 102). Paths 124, 128, and 139 may be wired paths
such as telephonelines, cable paths, fiber-optic paths,
satellite paths, wireless paths, any other suitable paths
oracombination of such paths. Communications network
126 may be anysuitable communications network, such
as the Internet, the public switched telephone network,
or a packet-based network.
[0069] User equipment devices, including user equip-
ment devices located on home network 113 (discussed
below), such as user television equipment and personal
computers, may use the program schedule data and oth-
er interactive media guidance application data to display
program listings and other information (e.g., information
on digital music) for the user. An interactive television
program guide application or other suitable interactive
media guidance application may be used to display the
information on the user’s display (e.g., in one or more
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overlays that are displayed on top of video for a given
television channel). Interactive displays may be gener-
ated and displayed for the user using any suitable ap-
proach. In one suitable approach, distribution facility 104,
server 130, or another facility, may generate application
display screens and may transmit the display screens to
user equipmentfordisplay. In another suitable approach,
user equipment maystore data for use in one or more
interactive displays (e.g., program schedule data, adver-
tisements, logos, etc.), and an interactive media guid-
ance application implemented at least partially on the
user equipment may generate the interactive displays
based on instructions received from distribution facility
104, server 130 or another facility. In some embodiments
of the present invention, user equipment may store only
the data that is used to generate the interactive television
displays (e.g., storing logo data for a particular television
broadcasteronly if the logo is to be included in one or
more interactive television displays). In some embodi-
ments of the present invention, user equipment may store
data that is not necessarily used to generate the interac-
tive television displays (e.g., storing advertisements as-
sociated with a particulartelevision broadcaster that may
or may not be displayed depending on, for example, the
outcomeof negotiations with the television broadcaster).
Any other suitable approach or combination of approach-
es may be used to generate and display interactive over-
lays for the user.
[0070] In still other embodiments, interactive media
guidanceapplications (television-centric and non-televi-
sion centric) may be provided online as, for example,
websites. For example, server 130 may provide an online
interactive television program guide. As another exam-
ple, user equipment 108 may be a mobile device, such
as a cellular telephone or personal digital assistant
(PDA). The mobile device may be web-enabled to allow
the userto access an on-line guidance application (which
may be modified from its original version to makeit ap-
propriate for a cellular phone). Alternatively, the mobile
device may have an applet that communicateswith serv-
er 130 to obtain guidance data via the Internet.
[0071] Server 130 may receive program schedule data
and otherdata from data source 120 via communications

path 124, communications network 126, and communi-
cations path 132 or via another suitable path or combi-
nation of paths. Path 132 may be a satellite path, fiber-
optic path, wired path, or any other path or combination
of paths. User equipment 108 may access the on-line
interactive media guidance application and other sources
from server 130 via communications path 128. User
equipment 108 may also access the application and other
services on server 130 via communications path 114,
distribution facility 104, and communications path 134.
Forexample, acable modem or other suitable equipment
may be used by user equipment 108 to communicate
with distribution facility 104.
[0072] User equipment such as user television equip-
ment 110, usercomputerequipment112, and user equip-
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ment located on home network 113 may access the on-
line interactive media guidance application and server
130 using similar arrangements. User television equip-
ment 110 may accessthe on-line interactive media guid-
ance application and server 130 using communications
path 136 or using path 116, distribution facility 104, and
path 134. User computer equipment 112 may access the
on-line interactive media guidance application, and serv-
er 130 using communications path 138 orusing path 118,
distribution facility 104, and path 134. User equipment
located on home network 113 may access the on-line
media guidance application and server 130 using com-
munications path 139 or using path 119, distrioution fa-
cility 104, and path 134. Paths 136, 138, and 139 may
be any suitable paths such as wired paths, cable paths,
fiber-optic paths, wireless paths, satellite paths, ora com-
bination of such paths.
[0073] In some embodiments, system 100 may sup-
port other interactive applications in addition to the inter-
active media guidance applications. Such applications
may be implemented using any suitable approach. For
example, the interactive applications may be implement-
ed locally on the user equipmentorin a distributed fash-
ion (e.g., using a client-server architecture in which the
user equipment serves at least partly, and for at least
some of the time, as the client and a server, such as
server 140 atdistribution facility 104, server 130, or other
suitable equipment acts as the server). Other distributed
architectures may also be used if desired. Moreover,
someorall of the features of the interactive applications
of system 100 (including the media guidance application)
may be provided using operating system software or mid-
dleware software. Such operating system software and
middleware may be used instead of or in combination
with application-level software. In yet other approaches,
interactive applications may also be supported by servers
or other suitable equipment at one or more service pro-
viders such as service provider 142. Regardless of the
particular arrangementused,the software that supports
these features may be referred to as an application or
applications.
[0074] Forexample,an interactive application such as
a home shopping service may be supported by a service
provider such as service provider 142 that has sales rep-
resentatives, order fulfillment facilities, account mainte-
nancefacilities, and other equipment for supporting in-
teractive home shopping features. A home shopping ap-
plication that is implemented using the user equipment
may be used to accessthe service provider to provide
such features to the user. The user equipment may ac-
cess service provider142 via distribution facility 104 and
communications path 144 or via communications net-
work 126 and communications path 146. Communica-
tions paths such as paths 144 and 146 maybeanysuit-
able paths such as wired paths, cable paths, fiber-optic
paths, satellite paths, or a combination of such paths.
[0075] Another example of an interactive application
is a home banking application. A home banking service
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may be supported using personnelat facilities such as
service provider 142. An interactive home banking appli-
cation that is implemented using the user equipment may
access the home banking servicevia distribution facility
104 and communications path 144 or via communica-
tions network 126 and communications path 146.
[0076]_If desired, an interactive media guidance appli-
cation such as a network-based video recorderor a vid-

e0-on-demandapplication may be supported using serv-
er 140, server 130, a home network server, or equipment
at service provider 142. Video-on-demand content and
video recorded using a network-based video recorder
arrangement may be stored on server 140 or server 130
ora home network serverorat service provider 142 and
may be provided to the user equipment when requested
by users. An interactive television program guide, for ex-
ample, may be used to support the functions of a personal
video recorder (sometimescalled a digital video record-
er) that is implemented using user equipment 108. Illus-
trative equipment that may be used to support personal
video recorder functions include specialized personal
video recorder devices, integrated receiver decoders
(IRDs), set-top boxes with integrated or external hard
drives, or personal computers with video recording ca-
pabilities.
[0077] Interactive applications such as media guid-
ance applications (e.g., interactive television program
guide applications and video-on-demand applications),
home shopping applications, home banking applications,
gameapplications, and other applications (e.g., applica-
tions related to e-mail and chat or other communications

functions, etc.) may be provided as separate applications
that are accessed through a navigation shell application
(i.e., amenu application with menu options correspond-
ing to the applications). Tne features of such applications
may be combined. For example, games, video-on-de-
mand services, home shopping services, network-based
video recorder functions, personal video recorder func-
tions, navigational functions, program guide functions,
communications functions, and other suitable functions
maybe provided using one application or any othersuit-
able numberof applications. The one or more applica-
tions may display various overlays on user equipment
including, for example, interactive television information
on top of video for a given television channel.
[0078] Interactive television program guide applica-
tions, home banking applications, home shopping appli-
cations, network-based video recorder and personalvid-
eo recorder applications, video-on-demand applications,
gaming applications, communications applications, and
navigational applications are only a few illustrative ex-
amples of the types of interactive media guidance and
other applications that may be supported by system 100.
Other suitable interactive applications that may be sup-
ported include news services, web browsing and other
Internet services, and interactive wagering services(e.g.,
for wagering on horse races, sporting events, and the
like). Interactive television overlays that are displayed by
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these applications may also be customized in accord-
ancewith the present invention.
[0079] Users may have multiple types of user equip-
mentby which they access media and obtain media guid-
ance. For example, some users may have homenet-
worksthat are accessed by in-home and mobile devices.
As shown in FIG. 1, home network 113 communicates
with distribution facility 104 and server 130 over paths
119 and 139 (and, in the case of server 130, communi-
cations network 126). Such home networks 113 may be
located, for example, in homes of users or distributed,
forexample, among homesof users. Home networks 113
may each include a plurality of interconnected user
equipmentdevices, such as, for example user equipment
devices 108, 110 and 112. In some embodiments, users
may control in-home devices via a media guidance ap-
plication implemented on a remote device. For example,
users may access an online media guidance application
on a website via a personal computerattheir office, ora
mobile device such as a PDA or web-enabled cellular

telephone. The user mayset settings (e.g., recordings,
reminders, or other settings) on the on-line guidance ap-
plication to control the user’s in-home equipment. The
on-line guide may control the users equipmentdirectly,
or by communicating with a media guidance application
on the user’s in-home equipment.
[0080] FIGS. 2-6 showillustrative arrangements for
user equipment. An illustrative set-top box-based ar-
rangement for user equipment 110 is shown in FIG. 2.
Usertelevision equipment 110 may be stand-alone ora
part of home network 113 (FIG. 1). Input/output 202 may
be connected to communications paths such as paths
116 and 136 (FIG. 1). Input/output functions may be pro-
vided by one or more wires or communications paths,
but are shown as a single path in FIG. 2 to avoid over-
complicating the drawing. Television programming, pro-
gram guide data, and anyother suitable interactive media
guidance application data or other data may be received
using input/output 202. Commands and requests and
other data generated as a result of user interactions with
the interactive media guidance application may also be
transmitted over input/output 202.
[0081] Set-top box 204 may be anysuitable analog or
digital set-top box (e.g., acable set-top box). Set-top box
204 may contain an analog tunerfor tuning to a desired
analogtelevision channel (e.g., achannel comprising tel-
evision programming, interactive television data, or
both). Set-top box 204 mayalso contain digital decoding
circuitry for receiving digital television channels (e.g.,
channels comprising television or music programming,
interactive television data, etc.). Set-top box 204 may
alsocontain a high-definition television tuner for receiving
and processing high-definition television channels. Ana-
log, digital, and high-definition channels may be handled
together if desired. Multiple tuners may be provided (e.g.,
to handle simultaneous watch and record functions or

picture-in-picture (PIP) functions). Box 204 may be an
integrated receiver decoder (IRD) that handles satellite
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television. If desired, box 204 mayhavecircuitry for han-
dling cable, over-the-air broadcast, and satellite content.
[0082] Set-top box 204 may be configured to output
media, such astelevision programs, in a preferred for-
mat. Because television programs may be received ina
variety of formats, set-top box 204 may contain scaler
circuitry for upconverting and downconverting television
programsinto the preferred output format used by set-
top box 204. For example, set-top box 204 may be con-
figured to output television programsin 720p.In this ex-
ample, the scaler circuitry may upconvert standard-def-
inition television programs having 480 lines of vertical
resolution to 720p format and downconvert certain high-
definition television programs having 1080lines of verti-
cal resolution to 720p format.
[0083] Box 204 mayinclude a storage device (e.g., a
digital storage device such as a hard disk drive) for pro-
viding recording capabilities. Box 204 may also be con-
nected to a recording device 206 such as a video cassette
recorder, personal video recorder, optical disc recorder,
or other device or devices with storage capabilities. In
some embodiments, box 204 may be configured to
record either standard-definition television programs or
high-definition television programs. In some embodi-
ments, box 204 may be configured to record both stand-
ard-definition television programs and high-definitiontel-
evision programs.
[0084] Set-top box 204 contains a processor(e.g., a
microcontroller or microprocessororthe like) that is used
to execute software applications. Set-top box 204 may
contain memory such as random-access memory for use
when executing applications. Nonvolatile memory may
also be used (e.g., to launch a boot-up routine and other
instructions). Hard disk storage in box 204 orin recording
device 206 may be used to back up data and to otherwise
support larger databases and storage requirements than
may be supported using random-access memory ap-
proaches. Hard disk storage in box 204 or in recording
device 206 may also be used to store and backuppro-
gram guide settings or saved user preferences.
[0085] Set-top box 204 mayhaveinfrared (IR) or other
communications circuitry for communicating with a re-
mote control or wireless keyboard. Set-top box 204 may
also have dedicated buttons andafront-panel display.
The front-panel display may, for example, be used to
display the current channel to which the set-top box is
tuned.

[0086] Set-top box 204 may also have communica-
tions circuitry such as acable modem, an integrated serv-
ices digital network (ISDN) modem,a digital subscriber
line (DSL) modem, a telephone modem,or a wireless
modem for communications with other equipment. Such
communications may involve the Internet or any other
suitable communications networks or paths. If desired,
the components of set-top box 204 may be integrated
into other user equipment(e.g., a television or video re-
corder).
[0087] Recording device 206 may be used to record
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videos provided by set-top box 204. For example, if set-
top box 204 is tuned to a given television channel, the
video signal for that television channel may be passed
to recording device 206 for recording on a videocassette,
compactdisc, digital video disk, or internal hard drive or
other storage device. In some embodiments, recording
device 206 may be configured to record either standard-
definition television programsor high-definition television
programs. In some embodiments, recording device 206
may be configured to record both standard-definition tel-
evision programs and high-definition television pro-
grams. Recording device 206 may have communications
circuitry such as a cable modem, an ISDN modem, a
DSL modem,ora telephone modem for communications
with other equipment. Such communications may involve
the Internet or any other suitable communications net-
works or paths. The components of recording device 206
may be integrated into other user equipment(e.g., a tel-
evision, stereo equipment, etc.).
[0088] Recording device 206 may be controlled using
a remote control or other suitable user interface. If de-

sired, video recorder functions such asstart, stop, record
and other functions for device 206 may be controlled by
set-top box 204. For example, set-top box 204 may con-
trol recording device 206 using infrared commandsdi-
rected toward the remote control inputs of recording de-
vice 206 or set-top box 204 may control recording device
206 using other wired or wireless communications paths
between box 204 and device 206.

[0089] The output of recording device 206 may be pro-
vided to television 208 for display to the user. In some
embodiments, television 208 may be capable of display-
ing high-definition programming (i.e., HDTV-capable). If
desired, multiple recording devices 206 or no recording
device 206 maybe used.If recording device 206 is not
present or is not being actively used, the video signals
from set-top box 204 may be provided directly to televi-
sion 208. Anysuitable television or monitor may be used
to display the video. For example, if the videois in a high-
definition format, an HDTV-capable television or monitor
is required to display the video. In the equipmentof FIG.
2 and the other equipment of system 100 (FIG. 1), the
audio associated with various videoitemsis typically dis-
tributed with those video items and is generally played
back to the user as the videos are played. In some em-
bodiments, the audio may be distributed to a receiver
(not shown), which processes and outputs the audio via
external speakers (not shown).
[0090] Another illustrative arrangement for user tele-
vision equipment 110 (FIG. 1) is shown in FIG. 3. User
television equipment 110 may be stand-alone or a part
of home network 113 (FIG. 1). In the example of FIG. 3,
user television equipment 110 includes a recording de-
vice 302 such as a digital video recorder(e.g., a personal
video recorder (PVR)) that uses a hard diskor otherstor-
age for recording video. Recording device 302 mayal-
ternatively be a digital video disc recorder, compact disc
recorder, videocassette recorder, or other suitable re-
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cording device. Equipment 110 of FIG. 3may also include
a television 304. In some embodiments, television 304
may be HDTV-capable. Input/output 306 may be con-
nected to communications paths such as paths 116 and
136 (FIG. 1). Television programming, program schedule
data, and other data (e.g., advertisement data, data in-
dicating one or more television channels for which the
display of an overlay is to be customized, etc.) may be
received using input/output 306. Commands and re-
quests and other data from the user may be transmitted
over input/output 306.
[0091] Recording device 302 maycontain at least one
analog tuner for tuning to a desired analog television
channel (e.g., to display video for a given television chan-
nel to a user, to receive program guide data and other
data) and multiple other tuners may also be provided.
Recording device 302 mayalso contain digital decoding
circuitry for receiving digital television programming, mu-
sic programming, program guide data, and other data on
one or more digital channels. Recording device 302 may
also contain circuitry for receiving high-definition televi-
sion channels. If desired, recording device 302 may con-
tain circuitry for handling analog,digital, and high-defini-
tion channels. Recording device 302 also contains a
processor (e.g., a microcontroller or microprocessor or
the like) that is used to execute software applications.
Recording device 302 may contain memory such as ran-
dom-access memory for use when executing applica-
tions. Nonvolatile memory may also be used to store a
boot-up routine or other instructions. The hard disk and
other storage in recording device 302 may be used to
support databases (e.g., program guide databases or
other interactive television application databases). The
hard disk or other storage in recording device 302 may
also be used to record video such astelevision programs
or video-on-demand content or other content provided
to recording device 302 over input/output 306.
[0092] Recording device 302 may have IR communi-
cationscircuitry or other suitable communicationscircuit-
ry for communicating with a remote control. Recording
device 302 mayalso have dedicated buttons and a front-
paneldisplay. The front-panel display may, for example,
be used to display the current channel to which the re-
cording device is tuned.
[0093] Recording device 302 may also have commu-
nications circuitry such as a cable modem,an ISDN mo-
dem, a DSL modem,a telephone modem,or a wireless
modem for communications with other equipment. Such
communications mayinvolve the Internet or other suita-
ble communications networks or paths.
[0094] If desired, recording device 302 may include a
satellite receiver or other equipment that has wireless
communicationscircuitry for receiving satellite signals.
[0095] Recording device 302 of FIG. 3 or recording
device 206 of FIG. 2 may record new video while previ-
ously recorded video is being played back on television
304 or 208. This allows users to press a pause button
during normal television viewing. When the pause button
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is pressed, the current television program is stored on
the hard diskof digital video recorder 302. When the user
presses play, the recorded video may be played back.
This arrangement allows the user to seamlessly pause
and resume television viewing. Recording devices 302
and 206 may also be used to allow a user to watch a
previously-recorded program while simultaneously re-
cording a new program.
[0096] The set-top box arrangementof FIG. 2 and the
personal video recorder with a built-in set-top box ar-
rangement of FIG. 3 are merelyillustrative. Other ar-
rangements may be usedif desired. For example, user
television equipment may be based on a WebTV box, a
personal computer television (PC/TV), or any othersuit-
able television equipment arrangement. If desired, the
functions of components such as set-top box 204, re-
cording device 302, a WebTV box, or PC/TVor thelike
may be integrated into a television or personal computer
or other suitable device.

[0097] Anillustrative remote control 400 for operating
user television equipment 110 (FIG. 1) or suitable user
computer equipment 112 is shown in FIG. 4. Remote
control 400is onlyillustrative and any other suitable user
input interface may be used to operate user equipment
(e.g., a mouse, trackball, keypad, keyboard, touch
screen, voice recognition system, etc.). Remote control
400 may have function keys 402 and other keys 404 such
as keypad keys, power on/off keys, pause, stop, fast-
forward and reverse keys. Volume up and down keys
406 may be used for adjusting the volume of the audio
portion of a video. Channel up and down keys 408 may
be used to changetelevision channels and to access
content on virtual channels. Cursor keys 410 may be
used to navigate on-screen menus. For example, cursor
keys 410 may be used to position an on-screen cursor,
indicator, or highlight (sometimesall generically referred
to herein as a highlight or highlight region) to indicate
interest in a particular option or other item on a display
screen that is displayed by the interactive television ap-
plication.
[0098] OK key 412 (sometimescalled a select or enter
key) may be used to select on-screen options that the
user has highlighted.
[0099] Keys 402 may include RECORD key 414 for
initiating recordings. MENU button 416 may be used to
direct an interactive media guidance application to dis-
play a menu on the user’s display screen (e.g., on tele-
vision 208 or 304 or on a suitable monitor or computer
display). INFO button 418 may be usedto direct an in-
teractive media guidance application to display an infor-
mation display screen. For example, when a userpress-
es INFO key 418 while video for a given television chan-
nelis displayedfor the user, an interactive television pro-
gram guide may display a FLIP/BROWSEoverlayinclud-
ing program schedule information for the current program
on the given television channel on top of the video. As
another example, when a particular program listing in an
interactive television program listings display screen is
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highlighted, the user pressing INFO button 418 may
causean interactive television program guide to provide
additional program information associated with that pro-
gram listing (e.g., a program description, actor informa-
tion, schedule information, etc.).
[0100] LOCKbutton 420 may be used to modify access
privileges. For example, a parent may use LOCKbutton
420 or on-screen options to establish parental control
settings for the interactive media guidance application.
The parental control settings may be time-based settings
(e.g., to prevent a child from watching television during
a particular time block, such as from 3:00 PM to 5:00
PM). The parental control settings may also be usedto,
for example, block programming basedon rating, chan-
nel, and program title. A locked or blocked program (or
other media)is typically not viewable until the interactive
media guidance application is provided with a suitable
personal identification number (PIN). Once this PIN has
been entered, the interactive media guidance application
will unlock the user’s equipment and allow the locked
content to be accessed.

[0101] EXIT button 422 may be used to exit the inter-
active media guidance application or to exit a portion of
the interactive media guidance application (e.g., to cause
an interactive television program guide to remove a FLIP,
BROWSE, or other interactive television overlay from the
display screen). GUIDE button 424 may be usedto in-
vokeaninteractive television program guide (e.g., a pro-
gram guide menu screen, program listings screen, or oth-
er program guide screen).
[0102] ThekeysshowninFIG. 4are merely illustrative.
Other keys or buttons may be providedif desired. For
example, a music button may be used to access music
with the interactive media guidance application. An edit
button may be used to edit stored content (e.g., to remove
commercials, remove portions of a video, etc.). Alpha-
numeric buttons may be used to enter alphanumeric
characters. A last or back button may be used to browse
backward in the interactive media guidance application
(e.g., to return to a previous channel, web page,or other
display screen). Video recorder function buttons such as
a play button, pause button, stop button, rewind button,
fast-forward button, and record button, may be used to
control video recorder functions (local or network-based)
in system 100 (FIG. 1). Ahelp key may be used to invoke
help functions such as context-sensitive on-screen help
functions.

[0103] Illustrative user computer equipment 112 (FIG.
1) is shownin FIG. 5. User computer equipment 112 may
be stand-alone or a part of home network 113 (FIG. 1).
In the arrangementof FIG. 5, personal computer unit 502
may be controlled by the user using keyboard 504 and/or
other suitable user input device such as a trackball,
mouse, touch pad, touch screen, voice recognition sys-
tem, or a remote control, such as remote control 400 of
FIG. 4. Video content, such as television programming
or web pages having video elements, and interactive me-
dia guidance application display screens may be dis-
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played on monitor 506. Television and music program-
ming, media guidance application data (e.g., television
program guide data), video-on-demand content, video
recordings played back from a network-based video re-
corder, and other data may be received from paths 118
and 138 (FIG. 1) using input/output 508. User commands
and other information generated as a result of user inter-
actions with the interactive media guidance application
and system 100 (FIG. 1) may also be transmitted over
input/output 508.
[0104] Personal computer unit 502 may contain a tel-
evision or video card, such as a television tuner card, for
decoding analog, digital, and high-definition television
channels and for handling streaming video content. Mul-
tiple video cards (é.g., tuner cards) may be providedif
desired. Anillustrative television tuner card that may be
used may contain an analog television tuner for tuning
to a given analog channel, digital decoding circuitry for
filtering out a desired digital television or music channe!
from a packetized digital data stream, and a high-defini-
tion television tuner for tuning to a high-definition chan-
nel. Any suitable card or components in computerunit
502 may be used to handle video and other content de-
livered via input/output line 508 if desired.
[0105] Personal computer unit 502 may contain one
ormore processors(€.g., microprocessors) that are used
to run the interactive media guidance application or a
portion of the interactive media guidance application.
[0106] Personalcomputerunit 502 mayinclude a hard
drive, a recordable DVDdrive, a recordable CDdrive, or
other suitable storage device or devicesthatstores video,
program guide data, and other content. The interactive
media guidance application and personal computer unit
502 may use a storage device or devicesto, for example,
provide the functions of a personal video recorder.
[0107] User equipment, such as user equipment 108,
user television equipment 110, usercomputer equipment
112, and user equipment located on home network 113
(FIG. 1), may be used with network equipment such as
server 130, server 140, a home network server, and
equipmentat service providers such as service provider
142 of FIG. 1 to provide network-based video recording
functions. Video recording functions may be provided by
storing copies of television programs and other video
content on a remote server(e.g., server 130 or server
140 or a home networkserver) or other network-based
equipment, such as equipmentat a service provider such
as service provider 142.
[0108] Video recordings may be madein response to
user commandsthat are entered at user equipment 108
or user equipment located on home network 113 (FIG.
1). In a personal video recorder arrangement, the inter-
active media guidance application may be used to record
video locally on the user equipment in response to the
user commands.In a network-based video recorder ar-

rangement, the interactive media guidance application
may be usedto record video orto makevirtual recordings
(described below) on network equipment such as server
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130, server 140, a home network server, or equipment
at service provider 142 in response to the user com-
mands. The user commands may be provided to the net-
work equipment over the communications paths shown
in FIG. 1. The personal video recorder arrangement and
the network-based video recorder arrangement can sup-
port functions.such asfast-forward, rewind, pause,play,
and record.

[0109] To avoid unnecessary duplication in a network-
based video recorder environment, system 100 may pro-
vide network-basedvideo recording capabilities by using
virtual copies or recordings. With this approach, each
user may be provided with a personal area on the network
that contains a list of that user's recordings. The video
content need only be stored once (or a relatively small
numberof times) on the network equipment, even though
a large number of users may have that video content
listed as one of their recordings in their network-based
video recorder personal area. Personal settings or any
other suitable data may be stored in a user’s personal
area on the network.

[0110] The usertelevision equipment and user com-
puter equipment arrangements described above are
merely illustrative. A more generalized embodimentof
illustrative user equipment 108, 110, and 112 (FIG. 1)
and user equipment located on home network 113 (FIG.
1) is shownin FIG. 6. Control circuitry 602 is connected
to input/output 604. Input/output 604 may be connected
to one ormore communications paths such as paths 114,
116, 118, 128, 136, and 138 of FIG. 1. Media (e.g, tel-
evision programming, music programming, other video
and audio, and web pages) may be received via input/
output 604(e.g., from programming sources 102, servers
or other equipment, such as server130, service providers
such as service provider 142, distribution facility 104,
etc.). Interactive media guidance application data, such
as program schedule information for an interactive tele-
vision program guide, may be received from data source
120 via input/output 604. Input/output 604 may also be
used to receive data from data source 120 for other in-

teractive television applications. The user may use con-
trol circuitry 602 to send and receive commands, re-
quests, and other suitable data using input/output 604.
[0111] Control circuitry 602 may be based on anysuit-
able processing circuitry 606 such as processing circuitry
based on one or more microprocessors, microcontrol-
lers, digital signal processors, programmable logic de-
vices, etc. In some embodiments, control circuitry 602
executesinstructions for an interactive media guidance
application or other interactive application (e.g., web
browser) from memory. Memory (e.g., random-access
memory and read-only memory), hard drives, optical
drives, or any other suitable memoryor storage devices
may be provided as storage 608 that is part of control
circuitry 602. Tuning circuitry such as one or more analog
tuners, one or more MPEG-2 decodersor otherdigital
video circuitry, high-definition tuners, or any other suita-
ble tuning or video circuits or combinations of suchcir-
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cuits may also be included as part of circuitry 602. En-
coding circuitry (e.g., for converting over-the-air, analog,
or digital signals to MPEG signals for storage) may also
be provided. The tuning and encodingcircuitry may be
used bythe user equipmentto receive and display,play,
or record a particular television or music channelor other
desired audio and video content(e.g., video-on-demand
content or requested network-based or local video re-
corder playback). Television programming and othervid-
eo and on-screen options and information may bedis-
played on display 610. Display 610 may be a monitor, a
television, or any other suitable equipmentfor displaying
visual images. In some embodiments, display 610 may
be HDTV-capable. Speakers 612 may be provided as
part of a television or may be stand-alone units. Digital
music and the audio componentof videos displayed on
display 610 may be played through speakers 612. In
some embodiments, the audio may be distributed to a
receiver (not shown), which processes and outputs the
audio via speakers 612.
[0112] A user may control the control circuitry 602 us-
ing user input interface 614. User input interface 614 may
be any suitable user interface, such as a mouse, track-
ball, keypad, keyboard, touch screen, touch pad, voice
recognition interface, or a remote control.
[0113] Peripheral device 618 may also be connected
to processing circuitry 606 over communications path
616. Peripheral devices mayinclude cellular phones, per-
sonal data assistants, handheld media players, and any
other suitable peripheral device. Communications path
616 mayinclude for example, USB cables, IEEE 1394
cables, or wireless paths (e.g., Bluetooth, infrared).
Processing circuitry 606 may provide content and data
to peripheral device 618.
[0114] Insome embodiments, user equipment device
108, 110, and 112 may comprise aperipheral device con-
nected to a docking station. The display, speakers, user
input interface, processing circuitry, and storage may be
provided by the peripheral device. The docking station
may allow the peripheral device to connectto input/output
604.

[0115] Processing circuitry 606 of user equipmentde-
vice 108, 110, and 112 may further be coupled to iden-
tification system 620. Identification system 616 may be
any suitable device for identifying a user in viewing vicin-
ity of, or interacting with, a user equipment device. Such
an identification system may increase or enhancea us-
er’s media viewing experience becausethere may be no
need for the user to manually indicate the identity of the
person viewing or interacting with the user device. More-
over, the identification system may enhance the user’s
ability to maintain or update personal userprofiles (e.g.,
viewer history). An example of an identification system
616 mayinclude a fingerprinting system, which may scan
in a user a scanner (é€.g., located on a remote control).
Another example identification system 616 may include
a retina scanner that is able to determinethe identity of
a user based onhis or her retina. Yet another example
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of identification system 620 is a thermal imaging system
thatis able to identify aperson based onhis orherthermal
profile. A further example of identification system 620
may include a motion sensor/camera system that takes
apicture when a user trips the motion sensor. The picture
may be cross-referenced with predetermined data (e.g.,
height and width) to ascertain the identity of the person
or personsin the picture.
[0116] FIGS. 7, 8a, 8b, 8c, 9, and 10 show various
illustrative home networks 113. The user equipment de-
vices located on home network 113 may be able to share
program data (such as program listings and program in-
formation), recorded content, program guide settings,
and any othersuitable data with other user equipment
devices located on home network 113. Interactive tele-

vision applications implemented on or accessible from
user equipment devices located on home network 113
may be able to adjust program guide settings for inter-
active television applications implemented on or acces-
sible from other user equipment devices located on home
network 113.

[0117] FIG. 7 showsanillustrative home network 113
in accordance with the present invention. Home network
113 may include primary user equipment 702 and sec-
ondary user equipment 704, 706, and 708. Primary user
equipment 702 may be connected to secondary user
equipment 704, secondary user equipment 706, and sec-
ondary user equipment 708 via communication paths
710. Primary and secondary user equipment may each
be any of user equipment 108, 110, and 112 (FIG. 1).
Communications paths 710 may be any suitable com-
munications path for in-home networks, such as wired
paths, cable paths,fiber-optic paths, wireless paths, or
acombination of such paths. Communications paths 119
and 139 may connect home network 113 to television
distribution facility 104 (FIG. 1) and communications net-
work 126 (FIG. 1), respectively, via primary user equip-
ment 702. As shown, one or more pieces of secondary
user equipment may be connected to primary user equip-
ment 702 in a star configuration, if desired. User equip-
ment devices maybelocatedin different rooms within a
home. For example, primary user equipment 702 may
be placed in the parents’ bedroom, secondary user
equipment 708 may be placedin the children’s room,
secondary user equipment 704 maybe placedin a living
room, and secondary user equipment 706 maybe placed
in a guest room. With such an arrangement, the parents’
bedroom may be used as amaster location to adjust user
settings for the program guides on the user equipment
in the children’s room and the other rooms.

[0118] FIG. 8aisa diagram ofan illustrative home net-
work 113 in which a plurality of user equipment are im-
plementedin a tree configuration in accordance with the
present invention. Home network 113 mayinclude user
equipment 802, 804, 806, and 808, which are connected
to each ofthe others via communications paths 810. User
equipment 802, 804, 806, and 808 may each beany of
user equipment 108, 110, and 112 (FIG. 1). It should be
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understood by one skilled in the art that not all of user
equipment 802, 804, 806, and 808 mayinclude recording
devices (e.g., recording device 206 (FIG. 2) and record-
ing device 302 (FIG. 3)). Communications paths 810 may
be any suitable communications path for in-home net-
works, such as wired paths, cable paths, fiber-optic
paths, wireless paths, or a combination of such paths.
Two ormore pieces of user equipment maybe connected
in this way. Communications paths 119 and 139 may
connect home network 113 to television distribution fa-

cility 104 (FIG. 1) andcommunications network 126 (FIG.
1), respectively, via user equipment 808. Although, as
illustrated, communications paths 119 and 139 are con-
nected to user equipment808,it could be connected to
any one or more of user equipment 802, 804, 806, or
808. The equipment mentioned above maybeplacedin
various rooms within a home. For example, user equip-
ment 802 may be placed in a parents’ bedroom, user
equipment 804 may be placed in a children’s room, user
equipment 806 maybeplacedin a living room, and user
equipment 808 may be placed in a guest room. With the
arrangement of FIG. 8a, each piece of user equipment
on home network 113 may communicate with each other
piece of user equipment on home network113 over com-
munications paths 810.
[0119] Peripheral device 814 may be connectedto us-
er equipment device 808, which mayprovide peripheral
device 814 with contentand data. It shouldbe understood

by one skilled in the art that one or more peripheral de-
vices 814 may be connected to any user equipment de-
vice regardless of the configuration of the home network.
Insome cases,peripheral devices may act as user equip-
ment devices in a home network. For example, the role
of user equipment 804 may be limited to receiving data
and content from user equipment 808. This role may be
filled by a peripheral device (e.g., ahandheld media play-
er) that is configured to communicate with user equip-
ment 808 over communications path 810.
[0120] FIG. 8ashows home network 113 connectedin
a tree topology.If desired, this level of interconnectivity
may be achieved using communications paths that are
arranged in a ring configuration (FIG. 8b), bus configu-
ration (FIG. 8c) or other suitable topology. Any of these
topologies may use the types of communications paths
described in connection with the arrangement of home
network 113 shown in FIG. 8a. Home network 113 that

is arranged in a bus topology mayinclude bus 812 to
interconnect the pieces of user equipment on home net-
work 113 and communications paths 119 and 139.
[0121] FIG. 9 showsanillustrative home network 113
based on aclient-serverarchitecture. Home network 113

may include server 902 and user equipment 904, 906,
and 908. Server 902 may be connected to user equip-
ment 904, 906, and 908 via communication paths 910.
In some embodiments, server 902 may be embedded
within one of the user equipment devices. Communica-
tions paths 119 and 139 may connect home network 113
to television distribution facility 104 (FIG. 1) and commu-
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nications network 126 (FIG. 1), respectively, via server
902. User equipment 904, 906, and 908 may each be
any of user equipment 108, 110, and 112 (FIG. 1). User
equipment 904, 906, and 908 and server 902 may be
placed in various rooms within a home. For example,
server 902 maybeplaced in a den, user equipment 904
maybe placedin a children’s room, user equipment 906
maybeplacedin a living room, user equipment 908 may
be placed in a parents’ room. Communication paths 910
may be any suitable communications path for in-home
networks, such as wired paths, cable paths, fiber-optic
paths, wireless paths, or a combination of such paths.
[0122] As in the examples of FIGS. 8a, 8b, and 8c,
different communications path arrangements such as
buses, rings and the like, may be usedto interconnect a
server and user equipment on homenetwork 113 based
on a client-server architecture.

[0123] FIG. 10 shows anillustrative configuration of
home network 113 based on a single set-top box. Home
network 113 mayinclude set-top box 1002, optional re-
cording device 1004, and televisions 1006, 1008, 1010,
and 1012. Set-top box 1002 may be similar to set-top
box 204 (FIG. 2) Recording device 1004 maybesimilar
to recording device 206 (FIG. 2). Televisions 1006, 1008,
1010, and 1012 maybe similar to television 208 (FIG.
2). Set-top box 1002 may be connected to recording de-
vice 1004 and televisions 1008, 1010, and 1012 via com-
munication paths 1014. Recording device 1004 may be
connected to television 1006. Set-top box 1002 and re-
cording device 1004 may be within a single box. If de-
sired, any combination of televisions with or without re-
cording devices may be connectedin a similar manner.
The set-top box, recording device and televisions of FIG.
10 may be placed in different rooms within a home. For
example, set top box 1002, recording device 1004 and
television 1006 may be placed in a parent's bedroom,
television 1008 maybe placed in a children’s room, and
television 1010 may beplacedin a living room,and tel-
evision 1012 maybe placed in a guest room. Communi-
cation paths 1014 may beany suitable communications
path for in-home networks, such as wired paths, cable
paths, fiber-optic paths, wireless paths, satellite paths,
or a combination of such paths. Communications paths
119 and 139 may connect home network 113totelevision
distribution facility 104 (FIG. 1) and communications net-
work 126 (FIG. 1), respectively, via set top box 1002.
[0124] FIGS. 11a, 11b, 11¢, and 11d showillustrative
configurations of connections between home networks
and television distribution facility 104 (FIG. 1). Only one
user equipment device is shown on the home networks
in FIGS. 11b, 11¢, and 11d to avoid over-complicating
the drawings. However, the home networks shownin
FIGS. 11a, 11b, 11¢, and 11d may contain multiple pieces
of user equipment configured as shownin FIGS.7, 8a,
8b, 8c, 9, or 10.
[0125] FIG. 11a showsanillustrative configuration in
which multiple homes are connected to acommon serv-
er. Server 140 (FIG. 1) may be locatedat television dis-
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tribution facility 104 (FIG. 1). Television distribution facil-
ity 104 may be at or may be one of private home, a com-
mercial building, a network node,or other suitable struc-
ture that may be connectedto a plurality of homes. In the
example of FIG. 11a, server 140 is connected to user
equipment 1110, 1112, 1114, and 1116 thatis locatedin
homes 1104, 1102, 1106, and 1108, respectively via
communication paths 114 (FIG. 1). When multiple user
equipment devices exist within a home, such as home
1109, as shownby devices 1118a and 1118b, each user
equipment device may communicate with the server 140
independently via communication paths 119 (FIG. 1). Al-
ternatively, only one device may communicate with serv-
er 140 while the other device communicates via a home

network. In other words, in separate arrangements, there
are any of 1) multiple connections to server 140 and each
user equipment device communicates with server 140
independently with no need for an in-home network, 2)
only one connection to server 140 and each user equip-
ment device communicates with each other through an
in-home network, or 3) each user equipment device com-
municates with server 140 and with each other through
an in-home network.

[0126] Asshownin FIG. 11b, the capabilities of server
140 (FIG. 1) may be provided using servers 1122 located
at network nodes 1120. Servers, such as servers 1122,
may be used instead of server 140 or may be usedin
conjunction with a server 140 located at television distri-
bution facility 104 (FIG. 1). Servers 1122 may be con-
nected to one or more user equipment 108 (FIG. 1). Serv-
ers 1122 may also be connected to one or more home
networks,such as, for example home network 113 (FIG.
1).
[0127] Asshown in FIG. 11c, user equipmentin differ-
ent homes may be connected by communications links.
For example, user equipment 1136 may be connected
to user equipment 1138 via link 1140.
Link 1140 maybe a wired or wirelesslink. In this manner,
home 1132 and home 1134 may share program guide
settings and recorded content. Home networks located
in different homes may also be interconnectedin this
manner. In some embodiments, a group of homes(i.e.,
more than two homes) may also be connected to share
program guide settings and recorded content. A tree,
ring, or bus configuration may be used to connect the
group of homes.
[0128] Asshownin FIG. 11d, user equipment in differ-
ent homes may be connected via an outside server. For
example, userequipment 1156 may be connected to user
equipment 1158 via server 1150. Communication paths
1160 may be a wired or wireless path. In this manner,
home 1152 and home 1154 may share program guide
settings and recorded content. Home networks located
in different homes may also be interconnectedin this
manner. In some embodiments, a group of homes(i.e.,
more than two homes) may also be connected to server
1150 to share program guide settings and recorded con-
tent. A tree, ring, or bus configuration may be used to
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connect the group of hames and server1150.
[0129] In ahome network, a user may wish to record
television programming from any given user equipment
device and view the recorded programming from another
user equipment device located on the home network. For
example, the user may accessaninteractive media guid-
ance application implemented on user equipment locat-
ed in the living room to record "American Idol". After the
recording is completed, the user may accessan interac-
tive media guidance application implemented on user
equipment located, for example, in the bedroom to ac-
cess and view the recording of "American Idol”.
[0130] However, the display and recording capabilities
of the user equipment devices maydiffer. As a result,
some user equipmentdevices in the home network may
not be able to display content recorded by other user
equipment devices in the home network. For example, a
cellular phone and a high-definition digital video recorder
may be part of two separate user equipment devices in
a home network. The cellular phone cannot display re-
cordings having a resolution greater than 160 x 100 pix-
els. Therefore, the cellular phone cannotdisplay,for ex-
ample, arecording of a high-definition television program
on the digital video recorder. In addition, the cellular
phone mayalso lack the bandwidth to download the high-
definition recording in a reasonable amountoftime.
[0131] In addition to supporting different resolutions
and having different bandwidths, other capabilities that
may differ among user equipmentdevices in a homenet-
work mayinclude, for example, the types of media sup-
ported by the user equipment devices, the processing
powerof the user equipmentdevices, the ability of the
user equipmentdevices to decode various video and au-
dio formats, and any other suitable capabilities.
[0132] The present invention provides systems and
methods for providing content, for example, interactive
content or media content, for use in one or more home
networks. Someof the interactive content may be pro-
videdina"Newto Me"context, which mayidentifycontent
that has been previously viewed or recorded, or which
maypresent information or otherwise perform an action
based on identifying previously viewed content,in a flex-
ible manner that optimizes a users program guide and
viewing experience. It may be especially important to
keep track of and managepreviously viewed contentin
a home network environment, where userstypically in-
teract with multiple different user devices in the home
network on a regular basis. Managementof content may
be performedatdifferent levels of specificity. In one em-
bodimentof the invention, content may be managed at
an individual level or at a device level within a particular
home network. In another embodiment of the invention,
content may be managed at the household level, or
across multiple home networks. In yet another embodi-
mentof the invention, content may be managed across
multiple home networks,but with respectto an individual
or a user device. Each of these aspects are discussed
in further detail below, but in order to facilitate an under-
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standing of the various embodiments, several terms, all
of which are applicable to various embodiments of the
present invention, are discussed first. A few of these
terms include viewing history, interactive content, and
media content.

[0133] The viewing history may representa history of
viewed, played, or displayed content. More particularly,
viewing history, as defined herein includes, but is not
limited to, a compilation of content that has been dis-
played, viewed, or played on at least one user device
that is communicatively coupled to a home network. In
other words, the viewing history is akin to logbookor pro-
file that keeps track of content that has been viewed,
played, recorded, or any combination thereof for a par-
ticular individual, device, or home network. Thus, a view-
ing history maybe providedfor individuals, user devices,
and home networks.

[0134] The viewing history may provide a framework
or guidelines that enablesthe interactive media guidance
application to manage content. For example, if content
is managed atthe individual level, a viewing history may
be specifically maintained for each individual that inter-
acts with a device communicatively coupled to a home
network. Whenaparticular user accesses various user
devices communicatively coupled to the home network,
the interactive media guidance application may access
the viewing history for that particular user to determine
the content to be provided to the user device being used
by that user. As another example, a viewing history may
be maintained for a selected device that is communica-

tively coupled to a homenetwork. In yet anotherexample,
a viewing history may be maintained for one or more
home networks,orfor an individual or device that is main-
tained across two or more home networks.

[0135] FIG. 12 showsseveral different types of content
(also referred to as media content) that may be monitored
for creating, modifying, or updating a viewing history in
accordance with the principles of the present invention.
As shown, FIG. 12 includes television programming
1202, music programming 1204, advertisements 1206,
interactive media guide application content 1208, addi-
tional information 1210, and recorded programming
1212. Television programming 1202 may include content
such as broadcast programming, recorded program-
ming, pay-per-view programming, video-on-demand
programming, near video-on-demand programming,
streaming media programming, Internet accessible pro-
gramming (e.g., programming that may be downloaded
from the Internet or a website), or any other suitable tel-
evision programming. Music programming 1204 mayin-
clude music programming suchassatellite radio, Internet
radio, stored music files (e.g., .mp3 or .wavfiles), or any
other music programming. Advertisements 1206 mayin-
clude advertisements that are displayed as part of tele-
vision programming viewedby a user (e.g., displayed at
the beginning, middle, and/or end of the programming)
orby interactive media guide applicationsin, forexample,
an overlay, a flip or browse overlay,a full screen overlay,
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a partial screen overlay, in an advertisement window or
region, or as a banner advertisement, a targeted adver-
tisement, a channel advertisement, a pop-up advertise-
ment, an interactive advertisement, or any other suitable
advertisement. Interactive media guidance application
content 1208 may include, for example,a listing of pro-
gramming, media guide display screens, a listing of re-
corded programming, or any other suitable interactive
media guide content. Additional information 1210 may
include, for example, any information from the Internet
not previously described, or information stored in data-
bases or servers accessible by the interactive media
guidance system. Recorded programming 1212 includes
any type of programming that has been recorded on
physical media.It is understood that the various types of
content shownin FIG. 12, and the discussion accompa-
nying each type of content, that may be monitored for
creating or updating a viewing history is not exhaustive,
and that other types of content (e.g., media) not specifi-
cally discussed herein, or has yet to be developed, may
be monitored.

[0136] FIG. 13 shows several monitors that may be
used to track various aspects of the viewed or played
content. Content viewed monitor 1302 may monitor
which content (e.g., any of the content discussed above
in connection with FIG. 12) has been viewed. For exam-
ple, if the first season, fourth episode,of "Family Guy”is
viewed, viewed content monitor 1302 may update the
viewing history to reflect the fact that this particular epi-
sode of "Family Guy” has been viewed. If a particular
advertisementis displayed, for example, by the interac-
tive media guidance application, viewed content monitor
1302 may update a viewing history to reflect the fact that
this particular advertisement has be displayed. Viewed
content monitor 1302 may designate content as being
viewed whenat least a predetermined portion of the con-
tent has been viewed. For example, if a majority of the
content (e.g., at least half of the length of the content)
has been viewed, the content may be marked as having
been viewed. Note that the predetermined viewing por-
tion may vary depending on the type of content being
viewed. For example, a user that begins playing a video-
on-demand program, but stopsplay five minutes into the
program (because he or she did not like the program)
mayresult in monitor 1302 deeming this program as hav-
ing been viewed. If desired a timestamp, indicating a date
or time the content was last viewed maybestoredin the
viewing history.
[0137] Frequency monitor 1304 may monitor the
numberof times particular content has been viewed. For
example, the numberof times a television program or
advertisement is viewed may be stored in the viewing
history. In other approaches, frequency monitor 1304
may monitor the number of times a user requests or
views, for example, previews or supplemental informa-
tion such as information blurbs on various programming
may be recorded in a viewerhistory.
[0138] Bookmark monitor 1306 may keep track of the
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program (e.g., television program) being viewed ora lo-
cation in a program (é.g., a video-on-demandor a re-
corded program) being viewed when the user paused or
stopped play. The following example illustrates a use of
bookmarked information. Assumethat a useris watching
a recorded program on user equipmentlocated inafirst
room, but stops play of the recorded program. The point
at which the recorded program is stopped may be book-
marked. Further, assumethatthe user interacts with user
equipmentin the second room. The bookmark may en-
able the user equipmentin the second room to resume
play of the recorded program at point at which the user
stop playbackin the first room.
[0139] Insome embodiments, in addition to or instead
of creating or updating the viewing history using, for ex-
ample, one of the monitors discussed above, the inter-
active media guidance application may allow a user to
manually create or update a viewing history. For exam-
ple, the interactive media guidance application may pro-
vide one or more display screens that allows a userto
specify a viewing history for an individual, a device, ora
home network. The display screens may be accessible
from an option in a menu provided by the interactive me-
dia guidance application that the user may navigate to
and select. In other embodiments,a user may be allowed
to enter in the content they have viewed, or that they
havelittle or no interest in viewing, atasite that is remote
from the home network,but is communicatively coupled
to the interactive media guidance system. For example,
the user may create or update a viewing history on a
website. At the website, the user may specify that they
have seenall of the episodesof the first two seasonsof
thetelevision series "24", orthat they have viewed certain
episodes of the show "Seinfeld." The user may also de-
scribe, among other things, the date that they last viewed
specified content, or the frequency with which they have
viewed specified content. After the information has been
entered, it may be downloaded and incorporated into or
supplant an existing viewing history.
[0140] FIG. 14 showsanillustrative screen 1400 pro-
vided by an Internetwebsite in which users may manually
specify their viewing history. Generally, allowing a user
to manually specify or update certain components oftheir
viewing history may be important to more accurately re-
flect their complete viewing history that has not automat-
ically been captured by the interactive media guide ap-
plication. This may be necessary for the entry of, for ex-
ample, programming that a viewer watchedprior to the
installation of the interactive media guide application, or
programming that a viewer watches in an environment
outside of the interactive media guide application. Re-
turning to FIG. 14, it will be understood that screen 1400
may also be provided locally by the interactive media
guidance application. First, the user may specifyatitle
or description of the previously viewed content in text
field 1402. Aides such as an on-screen keyboard or voice
dictation may be provided to assist the user in entering
in this information into text field 1402. After entering in
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the title or description of the previously viewed content,
the user may select button 1404 to look up the entered
content in a database of all the available content. The

interactive media guidance application may presentei-
ther the content that matchesthe entered information, or
a numberof the closest matches, to the user in one or
more additional screens. The user may then select the
appropriate content, and that content may then bedis-
played in a format recognizable by the interactive media
guidanceapplication in text field 1402.
[0141] Alternatively, if the user is not familiar with the
title or the description of the previously viewed content,
the user may select button 1406 to search for content.
In responseto the selection of button 1406,the interactive
media guidance application may provide the user with
one or more screensfor specifying various parameters
orcriteriafor the previously viewed content. For example,
the user may be provided with the opportunity to specify
the genre of the content (which may be divided into a
category and subcategory, such as movies and drama,
television show and sitcom, sports and baseball, or ad-
vertiserment and car commercial), the date the content
was viewed, the channel on which the content was
viewed, or additional qualifiers that further narrow the
content (e.g., rating, actors). After the parameters are
entered,the interactive media guidance application may
perform a search based on the entered parameters and
provide the user with an opportunity to select from the
content that matches the entered parameters.
[0142] After identifying the previously viewed content,
the user may have an opportunity to provide further de-
tails about the previously viewed content. For example,
the user may enter in selection area 1408 the dates that
the content was viewed (for determining the exact epi-
sodes of a television series that the user viewed), or the
seasonsthat the content was viewed. Using drop-down
menu 1410, the user may specify, among other things,
how manytimes the content was viewed, howoften the
content was viewed (e.g., twice in the past week), the
date the content was last viewed, how muchof the con-
tent the viewer viewed(information that may be used by
the bookmark monitor), etc.
[0143] When the user has specified the details about
the previously viewed content, the user may specify the
profile that should be updated by the manually entered
previously viewed content. To do this, the user may type
in the name of the user, device or household into text
field 1412. Ifthe userwants to make the manually entered
content part of a newprofile, the user may select button
1414. In response to selection of button 1414, the inter-
active media guidance application may prompt the user
to enter in the name of the new profile, as well as any
additional information associated with the new profile.
The user may also select button 1416 to browsethe avail-
able profiles and select the appropriate one. If the user
wishes to update multiple profiles based on the entered
information regarding previously viewed content, the us-
er mayidentifyafirst profile, and then select button 1418
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to add more userprofiles. In response to selection of
button 1418, the interactive media guidance application
may prompt the user to enter in names of the additional
profiles by direct entry or browsing the databaseof pro-
files.

[0144] After selecting in the desired profile or profiles
to be affected by this information, the user may further
specify whether the manually entered viewing history
should be incorporated with the existing viewing history
associated with the selectedprofile or profiles, or should
replace the viewing history for the selected profile or pro-
files. If the user selects radio button 1420, the interactive
media guidance application may add the entered viewing
history into the existing viewing history for the selected
profile or profiles. If the user selects radio button 1422,
the interactive media guidance application may replace
the existing viewing history for the selected profile or pro-
files with the entered viewing history.
[0145] The user may be provided with the opportunity
to select how the manually entered content should affect
different interactive content displays or functions provid-
ed by the interactive media guidance application where
the "New to Me"feature is applicable. If the user selects
checkbox 1424, the interactive media guidance applica-
tion will take the manually entered viewing history into
consideration in automatically generated displays of con-
tent (i.e., the manually entered content, such as adver-
tisements or programming, will not be automatically dis-
played to the viewer). If the user selects checkbox 1426,
the interactive media guidance application will take the
entered viewing history into consideration in automatic
recording operations(e.g., in connection with the record-
ing of a season of a television series). If the user selects
checkbox 1428, the interactive media guidance applica-
tion will take the entered viewing history into considera-
tion when presenting recommendations. If the user se-
lects checkbox 1430, the interactive media guidance ap-
plication will take the entered viewing history into consid-
eration when presenting search results. If the user se-
lects checkbox 1432, the interactive media guidance ap-
plication will take the entered viewing history into consid-
eration when displaying visual indicators for listings of
previously viewed or unviewed content, as will be dis-
cussed below in connection with FIGS. 19A-G. Ifthe user

selects checkbox 1434, the interactive media guidance
application will take the entered viewing history into con-
sideration when displaying visual indicators for displays
of previously viewed or unviewed content, as will also be
discussed below in connection with FIGS. 21A-H.If the

user wishesto select all of the above options, the user
may select checkbox 1436. If the user does not select
any of checkboxes 1424-1486, the interactive media
guidance application may apply the entered viewing his-
tory to the samefunctions specified for the existing view-
ing history, or according to a default rule, which will be
described in connection with FIG. 22.

[0146] When auser has entered in the viewing history
and the other above-described details concerning it, the
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user may submit this information to the website by se-
lecting submit button 1438. The user mayalso clear the
entered information, or cancel out of the function to enter
a viewing history completely, by selecting clear button
1440 or cancel button 1442, respectively. Once the in-
formation has been submitted, it is processed, and the
viewing history details and corresponding instructions,
suchasthe interactive media guidance applications func-
tions that should be affected by the entered viewing his-
tory, are transmitted in an appropriate format to the ap-
propriate interactive media guidance system or systems.
Alternatively, ifthe feature of manually entering a viewing
history is provided byalocal interactive media guidance
system, the local interactive media guidance application
may process and format the information and transmit it
directly to the appropriate interactive media guidance
system or systems.
[0147] FIG. 15 showsillustrative flow diagram 1500 for
allowing a user to manually enter a viewing history of
previous viewed content in accordance with the princi-
ples of the present invention. First, at step 1502, the in-
teractive media guidance application allows a user to
specify previously viewed content and details concerning
the viewing of the specified content. At step 1504, the
interactive media guidance application compiles a view-
ing history based on the information entered in by the
user at step 1502. At step 1506, the user specifies a new
or existing user, device or household profile to which the
viewing history should be applied. At step 1508, the in-
teractive media guidance application applies the viewing
history specified at step 1502 to the profile specified at
step 1506. Atstep 1510, the user specifies how the view-
ing history should affect the functionality of the interactive
media guidance application. At step 1512, the interactive
media guidance application updates its own functionality
for the profile specified at step 1508 according the spec-
ification by the user at step 1510. More generally,it will
be understood thatsteps 1504, 1508 and 1512 may occur
after the user has submitted the information in steps
1502, 1506 and 1510 by,for example, selecting submit
button 1438 in FIG. 14.

[0148] The viewing history may be stored on one or
more databases, which may be either or both locally or
remotely accessible by the user devices and/or home
networks. In addition, as will be discussed in more detail
below, profiles such as user profiles, device profiles,
and/or homenetworkprofiles may also be stored on da-
tabases.

[0149] FIG. 16 is an illustrative block diagram of an
illustrative home network 113 that shows user equipment
devices 1602, 1604, 1606 and 1608 each being directly
connected to a database 1612, which maystore, among
other things, viewing history data. Although a home net-
work topologysimilar to that discussed in connection with
FIG. 8a is being used to discuss a database that may
store viewing history data, it will be understood that other
home network configurations or topologies may be used
such as those discussed in connection with FIGS. 8b-c,
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9, 10, and 11. User equipment devices 1602, 1604, 1606
and 1608 may send viewing history data to and receive
the same from the sare database server via communi-

cation paths 1614, which may be any suitable commu-
nications path for in-home networks, such as wired paths,
cable paths, fiber-optic paths, wireless paths, or a com-
bination of such paths. The connection between and da-
tabase 1612 and user devices 1602, 1604, 1606, and
1608 illustrates that the viewer history data is accessible
by user devices communicatively coupled to the home
network. Such accessibility may ensure thatall user de-
vices are properly configured to manage content accord-
ing to, for example, a particular individual, a selected de-
vice, or home network.
[0150] Moreover, it will further be understood that FIG.
16 showsstoring viewerhistory data for a given home
network in a single database on a single, local, stan-
dalone server, which is accessible by all the user equip-
ment devices in the home networkis merelyillustrative.
Awiderange of alternative arrangements exist for viewer
history data. For example, the database may be stored
at one of the user equipmentdevicesin the home network
(shown as database 1616); the database may be com-
municatively coupled to the home network as shownwith
database 1618,or it may be located in a remote location
outside of the home network as shown with database

1620 (e.g., at a user equipment device or server within
a different home network,at a distribution facility, a serv-
er, etc.). In other embodiments, the database may be
split up or duplicated for redundancy or added perform-
ance,and distributed among any permutations of the pre-
viously described locations, or at other suitable sites for
hosting such information, in any suitable manner. In ad-
dition, the database may, for example, be accessible by
only a subsetof the user equipmentdevices in the home
network, either because the other user equipment devic-
es lack a communicative coupling to the database, or
because those other user equipment devices lack the
proper authorization to access the particular database,
user profile, or viewing history of interest. In those in-
stances, the user equipment devices that do not have
direct access to the database may establish communi-
cative links with user equipmentdevices that can access
the database.

[0151] The content may be identified using unique
identifiers such as strings or numbers that are stored by
the interactive media guidance system whenthe content
is viewed bythe user. In other embodiments, the inter-
active media guidance application may store the identi-
fiers for all the content that a particular user has not pre-
viously viewed.
[0152] The interactive media guidance application
may store viewing history in any numberof ways. In some
embodiments, when the viewer history of interest is
stored at a location other than at the user equipment de-
vice in use, the user equipment may download and retain
a locally cached copy of the viewing history. The inter-
active media guidance application may then make mod-
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ifications to the viewing history of the locally cached copy
and then upload the updated viewing history to the ex-
ternally located database at predefined intervals, on de-
mand (e.g., in response to a requestto furnish suchin-
formation) or in response to a user action (e.g., logging
out of the user equipment device), or by any other ap-
proach.
[0153] FIG. 17 shows several different types of inter-
active content that may be generated and displayed by
the interactive media guidance application. As shown,
FIG. 17 includes menus 1702, programlistings 1704, rec-
ommendations 1706, search results 1708, advertise-
ments 1710, and additional information 1712. Menus
1702 may include textual menus that enable users to
navigate the various functions provided bythe interactive
media guidance application. Program listings 1704 may
include display of available programming of any of the
types previously mentioned. Such listings may be organ-
ized, for example, by channel, by date, by genre, by user-
specified criteria, or by any other suitable manner. Rec-
ommendations 1706 may include any displays of recom-
mendations by the interactive program guidance appli-
cation to a userof available programmingorothercontent
for viewing or recording. Search results 1708 may include
results of searches that are conducted by users, or au-
tomatically performed bythe interactive media guidance
application for available content. Advertisements 1706
may include the types of advertisement 1206 described
in connection with FIG. 12. Finally, additional information
1712 may encompass anyof type of information gener-
ated by the interactive media guidance application and
not described above.

[0154] Content managementat the individual level is
now described. Managing content on an individual basis
within a home network may enable the media guidance
system to provide interactive content that is specific to
each user regardless of which userdevice the user uses.
Individualized content managementoffers many advan-
tages that enhance a particular users media guidance
application experience. For example, whenafirst user
views a particular program (e.g., atelevision show)in the
living room, the system may update a viewing history for
the first user, to reflect the fact that the first user has
viewed that particular program. Thereafter, when thefirst
user retires to the bedroom (or any other room having a
user device communicatively coupled to the home net-
work), and decidesto watch another program, the system
mayomit the listing of the particular program thatthe first
user viewedin the living room fromalisting of programs
that may be displayed on a user device in the bedroom.
By contrast, if a second user accesses the user device
in either the living room or the bedroom and has not
viewedthe particular program viewedbythefirst user,
the system maydisplay the particular program inalisting
for the seconduser.It is understood that the references

to living room and bedroom are merelyillustrative and
are not intendedto belimiting. It is further understood
that the system is not required to omit the particular pro-
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gram fromalisting of programs, but that this is one of
many different ways in which content can be displayed.
For example, the particular program listing may be "spe-
cially" presented to indicate that the particular program
has been viewed by the first user or additional information
(e.g., information indicating the particular program was
date last viewed) may be displayed in connection with
the particular program listing. Additional examplesfordif-
ferent ways content may be displayed are discussed in
connection with the description accompanying FIG. 17.
[0155] Another advantage of individualized content
management may be applied to settings or preferences.
For example, any settings a particular user sets at any
of the user devices can automatically be applied to all
user devices coupled to the home network. Thus, there
is no need for the particular user to manually define any
desired settings for each user device coupled to the home
network. Moreover, whenever the particular user chang-
es a setting on one of the user devices, the updated set-
tings may be applied to all user devices without requiring
additional user input. Such settings may be stored, for
example, as part of a user profile. It is noted that the
viewing history, which may include settings, may be
stored as part of a user profile.
[0156] FIG. 18a showsillustrative flow diagram 1800
for displaying interactive or media content based on the
viewing history for an identified user using a user device
communicatively coupled to a home network. At step
1802, the identity of a user using a user device commu-
nicatively coupled to a home networkis determined.In
one embodiment, the identity of a user may be deter-
mined when the user selects a userprofile. Referring
briefly to FIG. 19, an illustrative user profile selection
screen 1900 is shown. Display screen 1900 may bedis-
played in responseto the selection of a button or buttons
on a remote control or by navigating a highlight in an
interactive media guidance application means to select
an option that causes screen 1900 to be displayed.
Screen 1900 may include userprofile selection area
1902, user profile create button 1904, userprofile delete
button 1906, and userprofile modify button 1908.It is
understood that the contents of screen 1900 are merely
illustrative and that additional buttons and otherselecta-

ble features may be added, and that various features
may be omitted.
[0157] Userprofile selection area 1902 may include a
highlight region 1910 and userprofile buttons 1912,
1914, and 1916. User profile buttons 1912 correspond
to userprofiles created for a particular individual (shown
as Mom and Mary). Userprofile button 1914 corresponds
to a userprofile created for a group of individuals (shown
as Family). For example, a group profile may be selected
when both Mary and Mom are viewing programming. Us-
er profile button 1916 corresponds to an anonymousor
guest user (shown as Guest). For example, button 1916
may be selected when a user doesnot have a profile or
wishes to view programming without having his or her
interactions with the media guidance application moni-
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tored as part of a specified individual or group profile.
The interactive media guidance application may allow
the user to navigate highlight region 1910 to one of user
profile buttons 1912, 1914, and 1916 and select the high-
lighted user profile button. When the user selects one of
the user profile buttons 1912, 1914, and 1916, the identity
or identities of the user or users, or whether the useris
anonymous,is determined.
[0158] The interactive media guidance application
mayfurther allow the user to navigate highlight region
1910 to userprofile create button | 904, userprofile delete
button 1906, or user profile modify button 1908, andif
desired the user may select a highlighted button. Selec-
tion of user profile create button 1904 may cause the
interactive media guidance application to display one or
more setup screensfor the purpose of creating a new
userprofile. Selection of user profile delete button 1906
may causetheinteractive media guidance application to
delete a specified user profile that has been created.In
some embodiments, in responseto the selection of the
user profile delete button 1906, the interactive media
guidance application may position highlight region 1910
on oneof userprofile buttons 1912 in user profile selec-
tion area 1902 to allow the user to select the userprofile
that the user would like to delete. Selection of user profile
modify button 1904 may cause the interactive media
guidance application to display one or more setup
screens for the purpose of modifying an existing user
profile.
[0159] Referring back to FIG. 18a, an identification
system may be used in addition to, or in lieu of, the user
profile selection screen 1800 to perform step 1802 of
determining the identify of the user. An identification sys-
tem (e.g., system 620 of FIG. 6) may enable the interac-
tive media guidance application to intelligently identify
the useror users using the user device communicatively
coupled to the home network. For example, the identifi-
cation system mayperform fingerprinting, retinal or ther-
mal scanning in order to determine the user and load the
corresponding userprofile.
[0160] Atstep 1804, the viewing history of the identified
useris provided. As discussed above, the viewing history
may be stored on a database that is communicatively
coupled to a user device being used bythe identified
user, If desired, the viewing history may be stored ina
userprofile associated with the identified user andit is
the userprofile that is stored on the database. In some
embodiments, the user profile and/or viewing history in-
formation for a user may be made publicly or privately
available to some or all user equipment devices within
or outside of a home network.

[0161] The interactive media guidance system may
identify all the user equipmentdevices in a nome network
or elsewherethat are using the same user profile in order
to provide up-to-date information on the viewing history
of the identified user. In some embodiments, for example,
an interactive media guidance application at a user
equipment device on which a user has logged in (e.g.,
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selected a userprofile) or has been identified by an iden-
tification system may make a determination as to which,
if any, user equipment devices in the home networkare
using the same userprofile, and then proceed to com-
municate directly with those user equipment devices. In
other embodiments, whenever the one or more databas-
es for storing viewing history data and/or user profiles
receive updated data, the database or databases may
automatically communicate the entire updated viewing
history and/or user profile, or only the updated portion of
the viewing history and/or userprofile to those other user
equipment devices having viewing history data and/or
user profile data for the identified user.
[0162] At step 1806, interactive content is generated
based on the viewing history of the identified user for
display on user equipment that is communicatively cou-
pled to the home network. Interactive content generally
refers to any type of display screen or series of screens
such as menus, prompts, listing of programming,etc.,
that are generated by the interactive media guidance ap-
plication and that either prompt or are the result of user
interaction. In some embodiments, for example, the in-
teractive media guidance application may generate
(based on the viewing history) a listing of programming
in which the media content (e.g., television programming)
that the identified user has previously viewed,orat least
has identified as being viewed, from the list. The listing
may be a favorites listings, a recommendation listing, or
a searchresults listing of programming.
[0163] The various parameters or monitors for a view-
ing history may be further used in the determination of
whether to display previously viewed content.If desired,
the interactive media guidance application may define or
allow the user to define thresholds for determining wheth-
er programmingor other content should actually be dis-
played even though it has been previously viewed. For
example, a user mayinstruct the interactive media guid-
ance application not to remove content from generated
displays of interactive content unless, for instance, the
content was viewed before a specified date or viewed
within a range of dates,or unless the content was viewed
at least a specified numberof times or within a range of
times. In other embodiments,the interactive media guid-
ance application may define or allow the user to define
a set of weightedcriteria, including whether the user has
previously viewed the media content, for determining
whether to remove the previously viewed content from
displayed interactive content.
[0164] The feature of removing from displays of inter-
active content the media that the user has previously
viewed has numerousapplications. For example, an in-
teractive media guidance application may use the infor-
mation regarding the media content that a user has al-
ready viewed to modify the list of programs that it may
actively recommend a user to watch or record on the
basis of, amongotherthings, preferencesthat have been
specified by the user. In other embodiments,the interac-
tive media guidance application may remove from a
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search conducted by the userforparticular mediacontent
or categories of media content the media that the user
has previously seen. In still other embodiments, the in-
teractive media guidance application may, automatically
or in responseto user input,filter and remove from dis-
plays of program listings of future programming the me-
dia content which the identified user has previously
viewed.

[0165] In yet other embodiments, the interactive media
application may provide results of a search including only
the programming the user has not seen. For example, if
the user searchesfor contenton Lucille Ball andthe entire

"|LOVE LUCY"collection (e.g., all 300 episodes)is avail-
able ona VODserver, the media application maydisplay
listings for the programs the user has not seen. Thatis,
the media application may not display all 300 episodes
if the user has seen, for example, 230 of them. More
generally, it will be understood that the interactive media
guidance application may remove any type of content
from any of the types of interactive content defined in
FIG. 17 if the content has been previously viewed.
[0166] It will be understood that the above-described
embodimentof the present invention may be applied to
various home network environments. In one illustrative

example, a user who hasviewedtelevision programming
at a user equipment device in one room of their home
may not be interested in viewing the same programming
again, regardless of the user equipment device which
the user is using. To solve this, the present invention
allows the user to simply create a userprofile for himself
or herself, and then select the userprofile at any user
equipment device in the home networkprior to using the
user equipment device.
[0167] Besides using a user’s viewing history to re-
move previously viewed media content from displays of
interactive content, the interactive media guidance ap-
plication may remove previously viewed media content
from displays of media content, as in specified in step
1806 of FIG. 18a. In some embodiments, advertisements
(e.g., commercials) or other formsof promotional media,
such as previews of television programs or movies, that
a given user has already seen may be suppressed from
display and substituted with advertisements that the user
has not yet seen. As a result, this feature may help ad-
vertisers better attract potential buyers of their products.
One scenario in which this feature may be particularly
beneficial is with serial advertisements, which are a set

of advertisements that, when strung together, are de-
signed to tell astory. Such advertisements maybe played
sporadically and notin any particular order. By presenting
a userwith only those advertisements that he or she has
not previously seen, then, the interactive media guidance
application helps viewers to viewall of the different indi-
vidual advertisements within a given set of serial adver-
tisements, and thus beable to piece together the under-
lying storyline behind the advertisements.
[0168] The interactive media guidance application
may provide further support for situations where a user
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decides to operate a user equipment device in a home
networkwithoutfirst selecting a userprofile. Some users
may not want to go through the burden of choosing a
user profile prior to using the user equipment device. In
such cases,the interactive media guidance system may,
for example, add the programs that the anonymous user
has viewed to the viewing history ofall of the stored user
profiles for the home network.In other embodiments, the
interactive media guidance system may provide one or
more setup screens for handling the viewing history of
anonymous users. The setup screens mayprovide op-
tions that allow a user to specify explicitly those user pro-
files that are to include the viewing history of anonymous
users.

[0169] In some embodiments, the interactive media
guidance application may generate displays of previous-
ly viewed content using predetermined criteria. For ex-
ample, the interactive media guidance application may
rank previously viewed programs and display the pro-
grams based on their ranking. Amore detailed discussion
of ranking is discussed below in connection with FIG. 20.
[0170] In some embodiments, the interactive media
guidance application may support identification of multi-
ple users viewing a user device that is communicatively
coupled to a home network. FIG. 18b showsillustrative
flow diagram 1810 of an embodiment that supports mul-
tiple user identification in accordancewith the principles
ofthe present invention. Beginningatstep 1812, the iden-
tity of a plurality of users viewing content on a particular
user device that is communicatively coupled to a home
networkis determined. The identity of the users may be
determined based on selection of multiple user profiles
or by an identification system (e.g., identification system
612 of FIG. 8). At step 1814,
the content (e.g., television programming) being viewed
on the user device is monitored. At step 1816, a viewing
history of each identified user is updated.
Such updating enhances content managementfor each
user becausethe viewing history for each user now re-
flects the fact that the particularprogram has been viewed
by the identified users. For example,after a group of us-
ers watch a recording of the movie "When Harry Met
Sally," a future generated list of recorded programing
may not display the "When Harry Met Sally” program list-
ing.
[0171] Content managementat the user device level
is now described. Managing content on a user device
level within a home network may enable the media guid-
ance system to provide interactive content that is based
on the content viewed at a selected user device. In one

embodiment, a selected user device may be treated as
the master and the other user devices be treated as

slaves. In a master/slave arrangement, the viewing his-
tory may be created, modified, or updated based on the
content viewed at the master user device. Thus, the in-

teractive content generated for display on both the mas-
ter and slave devices is based on the viewing history of
the master user device.
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[0172] FIG. 18c showsflow diagram 1820toillustrate
content managementat the user device level in accord-
ance with the principles of the present invention. At step
1822, one of several user devices that are communica-
tively coupled to a home networkis selected. For exam-
ple, the interactive media guidance application may allow
the user to select a desired user device by selecting a
user device profile. As another example, hardware pro-
tocols (e@.g., bios settings) may be configured to select a
particular user device. At step 1824, a viewing history for
the selected user device may be provided. At step 1826,
the interactive media guidance application may generate
interactive content based on the viewing history of the
selected user equipmentfor display on user equipment
communicatively coupled to the home network.
[0173] Content managementat the home networklev-
el and across multiple home networksis now described.
Managing content on a home networklevel enables the
media guidance system to provide interactive content
that is based on the content viewed at any oneof several
user devices communicatively coupled to a homenet-
work. In this arrangement, wheneveran iter of program-
ming is viewed on a userdevice that is communicatively
coupled to the home network, that program may not be
presentedinalisting of programming on that particular
user device, nor any other user device that is communi-
catively coupled to the home network.It will be under-
stoodthatthis arrangementcanbecontrastedto the mas-
ter/slave arrangement as discussed abovein connection
with FIG. 18c. In fact, this arrangementis akin to master/
master relationship, where each user device communi-
catively coupled to the home network may manage con-
tent. For example, assumethat a home networkis com-
municatively coupled to three different user devices. If
"Superman"is viewed onafirst user device, a viewing
history for the home network may be updated to reflect
this viewing event. Thus, none of the user devices may
display "Superman’” in a listing of programming. If "Won-
derwoman'’is viewed on a second userdevice, the view-
ing history for the home networkis updatedto reflect this
viewing event. Again, none of the user devices maydis-
play "Wonderwoman" inalisting of programming.
[0174] FIG. 18d showsillustrative flow diagram 1830
managing content based on the viewing history at home
network. At step 1832, a plurality of user devices that are
communicatively coupled to a home networkis provided.
At step 1834, a viewing history for the home networkis
provided. At step 1836, interactive content based on the
viewing history of the home network is generatedfor dis-
play on all of the user devices that are communicatively
coupled to the home network.
[0175] Managing content across two or more home
networks may enable the media guidance system to pro-
vide interactive content that is based on the content
viewed at a selected home network or viewed at each

home network. For example, a user may havea first
home network(e.g., located at his or her house) anda
second homenetwork(e.g., located at his or her vacation
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house). In one embodiment, which assumesthatthefirst
homenetworkis the selected home network, any item of
programming that is viewed at the first home network
may not be presentedinalisting of programming at the
second network. In another embodiment, assuming that
none of the home networks are selected, any item of
programming viewedat the first network may not be pre-
sentedina listing of programming at the second network,
and anyitem of programming viewed at the second net-
work may not be presentedinalisting of programming
at the first network.

[0176] FIG. 18e showsillustrative flow diagram 1840
for displaying interactive content based on the viewing
history of a selected home networkin accordance with
the principles of the present invention. At step 1842, a
home network is selected out of at least two homenet-

works that are communicatively coupled to each other.
At step 1844, a viewing history is provided based on the
selected home network. At step 1846,interactive content
based on the viewing history of the selected homenet-
workis generated for display at each home network.
[0177]|Itis understood that in cross-coupled homenet-
work arrangements (e.g., see FIGS. 11/c and 11d), a se-
lected user device or an identified user may determine
the interactive content that is generated for display for
user devices communicatively coupled to the cross-cou-
pled home networks.
[0178] The foregoing discussion of managing content
across multiple home networksillustrates the ability to
share a viewinghistory for a particular home network with
external user equipment devices or home networks. This
concept may extend to the user-level and device-level
aspects of the present invention as well. For example, a
userat a user equipment devicethat is outside of ahome
network maystill access the profile for a particular user
or device within the home network, provided that the user
equipment device is communicatively coupled to the
home network. In this manner, a user spending time at
their vacation house may access a useror device profile
from their regular house, which may have a more com-
plete viewing history for the user and therefore be more
desirable.

[0179] FIG. 20 showsillustrative flow diagram 2000 for
displaying ranked interactive content based on a prede-
termined criteria that is applied to previously viewed pro-
gramming. At step 2002, the interactive media guidance
application may assign rankings to someorall of the
previously viewed media (e.g., an episode of a television
series, a movie, or an advertisement) based on one or
morecriteria. In some embodiments, the interactive me-
dia guidance application may rank previously viewed me-
diaon the sole basis of when the media waslast viewed.

In other embodiments, the interactive media guidance
application may assign a cumulative ranking to each pre-
viously viewed media based on a number ofcriteria that
may include when the media was last viewed, how fre-
quently the media was viewed, and any particular pref-
erences that the user has specified for the media. The
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criteria may be weighted in determining tne ranking for
the particular media that has been previously viewed.
Parameters such asthe different criteria for determining
the ranking of previously viewed media, whetheror not
they are weighted, the particular weightings for each of
the different criteria, and the specific media or types of
media to actually apply the ranking to may be preset by
the interactive media guidance application in an opti-
mized fashion, or may be customized by the user and for
each userprofile, using for example a display screen
provided by the interactive media guidance application
for specifying such settings.
[0180] After rankings have been applied to the previ-
ously viewing media,the interactive media guidance ap-
plication may, at step 2004, display interactive content
or media content based on the assigned rankings. By
default, unviewed content may be ranked higher than
previously viewed content. In some embodiments, pre-
viously viewed media content that was more recently
viewed or that has been viewed more often, for example,
may be ranked lower, and as a result may be lesslikely
to be displayed, or may be displayed lowerin a ranked
list of interactive content. In other embodiments, previ-
ously viewed media content that has been ranked may
be displayedin interactive content based on a color gra-
dient that correspondswith the ranking of the previously
viewed content. In this manner, interactive listings for
content that has been viewed more recently or that has
been viewed more frequently may appear brighter or
moreintense than interactive listings for less recently or
less frequently viewed content,or vice-versa.In still other
embodiments, the viewing history for previously viewed
media content, such as the date that the content waslast
viewed, or the numberof the times that the content was
viewed, may bedisplayedin the interactive content gen-
erated by the interactive media guidance application.
[0181] Media content may similarly be displayed
based on rankingsof previously viewed content. In some
embodiments, advertisernents or promotional media that
were more recently or more frequently viewed than other
available media content may be less likely to be dis-
played.
[0182] FIGS. 21A-F showillustrative content 2100 that
may be generated and displayed by the interactive media
guidance application based on a viewing history for an
identified user, a selected device, or a home networkin
accordance with the present invention. In particular,
FIGS. 21A-F show differentillustrative visual indicators

that may be used bythe interactive media guidance ap-
plication to represent displays and/or listings of previous-
ly viewed content. In FIGS. 21A-F, display screen 2100
mayinclude selectable advertisement 2102, selectable
pay-per-view ("PPV") advertisement 2104, picture-in-
guide ("PIG") screen 2106, and program listings 2108,
2110, 2112 and 2114. Advertisements 2102 and 2104
may be referredto as selectable advertisements because
the user can select the advertisements, and in response,
the user may be provided with an opportunity to order
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the advertised product, may be autamatically directed to
the advertised show,etc.
[0183] In FIG. 21A, program listing 2108 for the movie
"Matrix" is displayed with a watched iconto indicate that
the movie has been previously viewed. In FIG. 21B,pro-
gram listing 2110 for the movie "Top Gun"is displayed
with text indicating that the movie was last viewed on
October 26, 2005. In FIG. 21C, program listing 2112 for
the movie "X-Men" is shaded to denote that the movie

has beenpreviously viewed. As described abovein con-
nection with FIG. 20, the brightness or color of program
listing 2112 may vary based on factors such as, for ex-
ample, the date that the content corresponding to the
program listing was last viewed, how often it was viewed,
etc. In FIG. 21D, program listing 2114 for episode three
from season oneof the television series "Entourage"is
displayed with textual information describing that the par-
ticular episode has been viewed twotimes. In FIG. 21E,
selectable advertisement 2102 and selectable PPV ad-

vertisement 2104 mayinclude visual indicators to denote
that either the particular advertisement or the advertised
content has been previously viewed. For example, as
shownin FIG. 21E, selectable advertisements 2102 and
2104 may be displayedwith the circle icon with the letter
"W"to denote that either the particular advertisement, or
the advertised content has been previously viewed. Dif-
ferent visual indicators may be usedto distinguish for the
viewer when advertisements themselves have been pre-
viously viewed from whenthe content being advertised
has been viewed.In FIG. 21F, PIG screen 2106 may also
display an indicator that content has been previously
viewed when, for example, a user selects oneof the pro-
gram listings 2108, 2110, 2112, or 2114 or one of se-
lectable advertisements 2102 or 2104 using highlight re-
gion 2118, and media content relating to the selected
listing or advertisementis displayed in the PIG.
[0184] In some embodiments, the interactive media
guidance application may display visual indicators to de-
note that content is "New to Me”instead of orin addition

to displaying visual indicators to denote previously
viewed content, as is shown in FIGS. 21A-F. As will be
explained below in connection with FIG. 22, the decision
to display visual indicators for unviewed versus viewed
content maybe setby the user. If this preference has not
yetbeen specified by the user, the interactive media guid-
ance application may by default (i.e., according to a de-
fault rule either chosen by the user or defined by the
interactive media guidance system) display visual indi-
cators in accordance with one of the above-described

alternatives. Ifthe interactive media guidance application
is in fact configured to display visual indicators for previ-
ously unviewed content, visual indicators similar to those
described above may be employed. For example,a rec-
tangular icon with the word "New to Me", or a circular
icon with the letters "NM" may be used to denote content
that is new to the viewer, according to the particular user,
device or household profile that has been loaded. Alter-
natively, the previously unviewed content(e.g., program
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listing, advertisement, or PIG screen content) may be
shadedto indicate thatit is new. The shading for previ-
ously unviewed content may be purposely set to be a
different color or level of brightness from the shading for
previously viewed content to makeit easier for a user to
distinguish the two types of content when, for example,
the user desires to view different visual indicators for both

unviewed and viewed content. Also, any combination of
the visual indicators described above may be used to
denote unviewed or viewed content. For example, the
interactive media guidance application may apply shad-
ing to represent previously unviewed or viewed content
within the programlisting portion of a display screen, and
then apply the circular icons to the advertisement, PIG
or other areas of the display screen where previously
unviewed or viewed content may be presented. The ac-
tual visual indicators that are to be employedfor thedif-
ferent areas of a display may be specified either by the
useror by the interactive media guidance system. More-
over, it will be generally understood that the visual indi-
cators described in FIGS. 21A-F are only illustrative and
not intendedto be limiting, and that other forms of indi-
cators appropriate for interactive media guidance appli-
cations may be used to represent unviewed or viewed
content.

[0185] FIG. 21G showsanillustrative screen in which
previously viewed content has been ranked according to
predetermined criteria. Here, it will be assumed program
listings 2108, 2110, 2112 and 2114 all correspond to pre-
viously viewed content, and are ranked according to the
date that the content was last viewed. The interactive

media guidance application may’ rank the most recently
viewed programfirst, and thus display the most recently
viewed program on the top of the display. Alternatively,
the user may specify, or the interactive media guidance
application may automatically set, a different order in
which the previously viewed content should be ranked.
Also, as discussed above, the ranking may be deter-
mined based on a weighted combination of criteria that
again maybe specified by the user or automatically set
by the interactive media quidanceapplication. Therefore,
if, for example, program listings 2108, 2110, 2112 and
2114 were ranked on the basis of not only when the con-
tent representedin the listings was last viewed, but also
how many times the content was viewed, it is entirely
possible that program listing 2110 for "Top Gun” may not
be the highest ranked program listing, and thus would
not be displayed. Also, it will be understood that the in-
dicators that are displayed in a rankedlist do not neces-
sarily have to correspondto the way in which the content
is being ranked. For example,as will be explained below
in connection with FIG. 22, the user may specify that
visual indicators for identifying the frequency with which
previously viewed content was viewed be used, andthen
separately specify that the criterion of when content was
last viewed be used to rank such content.

[0186] FIG. 21H illustrates the use of "New to Me”vis-
ual indicators to denote content that has been previously
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viewed, where the previously viewed content corre-
spondsto reruns or repeats of television program epi-
sodes(i.e., episodes that have aired at least once in the
past). FIG. 21H showsa display screen 2150 that may
include selectable advertisement 2152, selectable PPV
advertisement 2154 and PIG screen 2156. Display
screen 2150 also includes program listings 21.58, 2160,
2162 and 2164 that each correspondto an episode of a
television series. Each of program listings 2158, 2160,
2162 and 2164 maybeselected using highlight region
2166.

[0187]  Itis seenin FIG. 21H that programlistings 2158,
2160, and 2164 are all indicated as being reruns. How-
ever, "New to Me"indicators 2168 are displayed only in
connection with program listings 2160 and 2164, mean-
ing that although the episodesidentified by program list-
ings 2160 and 2164 -- Season 1, Episode 9 of Prison
Break and Season 1, Episode 3 of Entouragehavepre-
sumably aired before, depending on the profile that has
been loaded, those reruns have not been previously
viewed by the corresponding viewer, device or house-
hold.

[0188] This example emphasizesthe usefulnessof the
"New to Me"feature applied to television showsthat have
been airing for aconsiderable amountoftime,or that are
otherwise in syndication. When a particular episode of a
television program is a rerun, the listing of, or the detailed
program schedule information for the episode typically
indicates thatthe episodeis a rerun, suggestingto aview-
erthat they have already watched the episode. However,
viewers who have only begun to consistently watch the
television program often have not seen many ofthe re-
runs.It is not until the viewers start watching moreepi-
sodesof the program that the episodesthat are flagged
as reruns actually correspond to episodesthat the viewer
has seen. These repeat indicators are thus at leastini-
tially of little use to viewers who did not begin to watch a
television series from the outset, when the programfirst
started airing. Compoundingthis problem is the fact that
repeat indicators can sometimesbe inaccurate. By ena-
bling users to maintain a viewing history for a viewer,
device or household, then, the "New to Me"featurealle-
viates these problems by keeping track of the precise
episodes of the programs that have been previously
viewed.

[0189] FIG. 22 showsanillustrative menu screen 2200
that allows a userto activate, deactivate and configure
the "New to Me"feature at will. In some embodiments,
menu screen 2200 may be presented to a user, by de-
fault, immediately preceding or following the display of
profile selection screen 1900 shownin FIG. 19. Menu
screen 2200 may also be generally designed to be ac-
cessible at any time by pressing a corresponding "New
to Me”function button on the remote control, or by se-
lecting a "New to Me”function button displayed on any
display screen generatedby the interactive media guid-
ance application. In particular, screen 2200 mayinclude
buttons 2202, 2204, 2206 and 2208.It is understood that
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the contents of screen 2200 are merely illustrative and
that additional selectable features may be added, and
that existing features may be omitted.
[0190] Button 2202 allows a user to run the "New to
Me"feature on specific content. Thus, button 2202 may
be selected whena useris interested in invoking the fea-
ture only on content for which the user believes thatit
worth identifying whether the content has been previous-
ly viewed. In response to selection of button 2202, the
user may be presented with another screenfor specifying
the type ortypes of content that the user wishesto invoke
the "New to Me" feature on. For example, the user may
specify to invoke the feature only on advertisements, or
on specific television programs, or on specific genres of
movies. Any suitable type of display screen for entering
in such information may be provided bythe interactive
media guidance application.
[0191] Button 2204 enables a user to run the "New to
Me"feature on specific functions or interactive content
provided by the interactive media guidance application.
In response to selection of button 2204, the interactive
media guidance application provide one or more display
screensin order to allow the user to select the type of
functions or interactive content that the "New to Me"fea-

ture should impact. For example, the user may choose
to turn on the "New to Me" feature only with respect to
menu displays, program listing displays, recommenda-
tions, search results, automatic displays of advertise-
ments or other content, any combination of these func-
tions or interactive content, or any additional types of
functions or interactive content supported bythe interac-
tive media guidance application for which the "New to
Me" feature is applicable. The amount of user control
may be even more refined in that a user may choose
that, for each type of applicable function,a different "rule"
be provided. The different available rules may include
not displaying previously viewed content, displaying pre-
viously viewed or unviewed content using indicators, and
displaying previously unviewed content according to a
ranking. Where appropriate, these rules may be com-
bined. For example, a user mayoptto display previously
viewed content using indicators and according to a rank-
ing. Alternatively, selection of these rules may be applied
globally across and independentof the different functions
provided by the interactive media guidance application
for which the "New to Me” function applies (e.g., by a
button other than button 2204). The interactive media
guidance application may also set a default rule that ap-
plies absent any selection of a rule by a user.
[0192] Button 2206 enables a user to activate the "New
to Me" function on all the available types of content pro-
vided, and for every instance in which the "New to Me”
function is applicable. In some embodiments, absent any
specification by the user, the interactive media guidance
application may run the "New to Me"function by default
according to this nondiscretionary rule. In response to
selection of button 2206, the interactive media guidance
application may proceed to track the viewing history of
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all content for the specified user, device or household
profile, and then use this information to update or modify
the functions or interactive content provided based on
this viewing history.
[0193] Button2208 allows a user to configure addition-
al options associated with the "New to Me” feature. For
example, by selecting button 2208, the user may bepre-
sented with the opportunity via one or more display
screens to, among otherthings, explicitly set the different
types of visual indicators to be employed bythe interac-
tive media guidance application as described abovein
connection with FIGS. 21A-H, set default rules, etc.
[0194] Finally, button 2210 enables a user to voluntar-
ily turn off the "New to Me"feature. In responseto selec-
tion of button 2210, the interactive media guidance ap-
plication may completely stop keeping track of the con-
tent viewed by the user.
[0195] The foregoing is merelyillustrative of the prin-
ciples of this invention and various modifications can be
made by those skilled in the art without departing from
the scope and spirit of the invention.
[0196] The following embodiments are disclosed:

1. Amethodfor using an interactive media guidance
application implemented on a user equipment de-
vice, comprising:

providing a profile for use by the interactive me-
dia guidance application, wherein the profile
comprises a viewing history of previously
viewed content, and further wherein the profile
is shared amongaplurality of user equipment
devices; and

displaying interactive content using the interac-
tive media guidance application based on the
viewing history for the profile.

2. The method of item 1, further comprising receiving
a user input for selecting the profile.

3. The method of item 1, further comprising automat-
ically selecting the profile using the interactive media
guidance application.

4. The method of item 1, wherein the interactive me-
dia guidance application automatically selects the
profile after a predeterminedtime.

5. The methodof item 4, wherein the predetermined
time is set by a user, or is set by default by the inter-
active media guidance application.

6. The methodof item 1, wherein the profile corre-
spondsto a user profile comprising a viewing history
of previously viewed content by a user associated
with the user profile.

7. The method of item 1, wherein the profile corre-
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spondsto a device profile comprising a viewing his-
tory of previously viewed content on oneof the user
equipment devices.

8. The methodof item 1, wherein the plurality of user
equipment devices comprises a smaller plurality of
user equipmentdevicesthat are located in a house-
hold, and further wherein the profile corresponds to
a household profile comprising a viewing history of
previously viewed content by the smaller plurality of
user equipment devices located in the household.

9. The method of item 1, wherein the previously
viewed content comprises programming, advertise-
ments, content identified based on interactions by a
user with the interactive media guidance application,
or additional information.

10. The method of item 1, wherein displaying inter-
active content using the interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displaying a display of recommended
content based on the viewing history for the profile.

11. The methodof item 10, wherein the recommend-

ed content comprises advertisements, programming
or additional information.

12. The method of item 1, wherein displaying inter-
active content using the interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displaying a display of results of a
search for content based on the viewinghistory for
the profile.

13. The method of item 1, wherein displaying inter-
active content using the interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displayingadisplay of program listings
based on the viewing history for the profile.

14. The method of item 1, wherein displaying inter-
active content using the interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displaying an automatic display of
content based on the viewing history for the profile.

15. The method of item 14, wherein the automatic
display of content comprises advertisements, pro-
gramming or additional information.

16. The method of item 1, wherein displaying inter-
active content using the Interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displaying an interactive menu based
on the viewing history for the profile.

17. The method of item 1, wherein displaying inter-
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active content using the interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displaying a display comprising at
least one indicator to denote previously viewed or
unviewed content.

18. The method of item 17, wherein a user sets
whether the indicator should denote previously
viewed content, previously unviewed content, or
both.

19. The method of item 17, wherein the interactive
media guidance application sets by default whether
the indicator should denote previously viewed con-
tent previously unviewed content, or both.

20. The method of item 17, wherein the display com-
prises a first indicator to denote previously viewed
content, anda second indicator to denote previously
unviewed content.

21. The method of item 17, wherein the indicator
comprises an icon, or a shading of the previously
viewed or unviewed content. 
22, The method of item 17, wherein the indicator
indicates the last time the previously viewed content
was viewed, the number of times the previously
viewed contentwas viewed, howoften the previously
viewed content was viewed, or how muchofthe pre-
viously viewed content was viewed.

23. The methodof item 17, wherein the indicatoris

displayed with an advertisementin a panel display.

24. The methodof item 17, wherein the indicatoris
displayed with an advertisement to denote that the
advertisement has been previously viewed or not
viewed.

25. The methodof item 17, wherein the indicatoris
displayed with an advertisement for an advertised
program to denote that the advertised program has
been previously viewed or not viewed.

26. The methodof item 17, wherein the indicatoris
displayed with a program listing for a particular pro-
gram to denotethat the particular program has been
previously viewedor not viewed.

27. The methodof item 17, wherein the indicatoris
displayedin a picture-in-guide display to denote that
content displayedin the picture-in-guide display has
been previously viewed or not viewed.

28. The methedof item 27, wherein the content dis-

played in the picture-in-guide display corresponds
to an advertisement, a preview for a program, ora
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program.

29. The method of item 1, wherein displaying inter-
active content using the interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displaying interactive content that
does not include the previously viewed content.

30. The method of item . 1, wherein displaying inter-
active content using the interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displaying previously viewed content
according to a rank within a display of interactive
content.

31. The method of item 1, wherein the viewing history
of previously viewed contentis defined by the inter-
active media guidance application.

32. The method of iter 1, wherein the viewing history
of at least a portion of the previously viewed content
is defined by a user.

33. The methodof item 32, wherein the user enters
the viewing history of the portion of the previously
viewed content on an Internet website or on a display
generated bythe interactive media guidance appli-
cation.

34. The method of item 1, wherein displaying inter-
active content using the interactive media guidance
application based on the viewing history for the pro-
file comprises displaying a portion of the previously
viewed content that has not yet been viewed.

35. The method of item 1, further comprising receiv-
ing a user input to display interactive content using
he interactive media guidance application based on
he viewing history for the profile.

36. The methodof item 1, further comprising receiv-
ing a user input to display interactive content using
he interactive media guidance application based on-
ly on a portion of the previously viewed contentin
he viewing history for the profile.

37. The methodof item 1, further comprising receiv-
ing a user input to display interactive content using
he interactive media guidance application for only
a portion of the functionality provided by the interac-
ive media guidance application based on the view-

ing history for the profile.

 
38. The methodof item 1, further comprising receiv-
ing a user inputto stop displaying interactive content
using the interactive media guidance application
based on the viewing history for the profile.
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39. The method of item 1, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide or an online television program
guide.

40. A system that uses an interactive media guid-
ance application, comprising:

a plurality of user equipment devices connected
by anetwork, wherein at least one of the plurality
of user equipmentdevicesis operativeto:

provide a profile for use by the interactive
media guidance application, wherein the
profile comprises a viewing history of previ-
ously viewed content, and further wherein
the profile is shared amongtheplurality of
user equipment devices; and
display interactive content using the inter-
active media guidance application based on
the viewing history for the profile.

41. The system of item 40, wherein at least one of
the user equipmentdevicesreceives a userinput for
selecting the profile.

42. The system of item 40, wherein at least one of
the plurality of user equipment devices automatically
selects the profile.

43. The system of item 42, wherein the user equip-
mentdevice selects the profile after a predetermined
time.

44. The system of item 43, wherein the predeter-
mined time is set by a user, or is set by default.

45. The system of iter 40, wherein the profile cor-
respondsto a userprofile comprising a viewing his-
tory of previously viewed content by a user.

46. The system of item 40, wherein the profile cor-
responds to a device profile comprising a viewing
history of previously viewed content on one of the
user equipmentdevices.

47. The system of item 40, wherein the plurality of
user equipment devices comprises a smaller plural-
ity of user equipment devices that are located in a
household, and further wherein the profile corre-
sponds to a household profile comprising a viewing
history of previously viewed content by the smaller
plurality of user equipment devices located in the
household.

48. The system of item 40, wherein the previously
viewed content comprises programming, advertise-
ments, content identified based on interactions by a
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user with at least one of the plurality of user equip-
ment devices, or additional information.

49. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
ment device is operative to display recommended
content based on the viewing history for the profile.

50. The system of item 49, wherein the recommend-
ed content comprises advertisements, programming
or additional information.

51. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
ment device is operative to display results of asearch
for content based on the viewing history for the pro-
file.

52. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
mentdevice is operative to display programm listings
based on the viewing history for the profile.

53. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
ment deviceis operative to display content based on
the viewing history for the profile.

54. The system of item 53, wherein the automatic
display of content comprises advertisements, pro-
gramming or additional information.

55. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
ment device is operative to display an interactive
menu basedon the viewing history for the profile.

56. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
mentdevice is operative to display at least one indi-
cator to denote previously viewed or unviewed con-
tent.

57. The system of item 56, wherein a user sets
whether the indicator should denote previously
viewed content, previously unviewed content, or
both.

58. The system of item 56, wherein the user equip-
ment device sets by default whether the indicator
should denote previously viewed content previously
unviewed content, or both.

59. The system of item 56, wherein the display com-
prisesafirst indicator to denote previously viewed
content, and a second indicator to denote previously
unviewed content.

60. The system of item 56, wherein the indicator com-
prises an icon, or a shading of the previously viewed
or unviewed content.

61. The system of item 56, wherein the indicatorin-
dicates the last time the previously viewed content
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was viewed, the number of times the previously
viewed contentwas viewed, howoften the previously
viewed content was viewed, or how muchofthe pre-
viously viewed content was viewed.

62. The system of item 56, wherein the indicatoris
displayed with an advertisement in a panel display.

63. The system of item 56, wherein the indicatoris
displayed with an advertisement to denote that the
advertisement has been previously viewed or not
viewed.

64. The system of item 56, wherein the indicatoris
displayed with an advertisement for an advertised
program to denotethat the advertised program has
been previously viewed or not viewed.

65. The system of item 56, wherein the indicatoris
displayed with a program listing for a particular pro-
gram to denotethatthe particular program has been
previously viewedor not viewed.

66. The system of item 56, wherein the indicatoris
displayedin a picture-in-guide display to denote that
content displayedin the picture-in-guide display has
been previously viewed or not viewed.

67. The system of item 66, wherein the content dis-
played in the picture-in-guide display corresponds
to an advertisement, a preview for a program, ora
program.

68. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
ment device is operative to display interactive con-
tent that does notinclude the previously viewed con-
tent.

69. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
mentdeviceis operative to display previouslyviewed
content according to a rank within a display of inter-
active content.

70. The system of item 40, wherein the viewing his-
tory of previously viewed contentis defined by the
interactive media guidance application.

71. The system of item 40, wherein the viewing his-
tory of at least a portion of the previously viewed
content is defined by a user on at least one of the
plurality of user equipment devices.

72. The system of item 71, wherein the user enters
the viewing history of the portion of the previously
viewed contenton an Internet website or on a display
generated by the interactive media guidance appli-
cation.
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73. The system of item 40, wherein the user equip-
mentis operative to display a portion of the previ-
ously viewed contentthat has not yet been viewed.

74, The system of item 40, wherein at least one of
the plurality of user equipment devices receives a
user input to display interactive content based on the
viewing history.

75. The system of item 40, wherein at least one of
the plurality of user equipment devices receives a
user input to display interactive content based only
on a portion of the previously viewed contentin the
viewing history.

76. The system of item 40, wherein at least one of
the plurality of user equipment devices receives a
user input to display interactive content for only a
portion of the functionality based on the viewing his-
tory.

77. The system of item 40, wherein at least one of
the plurality of user equipment devices receives a
user input to stop display of interactive content based
on the viewing history.

78. The system of item 40, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide or an online television program
guide.

79. Amethodfor using an interactive media guidance
application, comprising:

providing a plurality of user equipment devices
each capable of supporting an interactive media
guidance application and that are communica-
tively coupled to each other viaa home network;
determining the identity of a user using one of
the.user devices;
providing a viewing history of the identified user,
the viewing history including monitored interac-
tions by the identified user on all of the user de-
vices; and
generating interactive content based on the
viewing history of the identified user for display
using any user device communicatively coupled
to the home network.

80. The methodof item 79, further comprising dis-
playing the generated interactive content on a dis-
play screen of a first one of the user devices for the
identified user.

81. The methodof item 79, further comprising dis-
playing the generated interactive content on a dis-
play screen of a second oneof the user devices for
the identified user.
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82. The method of item 79, wherein the determining
comprises using an identification system to deter-
mine the identity of the identified user. 
83. The methodof item 79, wherein the determining
comprises receiving a user input command thatin-
dicates the identity of the identified user.

84. The method ofitem 79, wherein the determining
comprises selecting a default identity for the user.

85. The method of item 79, further comprising:

selecting a userprofile for the identified user.

86. The methodof item 85, wherein the selected user
profile comprises the viewerhistoryfor the identified
user.

87. The method of item 79, further comprising:

monitoring interactions performed bythe identi-
fied user on all of the user devices; and

updating the viewer history for the identified user
based on the monitoredinteractions.

88. The method of iter 79, wherein the generated
interactive content is accessible by each of the user
devices.

89. The method of item 79, wherein the viewer history
is accessible by each of the user devices.

90. The method of item 79, further comprising:

storing the viewerhistory on a database.

91. The method of item 90, wherein the databaseis
located locally on one of the user devices.

92. The method of item 90, wherein the databaseis
a home network database that is communicatively
coupled to the home network.

93. The methodof item 90, wherein the databaseis
a remote database that is communicatively coupled
to the home network.

94. The method of item 93, wherein the remote da-

tabaseis located ona serverora distribution facility.

95. The methodof item 79, wherein the viewing his-
tory comprises data that indicates which program-
ming has been viewed by the identified user, data
that monitors the identified user’s interactions with

the interactive media guidance application, data that
indicates which advertisements have been viewed

or selected by the identified user, or data that indi-
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cates which additional information has been viewed

or selected by the identified user.

96. The method of item 79, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa list of programming
that has not been viewed bythe identified user, ad-
vertisements that have not been viewed by the iden-
tified user, additional information that has not been
viewed by the identified user, additional information
that informs the identified user whether a particular
program has been viewed, additional information
that informs the identified user the last time a partic-
ular program was viewed, oralist of programming
that has been ranked according to predetermined
criteria.

97. The methodof item 79, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesalisting of program-
ming, the method further comprising:

storing in a database an identifier associated
with each program that has been viewedbythe
identified user; and
cross-referencing identifiers associated withall
available programming with the identifiers
stored in the database to determine which pro-
gramming can be includedin the listing of pro-
gramming.

98. The methodof item 79, wherein the generated
interactive content comprises a listing of program-
ming, the method further comprising:

providing a group of identifiers corresponding to
all programming available that can be viewed
for the identified user, wherein the listing of pro-
grammingis derived from the group of identifi-
ers; and

removing from the group identifiers correspond-
ing to programming that has been viewed by the
identified user.

99. The methodof item 98, further comprising:

adding newidentifiers to the group as new pro-
gramming becomesavailable; and
deleting identifiers from the group when pro-
gramming corresponding to the deleted identifi-
ers is no longer available.

100. The method of item 79, wherein the identified
user is a first user and the generated interactive con-
tent is first user generated interactive content, the
methodfurther comprising:

determining that a second user is using one of
the user devices; and
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generating second user interactive content
based on a viewing history for the second user
for display on a display screen of any user device
communicatively coupled to the home network.

101. The methodof item 79, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide or an online television program
guide.

102. A system for using an interactive media guid-
ance application, comprising:

a plurality of user equipment devices communi-
catively coupled to each other via a home net-
work, wherein at least one user equipment de-
vice is operative to:

determine the identity of a user;
provide a viewing history of the identified
user, the viewing history including moni-
tored interactions by the identified user on
the plurality of user equipment devices; and
generate interactive content based on the
viewing history of the identified user for dis-
play.

103. The system of item 102, wherein any one of the
user equipment devices is operative to display the
generated interactive contentfor the identified user.

104. The system of item 102, wherein the at least
one user equipment device is operative to display
the generated interactive content for the identified
user.

105. The system of item 102, wherein the at least
one user equipmentdeviceis operative to determine
the identity of the identified user using an identifica-
tion system.

106. The system of item, 102, wherein the at least
one user equipment device is operative to receive a
user input commandthatindicates the identity of the
identified user.

107. The system of item 102, wherein the at least
one user equipmentdevice is operative to select a
default identity for the user.

108. The system of item 102, wherein the at least
one user equipment device is operative to:

select a user profile for the identified user.

109. The system of item 108, wherein the selected
user prcfile comprises the viewer history forthe iden-
tified user.
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110. The system of item 102, wherein the at least
one user equipment device is operative to:

monitor interactions performedby the identified
user on all of the user devices; and
update the viewerhistory for the identified user
based on the monitored interactions.

111. The system of item 102, wherein the generated
interactive content is accessible by each of the user
equipmentdevices.

112. The system of item 102, wherein the viewer
history is accessible by each of the user equipment
devices.

113. The system of item 102, wherein the at least
one user equipment device is operative to:

store the viewerhistory on a database.

114. The system of item 113, wherein the database
is located locally on one of the user equipment de-
vices.

115. The system of item 113, wherein the database
is ahomenetwork database that is communicatively
coupled to the home network.

116. The system of item 113, wherein the database
is a remote database that is communicatively cou-
pled to the home network.

117. The system of item 116, wherein the remote
database is located on a server or a distribution fa-

cility.

118. The system of item 102, wherein the viewing
history comprises datathatindicates which program-
ming has been viewedbythe identified user, data
that monitors the identified user’s interactions with

the user equipment devices, data that indicates
which advertisements have been viewed or selected

by the identified user, or data that indicates which
additional information has been viewed or selected

by the identified user.

119. The system of item 102, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa list of programming
that has not been viewed bythe identified user, ad-
vertisements that have not been viewed bythe iden-
tified user, additional information that has not been
viewed bythe identified user, additional information
that informsthe identified user whethera particular
program has been viewed, additional information
that informs the identified user the last time a partic-
ular program was viewed, oralist of programming
that has been ranked according to predetermined
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criteria.

120. The system of item 102, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa listing of program-
ming, wherein the at least one user equipment de-
vice is operative to:

store in a database an identifier associated with

each program that has been viewedbythe iden-
tified user; and
cross-reference identifiers associated with all

available programming with the identifiers
stored in the database to determine which pro-
gramming can be included in the listing of pro-
gramming.

121. The system of item 102, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa listing of program-
ming, wherein the at least one user equipment de-
vice is operative to:

provide a group of identifiers corresponding to
all programming available that can be viewed
for the identified user, wherein the listing of pro-
gramming is derived from the group of identifi-
ers; and
removefrom the group identifiers corresponding
to programming that has been viewed by the
identified user.

122. The system of item 121, wherein the at least
one user equipment device is operative to:

add newidentifiers to the group as new program-
ming becomesavailable; and
delete identifiers from the group when program-
ming corresponding to the deleted identifiers is
no longer available.

123. The system of item 102, wherein the identified
useris a first user and the generated interactive con-
tent is first user generated interactive content,
wherein the at least one user equipment device is
operative to:

determine that a second useris using one of the
user devices; and
generate second user interactive content based
on a viewing history for the seconduserfordis-
play ona display screen of any user device com-
municatively coupled to the network.

124. The system of item 102, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide or an online television program
guide.

125. A methodfor using an interactive media guid-
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ance application, comprising:

providing a plurality of user equipment devices
each capable of supporting an interactive media
guidance application and that are communica-
tively coupled to each other viaa home network;
providing a viewing history of a selected one of
the user devices, the viewing history including
monitored interactions that occurred at the se-

lected user device; and
generating interactive content based on the
viewing history of the selected user device for
display on all of the user devices communica-
tively coupled to the home network.

126. The method of item 125, wherein the selected
user device is amasterdevice and all remaining user
devices are slave devicesthat display generatedin-
teractive content based on the viewing history of the
master device.

127. The method of item 125, further comprising dis-
playing the generated interactive content on a dis-
playscreen of any user device communicatively cou-
pled to the home network.

128. The method of item 125, further comprising:

enabling a user to select which user device is
the selected device.

129. The methodof item 125, further comprising:

selecting a device profile for the selected device.

130. The method of item 129, wherein the selected
user profile comprises the viewerhistory for the se-
lected device.

131. The methodof item 125, further comprising:

monitoring interactions performed on the select-
ed user device; and
updating the viewerhistory for the selected de-
vice based on the monitoredinteractions.

132. The methodof item 125, wherein the generated
interactive content is accessible by each of the user
devices.

133. The method of item 125, wherein the viewer
history is accessible by each of the user devices.

134. The methodof item 125, further comprising:

storing the viewerhistory on a database.

135. The methodof item 134, wherein the database
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is located locally on ane of the user devices.

136. The method of item 134, wherein the database
is ahome network databasethat is communicatively
coupled to the home network.

137. The methodof item 134, wherein the database
is a remote database that is communicatively cou-
pled to the home networks.

138. The method of item 137, wherein the remote
databaseis located on a server or a distribution fa-

cility.

139. The method of item 125, wherein the viewing
history comprises data that indicates which program-
ming has been viewedon the selected user device,
data that monitors interactions with the interactive

media guidance application on the selected user de-
vice, data that indicates which advertisements have
been displayed on a display screen of the selected
user device, or data that indicates which additional
information has been displayed on a display screen
of the selected user device.

140. The method of item 125, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa list of programming
that includes programming that has not been dis-
played on a display screen of the selected user de-
vice, advertisements that have not been displayed
onadisplay screen of the selected user device, ad-
ditional information that has not been displayed on
a display screen of the selected user device, addi-
tional information that indicates whethera particular
program has been viewed, additional information
that indicates the last time a particular program was
viewed, or a list of programming that has been
ranked according to predetermined criteria.

141. The method of item 125, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa listing of program-
ming, the method further comprising:

storing in a database an identifier associated
with each program that has been viewedbythe
selected user device; and
cross-referencing identifiers associated withall
available programming with the identifiers
stored in the database to determine which pro-
gramming can be includedin the listing of pro-
gramming.

142. The method of item 125, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa listing of program-
ming, the method further comprising:

providing a group ofidentifiers corresponding to
all programming available that can be viewed
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on any of the user devices communicatively cou-
pled to the home network, wherein the listing of
programmingis derived from the group of iden-
tifiers; and
removing from the group identifiers correspond-
ing to programming that has been viewed on the
selected user device.

143. The method of item 142, further comprising:

adding newidentifiers to the group as new pro-
gramming becomesavailable; and
deleting identifiers from the group when pro-
gramming corresponding to the deleted identifi-
ers is no longer available.

144. The method of item 125, wherein the interactive

media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide or an online television program
guide.

145. A system for using an interactive media guid-
ance application, comprising:

a plurality of user equipment devices communi-
catively coupled to each other via a home net-
work, wherein the system is operative to:

provide a viewing history of a selected one
of the plurality of user equipment devices,
the viewing history including monitored in-
teractions that occurred at the selected user

equipment device; and
generate interactive content based on the
viewing history of the selected user equip-
mentdevice for display.

146. The system of item 145, wherein the selected
user device is amasterdevice and all remaining user
devices are slave devices that display generated in-
teractive content based on the viewing history of the
master device.

147. The system of item 145, wherein the at least
one user equipment device is operative to display
the generated interactive content.

148. The system of item 145, wherein the system is
operative to:

enable a user to select which user device is the
selected device.

149. The system of item 145, wherein the system is
operative to:

select a device profile for the selected device.
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150. The system of item 149, wherein the selected
userprofile comprises the viewer history for the se-
lected device.

151. The system of item 145, wherein the system is
operative to:

monitor interactions performed on the selected
userdevice; and
update the viewerhistory forthe selected device
based on the monitored interactions.

152. The system of item 145, wherein the generated
interactive content is accessible by each of the user
devices.

153. The system of item 145, wherein the viewer
history is accessible by each of the user devices.

154. The system of item 145, wherein the system is
operative to:

store the viewer history on a database.

155. The system of item 154, wherein the database
is located locally on one of the user devices.

156. The system of item 154, wherein the database
is a network databasethat is communicatively cou-
pled to the network.

157. The system of item 154, wherein the database
is a remote database that is communicatively cou-
pled to the network.

158. The system of item 157, wherein the remote
database is located on a serverora distribution fa-

cility.

159. The system of item. 145, wherein the viewing
history comprises data that indicates which program-
ming has been viewed on the selected user device,
data that monitors interactions on the selected user

device, data that indicates which advertisements
have been displayed by the selected user device, or
data that indicates which additional information has

been displayed by the selected user device.

160. The system of item 145, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa list of programming
that includes programming that has not been dis-
played by the selected userdevice, advertisements
that have not been displayed by the selected user
device, additional information that has not been dis-

played by the selected user device, additionalinfor-
mation that indicates whether a particular program
has been viewed, additional information that indi-

catesthe last time a particular program was viewed,
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or a list of programming that has been ranked ac-
cording to predeterminedcriteria.

161. The system of item 145, wherein the generated
interactive content comprises a listing of program-
ming, wherein the system is operative to:

store in a databaseanidentifier associated with

each program that has been viewed bythe se-
lected user device; and
cross-reference identifiers associated with all

available programming with the identifiers
stored in the database to determine which pro-
gramming can be includedin the listing of pro-
gramming.

162. The system of item 145, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesalisting of program-
ming, wherein the system is operative to:

provide a group ofidentifiers corresponding to
all programming available that can be viewed
on any of the user devices communicatively cou-
pled to the network, wherein the listing of pro-
grammingis derived from the groupof identifi-
ers; and

removefrom the group identifiers corresponding
to programming that has been viewed on the
selected user device.

163. The system of item 162, wherein the system is
operative to:

add new identifiers to the group as new program-
ming becomesavailable; and
delete identifiers from the group when program-
ming corresponding to the deleted identifiers is
no longer available.

164. The system ofitem 145, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide or an online television program
guide.

165. A method for using an interactive media guid-
ance application, comprising:

providing at least two home networks that are
communicatively coupled to each other, each
home network comprising at least one user
equipment device capable of supporting an in-
teractive media guidance application;
providing a viewing history forat leastafirst of
the homenetworks, the viewing history including
monitored interactions that occurred atthefirst

home network; and
generating interactive content based on the
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viewing history for the first home network.

166. The method of item 165, further comprising:

displaying the generated interactive content on
a display device of at least one user device of
at least one of the home networks.

167. The method of item 165, further comprising:

displaying the generated interactive content on
at least one display device of a second of the
home networks.

168. The method of item 165, further comprising:

displaying the generated interactive content on
at least one display device of the first of the home
networks.

169. Themethod of item, 165, wherein the generated
interactive content is accessible by each of the home
networks.

170. The method of item 165, wherein the viewing
history ofthe first of the home networksis accessible
by eachof the home networks.

171. The method of item 165, further comprising:

providing a home profile, wherein the home pro-
file comprises the viewer history for at least the
first of the home networks.

172. The method of item 165, further comprising:

monitoring interactions performed on the first of
the home networks; and
updating the viewer history for at least the first
of the home networks based on the monitored
interactions.

173. The method of item 165, wherein the viewer
history is associated with the first of the home net-
works and a second ofthe home networks, the meth-

od further comprising:

monitoring interactions performed on a second
of the home networks; and
updating the viewerhistory for thefirst and sec-
ond of the home networks.

174. The method of item 165, further comprising:

storing the viewer history on a database.

175. The method of item 174, wherein the database
is located locally on a user device that is communi-
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catively coupled to ane of the home networks.

176. The methodof item 174, wherein the database
is ahome networkdatabasethat is communicatively
coupled to one of the home networks.

177. The method of item 174, wherein the database
is a remote database that is communicatively cou-
pled to each of the home networks.

178. The method of item 177, wherein the remote
database is located on a server or a distribution fa-

cility.

179. The method of item 165, wherein the viewing
history comprises datathatindicates which program-
ming has been viewed on thefirst of the home net-
works,data that monitors interactions with the inter-
active media guidance application on thefirst of the
home networks, data that indicates which advertise-
ments have been displayed onthe first of the home
networks,or data that indicates which additional in-

formation has been displayed on thefirst of the home
networks.

180. The method of item 165, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa list of programming
that includes programming that has not been dis-
played on thefirst of the home networks, advertise-
ments that have not been displayed on thefirst of
the home networks, additional information that has
not been displayed onthe first of the home networks,
additional information that indicates whethera par-
ticular program has been viewed, additional informa-
tion that indicates the last time a particular program
was viewed,or a list of programming that has been
ranked according to predeterminedcriteria.

181. The method of item 165, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa listing of program-
ming, the method further comprising:

storing in a database an identifier associated
with each program that has been viewed on the
first of the home networks; and
cross-referencing identifiers associated withall
available programming with the identifiers
stored in the database to determine which pro-
gramming can be includedin the listing of pro-
gramming.

182. The methodof item 165, wherein the generated
interactive content comprises a listing of program-
ming, the method further comprising:

providing a groupof identifiers corresponding to
all programming available that can be viewed at
any of the home networks, wherein the listing of
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programmingis derived from the group of iden-
tifiers; and
removing from the group identifiers correspond-
ing to programmingthat has been viewed on the
first of the home networks.

183. The method of item 182, further comprising:

adding newidentifiers to the group as new pro-
gramming becomesavailable; and
deleting identifiers from the group when pro-
gramming correspondingto the deleted identifi-
ers is no longer available.

184. The methodof item 165, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide or an online television program
guide.

185. A system for using an interactive media guid-
ance application, comprising:

at least two home networks that are communi-

catively coupled to each other, each homenet-
work comprising at least one user equipment
device, wherein the system is operative to:

provide a viewing history for at least a first
of the home networks, the viewing history
including monitored interactions that oc-
curred at the first home network; and
generate interactive content based on the
viewing history for the first home network.

186. The system of item 185, wherein the system is
operative to:

display the generated interactive content on a
display device of at least one user equipment
device of at least one of the home networks.

187. The system of item 185, wherein the system is
operative to:

display the generated interactive content on at
least one display device of a second of the home
networks.

188. The system of item 185, wherein the system is
operative to:

display the generated interactive content on at
least one display device ofthe first of the home
networks.

189. The system of item 185, wherein the generated
interactive content is accessible by each of the home
networks.
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190. The system of item 185, wherein the viewing
history of the first of the home networksis accessible
by each of the home networks.

191. The system of item 185, wherein the system is
operative to:

provide a homeprofile, wherein the homeprofile
comprisesthe viewer history for at leastthe first
of the home networks.

192. The system of item 185, wherein the system is
operative to:

monitor interactions performed onthe first of the
home networks; and
update the viewerhistory for at least the first of
the home networks based on the monitored in-
teractions.

193. The system of item 185, wherein the viewer
history is associated with the first of the home net-
works and a second of the home networks, wherein
the system is operative to:

monitor interactions performed on a second of
the home networks; and
update the viewer history forthefirst and second
of the home networks.

194. The system of item 185, wherein the system is
operative to:

store the viewerhistory on a database.

195. The system of item 194, wherein the database
is located locally on a user device that is communi-
catively coupled to one of the home networks.

196. The system of item 194, wherein the database
is ahome networkdatabasethat is communicatively
coupled to one of the home networks.

197. The system of item 194, wherein the database
is a remote database that is communicatively cou-
pled to each of the home networks.

198. The system of item 197, wherein the remote
database is located on a server or a distribution fa-

cility.

199. The system of item 185, wherein the viewing
history comprises datathat indicates which program-
ming has been viewed on thefirst of the home net-
works, data that monitors interactions with the user
equipmentdevice on the first of the home networks,
data that indicates which advertisements have been

displayed by the first of the home networks, or data
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that indicates which additional information has been

displayed bythefirst of the home networks.

200. The system of item. 185, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa list of programming
that includes programming that has not been dis-
played bythe first of the home networks, advertise-
ments that have not been displayed bythefirst of
the home networks,additional information that has
not been displayed bythefirst of the home networks,
additional information that indicates whether a par-
ticular program has been viewed, additional informa-
tion that indicates the last time a particular program
was viewed,ora list of programming that has been
ranked according to predetermined criteria.

201. The system of item 185, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa listing of program-
ming, wherein the system is operative to:

store in a database an identifier associated with

each program that has been viewedonthefirst
of the home networks; and
cross-reference identifiers associated with all

available programming with the identifiers
stored in the database to determine which pro-
gramming can be includedin the listing of pro-
gramming.

202. The system of item 185, wherein the generated
interactive content comprisesa listing of program-
ming, wherein the system is operative to:

provide a group of identifiers corresponding to
all programming available that can be viewed at
any of the home networks, wherein the listing of
programmingis derived from the group of iden-
tifiers; and
removefrom the group identifiers corresponding
to programming that has been viewed on the
first of the home networks.

203. The system of item 202, wherein the system is
operative to:

add newidentifiers to the group as new program-
ming becomesavailable; and
delete identifiers from the group when program-
ming corresponding to the deleted identifiers is
no longer available.

204. The system of item 185, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide or an online television program
guide.

205. A method for creating a viewing history using
an interactive media guidance application, compris-
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ing:

creating a viewing history for a user based on
previously viewed content;
automatically updating the viewing history
based on content that is viewed by the user on
a user equipmentdevice; and
allowing the user to manually update the viewing
history using the interactive media guidance ap-
plication.

206. The methodof item 205, wherein the user equip-
ment device is a first user equipment device, the
method further comprising automatically updating
the viewing history based on contentthat is viewed
by the user on a second user equipmentdevice.

207. The methodof item 206, wherein the second
user equipment device is part of a home network,
the home network comprises a plurality of user
equipment devices, including the first user equip-
ment device.

208. The methodof item 206, wherein the second
user equipmentdeviceis not part ofa home network,
the home network comprises a plurality of user
equipment devices, including the first user equip-
mentdevice.

209. The method of item 205, wherein allowing the
user to manually update the viewing history through
the interactive media guidance application compris-
es:

receiving a first user inout for specifying previ-
ously viewed content; and
receiving asecond user input for selecting a user
profile, wherein the user profile comprises the
viewing history for the user based on the previ-
ously viewed content.

210. The methodof item 209, further comprising:

updating the viewing history of the selected user
profile with the specified content.

211. The methodof item, 209, wherein receiving a
first user input for specifying previously viewed con-
tent comprises:

allowing a user to perform a searchfor the pre-
viously viewed content; and
receiving a user input of the previously viewed
content based on the search.

212. The method of item 209, wherein receiving a
first user input for specifying previously viewed con-
tent further comprises receiving a user input forspec-
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ifying details of the viewing of the previously viewed
content.

213. The method of item 209, wherein receiving a
second user input for selecting a profile comprises:

allowing a user to perform a search for the pro-
file; and
receiving a user inputof the profile based on the
search.

214. The methodofitem 209, further comprising re-
ceiving a user input for creating a profile.

215. The method of item 210, wherein updating the
viewing history of the selected profile with the spec-
ified content comprises adding the specified content
to the viewing history of the selected profile, or re-
placing the viewing history of the selected profile with
the specified content.

216. The method of itern 209, further comprising re-
ceiving a user input to begin displaying interactive
content using the interactive media guidance appli-
cation for only a portion of the functionality provided
by the interactive media guidance application based
on the specified content.

217. The method ofitem. 209, wherein the specified
content and the selected profile are provided on a
website, and further wherein the interactive media

guidance application receives the specified content
and the selected profile from the website to perform
the updating.

218. The methodof item 209, wherein the specified
content and the selected profile are provided to the
interactive media guidance application.

219. The method of item 205, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide, or an online television program
guide.

220. The method of item 205, wherein the previously
viewed content comprises programming, advertise-
ments, contentidentified based on interactions by a
userwith the interactive media guidanceapplication,
or additional information.

221. The methodof item 205, wherein the viewing
history makes up a portion of a user profile for the
user.

222. Themethodofitem 221, wherein the userprofile
is stored in a single database that is accessible by
at least one of a plurality of user equipment devices
that are part of ahome network, wherein the plurality
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of user equipment devices in the home networkin-
cludes the user equipment device, and further
wherein the plurality of user equipment devices in
the home network are communicatively coupled to
one another.

223. The methodof item 222, wherein the single da-
tabase is located in a local server within the home
network.

224. The method of item 223, wherein the local serv-
er is a standalonelocal server.

225. The method of item 222, wherein the single da-
tabase is located in a remote server outside of the
home network.

226. The methodof item 222, wherein the single da-
tabaseis located in one of the plurality of user equip-
ment devices in the home network,orin another user

equipment device outside of the home network.

227. The method of item 222, wherein authorization
is required to access the single database, the user
profile, or the viewing history portion of the user pro-
file.

228. The method of item 222, wherein a first user
equipmentdevice in the home network accessesthe
viewing history stored in the single database by es-
tablishing a communicative link with at least a sec-
ond user equipmentdevice that has direct access to
the single database.

229. The methodof item 221, wherein the userprofile
is stored in a single database that is accessible by
the user equipmentdevice. 
230. The methodof item 221, whereinthe userprofile
is duplicated and stored in a plurality of databases,
at least one of whichis accessible by at least one of
a plurality of user equipment devicesthat are part of
a home network, and wherein the plurality of user
equipment devicesin the home network includes the
user equipment device.

231. The method of item 230, wherein the plurality
of databasesare located at anyof the locations from
the group consisting of a local serverwithin the home
network, a remote server outside of the home net-
work, and at least one of the plurality of user equip-
mentdevicesin the home network.

232. The methodof item 231, wherein the user pro-
file, including the viewing history, is stored in a plu-
rality of databases, atleast one of whichis accessible
by at least one of a plurality of user equipment de-
vices that are part of a home network, and wherein
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the plurality of user equipment devices in the home
networkincludes the user equipment device.

233. The method of item 232, wherein the plurality
of databasesare located at anyof the locations from
the group consisting of a local server within the home
network, a remote server outside of the home net-
work, and at least one of the plurality of user equip-
ment devices in the home network.

234. A system for creating a viewing history using
an interactive media guidance application, the sys-
tem comprising a user equipment device operative
to:

create a viewing history for a user based on pre-
viously viewed content;
automatically update the viewing history based
oncontentthatis viewed by the user on the user
equiprnent device; and
allow the user to manually update the viewing
history.

235. The system of item 234, wherein the viewing
history is automatically updated based on content
that is viewed by the user on a second user equip-
ment device.

236. The system of item 235, wherein the second
user equipment device is part of a home network,
wherein the home network comprises a plurality of
user equipmentdevices thatincludes the user equip-
ment device.

237. The system of item 235, wherein the second
user equipment deviceis outside of a home network,
wherein the home network comprises a plurality of
user equipmentdevices thatincludes the user equip-
ment device.

238. The system of item 234, wherein the user equip-
ment device is operative to:

receiveafirst user input for specifying previously
viewed content; and
receive a second user inputfor selecting a user
profile, wherein the user profile comprises the
viewing history for the user based on the previ-
ously viewed content.

239. The system of item 238, wherein the user equip-
mentis operative to:

update the viewing history of the selected user
profile with the specified content.

240. The system of item 234, wherein the user equip-
ment device is operative to:
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allow a user to perform a searchfor the previ-
ously viewed content; and
receive a user input of the previously viewed
content based on the search.

241. The system of item 234, whereinthe user equip-
ment device is operative to receive a user input for
specifying details of the viewing of the previously
viewed content.

242. The system of item 234, wherein the user equip-
mentdeviceis operative to:

allow auserto perform a searchfora profile; and
receive a user input to select a profile based on
the search.

243. The system of item 234, whereinthe user equip-
ment device is operative to receive a user input for
creating a profile.

244. The system of item 239, wherein the user equip-
mentdevice is operative to add the specified content
to the viewing history of the selected profile, or to
replace the viewinghistory of the selectedprofile with
the specified content.

245. The system of item 239, whereinthe user equip-
ment device is operative to receive a user input to
begin displaying interactive contentforonly a portion
of the functionality based on the specified content.

246. The system of item 238, wherein the specified
content and the selected profile are provided on a
website, and further wherein the user equipment de-
vice is operative to receive the specified content and
the selected profile from the website to perform the
update.

247. The system of item 238, wherein the specified
content and the selected profile are provided to the
interactive media guidance application.

248. The system of item 234, wherein the interactive
media guidance application is an interactive televi-
sion program guide, or an online television program
guide.

249. The system of item 234, wherein the previously
viewed content comprises programming, advertise-
ments, content identified based on interactions by a
user with the user equipment, or additional informa-
tion.

250. The system of item 234, wherein the viewing
history makes up a portion of a user profile for the
user.
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251. Thesystem of item 250, wherein the userprofile
is stored in a single database that is accessible by
at least one of a plurality of user equipment devices
that are part of ahome network, wherein the plurality
of user equipmentdevices in the home networkin-
cludes the user equipment device, and further
wherein the plurality of user equipment devices in
the home network are communicatively coupled to
one another.

252. The system of item 251, wherein the single da-
tabaseis located in a local server within the home
network.

253. The system of item 252, wherein the local server
is a standalonelocal server.

254. The system of item 251, wherein the single da-
tabase is located in a remote serveroutside of the
home network.

255. The system of item 251, wherein the single da-
tabaseis located in one ofthe plurality of user equip-
ment devices in the home network,orin another user
equipment device outside of the home network.

256. The system of item 251, wherein authorization
is required to access the single database, the user
profile, or the viewing history portion of the userpro-
file.

257. The system of item 251, wherein a first user
equipment device in the home networkaccessesthe
viewing history stored in the single database by es-
tablishing a communicative link with at least a sec-
ond user equipmentdevice that has direct access to
the single database.

258. Thesystem of item 250, wherein the userprofile
is stored in a single database that is accessible by
the user equipment device.

259. The system of iter. 250, wherein the userpro-
file is duplicated and stored in a plurality of databas-
es, at least one of which is accessible by at least one
of a plurality of user equipmentdevicesthat are part
of a home network, and wherein the plurality of user
equipment devicesin the home networkincludes the
user equipmentdevice.

260. The system of item 259, wherein the plurality
of databases are located at anyof the locations from
the group consisting of alocal serverwithin the home
network, a remote server outside of the home net-
work, and at least one ofthe plurality of user equip-
ment devices in the home network.

261. The system of item 260, wherein the user pro-
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file, including the viewing history, is stored in a plu-
rality of databases,at least one of whichis accessible
by at least one of a plurality of user equipment de-
vices that are part of a home network, and wherein
the plurality of user equipment devices in the home
networkincludes the user equipmentdevice.

262. The system of item 261, wherein the plurality
of databasesare located at any of the locations from
the group consisting of a local serverwithin the home
network, a remote server outside of the home net-
work, and at least one of the plurality of user equip-
ment devices in the home network.

263. A method for displaying a list of previously
viewed contentin an interactive media guidance ap-
plication implemented on a user equipmentdevice,
comprising:

ranking previously viewed content according to
at least one predetermined criterion; and
displaying interactive content using the interac-
tive media guidance application based on the
ranking.

264. The methodof iter. 263, wherein the predeter-
minedcriterion is specified by a user.

265. The method of item. 263, wherein a user spec-
ifies an order in which the previously viewed content
is ranked.

266. The method of item 263, wherein the predeter-
minedcriterion comprisesthe lasttime the previously
viewed content was viewed, the numberof times the
previously viewed content was viewed, how often
the previously viewed content was viewed, or how
muchof the previously viewed content was viewed.

267. The method of item 263, further comprising
ranking previously viewed content according to aplu-
rality of predetermined criteria, wherein the prede-
termined criteria are combined according to a
weighting.

268. The method of item 267, wherein the weighting
is specified by a user.

269. The method of item 263, wherein the previously
viewed content comprises programming, advertise-
ments, content identified based on interactions by a
user with the interactive media guidance application,
or additional information.

270. A system for creating a viewing history using
an interactive media guidance application, the sys-
tem comprising a user equipment device operative
to:
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rank previously viewed cantent according to at
least one predeterminedcriterion; and
display interactive content based on the ranking.

271. The system of item. 270, wherein the predeter-
mined criterion is specified by a user.

272. The system of item 270, wherein a user spec-
ifies an order in which the previously viewed content
is ranked.

273. The system of item 270, wherein the predeter-
mined criterion comprisesthe last time the previously
viewed content was viewed, the numberof times the
previously viewed content was viewed, how often
the previously viewed content was viewed, or how
much of the previously viewed content was viewed.

274. Thesystem of item 270, wherein the user equip-
ment device is operative to rank previously viewed
content according to a plurality of predetermined cri-
teria, wherein the predetermined criteria are com-
bined according to a weighting.

275. The system of item 274, wherein the weighting
is specified by a user.

276. The system of item 270, wherein the previously
viewed content comprises programming, advertise-
ments, content identified based on interactions with
the user equipment device,or additional information.

277. Amethod for displaying a list of programming
in an interactive media guidance application, the
method comprising:

providing a plurality of user equipment devices
capable of supporting an interactive media guid-
ance application and that are communicatively
coupled to each other via a home network;
assigningatimestamp to each program that has
been viewedon at least one of the user devices;
ranking programming according to predeter-
mined criteria to determine the order in which

the programmingis displayed in a rankedlist of
programming, the predeterminedcriteria com-
prising the timestamp; and
displaying the rankedlist of programming using
at least one of the user devices.

278. The methodof item 277, wherein the ranking
comprises placing previously viewed programs in
the list according to their timestamps. 
279. The method of item 277, wherein the ranking
comprisesplacing programs having timestamps that
are more recentlower in thelist of programming than
programs having timestamps that are less recent
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and programsthat do not have an assigned times-
tamp.

280. The method of item 277, wherein the ranking
comprisesplacing the most recently viewed program
at the bottom ofthe list of programming.

281. The method of item 277, wherein the list of pro-
gramming includes programming that has been
viewed and programmingthat has not been viewed.

282. The method ofitem 277, wherein the list of pro-
gramming includes only programming that has not
been viewed.

283. The method of item 277, wherein the displayed
list of programmingis a list available for display on
any one of the user devices based on a viewing his-
tory for an identified user.

284. The methodof item 277, wherein the displayed
list of programming is based on a viewing history for
a selected oneofthe plurality of user devices.

285. The methodof item 277, wherein the displayed
list of programming is based on a viewinghistory for
at least one home network.

286. The methodof item 277, further comprising:

displaying additional information for a particular
program displayedin the list of programming.

287. The method of item 286, wherein the additional

information comprises an indicatorthatindicates that
the particular program has been previously viewed.

288. The methodof item 287, wherein the indicator
comprises an icon or a changein an appearance of
the particular program.

289. The method of item 286, wherein the additional

information comprises the timestamp associated
with the particular program.

290. The method of item 277, wherein programs that
are ranked lower may be coloreddifferent than high-
er ranked programs.

291. A system for using an interactive media guid-
ance application, comprising:

a plurality of user equipment devices connected
by anetwork, wherein the system is operative to:

assign a timestamp to each program that
has been viewed on the user equipment de-
vice;
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rank programming according to predeter-
mined criteria to determine the order in

which the programming is displayed in a
ranked list of programming, the predeter-
mined criteria comprising the timestamp;
and

display the rankedlist of programming.

292. The system of item 291, wherein the system is
operative to place previously viewed programsin the
list according to their timestamps.

293. The system of item 291, wherein the system is
operative to place programs having timestampsthat
are more recentlower in the list of programming than
programs having timestamps that are less recent
and programsthat do not have an assigned times-
tamp.

294. The system of item 291, wherein the system is
operative to place the mostrecently viewed program
at the bottom ofthe list of programming.

295. The system of item 291, wherein the list of pro-
gramming includes programming that has been
viewed and programming that has not been viewed.

296. The system of item 291, wherein the list of pro-
gramming includes only programming that has not
been viewed.

297. The system of item 291, wherein the displayed
list of programmingis a list available for display on
any one of the user devices based on a viewing his-
tory for an identified user.

298. The system of item 291, wherein the displayed
list of programming is based on a viewing history for
a selected oneof the plurality of user devices.

299. The system of item 291, wherein the displayed
list of programming is based on a viewing history for
at least one home network.

300. The system of item 291, wherein the system is
operative to:

display additional information for a particular
program displayedin the list of programming.

301. The system of item 300, wherein the additional
information comprisesanindicatorthat indicates that
the particular program has beenpreviously viewed.

302. The system of item 301, wherein the indicator
comprises an icon or a change in an appearanceof
the particular program.
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303. The system of item 300, wherein the additional
information comprises the timestamp associated
with the particular program.

304. The system of item 291, wherein programs that
are ranked lower maybe coloreddifferent than high-
er ranked programs.

Claims

A method for using an interactive media guidance
application, comprising:

providing a plurality of user equipment devices,
each having an interactive media guidance ap-
plication implemented thereon, communicative-
ly coupled to each other via a network;
providing a viewing history of a user, the viewing
history including monitored interactions by the
user on all of the user equipment devices; and
generating interactive content based on the
viewing history of the user for display using the
plurality of user equipment devices communica-
tively coupled to the network.

The method of claim 1, wherein the network is a
home network. 
The method of claim 1, wherein each interactive me-
dia guidance application is configured to provide me-
dia guidance services independentof otherinterac-
tive media guidance applications and provide media
guidance services in communication with one or
more of the other media guidance applications.

The method of claim 1, further comprising determin-
ing the identity of the user using one of the user
equipment devices, wherein the determining com-
prises at least one of using an identification system
to determine the identity of the identified user, re-
ceiving a user input command thatindicates the iden-
tity of the identified user, selecting a default identity
for the user, and selecting for the user a userprofile
comprising the viewing history of the user.

The methodof claim 1, wherein the generatedinter-
active content comprises at least one of menus, pro-
gram listings, recommendations, search results, ad-
vertisements, and additional information.

The methodof claim 1, further comprising:

displaying the generated interactive content on
a display screenofafirst one of the user equip-
ment devices for the user; and

displaying the generated interactive content on
a display screen of a second one of the user
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equipment devicesfor the user.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

monitoring interactions performed by the user
on all of the user equipmentdevices; and
updating the viewing history for the user based
on the monitored interactions.

The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the
generatedinteractive content and the viewing history
is accessible by each of the user equipment devices.

The methodof claim 1, further comprising:

storing the viewing history on a database,
wherein the database is at least one of a local

database on oneof the user equipmentdevices,
a network database that is communicatively
coupled to the network, and a remote database
that is communicatively coupled to the network
and located on a serverora distribution facility.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the viewing history comprises data that indicates
which programming has been viewed bythe us-
er, data that monitors the user'sinteractions with
the interactive media guidance application, data
that indicates which advertisements have been

viewed or selected by the user, or data that in-
dicates which additional information has been

viewed or selected by the user; and
the generated interactive content comprises a
list of programming that has not been viewed by
the user, advertisements that have not been
viewed by the user, additional information that
has not been viewed bythe user, additional in-
formation that informs the user whether a par-
ticular program has been viewed, additional in-
formation that informsthe identified user the last

time a particular program was viewed, or a list
of programming that has been ranked according
to predetermined criteria.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the generatedinter-
active content comprisesa listing of programming,
the method further comprising:

storing in a database an identifier associated
with each program that has been viewedby the
user and
cross-referencing identifiers associated withall
available programming with the identifiers
stored in the database to determine which pro-
gramming can be included in the listing of pro-
gramming.
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The method of claim 1, wherein the userisafirst
user and the generated interactive contentis first
user interactive content generatedfor the first user,
the method further comprising:

determining that a second user is using one of
the user equipment devices; and
generating second user interactive content for
the second user based on a viewing history for
the seconduserfor display on a display screen
of any user equipment device communicatively
coupled to the network.

The method of claim 1, wherein the interactive media
guidance application is an interactive television pro-
gram guide or an online media guide.

Asystem that performs anyof the methodsof claims
1-13.
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Electronic program guide with video-on-demandfunctionality

and provide contral functionality within each of the first
and second window, wherein, if the first window is se-

lected, the cursor selectively high-lights one ofthe tele-
vision programlistings displayedin the grid guide; where-
in the second window displays Video-On-Demandpro-
gramlistings, wherein, if the second window is selected,
the cursorselectively highlights one of the Video-On-De-
mandprogramlistings and prévides meansforactivating
said Video-On-Demand programlisting.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Thepresentinvention relates generally to meth-
ods of providing an electronic program guide (EPG)in.
an apparatusforreceiving and decoding digital television
signals, wherein the method comprises providing an
electronic program guide screen having at least a first
and a second window, wherein the first window displays
a grid guide formatof time and channel having a plurality
of cells in which television program listings are displayed;
providing input means for controlling a cursor to select
betweenthefirst and the second window andto navigate
and provide control functionalitywithin each ofthe first
and second window, wherein, if the first window is se-
lected, the cursor selectively highlights oneof the televi-
sion Programlistings displayed in the grid guide.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Electronic Program Guides (EPGs) are well
knowntools to ease viewer navigation in an electronic
listing of broadcast programs. Particularly, Electronic
Program Guides are used to provide an overview to
scheduled broadcasttelevision or radio programs. EPGs

’ are typically displayed on a television screen. Additional
functionality enables viewersto navigate, select, and dis-
covercontentbytime,title, channel, genre, etc. by use
of.a remote control, a keyboard, or other input devices

- such as a phone keypad. An EPG mayalso be employed
to book content for future recording by a digital video
recorder or personal video recorder. The on-screen in-

formation may be delivered by a dedicated channel or
assembled by the receiving equipment from information
sent by each program channel, the network operator or
other data providers. : :
[0003]

integrated receiver/decodersuch asa set-top box (STB).
Anintegrated receiver/decoder(IRD)is an electronic de-
vice used to pickup a radio-frequency signal and convert
digital information: transmitted in it. A Consumer IRD,
commonly called a set-top box or set-top unit is a device
that connects to a television and an external source of
signal, turning the signal into content which is then dis-
played on the television screen.

[0004] Other environments to run an Electronic Pro-
gram Guide maybe Integrated Digital Televisions (IDTV).
An IDTV setis a television set with a built in digital tuner,
be it for DVB-T, DVB-T2,DVB-S, DVB-S2, DVB-C, DVB-
C2, DMB-T/H, IP, ATSC or iSDB. Most of them also allow

reception of analogue signals (PAL, SECAM or NTSC).
They do away with the need for a STB for converting
those signals for reception on a television. Some are in-
tegrated with a personal video recorder and / or ameans

to descramble encrypted programsor data streams(e.g.
a CommonInterface Plus module). :
[0005] Systems which enable users to select and

Electronic Program Guidesare often run on an
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watch audio/video content on demand are generally re-
ferred to as ‘Video-On-Demand (VOD) systems. VOD
systems used in the context of a TV set either stream
content through a STB,allowing viewingin real time, or
downloadit to a device such as a computer, digital video
recorder(or personal video recorder) or portable media
playerfor viewing at any time. Mosttelevision providers
offer both VOD streaming, such as pay-per-view, where-
by a userbuysor selects a movie ortelevision program
andit begins to play on the television set almost instan-
taneously, or downloading to a digital video recorder
(DVR)rented from the provider, for viewing in the future.
VODcontents canalso be free ofcharge or subscription -
based. .

[0006] US 7.188.356 B1 describes a program trans-
mitting/receiving system having a center device and a
terminal device connected through a communication de-
vice-to the center device. The center device has a pro-
gram information memory, a program information trans--
mitter, a broadcasting device, and a request program
transmitter. The terminal device has a program informa-
tion receiver, a program receiver, an image information
generator, a program request signal transmitter, and a
request program receiver. The memory stores program
information. The program information transmitter trans-
mits the program information to the terminal device. The

broadcasting device broadcasts the program to the ter-
minal device in accordance with a schedule, and stores

the program. The request program transmitter receives
a request signal of the program from the terminal device,
and transmits the program correspondingto the request
signalto the terminal device. Then, the program informa-
tion receiver receives the program information. The pro-
gram receiver receives the program. The image informa-
tion generator generates image information fora program
selection of a user on the basis of the program informa-
tion. The program request signal transmitter transmits
the request signal of the program selected by the user
to the center device,if the program selected in accord-
ance with the image information is a past broadcast pro-
gram. The request program receiver receives the pro-

gram corresponding to the request signal. /
[0007] WHO 20071091781 A1 describes an electronic
programming guide (EPG) providing apparatus and
methodto collectively manage broadcast content using
stored EPG information. The EPG providing apparatus
includes a storing unit which stores broadcast content o
and EPG information, an EPG screen configuring unit
which configures an EPG screenincluding information
on past, current, and future broadcast content using the
EPGinformation, and a control unit which collectively
managesbroadcast content provided on the EPG screen
basedon a userinput signal.
{0008} The Electronic Program Guides described
aboveinclude past times onthe time axis to offer so called
catch-up events of past broadcast, wherein either the
catch-up events are stored automatically on the set-top
box such that the viewer can watch the requested pro-
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grams sometimeafter they have been broadcasted, or
the catch-upevents are provided by connecting to a Vid-
eo-On-Demand catalogue of past broadcast programs
offered by the provider. Thus, a disadvantage of these
EPGsis that the Video-On-Demand contents are only
displayed in the context ofa strict time-ordering and in
the context of the particular channel where they have
been broadcasted.

[0009] US 5,751,282 A describes aninteractive tele-
vision system having a centrally located head end server:
coupledto service multiple, remotely located set-top box-
es. Each set-top box runs an electronic Programming
guidethat provides an on-screen Program gridlisting pro-
gram titles in relation to their scheduled viewing times
and channel numbers. The vieweris permitted to scroll
through the program gridtolisttitles of past, current, and -
future programs. A database,resident at the head end
server, supplies the program titles and scheduled viewing
times of the past, current, and future programs to the
electronic programming guide. The head end server
transmits real-time video data streams of the available
programsto the EPG. A continuous media server, resi-
dent at the head end server, stores the video data
streamsto build a reserve of previously played programs.
The media server can also store video preview clips of
future programs. When a viewerselects a current pro-
gram,the real-time video data stream ofthe current pro-
gram is displayed by the set-top box. When the viewer

- selects a past program, the head end serverretrievés a
stored video data stream of the selected past program
and transmitsit to the set-top box. When the viewer se-
lects a future program, the head end serverretrieves a
stored video previewclip of the future program andtrans-
mits it to the set-top box.
[0010] itis an object of the presentinvention to provide
an improved electronic program guide.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

[0011] The above object is achieved by a method of
providing an electronic program guide in an apparatus
for receiving and decoding digital television signals. The
method comprisesproviding an electronic program guide
screen having at least a first and a second window,
whereinthe first window displays a grid guide format of
time and channel having a plurality of cells in which tel-
evision programlistings are displayed. The method fur-
ther comprises providing input meansfor controlling a
cursorto select betweenthefirst and the second window

and ‘to navigate and provide control functionality within
eachof thefirst and second window, wherein,if thefirst
windowis selected, the cursor selectively high-lights one
of the television program listings displayed in the grid
guide. According to the present invention, the second
window displays Video-On-Demand program iistings,
wherein, if the second window is selected, the cursor

selectively highlights one of the Video-On-Demandpro-
gramlistings and provides meansforactivating said Vid-
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e0-On-Demandprogramlisting.

[0012] Further, the present invention relates to an ap-
paratus for receiving and decodingdigital television Sig-
nals. The apparatus comprises an electronic program
guide screen having atleasta first and a second window,
wherein the first window displays a grid guide format of
time and channel having a plurality of cells in which tel-
evision program listings are displayed. The apparatus

‘further comprises input meansfor controlling a cursorto
select betweenthefirst and the second window and to

navigate and provide control functionality within each of
the first and second window,wherein,if the first window
is selected, the cursor selectively highlights one of the
television program listings displayed in the grid guide. |
According to the present invention the second window
displays a Video-On-Demandlisting, wherein,if the sec-
ond windowis selected, the cursor selectively high-lights
one of the Video-On-Demandprogram listings and pro-
vides meansfor activating said Video-On-Demand pro-
gram listing.
[0013] Further, the present invention relates to one or
more computer-readable media having computer read-
able instructions thereon which, when executed by one
or more processors, cause the processors to implement
the above-described method.
[0014] The Electronic Program Guide described here-
in is advantageousasit attracts the viewer's attention by
providing an additional window for Video-On-Demand
program listings which are highlighted in the EPG. As a
consequence, the viewer is offered two information
sources on the samescreen, onereferring to time-de-
pendent broadcast content, one referring to time-inde-
pendent VOD content. VOD contents may reflect the
viewer's broadcastorgenre preferences and are notlim-
ited to past broadcast programs.
[0015} Inaddition, said window has the advantage that
contents shown therein are independentof the channel.
or time selected in the EPG grid window.A vieweris
offered the functionality of at least two interactive win-
dowswith different contents: television program listings
and Video-On-Deman4dlistings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] In the following, preferred embodiments of the
present invention shall be discussed with reference to
the following figures: :

Figure 1 ashows an electronic program guide screen
accordingto a first embodiment of the presentinven- .
tion.

Figure 1b showsanother modeofthe electronic pro-
gram guide screen according to the embodiment
shownin Figure 1a.

Figure 2a showsanelectronic program guide screen
according to a second embodimentof the present
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invention.

Figure 2b shows another modeofthe electronic pro-
gram guide screen according to the embodiment
shownin Figure 2a.

Figure 3a showsanelectronic program guide screen
according to the embodiment shownin Figures 1 a
and 1 b with a further options window.

Figure 3b showsanelectronic program guide screen
according to the embodiment shownin Figures 2a
and 2b with a further options window.

Figure 4 shows a remote control according to anem-
bodimentof the presentinvention.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0017] According to the embodiments of the present
invention described herein, Video-On-Demand content
shall belisted and accessedfrom different Electronic Pro-
gram Guide screens such as the "Electronic Program
Guide listings grid" or the "TV viewing Now and Next
banner”to be described herein below.

Electronic Program Guide Listings Grid with Video-On-
Demand

[0018] Figures 1a and 1b showa first embodiment of
an electronic program guide screen 100 according to the
invention. Electronic program guide screen 100 compris-
es a first window 120 displaying an Electronic Program
Guide Listings Grid and a second window110 displaying
a mini showcase of Video-On-Demand content (to be
described in more detail below). VOD content may com-
prise assets, bundles.. trailers, tutorials, or other Web
VODservices. :

[0019] Inthe embodiment shownin Figures 1a and 1b,
the Electronic Program GuideListings Grid 120 is placed -
at the bottom of the screen and Video-On-Demand mini

showcase 110 is displayed above.
[0020] By default, if the vieweris in a Video-On-De-
mand service area and has a working back channel then
mini showcase 110 displaying Video-On-Demand con-
tent is shown within the Electronic Program Guide 100.
The contentis displayed both within the Electronic Pro-
gram Guide Listings Grid screen 120 and TV Viewing
Now andNext banner(to be described below). If the view-
er is not in a Video-On-Demandservice area or does not

have a working back channel, then Video-On-Demand
content is not displayed within the Electronic Program
Guide 100.

[0021] Inthe embodiment shownin Figures 1a and 1b,

Electronic Program Guide Listings Grid 120 comprises
a horizontal time axis 122 and a vertical TV channel axis

121, although other orientations as well as other axis

values are possible. In the embodiment shownin Figures
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1 a and 1 b, time axis 122 displays a time period selected
by the viewer. However, instead ofa specific time interval,

_ a viewer may also chooseto only view certain times of
certain days. For instance,if a viewertypically only watch-
es TV in the evening, time axis 122 may show the pre-
ferred viewing times (e.g. between 8 pm and 10 pm)for
today, tomorrow,the day after tomorrow,etc. in the em-
bodiment shownin Figures 1a and 1b, TV channel!axis
121 displays a subsetof available TV channels. Howev-

er, instead of showinga list of TV channels, axis 121 may
also present a summarylist of the viewer's preferred gen-
re types, such as Musicals, Comedy, or Sports events,
etc.In addition, other combinationsof axis values rather
than channel versus time are possible, such as channel
versus genre. In the preferred embodiment, EPGlistings
grid 120 is further subdivided into program cells 124
which displaythetitles of TV programs corresponding to
a time and channelspecified by a viewer.

Navigation |

[0022] Typically, a viewer navigates within an Elec-
tronic Program Guide screen by making use of a remote
control, a keyboard, or other input devices such as a
phone keypad. For the purpose of this description, re-
mote control shall refer to any input meansfor controlling
a cursor to select portions of the Electronic Program
Guide and navigate therein. A remote control 400 to con-
trol an Electronic Program Guide according to the em-
bodiments described herein is shown in Figure 4 shall
comprise at least the following keys:

* Up, Down,Left, Right

¢ oak button

* OPT button

¢ Blue button

+ VOD button

[0023] The functionality of said keys in the context of
the present invention is described below.
[0024] Moving the curscr between the program cells
124 (by means of the Up, Down, Left, and Right keys)
highlights selected items 123. Pressing the OK button
can then trigger a further activity, such as scheduling for
recording (ifthe broadcasttimeis.in the future), accessing
additional information such as-a synopsis, or switching

to the accordingchannel. In general, any action that can
be performed within a commonly known EPG can be ex-
ecuted within the EPG Listings Grid as well.
[0025] By means of a remote control, a viewer may
also navigate to window 110.If the viewer presses a spe-
cific key (e.g. the Blue button) on the remote control then

_ the highlight moves into the mini showcase 110, as
shownin Figure 1b. The viewer can then movethe high-
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